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SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The Environmental and Social Assessment (ESA) provides an independent assessment of
the project entitled "Integrated community-based ecosystem management (ICEMA)",
funded by the World Bank/Global Environment Facility (hereinafter WB/GEF Project).
This project is being administered by the World Bank and implemented under the
leadership of the Ministry of Environment and Tourism with partial outsourcing of sub-
components and activities.

The design of the project is such that it consists of a number of sub-projects (support to
various conservancies throughout the country). Even though the ICEMA is regarded as a
project, it is in fact more a programme in that it will consist of a number of activities that
themselves can be regarded as projects. Since the specific activities have not yet been
defined, it is difficult to isolate impacts and mitigation measures at this stage of the
planning process. For this reason, this ESA is somewhat different from a conventional
EIA report. Because many of the on-the-ground implementation activities have not yet
been identified, the most sensible approach to be taken in this ESA report is to make
rather generic recommendations and to provide a framework from which more detailed
management plans (and mitigation actions) can be developed. It remains the
responsibility of the project management authority (the Ministry of Environment and
Tourism) to see to it that these plans are developed, and the project implementers to
ensure that they are adhered to.

The ESA was requested by the World Bank to ensure that the proposed project is carried
out in line with Namibia's Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) policy, the emerging
Enviromnental Management Bill, and the applicable World Bank Safeguard Policies. An
initial internal review by the World Bank classified the project as a category B project
according to the World Bank standards. Impacts of category B projects are likely to be
site-specific, relatively easy to mitigate and reversible within reason.

When evaluating any new development programme or project, it is necessary to consider
the country's development demands, national aspirations and options, socio-economic
characteristics and environmental constraints. Annex 1 to this report thus provides a brief
"national overview", mostly for the benefit of readers with no prior-knowledge of the
country.

vii
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APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Due to the limited time period of two months, the ESA was carried out as a high level
desk top study including interviews, limited field visits and a half-day workshop with
relevant NACSO partner organizations. The ESA was divided into four phases:

Phase 1: Audit of the current community-based natural resource management
(CBNRM) situation in Namibia

Phase 2: Environmental and Social Assessment of the proposed World Bank
Project

Phase 3: Workshop
Phase 4: Compilation of final document

OVERVIEW OF THE WB/GEF PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES

The project development objective is to promote community based integrated
ecosystem management through targeted activities that improve rural livelihoods and
empower local communities on communal lands.

The project global objective is to restore, secure and enhance key ecosystem processes
to conserve biodiversity, alleviate land degradation and promote sustainable use on
communal lands.

The 4 components are:

* Component 1: Economic Benefits and Barrier Removal for Ecosystem Related
Benefits

Conservancies are meant to benefit all community members through enabling
managed access to the resource base, access to micro-enterprise development,
training in local development and natural resource management and access to
employment. This component is concerned with barrier removal to sustainable use of
biodiversity through provision of funds to communities for small-scale economic
activities and related capacity building. It builds on the encouraging but limited
achievements of the first phase of the National CBNRM Program related to
community-based tourism and wildlife management activities but focus on a broader
range of livelihood options. Its overall objective is to contribute to increased
economic benefits to community members.

* Component 2: Sustainable Ecosystem Management

This component is concerned with restoring, securing and enhancing the
biodiversity and ecosystem processes that support sustainable benefits to local
communities on communal lands. Implementation will take place in conservancies
and eventually in community-forests in or adjacent to communal conservancies.

viii
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* Component 3: Targeted Central Institutional Support

The component aims to improve the strategic planning, implementation and
monitoring capacity as well as institutional set-up of the Ministry of Environment
and Tourism as the responsible lead agency for the National CBNRM Program.

* Component 4: Project Management Support
The component overall goals is to strengthening the capacity of MET to manage and
supervise CBNRM activities.

KEY ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN THE AUDIT OF THE CURRENT CBNRM SITUATION IN
NAMIBIA

In the first phase, an audit of the current situation of CBNRM' was conducted and key
issues identified. Key issues which are not addressed by any of the sub-components of
the proposed WB/GEF Project are discussed in the assessment (Volume 2, Section 7).

Some of the key issue are identified as threats and risks to the proposed project and
discussed in Volume 2, Section 7. Some of these threats will be addressed prior to the
implementation of the WB/GEF Project to ensure that a conducive environment to
implement the proposed project exist. However, others can only be addressed in the
longer term.

OPERATIONAL POLICIES

The World Bank has developed a number of Safeguard Operational Policies to ensure
that all possible negative impacts are considered and mitigation measures are spelled out
prior to the implementation of any proposed project. These policies ensure that the
quality of operations is uniform across different settings worldwide. If the decision is
taken that a Safeguard Policy should be applied, mitigation measures and plans need to
be developed and in place before the implementation of a proposed project.

Special attention was given to the Indigenous People's Safeguard Policy (OD 4.20) as
this policy has been applied by the World Bank, and is thus a major issue which has to be
addressed by the proposed project.2

Further, the audit focused on compliance with the triggered Bank's Safeguard Policies
Environmental Assessment (OP/BP/GP 4.01), Involuntary Resettlement (OP/BP 4.12)3,
Cultural Property (OPN 11.03) and Natural Habitats (OP/BP 4.04).

' See Annex 6.
2An Indigenous People Development Plan (IPDP) has been developed (see separate volume 2).
3A Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF) has been developed (see separate volume 3).
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The five safeguard operational policies under review are discussed in regard to the
current situation within the conservancy approach. Even though Namibia's CBNRM
Program has a number of built in mechanisms to avoid and/or mitigate undesirable
impacts, it is still necessary to apply the World Bank Safeguard Policies. This will ensure
that, in the implementation of this project, the necessary safeguards are in fact applied
and that potentially negative impacts are kept within acceptable levels, and positive
impacts maximized.

ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION OF THE IDENTIFIED NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF THE
PROPOSED WB/GEF PROJECT AND IDENTIFIED KEY ISSUES

In this section the results of the assessment of the potential negative impacts of each
component of the project is provided. Each identified negative impact was rated
regarding the significance of the impact and mitigation measures are identified. In many
cases the mitigation measures identified are already part of the way in which CBNRM
activities are being carried out in Namibia or there are existing mechanisms that can be
used to ensure that mitigation can be implemented. In addition, a number of issues have
been identified that did not emerge from the analysis of impacts of project components
which have been included in this section. The following rating criteria have been used to
evaluate degree of impact.

HIGH: Negative impact cannot be mitigated within the current WB/GEF Project
design

MEDIUM: Negative impact can be mitigated within the current WB/GEF Project
design

LOW: Negative impact is not significant

This section also discusses risks/threats to achieving objectives that are largely outside
the control of the project. The main risks/threats are:

* The lack of secure group land tenure
* The need for diversification of income generation, and
* The need to change the current legal status regarding tenure over land and veld

products to ensure biodiversity conservation/rangeland management.

Activities to be implemented under the project, such as strengthening the role of MET for
intersectoral coordination, may help to reduce the overall risk of negative impacts due to
insecure land tenure.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT AND PRINCIPLES FOR PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of this project will be built as much as possible on existing policy,
legal and institutional foundations. Namibia has achieved considerable success in the
implementation of Community-Based Natural Resource Management (CBNRM). This is

x
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largely due to the conducive policy framework and the network of government, NGO,
CBO and private sector partners.

This ESA report recognizes that a number of strategic level documents have provided the
overall contextual setting for this project. These include Namibia's Constitution, various
policies and laws relating to natural resource management and EIA, and the World Bank
Safeguards policies. Drawing from these, two specific framework plans have been
developed as part of this ESA, namely the Indigenous People's Plan and the Resettlement
Policy Framework (figure 1).

Figure 1: Illustration of the overarching framework policies and laws, and the
various levels of planning that are required for the successful implementation of the
project
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The ESA places considerable importance on the development of well considered
conservancy-specific management plans (CMPs). These CMPs must take cognisance of
the guidance provided by the Indigenous People's Development Plan (IPDP) and the
Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF), both of which were compiled as a result of the
triggering of the relevant operational policies of the World Bank. The CMPs must also
incorporate the necessary components of Namibia's Resettlement Policy, the EA policy
and the Nature Conservation Amendment Act. It goes without saying that all aspects of
the CMPs must be in line with Namibia's Constitution.

Because the ICEMA project has not yet identified specific activities and exact areas
where its various components will be implemented at the time of writing, the ESA can
only provide broad statements on impacts and mitigation. However, the ESA concludes
that most of the potentially negative biophysical and social impacts that will require

xi
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mitigation will occur "on the ground" within the conservancies. It follows that the CMPs
must be detailed and that for each conservancy, a strategic level assessment must be
made of the likely impacts of its envisaged activities. One of the most important
components of the CMP is the zonation of land use, since this determines whether people
will be resettled or whether their livelihoods will be detrimentally affected by loss of
access to resources or social services. The IPDP and RPF stress the need to fully involve
all stakeholders, especially vulnerable groups, in the development of the CMP. By
building consensus early and displaying good governance at this strategic level, there
should be fewer conflicts within the community and less need for time-consuming and
costly arbitration measures.

Similarly, potentially negative biophysical impacts related to natural resource use or
tourism activities should be addressed at the CMP level. Ideally, the broader area should
have a tourism masterplan (this already exists for Kunene Region) where the parameters
for tourism and infrastructure development have already been set. This makes the
elaboration of the CMP considerably easier.

Where an intended project (e.g. a large lodge) is likely to result in significant
environmental impacts, an EIA will be necessary. The ESA includes guidelines and
generic Terms of Reference for such EIAs (see appendix 11) while Namibia's EA policy
provides clear direction on the process that must be followed in conducting the EIA and
the standards required by the government in this regard (see appendix 10).
Notwithstanding the obvious need for conducting EIAs for major projects, the ESA
recommends a pragmatic approach towards EIAs, so that small projects that are unlikely
to result in significant negative impacts, not be required to do EIAs. In such cases,
government can set conditions of approval based on expert opinion. The same principle
should apply to activities such as water provision, game translocation and other minor
infrastructure development.

CONCLUSION

The overall conclusion of this ESA is that the WB/GEF Project "Integrated community-
based ecosystem management (ICEMA)" is unlikely to have major negative biophysical
and social environmental impacts. Mitigation measures can be put in place relatively
easily to manage potential negative impacts. In many cases the mitigation measures
identified are already in place and/or can be built into the way in which implementing
agencies carry out their work with local communities.

However, the ESA also concludes that some areas of intervention do require stronger
attention in terms of mitigating potential negative impacts. The main aspects which need
further attention are:

equity issues to involve women, the "poor" and indigenous people
minorities; and

xii
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The risk identified which might jeopardize the success of the project needs to be
sufficiently addressed. Even though some of these are beyond the overall control of the
project, the project should try to influence these risks. The main risk is:

the lack of secure land tenure for communities on communal land.

xiii
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1 INTRODUCTION

This Environmental and Social Assessment (ESA) provides an independent assessment of
the project entitled "Integrated community-based ecosystem management (ICEMA)",
funded by the World Bank and the Global Environment Facility (hereinafter WB/GEF
Project). This project is being administered by the World Bank and implemented by the
MET as was agreed in March 2003.

A consultative meeting between the MET and NACSO (comprises of NGOs involved in
CBNRM activities and implementation thereof in Namibia) was held in March 2003 and
the two parties agreed that the MET will take the lead through consultation in the
implementation of the project and amongst others, a new project outline was adopted
(e.g. the title was changed to "Integrated Community-based Ecosystem Management,
ICEMA" from the initial NACSO-led "Integrated Ecosystem Management through the
Conservancy Network").

The ICEMA project will lead to increased social and economic well-being of rural areas,
especially those living in communal lands by broadening the resource base and
promoting ecological sound management of natural resources through sustainable and
economically viable CBNRM activities in the identified areas.

The project will support the instutionalization of the approaches and practical service
delivery to the local community in the areas identified and into the overall national
CBNRM initiatives. Central to ICEMA will be the generation of tangible benefits linked
to the sustainable management of resources, including the development of income
resource use schemes, e.g. through community lodges, and other tourism related activities
as well as various natural resource-based enterprises. This is targeted to enhance the
environment sector to play a meaningful role in the reduction of rural poverty and
employment creation as set out in the national development objective.

MET fully acknowledges the outstanding contributions made by NGOs and other
agencies in the CBNRM field, within the overall policy framework for CBNRM as
established by Government. The ICEMA project will be managed by MET, but non-core
functions concerning CBNRM will be obtained from the NGO community as well as the
private sector or other institutions as appropriate.

Additionally, assistance from GEF through the World Bank will help to consolidate
progress made thus far in CBNRM in Namibia, and bring longer-term stability in the
programme by enhancing MET's abilities in the fields identified, and complementing
support available from other sources and programmes. The GEF support fills a serious
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gap in the current funding framework for CBNRM by providing the requested support to
MET that no other donor is currently providing. So far, there exists a range of donor
funded initiatives in conservancy development, community based tourism development
and related fields, either directly through MET or NGOs. The principal support has thus
far come through the USAID LIFE project and the EU-funded tourism development
programme. Further assistance will be vigorously sought to ensure co-financing from
various sources. There is increasing interest from the donor community to support
various CBNRM activities in Namibia. These include, among others, Denmark, Finland,
France (through its intended co-financing of ICEMA), Germany, and the United States of
America.

The Conservancies that will benefit from ICEMA are primarily located in three regions
of Namibia i.e. the north-west (arid savannah and desert, including the escarpment zone);
north-east (broadleaf woodlands and savanna in the Okavango and Zambezi River
catchment areas), and southern Namibia (desert and arid steppe grasslands and low
scrublands). The lead agency of ICEMA, the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, is
committed to a consultative and participatory process with all registered and emerging
conservancies in Namibia in order to adequately meet the needs of the different
conservancies through ICEMA. As mentioned above, the primary locations are
identified, however, the MET wants to extend ICEMA support to as many conservancies
as possible through a phased approach i.e. to focus on a limited number of conservancies
at a time, focussing on the 29 conservancies registered before 2004.

The ESA was requested by the World Bank to ensure that the proposed project is carried
out in line with Namibia's Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Policy, the emerging
Environmental Management Bill, and the applicable World Bank Safeguard Policies. An
initial internal review by the World Bank classified the project as a category B project
according to the World Bank standards. Impacts of category B projects are likely to be
site specific, relatively easy to mitigate and reversible within reason.

The first phase of the ESA provided an audit of the current situation of conservancies in
Namibia4 . Figure la and b shows the existing and emerging conservancies within
Namibia. In the second phase, the potential environmental and social risks and impacts
on its area of influence were established, with particular regard to issues such as
indigenous peoples' rights, gender impacts, potential impacts on poor and marginalized
people, and on social and institutional relationships at community level. Incorporated into
the assessment of the proposed project objectives are the key issues which were identified
during the audit and have not been addressed (sufficiently or at all) in the proposed
project. This ESA follows World Bank/GEF standards and incorporates the World Bank
Safeguard Policies where applicable.

The proposed project anticipates that future activities under the project will strengthen
and operationalize conservancies as well as incorporate related community-driven

4See Appendix 6.
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sustainable integrated ecosystem management activities. The following specific issues are
assessed and evaluated:

the financial, legal, organisational and policy framework;
* the capacity of support organisations to deliver services to conservancies;
* the management institutions within conservancies;
* the resource base, biodiversity conservation and land management; and
* the socio-economic benefits for conservancy members and other

stakeholders.
* A summary of the project components is provided in Section 6.

When evaluating any new development programme or project, it is necessary to consider
the country's development demands, national aspirations and options, socio-economic
characteristics and environmental constraints. Annex 1 to this report thus provides a brief
"national overview", mostly for the benefit of readers with no prior-knowledge of the
country.
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Registered and Emerging Communal Conservancies
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Figure 1 and b: Location map of registered, emerging and recently emerging
conservancies within Namibia. Note the number of recently emerging conservancies is
much higher. A comprehensive list of all registered, emerging and recently emerging
conservancies is provided in Appendix 2.
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2. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Due to the limited time period of two months, the ESA was carried out as a high level
desk top study including interviews, limited field visits and a half-day workshop with
NGOs active in the CBNRM field. Nevertheless, sufficient background information to
execute the audit of the current CBNRM activities in Namibia has been acquired to assess
the proposed WB/GEF Project as two members of the consultant team have worked
extensively within the CBNRM sector. Furthermore, the team has drawn upon recent
reviews of the WWF-LIFE Project (which also reviewed the broader CBNRM
programme) and other assessments of CBNRM in Namibia.

Subsequent to the completion of the report, the Southern African Institute for
Environmental Assessment (SAIEA) was requested by the World Bank to provide
additional materials in order to complete and up-date the report to the requirements of the
Bank. The ESA was divided into four phases (in consultation with NACSO as the agency
initially foreseen to have been implementer of the project), which are briefly described
below:

|Phase 1: Audit of the current CBNRM situation in Namibia

In this phase the consultant team held meetings with the NACSO Secretariat, interviews
with relevant NACSO members and relevant Ministries to obtain background
information. Additional information was gathered during a desktop study. Due to the
limited time period fieldwork was limited to a five-day trip to the north-western
Conservancies. A list of people interviewed is provided in Appendix 3.

The aims of the existing CBNRM project, current activities within conservancies and
positive and negative impacts caused by the CBNRM project are described in Section 4.
The audit focused on the following aspects:

* policy development
* institutional relationships (local, regional and national)
* governance of conservation
* community empowerment
* natural resources management
* biodiversity conservation
* rangeland management
* poverty alleviation
* gender, and
* distribution and reinvestment of income.

Special attention was given to the Indigenous People's Safeguard Policy (OD 4.20) as
this policy has already been applied by the World Bank, and is thus a major aspect which
has to be addressed by the proposed project5 .

5 See Volume 2 (IPDP).

5
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Further, the audit focused on the Environmental Assessment (OP/BP 4.04), Involuntary
Resettlement (OP/BP 4.12), Cultural Property (OPN 11.03) and Natural Habitats (OP/BP
4.04) Safeguard Operational Policies.

Phase 2: ESA of the proposed WB/GEF Project

Each component and sub-component of the proposed project was assessed in terms of its
possible positive and negative biophysical and social impact. The degree of importance
of each negative impact was assessed and mitigation measures provided. Additionally,
risks which were identified in the audit and were not covered in the existing project
components are assessed and grouped (see Section 7).

As stated in the ToR, a separate section in the final report anticipated the evaluation of
existing monitoring plans - regarding their effectiveness, and compliance by the different
conservancies - and make recommendations on how to incorporate identified key issues
into revised or new management and monitoring plans. This could not be carried out as
the management and monitoring plans for conservancies have not yet been revised.
Monitoring of the impacts identified in this ESA will be incorporated into the revision of
existing management and monitoring plans as supported by the project, using the
mitigation measures provided in this report (see Section 7).

Ohase 3: Workshopl

A half-day workshop, at which the interim findings and recommendations of the
consultant team were presented to the NACSO members, was held on 28 November
2002. The minutes are attached in Appendix 4.

Ohase 4: Compilation of final documen

Discussion of the key aspects raised by participants of the workshop are included into the
final report.

3. CONSTRAINTS AND CHANGES MADE TO THE
TENDER DOCUMENT

Due to time and budget constraints, NACSO and the World Bank approved a number of
changes to the original terms of reference (TOR) (Appendix 5):

Some sections of the TOR suggested that fieldwork should be carried out as part of the
assessment. For example, Task 3 (c), (pp 8-9) called for an analysis of the socio-cultural
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environment in the target conservancies. While some of the information required by this
section is available in existing reports, some of it would need to gained, or at least
validated, in the field. The two-month period for carrying out the assessment and the
budget did not provide sufficient time or resources for extensive fieldwork, particularly
given the distance of the conservancies from Windhoek. It was agreed that a short five-
day field visit to first and second generation and emerging conservancies in the
Northwest of Namibia would take place. The fieldwork would contribute to obtaining
first hand information regarding aspects such as aspirations and attitudes of people
regarding the programme.

Due to existing commitments of NACSO members and the time constraints imposed by
the impending December holiday period, the time schedule did not allow for the
anticipated scoping workshop (para. 4, p 7) provided for by the TOR. Instead it was
agreed that the consultants would introduce the identified key impacts and mitigation
measures to the NACSO partners in an interim report and at a workshop that was held on
28 November, 2002.

Task 6, as stated in the TOR suggested that the Environmental and Social Monitoring
Plan should include "targeted monitoring so that managers can track progress towards
achieving stated programme objectives, and so that they can institute mitigatory
(management) actions timeously". The consultant team did not understand this to be part
of the ESA as the limited time did not allow for development of a monitoring plan to
assist managers in tracking progress towards programme objectives. More fundamentally,
this is part of internal project management and is in fact being developed under a separate
project tender. It was agreed that the ESA would focus on the potential broad programme
level impacts on the biophysical and social environments, would identify mitigation
measures at this level and develop broad programme level indicators that can be used to
monitor the overall impact of risk factors.

As part of this process, the team proposed to briefly assess existing management and
monitoring plans, and to make recommendations on how to incorporate the identified key
issues into revised or new management and monitoring plans. As stated above this task
could not be conducted. However, the impacts and mitigatory measures identified in this
ESA will be incorporated into the revised management and monitoring plans for the
CBNRM programme with support of the project.

4. KEY ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN THE AUDIT OF THE
CURRENT CBNRM SITUATION IN NAMIBIA

The key issues identified in the audit are briefly introduced below. The audit of the
current CBNRM situation in Namibia is included in Appendix 6. Key issues which are
not addressed by the sub-components of the proposed WB/GEF Project are also discussed
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in the assessment (see Section 7). In Section 7 some of the key issues will be discussed
as threats and risks to the proposed project.

4.1. POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Despite the progressive nature of existing policies, a number of gaps and constraints
remain. There are some gaps in the policies and laws themselves, there are gaps between
policy intent and implementation, there is overlap and duplication across sectors and
there are contradictions (Jones 2002). The issues listed below need attention in order to
lay sufficiently strong foundations for successful community-based resource management
in Namibia.

* The wildlife rights conferred on communal area conservancies are limited
and conditional and given the current absence of high financial benefit at
the household level, do not provide a strong incentive for sustainable
resource management.

* The lack of secure group land tenure also reduces the incentive for
communal area residents to invest time, labour and money into sustainable
resource management practices (including range management).

* The lack of secure group land tenure undermines the ability of
conservancies to enforce zoning of areas for wildlife and tourism as
outsiders can easily move in with their livestock.

* Although original policy decisions by MET favoured giving existing
tourism concessions to conservancies, MET is reviewing its approach to
concessions. It is important for the new approach to favour conservancies.

* The absence of a clear and updated policy on CBNRM implementation
has created uncertainties regarding the extent to which rights are devolved
to communities and some inconsistencies in implementation

* Although sectoral policies for community-based resource management are
compatible with the conservancy approach, there is a danger of a
proliferation of sectorally-driven committees at community level.

* Community rights to control tourism within conservancies remain weak
under current legislation.

* There is a growing gap between the limited rights conservancies have to
deal with problem animals and the expectations of conservancy members.

* There are many institutions at regional and local level that have
overlapping authority over land and natural resource management, making
it difficult for conservancies to implement and enforce their management
plans.
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* There is a need to integrate conservancies further into the Government's
overall decentralisation policy and implementation of this policy.
Recognition needs to be given to conservancy integrated development
planning within the decentralisation process.

* Macro-economic policies need to give greater recognition to wildlife and
tourism as efficient and productive forms of land use that can be promoted
through appropriate economic incentives and the removal of subsidies on
other forms of land use.

4.2. INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS (NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND LOCAL)

Sound institutional relationships are a crucial component of CBNRM in Namibia. These
relationships are governed partly by policy and legislation and partly by the way that
different institutions compete for or negotiate authority at different levels. Key issues
stated below need future attention:

Better definition of the expected roles of and the relationships between conservancies and
other institutions such as traditional authorities, village development committees, water
point committees, regional councils etc. (NACSO is developing recommendations for
addressing some of these issues - see Jones and Luipert (2002).)

Institutionalization of CBNRM as a cross-cutting programme within MET and
harmonization of approach across organizational structures are needed within MET to
maintain the level of priority given to the programme in terms of Namibia's development
objectives and consistency in approach towards implementation.
Improved coordination amongst various CBNRM support programmes and service-
providers to obtain better synergy.

4.3. GOVERNANCE WITHIN CONSERVANCIES

Good governance is an important area of the CBNRM programme that needs further
attention to ensure the success of CBNRM. The following key issues need to be
considered in future:

* There is the need for a greater separation in conservancies of day-to-day
management and broader coordination and policy direction functions.

* The flow of information between conservancy committees and members needs to
be improved.

* More attention needs to be given to the promotion of participatory democracy
within conservancies and the use of more localised units of decision-making.
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* Decision-making processes within conservancies and their committees need to
conform more closely to the informal, subtle and flexible processes that
communities use themselves.

4.4. COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT

Although efforts to promote community empowerment have had mostly positive impacts,
some impacts have been negative on some communities or groups within communities.
In some cases the formation of conservancies has exacerbated existing conflicts within
communities or provided the focus for new disputes to develop. The following key issues
need to be addressed in future programmes:

* Although conservancy committee members feel a sense of empowerment because
they have rights to manage wildlife it is not clear to what extent community
members share this sense of empowerment.

* The power and authority given to conservancies over wildlife is limited and
conditional and needs to be strengthened.

* Support for the emerging regional conservancy associations will be important for
the continued promotion of community empowerment.

* The programme should continue to facilitate the implementation of approaches
based on communities coordinating service provision themselves and holding
Government and NGOs accountable.

4.5. NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

A major component of the CBNRM programme is to improve natural resource
management within conservancies by training of staff and providing knowledge and
methodologies to evaluate and monitor natural resources. Natural resource management
includes biodiversity conservation and rangeland management, which are both separately
discussed in the audit.

4.6. BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION

More equitable distribution of benefits from the CBNRM programme, as well as from
associated programmes of sustainable natural resource use has to be ensured in future. A
major problem is the unsecured rights over natural resources, except for wildlife, at
conservancy level. Further options for developing sustainable harvesting of wild natural
resources should be developed in order to provide alternative income generating
opportunities. The key issues are:
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* More equitable benefit distributions of income from renewable natural
resources. At present income generated that reaches households is
minimal, although such income is highly significant at community level.

* Future programmes should focus on developing sustainable harvesting of
wild natural resources, which includes and addresses the -

* establishment of an inventory of renewable natural resources in each
conservancy;

* lack of information about the economic value of renewable natural
resources at conservancy level;

* lack of mechanisms for capturing the economic value of renewable natural
resources.

Biodiversity conservation will only work in conservancies (as well as on any other land
ownership type) if conservation has a positive economic spin-off for the community.

4.7. RANGELAND MANAGEMENT

The following key issues should be included in future projects and programmes:

* Current land tenure has to be changed to provide more rights to
communities, enabling conservancies to manage rangeland more
effectively.

* Diversification of income generation.

* Sustainable management of natural resources to ensure livelihood security.

* Greater co-operation between all stakeholders with authority over land
issues.

* Greater integration of livestock and wildlife monitoring/management.

4.8. POVERTY ALLEVIATION

There is no documented evidence of the poverty alleviation impacts of CBNRM
programme in Namibia, but community-based natural resource management and
community-based tourism have been recognized as important poverty-reduction
mechanisms in Namibia's National Poverty Reduction Strategy. Emerging benefit
distribution programmes developed by conservancies have included support to the most
vulnerable elements in society, namely pensioners and orphans, and other conservancies
can be expected to follow a similar approach. The following key issues should
nevertheless be included or refined in future programmes:
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In order to monitor future alleviation of poverty, who the poor are must
first be identified, strategies to target those households designed, and then
monitored to assess whether livelihoods have improved, vulnerability has
been reduced and poverty alleviated.

* The programme must ensure that the benefits generated (if any) and
distributed are greater than the costs faced.

* It is necessary to recognise that tourism is a relatively high risk industry,
thus income generating opportunities must be developed that do not solely
rely on tourism.

4.9. GENDER ISSUES

The involvement of women in conservancy activities differs between the regions. This
can be explained by cultural differences and also by the different focus of NGOs working
in the region. There is a lack of gender expertise within the programme, which can be
overcome by the development of a planned and strategic intervention designed to address
gender equity and equality. Key issues include the following:

There is potential for certain groups, already vulnerable - particularly
female headed households - to be marginalized if attention is not paid to
ensuring their participation and that their voice is heard.

There is potential for conservancy institutions to target vulnerable groups
within their boundaries (particularly female-headed and child-headed
households, and indigenous people). This potential should be built upon,
particularly in the context of increasing inter-ministerial coordination and
service delivery.

Women are likely to be drawn more into the programme if more attention
is paid to resources that they control and/or use rather than wildlife, which
tends to be viewed as a male issue.

4.10. DISTRIBUTION AND REINVESTMENT OF INCOME

The potential for the CBNRM programme to generate significant income from a variety
of sources has been well documented (see Ashley et al, 1994; Ashley, 1996; Ashley and
Barnes, 1996; Barnes et al., 2001), as has the amount of money actually generated within
the programme. The key issues that need to be addressed in the future are listed below:

The lack of benefit distribution plans - which will require more emphasis,
particularly for those conservancies that already generate revenue - and
must consider equitability, methods of distribution, etc.
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Current benefits to individuals appear to be less than costs (especially in
terms of human/wildlife conflict). People may begin to lose interest if
costs are not at the very least partially offset.

5. OPERATIONAL POLICIES

The World Bank has developed a number of Safeguard Operational Policies to ensure
that all possible negative impacts are considered and mitigation measures are spelled out
before implementation of any proposed project. A Safeguard Operational Policy can be
applied either prior to the implementation of a project or during its term, but an
assessment of whether they should be applied should take place prior to the
commencement of a project. These policies ensure that the quality of operations is
uniform across different settings worldwide. If the decision is taken that a Safeguard
Policy should be applied, mitigation measures and plans need to be developed and in
place before the implementation of a proposed project.

In the case of the WB/GEF Project, the decision to apply the Safeguard Policy for
Indigenous Peoples (OD 4.20) has already been taken by the World Bank. A management
plan mitigating the identified negative impacts that the proposed WB/GEF Project might
have on indigenous people in Namibia has been drawn up (see volume 2) 6.

In addition, the TOR stipulated that the Safeguard Operational Policies on Natural
Habitats, Cultural Property and Involuntary Resettlement (see volume 3 on resettlement)
should be evaluated and possible impacts the proposed project might have, be identified.
The Natural Habitat and Cultural Property safeguard operational policies under review
are briefly introduced and the current situation regarding these aspects within
conservancies are described below. The World Bank Operational Manuals - Operational
Policies are included in Appendix 7.

5.1. NATURAL HABITAT (OP 4.04)

Definition of Natural Habitat

The World Bank's Operational Policy OP 4.04 defines natural habitat as land and water
areas where (i) the ecosystem's biological communities are formed largely by native
plant and animal species, and (ii) human activity has not essentially modified the area's
primary ecological functions. The Operational Policy further distinguishes between the
following:

6 Separate documents for Indigenous People (volume 2) and Involuntary Resettlement (volume 3).
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* Critical natural habitats (e.g. existing protected areas and areas officially
proposed by Governments as protected areas, areas initially recognised as
protected by traditional local communities (e.g. sacred graves), and sites
that maintain conditions vital for the viability of these protected areas (as
determined by the EIA process).

* Significant conversion is the elimination or severe diminution of the
integrity of a critical or other natural habitat caused by a major, long-term
change in land or water use (e.g. land clearing; replacement of natural
vegetation; permanent flooding; drainage, dredging, filling, or
channelisation of wetlands; or surface mining.

* Degradation is modification of a critical or other natural habitat that
substantially reduces the habitat's ability to maintain viable populations of
its native species.

The operational policy highlights that identifying "the degree of threat to identified
natural habitats and measures for protecting such areas in the context of the country's
development strategy" is the main objective.

Conservancy Areas

After a conservancy has been registered with the Ministry of Environment and Tourism,
one of the next steps is to develop a vision/mission statement and a management plan.
The management plan includes a land-use zoning map, which defines activities in
demarcated areas, e.g. wildlife, tourism, livestock areas. The wildlife zone is solely set
aside for wildlife management and no livestock or permanent structures are allowed to
take place in this area. However, exceptions may be made to allow drought grazing
within this area. The zonation approach often helps to keep or restore natural habitats as
the activities within each zone are managed and monitored. For example, since the
CBNRM programme started wildlife numbers have steadily increased in the wildlife
zones (MET monitoring data; Dr C Brown, Namibia Nature Foundation, pers. comm.,
2002).

In addition, especially in the North and Northwest, one of the main livelihood activities is
livestock farming. Although localized overstocking does have an impact on vegetation,
by and large, the major livestock farming areas of the northwest remain unmodified. This
is particularly so as the further west one moves, the more these rangeland habitats can be
classified as "disequilibrium" systems where the main driving force of habitat change is
rainfall. The extensive livestock management systems based on some degree of
transhumance, in many parts of the communal lands, are well suited to arid environments.
Within this region, if not for the whole country, the climatic conditions do not allow
major land change due, inter alia, to poor soil quality, water shortage and erratic rainfall
patterns. This implies that activities such as irrigation, etc. which have a significant
impact on habitats are not existing in most conservancies and the likelihood that these
will occur in future is minimal. Vast habitats within conservancies have changed little
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over the centuries. The main impact was the forceful resettlement of people during the
apartheid area, which resulted in the exceeding of the carrying capacity of some habitats.
However, forced to make a living within the allocated area residents indirectly managed
habitats to survive.

Discussion

Appropriate conservation (management) and mitigation measures remove or reduce
adverse impacts on natural habitats or their functions. Specific measures depend on the
ecological characteristics of the given site. Humans already modify most natural habitats
within conservancies. One of the aims of the conservancy approach is to halt or reduce
further modification and maintain areas of natural habitat within the conservancy.

Strategies and methods used in the CBNRM programme to minimise adverse impacts on
natural habitats and degradation are included in biodiversity and rangeland management,
which are fundamental cornerstones to verify the degree of threat and to develop
measures to protect natural habitats existing within conservancies. Over the past years
specialist studies (e.g. Biodiveristy Task Force within the MET) and conservancy
activities focus more and more on the conservation of habitats. The work of the Desert
Research Foundation of Namibia within the National Programme to Combat
Desertification (NAPCOD) makes an important contribution to habitat conservation.
NAPCOD is one of the members of the Forum for Integrated Resource Management,
which ensures the holistic approach of habitat conservation through rangeland
management incorporating various other projects relating to this issue.

In 2002, the Centre for Research, Information, Action and Development in Southern
Africa (CRIAA SA-DC) became involved in conservancy-based natural resource
management which further strengthens habitat conservation. CRIAA is an organisation
working closely together with indigenous people trying to identify possible utilisation
opportunities of indigenous plants within target areas. To ensure the long-term viability
of identified project strategies management and monitoring systems are developed to
ensure that resources are not overused or habitats degraded. In Caprivi, conservancies are
specifically building fire management into their planning in order to prevent damage to
habitats by excessive and uncontrolled burning.

Conclusion

In triggering this policy it is necessary to put in place mechanisms to ensure that the
negative direct, indirect and cumulative environmental impacts of developments such as
tourism lodges/campsites are kept within acceptable levels. The following three
mechanisms are available to facilitate this, and all three be utilized where appropriate:

* The first is the north-west tourism masterplan (NWTMP), which was
drawn up to guide the development of tourism initiatives in Kunene - the
region which supports the majority of conservancies in Namibia. The plan
includes social and ecological impacts and provides detailed information
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on the issues that a developer (private or community) must consider when
planning and implementing a project in the area.

* The second are the "Generic Terms of Reference (TOR) for Tourism
Projects in the Kunene Region" (Appendix 11). Whilst tourism projects in
this case are likely to be lodges and campsites, the TOR require the
consideration of a broad range of direct biophysical impacts such as water
abstraction, waste management, sourcing of building materials, land
clearing, site selection, etc., a range of potential social impacts such as the
sourcing of labour and the problems arising from the influx of "foreign"
labour, and off-site (or indirect) impacts such as the use of roads for
accessing the lodge, the activities of tourists, the noise of aircraft and
vehicles, etc.

* Thirdly, Namibia's Environmental Assessment Policy (Appendix 10)
provides a detailed framework for conducting EIAs. The EA policy
includes "tourism facilities" in its list of activities that require EIAs. But, it
does not indicate the level of EIA required, say for a small campsite,
compared to that required for a lodge. However, the policy is clear that the
scoping stage of the EIA should provide an indication of the complexity of
the issues to be addressed and thus the "size" of the required EIA. The
Generic TOR mentioned earlier, propose a "small-scale EIA" approach for
smaller projects so that developers, communities and the authorities do not
get bogged down in conducting comprehensive EIAs for projects likely to
have insignificant negative impacts. Moreover, since the NWTMP is
essentially a strategic assessment of the issues in the region, considerable
guidance is already available to developers. However, it should be noted
that other areas that support conservancies (e.g. Caprivi) do not yet have a
similar masterplan in place (though one is currently being prepared) and
the Generic TOR need to be modified to be relevant for other areas of the
country.

Section 8 of the ESA (Environmental and Social Management Framework) provides
guidance on "mini-EIA" versus full EIA.

5.2. CULTURAL PROPERTY (OPN 11.03)

Definition of and Legislation regarding Cultural Property

Cultural property, as defined by the World Bank's Operational Policy OP 4.11, "...

includes sites having archaeological (prehistoric), palaentological, historical, religious,
and unique natural values".

The management of the cultural property of a country is the responsibility of the
Government (OP 4.11). A number of policies, acts, etc. regulate the management of
cultural property in Namibia.
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National laws

The National Monuments Act, 1969 (No. 28 of 1969), as amended in South Africa in
January 1978. This Act establishes the National Monuments Council and provides for the
preservation of certain property as national monuments and the maintenance of certain
burial sites.

International laws

* The Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and
Natural Heritage, 1972 (accession: 6 April 2000)

* World Heritage Convention, 1975 (accession: 6 April 2000)

Current Situation in Conservancies

No overall survey has been compiled to assess the cultural property of each conservancy.
Examples are given below of Cultural Property issues in conservancies and impacts are
discussed.

As noted earlier, the Namibian Community-based Tourism Association (NACOBTA) has
developed a document entitled "Generic Terms of Reference for the Planning of Tourism
Projects in North-western Namibia" (Appendix 11). All future conservancy-based
projects within the Kunene and Erongo Regions will be recommended to use these
guidelines. The guidelines address the identification of environmental, social and
economic impacts (e.g. impact on culture, impact on community land and resources,
impact on social life). Pre-feasibility studies will assess the economic viability of
proposed projects and a screening study will determine whether the project is in line with
the vision of the Tourism Master Plan for the region. An environmental questionnaire
must be filled out by the developer, which helps to inform decisions regarding whether an
EIA is necessary. Depending on the size of the project and the identified impacts it is not
always necessary to undertake a full EIA.

Nyae Nyae Conservancy

In 2000, the Nyae Nyae Conservancy approached Quaternary Research Service to
conduct an Environmental Impact Assessment of the proposed Nyae Nyae 4x4
Route. Three common types of archaeological site within the Nyae Nyae
conservancy area were encountered: stone hunting blinds, mainly situated on
calcrete banks near to seasonal pans; wells excavated in or near seasonal pans;
and remains of temporary encampments at honey-collecting sites in baobab
groves (Quaternary Research Service, 2000). Test excavations at Homasi (baobab
tree site) yielded some pottery with a secure radiocarbon date of 360±50 BP (Pta-
3744). The calibrated radiocarbon dates are 1497AD to 1651AD, placing the
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occupation of the site well before recorded history in this area (Quaternary
Research Service, 2000).

Baobab trees are major landmarks in an otherwise featureless terrain; they provide
shade, and in many cases they are located near to pans. These are the same
characteristics which determined the importance of the baobab trees in the past,
with the added attraction of bee's nests as sources of honey and the fruit of the
baobab itself. However, the baobab tree sites are the most sensitive to disturbance
by off-road tourism. The stone hunting blind sites are also sensitive to
disturbance, as are the stone artefact scatters, but these are less visible and do not
attract attention as easily (Quaternary Research Service, 2000).

The study concluded that vehicle access to trees is obviously the major cause of
negative impacts. Trees which are easily accessible by vehicle show more damage
(e.g. graffiti) compared with baobab trees which are only accessible by foot.
Historical graffiti dates as early as the early I9th century, when the first white
settlers moved northwards. Observations show that graffiti has increased since
1990 and found its height in 1999 after an article about the Dorsland Trek 4x4
route (which crosses the Nyae Nyae Conservancy area) was published in the
South African magazine, Getaway.

A further negative example is the poorly planned game viewing platform at
Djokhoe. The viewing platform has severe negative impacts on the archaeological
deposits beneath the baobab tree. The platform is free-standing but connects to the
eastern side of the tree so that tourists can enjoy the afternoon shade cast by the
tree. Fourteen foundation pits were excavated within an area of less than 50m2 to
support the platform. Besides the damage to the archaeological deposit it is likely
that the construction will affect the tree itself (Quatemary Research Service,
2000). This construction was carried out under the auspices of the Nyae Nyae
Conservancy and supervised by officials of the Ministry of Environment and
Tourism, despite the fact that baobab trees and archaeological deposits are
specially protected by law.

Graffiti on the Nyae Nyae baobab trees show that uncontrolled access to such
sites results in an almost immediate increase in vandalism. The sensitivity of the
baobab trees to damage is such that these sites are likely to become so degraded in
the next few years that their value, whether historical, archaeological or aesthetic,
will be so reduced that the trees will cease to be a tourism asset for the Nyae Nyae
Conservancy (Quatemary Research Service, 2000).

Twyfelfontein Conservancy

The area around Twyfelfontein has numerous painting and engraving sites. The
best-known site with numerous engravings is situated at Twyfelfontein itself.
Some of these sites are registered with the National Monuments Council. In the
Twyfelfontein Conservancy the entrance of the Twyfelfontein Country Lodge
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(one of two lodges in the conservancy) has been built over an archaeological site
(J. Kinahan, pers. comm.; personnel observation 30.10.02). The Assistant
Manager of the lodge, revealed during a brief interview that no EIA was carried
out before the lodge was constructed. The social and environmental specifications
of the agreement regarding the development were discussed between the
developer and Mr E Xoagub (conservancy member). No input was provided by
any of the NGOs or NACOBTA (E Humphry, pers. comm.). The rock art at the
main Twyfelfontein site is being managed by conservancy members with
permission from the National Monuments Council. Staff are employed to collect
fees from tourists and provide guides, keep the area clean and ensure that tourists
do not damage the art.

Spitzkoppe Conservancy

Numerous rock paintings exist all over the Spitzkoppe area. The most famous site
is the Paradise Valley at the eastern part of the Spitzkoppe.

The emerging Spitzkoppe Conservancy plans to get into a joint venture (JV) with
a private investor to build an up-market tourist lodge at the Spitzkoppe.
Unresolved legal aspects, such as the Permission to Occupy (PTO) "change of
use" for Spitzkoppe delayed the start of the project (LIFE 2002). As stipulated in
the national Environmental Assessment Policy, an EIA was carried out. The
findings of the EIA will help to determine the location and size of the lodge. In
addition to water requirements, waste disposal, etc., one of the main focuses of
the EIA was a specialist survey investigating archaeological and historical sites.
The EIA process (which was completed in late 2003) provided opportunities for
all the key stakeholders to contribute to the discussions. The result of this is that
the original lodge site has not been approved because of its proximity to important
rock art sites, and alternative sites are now being investigated. This shows that the
current system is effective.

Tsiseb Conservancy

The Brandberg is situated northwest of the former mining town of Uis and is one
of the most dominant features of the region. With a height of 2,573 m it can be
seen, depending on the weather conditions, from as far as 100 km away. Due to its
geological history, a variety of rocks occur within the Brandberg area. Quartz,
basalt and dolerite provided an especially important material for making Stone
Age tools. Over the last centuries, the microclimate of the Brandberg was
important for hunter and gatherers as the granite provided perfect conditions to
collect even the most minimal runoff (Lenssen-Erz 1997). The settlement history
of the Brandberg started at the latest during the Middle Stone Age (200,000-
30,000 BP) which is verified at two sites (Breunig 1989a). Radiocarbon dates
from paintings, ceramics and ashes show that people have lived at the Brandberg
ever since.
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One of the most known rock art sites at the Brandberg is the White Lady in the
Tsiseb Gorge. Unfortunately over the last decade the painting deteriorated, as
visitors sprayed the painting with water in order to take better photographs.
Nowadays, the White Lady is behind protective bars to ensure no further damage.

At present, an EU-funded project providing archaeological and historical training
for guides in the Brandberg area has been initiated. The project is situated within
the MET's Directorate of Tourism. The current project focuses on the Daureb
Mountain Guides, which are not members of the Tsiseb Conservancy. This has
led to tension between the two parties (Thouless, pers. comm.). Discussions with
the Tsiseb conservancy committee and the Daureb Mountain Guides are
underway to agree on levies which should be paid to the conservancy. However it
can be questioned why support has not been given to the conservancy itself, as
they have the rights to develop the land.

#Khoadi//Hoas Conservancy

In 1999, a specialist study evaluating the tourism potential within the
conservancy was conducted by a consultant (Wouter Schalken). This study
investigated existing sites and their probable tourism potential. A site on which
to develop an up-market lodge was identified by the Conservancy Committee
and an invitation to tender closed on the 28th October, 2002. One requirement
of the tender document was the identification of possible social and
environmental impacts and the execution of an EIA and Environmental
Management Plan for the operation of the lodge prior to construction
commencing. The lease agreement specifically states that "the Lessor has the
objective of conserving the wild animals, plant life and objectives of geological,
archaeological, historical and other interests in a natural state for the benefit and
enjoyment of visitors". (It is slightly surprising that these elements are not being
conserved "for the benefit of local residents" as well. There needs to be greater
recognition of the cultural property rights of residents.) In point 1.1.1 of the
lease agreement the term "Lodge Specifications" is explained, which includes
that the lodge development is carried out in full accordance with the EIA.

Discussion

The Generic Terms of Reference for the Planning of Tourism Projects in North-western
Namibia are a first tool to ensure that all impacts a proposed development might have on
the area are assessed - the environmental, economic and socio-cultural aspects. The latter
include cultural, historical and archaeological issues. Should the conservancy feel
strongly about cultural property, a clause addressing specific issues can be included in the
JV agreement between the developer and the conservancy.

Presently, the shortcoming of having no overall Tourism Master Plan for conservancies
(there is one only for the NW Region of Namibia) is one of the biggest obstacles to
ensuring sound tourism JV development within conservancies. The development of such
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plans would considerably assist the incorporation of conservation of cultural property
into tourism developments. Conservancies will be encouraged and assisted in developing
their own tourism plans as an additional safeguard. Generally, conservancies should be
made aware of the economic value cultural sites might bear and assistance should be
provided from the National Monuments Council and NGOs so that conservancies can
manage important sites themselves. Conservancies are appropriate institutions for taking
on a management role, as the National Monuments Council and other Government
agencies may not have sufficient resources to provide adequate regulation and control
themselves at each potential site.

The table below summarizes the potential threats:

Cultural property inclusion into framework for CBNRM in conservancies
ISSUE/ASPECT BIOPHYSICAL IMPACTS SOCIAL IMPACTS

Positive Negative Positive Negative
Cultural property not Loss of natural Loss of cultural
sufficiently recognised cultural property property due to
in CBNRM programme due to non- non-recognition

recognition

The potential negative biophysical and social impacts are the loss of cultural property on
the global, national and local level. At the local level it is of importance for the
community living in the area not only to know their heritage, but also know it may have
potential as an asset that could be utilized for tourism development. Nationally cultural
sites are protected under the National Monuments Council as they belong to the country's
history, and bear global importance for the history of human kind and future scientific
research.

The following mitigation measures should be incorporated in future projects under the
CBNRM programme to address the aspects of conserving cultural property.

Mitigation measures

Overall objective: To incorporate cultural property into the existing CBNRM programme.
The following mitigation measures have been identified:

* Include the issue of Cultural Property in existing and future EIA processes

* To ensure that the interest of the conservancy are met, the project should
pay for parts of the cost of the EIA

* Establish Tourism Master Plans for all regions in Namibia (presently only
the Northwest Tourism Master Plan exists)

* Conservancies must develop their own tourism plans (assistance from
NGOs should be provided - including awareness training, capacity
building) that incorporate the conservation of cultural property
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* Develop guidelines to prevent damage to archaeological and historical
sites (e.g. location of camp sites, provision of trained guides to ensure that
sites are not damaged)

* Inventory development of archaeological, historical and natural cultural
property

* Involve National Monuments Council to guide and support conservancy
control and management of sites

* Income generation by incorporating cultural property within the tourist
attractions

* Long-term partnership with other international cultural property areas,
infornmation exchange, etc.

Conclusion

Cooperation with the National Monuments Council will be incorporated into the overall
CBNRM programme. Further, special attention will be paid to the vision/mission
statement of conservancies and future and existing tourism management plans of
conservancies to ensure that Cultural Property issues are included in these. It should be
noted that Namibia' s EA policy (appendix 10) considers biophysical, social,
archaeological and cultural issues as all being part of the environment. Thus, an EIA
under Namibian policy is all-encompassing.

6. OVERVIEW OF THE WB/GEF PROJECT AND
ALTERNATIVES

6.1. THE WB/GEF PROJECT

Namibia's policy and legal framework grants rights over wildlife and tourism
management and uses to communities on communal lands once they are organized as
"conservancies" (National CBNRM Program). Conservancies are multiple-use zones
where residents continue farming but collectively manage wildlife in order to benefit both
from better natural resource management practice, and from capturing tourism revenues.
A communal conservancy consists in setting aside part or all of the land of a given
community with the intention to conserve and valorize wildlife through its sustainable
consumptive and non-consumptive uses within nature-related activities. The committees
that run conservancies aim to be multifunctional, serving as management structures for
natural resources utilization and benefit distribution. The community living within the
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area of a registered communal conservancy does not own the land or have clear
ownership rights to the natural resources. All land in communal areas remains the
property of the State, and the communities only receive conditional use rights to specified
resources. Most significantly, persons who are not members of the Conservancy are still
relatively free to move into the gazetted area of a Conservancy with their livestock, or to
otherwise make use of the pasture and other resources in communal areas. Although the
legislation provides for the recognition of the boundaries of a Conservancy, it does not
confer any special status on the land within a Conservancy as some form of protected
area, or as an area with locally defined controls on land use.

ICEMA will support the National CBNRM Program for a period of 5 years to
consolidate, add value to and build on the achievements of the National CBNRM
program and to foster the shift from sectoral natural resource management (mainly
wildlife) to an integrated ecosystem management approach in targeted conservancies
thereby enhancing globally significant biodiversity conservation and reducing land
degradation.

Project Objectives:
The project development objective is to promote community based integrated ecosystem
management through targeted activities that improve rural livelihoods and empower
local communities on communal lands.

The project global objective is to restore, secure and enhance key ecosystem processes to
conserve biodiversity, alleviate land degradation and promote sustainable use on
communal lands.

6.2. PROJECT COMPONENTS

GEF and FFEM (French GEF) provide incremental financing for the project's 4 inter-
related components that together serve to consolidate, add value to and build on the
achievements of the National CBNRM Program and to foster the shift from traditional
natural resource management (mainly wildlife) to an integrated ecosystem management
approach in targeted conservancies thereby enhancing globally significant biodiversity
conservation and reducing land degradation. ICEMA will support targeted conservancies
of global environmental priority complying with MET's and ICEMA's defined strategic
criteria and confirmed through detailed stakeholder consultations.

Project components 1 (Ecosystem-based Income-generating Activities) and 2
(Sustailtable Ecosystem Management) support on-the-ground activities and are expected
to provide replicable lessons for the remaining conservancy network.

Project component 3 (Targeted Central Institutional Support) focuses on priority issues
of the institutional, policy, legal, technical and financial framework for the expanding and
diversifying National CBNRM Program.
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Project component 4 (Project Management Support) aims to enhance the capacity of the
Ministry of Enviromnent and Tourism to manage and supervise the project and the
National CBNRM Program activities.

Component 1: Ecosystem-based Income-generating Activities
Conservancies are meant to benefit all community members through enabling managed
access to the resource base, access to micro-enterprise development, training in local
development and natural resource management and access to employment. This
component is concerned with barrier removal to sustainable use of biodiversity through
provision of funds to communities for small-scale economic activities and related
capacity building. It builds on the encouraging but limited achievements of the first phase
of the National CBNRM Program related to community-based tourism and wildlife
management activities but focus on a broader range of livelihood options. Its overall
objective is to contribute to increased economic benefits to community members.

Specific objectives: This component will support development, implementation and
monitoring of conservancy business plans as part of the overall conservancy management
plan. It aims to (i) improve the standards of business plans through feasibility studies,
training and mentoring; (ii) promote equitable sharing of costs and benefits of
conservancy investment decisions; (iii) develop and disseminate best practices of
sustainable livelihood options for replication and up-scaling through monitoring and
evaluation processes; and (iv) contribute to improved participation in development
planning processes at local and regional level. The two closely inter-related sub-
components are the:

(a) Direct Community Investments: The sub-component includes the design
and mobilization of a Community Fund Facility (CFF) to bridge local funding
gaps for launching small-scale enterprises (sub-projects). Examples include
community-campsites, craft sales, tourism guides, game and forestry products
including their value-added processing. The implementation of this sinking
fund CFF is expected to be outsourced according to specific performance
criteria. In addition, it will provide support to investments for medium-size
community-based tourism (e.g. lodges).

(b) Capacity Building: This sub-component focus on technical assistance and
training for business plan development, implementation and evaluation.
Further, it provides for feasibility studies to identify and assess costs and
benefits for new small-scale economic opportunities. A key issue under the
first phase of the CBNRM Program was the lack of viable benefit sharing
schemes for conservancy members. Although part of the mandatory
requirements for conservancy registration, most conservancy do not possess a
benefit sharing plan and therefore revenues were not distributed yet.
Therefore, this sub-component will support the conservancy committees and
conservancy members to develop and agree on benefit schemes. It will assess
various approaches to develop generic guidelines for these benefit schemes.
Furthermore, the monitoring of the CFF sub-projects will be used to develop
best practices for broad-based dissemination and knowledge sharing.
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Component 2: Sustainable Ecosystem Management
This component is concerned with restoring, securing and enhancing the biodiversity and
ecosystem processes that support sustainable benefits to local communities on commtnal
lands. Implementation will take place in conservancies and eventually in community-
forests in or adjacent to communal conservancies.
Specific objective: The components aims to (i) establish integrated ecosystem planning
and management in priority zones; (ii) provide funds and technical assistance for
ecosystem baseline assessments, ecosystem restoration and maintenance; and (iii)
develop capacity for local monitoring functions. The three subcomponents are:

(a) Planning: The sub-component will support the development of integrated
conservancy management plans that will guide resource management
activities. The plans will be based on a detailed baseline assessment of the
ecosystem status, its threats and roots causes. The sub-components provides
for targeted training of conservancy members and CBNRM support
organizations for CBIEM planning including the organization of stakeholder
workshops and meetings.

(b) Implementation: This sub-component deals with technical planning and
implementation of key activities for ecosystem restoration and recovery of the
integrated conservancy management plan. Technical assistance for feasibility
studies and cost-effectiveness assessments will be provided prior actual
investments for infrastructure (fences, water provision) and support for
wildlife translocation schemes.

(c) Monitoring and Evaluation: The sub-component deals with the
establishment of baseline information to monitor the impact of the CBNRM
program interventions and stakeholders on the community, local and global
environment. The conservancy members will be trained to select adaptive
ecosystem management indicators, to collect and up-date baseline information
on a regular basis and to develop a simple local m&e function. Special
attention will be given to develop a knowledge sharing strategy for
conservancies, central and regional government and other stakeholders.

Component 3: Targeted Central Institutional Support
The component aims to improve the strategic planning, implementation and monitoring
capacity as well as institutional set-up of the Ministry of Environment and Tourism as the
responsible lead agency for the National CBNRM Program.
Specific objectives. The component is focusing on (i) strengthening MET's organizational
framework for CBNRM based on its absorptive capacity and strategic decisions for
improved delivery performance; (ii) providing targeted training for MET's staff to
respond to growing needs of expanding conservancy network; (iii) reinforcing inter-
sectoral cooperation through inter-ministerial fora to support implementation of NDP II
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targets and (iv) facilitating the establishment of a sustainable funding mechanisms for
CBNRM. The two sub-components are:

(a) Policy, Organizational and Financial Framework Support for CBNRM:
The sub-component includes the following closely interlinked issues: (i)
reviewing and enabling the priority legal framework for CBNRM (in
particular for forestry, integrated wildlife, tourism and environmental impact
assessment); (ii) providing support for improved inter-sectoral CBNRM
policy coordination with other ministries; (iii) identifying and funding of
targeted CBNRM research issues under guidance of the newly established
Technical and Scientific Advisory Panel (TSAF); (iv) assisting MET to
review its current National CBNRM strategy and institutional set-up. The
results and recommendations of this assessment will be used to identify and
implement a targeted training plan for MET staff; and (v) supporting the
mobilization of MET's Environment Investment Fund with GRN and other
sources. The EIF is expected to become an adaptable, flexible mechanism for
sustainable CBNRM financing. Further, options will be assessed to integrate
the community-investment fund (CFF) as a small-funding mechanism into the
EIF.

(b) Operational Support for Centralized M&E: The sub-component provides
institutional support for improved wildlife and ecosystem monitoring,
necessary to assess CBNRM's impact on the resource base and to adapt MET's
strategic planning. It will support the development of a coherent MIS and
provide the necessary tools for its implementation including the institutional
set-up. Training and technical assistance will be provided to MET staff to
improve current limited m&e activities and to adapt the centralized m&e
system to the expanding needs of the CBNRM Program. Further, the sub-
component includes the design and implementation of a knowledge
management action plan in conjunction with support for decentralized M&E
activities under component 2.

Component 4: Project Management Support
The component overall goals is to strengthening the capacity of MET to manage and
supervise CBNRM activities.
Specific objective: The components focus on delivering the necessary support (technical,
financial and coordination) for the project stakeholders, in particular the Ministry of
Environment and Tourism, to achieve the project's respective objectives and deliverables
as part of the National CBRNM Program. The two sub-components are:

(a) Project Office and Management: The sub-component provides the
necessary infrastructure and training for the Project Office staff. It will further
enable the establishment of a consultative mechanism, the CBNRM
consultative group.
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(b) Safeguard issues: The sub-component is responsible for monitoring of and
reporting on implementation of ESA (including IPDP and RPF) mitigation
measures and frameworks.

6.3. PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

During the course of the ICEMA project development, two main project alternatives were
assessed. Both alternatives would not meet the full set of anticipated outcomes of the
ICEMA project and do not respond to lessons learned of the CBNRM program.

1. "Continue to support first generation conservancy approach (meaning traditional
Community-Based Wildlife and Tourism Management)", thereby providing for limited
geographic expansion but without moving towards an integrated resource/ecosystem
management approach. Such an approach would not provide a mechanism for balanced
sustainable ecosystem management nor foster multiple global benefits or use
conservancies as a catalyst for local development and empowerment. Further, it would
not provide for more cost-effective, demand-driven and output oriented delivery services
to communities.

2. "Support the national park network", despite the fact that significant parts of Namibia's
biodiversity are found outside protected areas and on communal lands. Hence, population
pressures and other root causes for biodiversity loss and land degradation would not be
addressed appropriately. Limited multiple global benefits would be achieved. Recent
studies by DFID (December 2002) also confirm that such narrow models have typically
failed in their delivery of ecosystem benefits or in their development objectives of
poverty alleviation.

7. ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION OF THE IDENTIFIED
NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED WB/GEF

PROJECT AND IDENTIFIED KEY ISSUES

7.1. DISCUSSION AND MITIGATION OF IDENTIFIED RISKS

Impacts

The overall impacts of the project are expected to be positive with few significantly
negative impacts. All identified potentially negative impacts can be mitigated within the
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current project design. In many cases the mitigation measures identified are already part
of the way in which CBNRM activities are being carried out in Namibia or there are
existing mechanisms that can be used to ensure that mitigation can be implemented. For
example, the increase in tourism facilities envisaged by the project could lead to
increased localized human impact on the biophysical environment. However, there are

existing mechanisms for ensuring that EIAs for tourism developments are carried out. If
these are implemented and in some cases, strengthened, then the impacts should be

minimized.

Few significantly negative economic and social impacts are expected. A number of

positive impacts of the existing CBNRM programme will be built upon. The generation
of income from wildlife-based tourism enterprises is likely to continue, and indeed
increase as e.g. additional JVs are negotiated by the increasing number of conservancies
and an increased focus on private sector involvement. Generation of income for the
conservancies should also increase as diversification away from wildlife-based
enterprises occurs (to include plant-based enterprises, and hopefully the strengthening of
existing agricultural and stock-keeping livelihood activities).

The potential for strong negative impacts remains if the costs associated with
human/wildlife conflict are not mitigated, or the generation of benefits from wildlife
conservation do not outweigh the costs (to individuals) of living with wildlife.

There is potential for negative social impacts if gender and ethnicity issues are not
addressed in the future. Gender issues should (continue to) be addressed programme wide
- both within the conservancies as well as the implementing agencies. Ethnicity issues

will need to be considered, particularly where the potential for local minorities to be
marginalized exists, and/or where there are a large number of ethnic groups within one

conservancy (to ensure that none are marginalized/discriminated against) . Both of the

above issues are likely to need special attention in the future to ensure that the
programme does not contribute to the marginalization of any group of stakeholders.

Tourism development can have a negative impact on cultural property such as rock art.
Potential impact of tourism development on cultural property will be assessed as part of
EIAs for sub-projects. Conservancies could play a greater role in the control of access to
and the conservation of cultural property such as rock art.

Based upon existing experience within the CBNRM programme, some programme
interventions could potentially lead to conflict within communities. Conflict over income
and resources could develop between different communities, different groups within
communities, and between conservancies acting as a collective and individuals.

However, it should be recognized that some level of conflict over access to new or
increased income and resources is inevitable. Further, it is difficult at any given time to
predict the outcome and impact of such conflict. The case of the Sesfontein conservancy

See Volume 2 IPDP for further detail.
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is instructive. Internal conflict delayed the formation of the conservancy for six years.
However, the disputes were resolved during 2002. The new conservancy committee,
consisting of members of the two main factions involved in the dispute, were interviewed
by the consultant team. The results of the interview suggest that the conservancy
formation process, despite being the focus of a long and bitter dispute, has in fact helped
to bring together people from different ethnic groups, different factions within ethnic
groups, different family clans and different political parties.

The main negative impacts on the biophysical environment are likely to result from
increased development of tourism facilities leading to an increase in human impact on the
environment. There are existing measures that deal with some of these impacts. Care
needs to be taken that the translocation of game proposed by the programme does not
lead to genetic pollution or to exceeding the carrying capacity of an area for large
herbivores (including domestic livestock). Again, there are measures in place (e.g.
Government regulations on the translocation of game species), that the CBNRM
programme has adhered to in the past. Nevertheless, an EIA will be conducted where
development activities are likely to have significant negative impacts.

As noted earlier, Namibia's EA Policy is a good foundation that has formed the basis for
over 80 EIAs conducted in the country over the past 12 years. The policy makes
provision for "mini-EIA's" so that time and funds are not wasted in conducting full-
blown EIA's when they are in fact not necessary. In addition, the formulation of
Conservancy Management Plans has been identified as an important step in the planning
process, since this is the stage when a number of important strategic decisions are taken.
As long as CMPs are developed in consultation with the people living in the conservancy,
land use and livelihood options can be negotiated with all Interested and Affected Parties
and there is a reduced need for planning mitigation measures at the individual project
level.

Nevertheless, the use of EIAs remains a key tool in cases where a project (e.g. a lodge) is
thought likely to result in significant negative impacts on the ecological, social and
cultural environments. Namibia's EA policy is complimented by the existence of Generic
Terms of Reference for tourism lodge's in Kunene, which provide detailed guidance for
EAs for this sector. These generic TOR could be modified easily to serve the same
purpose in the other regions where the ICEMA project is likely to be implemented.
Unfortunately, national legislation enforcing the use of EIAs is still lacking in Namibia,
but it is anticipated that the Environmental Management Bill will be enacted during 2004.
Thus, this key legislative instrument will likely be in place during the implementation of
the ICEMA.

Risks

The assessment has identified the following risk (threat to achieving objectives that are
largely outside the control of the project).
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Lack of sec ire grouip land tenuire

The achievement of programme objectives will be considerably undermined if
communities continue to have insecure group land tenure to accompany the tenure and
rights they have been given over other resources. It could be difficult to achieve some of
the biodiversity and resource management objectives of the programme if communities
continue to lack strong rights of exclusion from their land. Without secure group land
tenure, attempts to zone land as a tourism and wildlife area can be undermined by
outsiders moving their livestock into the zoned area. While communal land remains state-
owned and community land rights are weak, Government itself can go ahead with the
carving up of communal land into individual blocks or establish large agricultural
schemes that could undermine conservancy land-use plans.

Income generation

Given the dependency of tourism industry growth on perceived national and regional
security, changing market tastes, etc., there is a risk that impacts generated by this aspect
of the project might fluctuate as they have in Caprivi over the past few years. Thus,
attention should be paid to diversification away from wildlife-based tourism enterprises
as income generators, to improve the positive aspects of the project.

Given the focus of the project on promotion of increased income generation, there is a
risk of conservancies becoming greedy and going for short-term maximization of income.
This could have the effect of over exploiting natural resources such as wildlife or veld
products and undermining the wilderness tourism product.

If Government policy does not ensure that conservancies control major tourism assets
through mechanisms such as concessions, then the income generation potential of
conservancies will be severely weakened.

Biodiversity conservation/ rangeland management

Component 2 of the proposed WB/GEF Project focuses on biodiversity conservation, and
rangeland management risks have been identified, caused by conservancies not holding
rights over plants and veld products or other natural resources, except for wildlife. The
assumption has been made that extending these rights will lead to sustainable use as this
step enables an economic value to be attached to certain veld products. Extending the
rights will also prepare the way to sustainable and successful biodiversity conservation
and rangeland management. However, the risks of unsustainable mining of natural
resources which might lead to degradation of natural habitats and the removal of future
options should be minimised. Fortunately, Namibia's Minerals Act (No. 33 of 1992)
requires mining companies to conduct ElAs prior to mining and, in some cases, prior to
prospecting. In fact, the mining industry has generally demonstrated its commitment to
conducting EIAs and many operations are ISO 14001 certified. Current practice shows
that it is possible to mine and ore-body without extending the mine's footprint
unnecessarily. The development and implementation of monitoring and evaluation plans
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that aim to avoid or minimise negative impacts such as over-utilisation and degradation is
the suggested method for ensuring resource mining does not occur.

Conclusion

The ESA raised three main risks to the project, all of which are outside the direct
influence of the project itself. Neither the risks nor the potential impacts are considered to
constitute a "fatal flaw". The following project activities may help to reduce the overall
risk of negative impact due to insecure land tenure on communal lands:

The project will strengthen the role of the MET for intersectoral coordination between the
different Ministries, and in particular with the Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and
Rehabilitation (MLRR). More coordination of policy initiatives across sectors and
respective GRN Ministries and agencies will also help built a coherent framework for the
CBNRM program. The intent of the project is further to establish a fully functional
CBNRM Consultative Forum that has representation from all CBNRM stakeholders in
Namibia. These stakeholders potentially include MET, other line Ministries, CBOs,
NGOs, the academic community, and the donor community. The role of such a Forum
would be to provide a mechanism for discussing CBNRM issues, such that MET can
more effectively fulfil its mission of implementing Namibia's CBNRM Policy.

7.2. ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION MEASURES OF IDENTIFIED NEGATIVE
IMPACTS OF THE WB/GEF PROJECT

Introduction

The following sub-sections provide an assessment of the potential negative impacts of
each component of the programme, a rating of the significance of the impact and the
identified mitigation measures. In addition, a number of issues have been identified that
did not emerge from the analysis of impacts of project components. They relate to the
World Bank safeguard policies identified as relevant to the project and to some broad
aggregate issues that emerge from a consideration of the project as a whole and from the
audit of the existing CBNRM programme (see previous Section 4). The following rating
criteria were used to evaluate degree of impact:

HIGH: Negative impact cannot be mitigated within the current WB/GEF Project
design

MEDIUM: Negative impact can be mitigated within the current WB/GEF Project
design

LOW: Negative impact is not significant
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Assessment of impacts per component

This section focuses on the negative impacts which will require mitigation. The positive
impacts do not require mitigation (though certain actions could enhance benefits), and
they are therefore not included in this analysis.

Component 1: Barrier removalfor ecosystem related benefits

Sub component 1.1 Direct community investment

Social impacts
Impact Mitigation
Continued or further marginalisation of women Overall objective: To include women in awareness training,

Degree of impact: MEDIUNI capacity building and conservancy processes:
Design and implement specifically targeted (at women)
capacity-building instruments to improve the confidence
and participation of women in decision making conceming
natural resource-based enterprise development, with special
attention to avoid involvement and/or representation by
"token" women

Where new opportunities for income-generation are developed, Overall objeclive: To develop viable income generating and
the incentives provided to begin and carry on with new activities livelihood diversifying options (to reduce vulnerability):
must include reasonable retums to individuals, If new activities . Undertake feasibility studies to ensure that new activities
are developed that are low-return, frustration amongst the target developed are medium- or high-retum, even if the benefit
group is likely to develop and the activity will not be continued. of undertaking the activity is received by a relatively small

Degree of impact: MEDIUM group

. Ensure sufficient training is provided to producers and/or
service providers (depending on the activity) to ensure that
the quality is high and reasonable prices can be
charged/received

The nuisance value of tourists may increase with increasing Overall objective: To ensure that the increase in benefits
tourist numbers or tourists travel in areas not previously visited resulting from tourism are achieved without significant costs
(particularly in terms of invasion of residents' privacy). imposed on residents. The following mitigation measures are
Degree of impact: MEDIUM identified:

. Tourism option plans should be drawn up to determine
tourism carrying capacity, and these must be adhered to
ensure that these levels are not exceeded (the only area that
has a tourism development plan that explicitly sets tourism
carrying capacity is the Kwando Triangle. It is
recommended that other areas adopt the same approach as
was followed in the Kwando).

. Tourism awareness and training for communities includes a
component addressing the potential costs of tourism, to
enable informed decisions by participants in the tourism
industry

Possible social division/conflict from inequitable distribution of Overall objective: To avoid the development of intemal
jobs, benefits, training: Increased private sector investment will community conflict over the distribution of benefits from
lead to increased benefits for conservancies. Social conflict could tourism, the following mitigation measures are identified:
arise if the jobs, training and other benefits associated with . All conservancies should develop and implement equitable
tourism are not fairly spread among the local community. benefit distribution plans

Degree of impact: NIEDIUMI . Support service organisations should assist conservancies

with facilitated discussions on the aims, and strategic uses
of benefits (e.g. should the poor and marginalised be
specifically targeted with certain types of benefits?)

Althoughi private sector support and involvement in the Overall objective: To reduce the likelihood that the private sector
programme is important, the private sector has considerably more can use its more powerful position to drive decision-making and
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power than most conservancies with regard to issues conceming further its own interests to the detriment of communities and of
tourism and huntinig. Apart from economic power, the private community empowerment. The following mitigation measures
sector has the knowledge and understanding of these industries. are identified:
Using this knowledge the private sector can conclude deals that * Support agencies should provide training and facilitation to
are unfavourable to conservancies and can dominate decision- conservancies to ensure that they have sufficient knowledge
making in JVs. While a few private sector companies recognise and understanding of the tourism and hunting industries to
the value of working with rural communities, many do not and negotiate on an equal footing with the private sector.
are only involved with conservancies because conservancies
control access to desirable assets. * Support agencies should assist the private sector in
Degree of impact: MEDIUM understanding some of the concerns of local communities

when they negotiate with the private sector

Biophysical impacts
Impact Mitigation
As tourism option plans are developed and implemented, the Overall objective: To minimise human impacts on the
number of tourism establishments will increase, thus increasing biophysical environment resulting from increased levels of tourist
the human impact on the surrounding environment (e.g. infrastructure and tourist activities. The following detailed
increased use of water, firewood and other natural resources; mitigation measures are identified:
potential contamination of underground or river water from . Develop Tourism Master Plans for all regions, including
waste, more off-road driving and possible harassment of land-use zoning and development guidelines, and ensure
wildlife). adherence to the plans. The North West Tourism
Degree of impact: MEDIUM Masterplan is a model which should be followed for other

areas.

. Develop generic terms of reference for tourism project
planning, applied to all new and existing tourism
developments

* Ensure that ElAs are done for projects likely to have
significant environmental impacts, and Government and/or
an independent agency must monitor compliance.

* Strengthen EIA aspects of PTO/lease application
procedures

* Strengthen skills and expertise of MET regional staff to
assess the environmental impacts of PTO/lease applications
and monitor conditions of environmental clearance
approval

* Pass pending environmental legislation so that EIA policy
can be enforced

Conservancies might try to maximise income from increased Overall objective: To encourage conservancies to take a
tourism investment, ignoring potential environmental impacts sustainable development approach to tourism developments and
Degree of impact: MEDIUM activities rather than to try to maximise profits at all costs. The

following mitigation measures are identified:

* The zoning and development guidelines contained in the
Kunene Region Tourism Master Plan should be adhered to
by conservancies and developers

. The Generic Terms of Reference for the Planning of
Tourism Projects in North-west Namibia, developed to
accompany the Kunene Region Tourism Master Plan,
should be applied to all tourism developments

* Development of Tourism Master Plans should be
encouraged for the other regions

. The MET and NGOs should provide information to
conservancies regarding the need for a sustainable
development approach
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Sub component 1.2 Capacity Building

Social impacts
Impact Mitigation
Although it is useful to develop packages of training materials, Overall objective: To reduce the likelihood that training will be

there is the possibility that the training packages available drive driven by the availability of pre-packaged material and the

the training that is offered to conservancies, reducing the ability agendas of support agencies rather than by needs identified by

of conservancies to determine themselves the type of training conservancies. The following mitigation measures are identified:

they require. It is important that the programme is structured in a * Training needs assessments should be carried out for each

way that enables support services to be demand-driven. individual conservancy before training packages are "rolled

Degree of impact: MEDIUM out" to them: space should be given for conservancies to

define their own needs rather than simply respond to what
the programme already has to offer

Biophysical impacts
Impact Mitigation
None identified None needed

Component 2: Sustainable Ecosystem Management

Sub component 2.1 Planning

Social impacts
Impact Mitigation
Continued or further marginalisation of women Overall objective: To include women in awareness training,

capacity building and conservancy processes.
Degree of impact: MEDIUM . Include women in awareness training, capacity-building

and conservancy processes.
* Include awareness-raising of the need for participation by

women in decision-making in all interactions with
conservancies and project interventions.

. Ensure that when ElAs are undertaken for projects in the
conservancies, the TORs recognise that women are a
specific category of Interested and Affected Party, and that
adequate mechanisms be put in place to consult with them
during the EIA process.

Biophysical impacts
Impact Mitigation
None identified None needed

Sub component 2.2: Implementation

Social impacts
Impact Mitigation
Additional water points might cause conflict over the use of Overall objective: A holistic approach, incorporating all activities

water between residents of the area and game. that need water, e.g. consumption by humans, livestock, game,

Degree of impact: MEDIUMI etc., has to be adopted. This will include extensive consultation

with livestock owners within the area of the new water points, as
well as management plans outlining the purpose and use of new
water points, and a system to ensure that management plans are
adhered to. The development of the Conservancy Management
Plan (CMP) is a key step in the planning process, since this is

._____________________________ _ the stage when the conservancy does most of its strategic
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thinking. The CMP should identify the different zones and
indicate what forms of land use are to be practiced where. In
some cases, it might be possible at the level of the CMP, to set
canying capacity (or perhaps limits of acceptable change) for
livestock, game, tourists and maybe even residents. The
development of CMPs should be a transparent process, which
provides good opportunities for people to contribute. If this level
of good governance can be achieved, then it is likely that
residents will respect the conditions, and negative impacts will
therefore be reduced.

Livestock owners using grazing resources in areas that are Overall objective: To adopt a holistic approach in order to
identified for translocation of game might object as their incorporate all activities that use grazing resources. However, the
livestock will compete for fodder and water with newly following mitigation measures will help to avoid conflicts:
introduced game * Consult livestock owners and ensure equitable benefit
If predators are introduced into the area the potential threat of distribution from reintroductions;
loosing livestock arises and has to be mitigated.
Degree of impact: MEDIUM . Provide alternative water points to enable grazing in

altemative areas

* Reintroduce predators only if benefits outweigh costs

Many of the re-active mitigation measures (e.g. those mentioned
above) can be avoided if the Conservancy Management Plan
anticipates these issues at a strategic level, and puts plans in place
accordingly. In many cases, negotiations can take place early in
the planning process and all parties can agree on how best to
accommodate the needs of all stakeholders.

Biophysical impacts
Impact Mitigation
Habitat degradation, especially due to new water points, has been Water points have to be carefully planned (in some cases an EIA
identified as one of the main negative impacts. New water points would be warranted) and the characteristic of the surrounding
will attract farmers and their livestock, as well as game. habitats should be assessed in detail. Management plans have to
Degree of impact: MEDIUMI be developed that monitor the utilisation of the new water points

to avoid permanent degradation of the habitat. No new
settlement, however temporary, must be established next to these
water points.

Two potential negative impacts have been identified regarding Overall objective: To adopt a holistic approach, taking rangeland
the translocation programmes: management and livestock farming into account when preparing

. Translocation numbers of game have to be carefully and implementing translocation management plans. The
assessed to not compete over grazing with livestock. It is following mitigation measures are identified:
also necessary to avoid introducing game species (e.g. . Include all activities that impact on the carrying capacity of
blesbok) that did not previously occur in Namibia, but the natural resources when preparing translocation
which are nowadays found on many farms. programmes

* No species shouid be included in the translocation * Limit reintroductions to species that have historically
programme that might cause genetic contamination of the occurred in target areas
indigenous species of the area * Source translocations from the nearest possible natural

Degree of impact: MEDIUM population or populations determined not to pose risks of
genetic contamination

Component 3: Targeted Central Institutional Support
Sub Component 3.1: Policy, organizational andfi nancialframework supportfor
CBNRM

Social impacts
Impact Mitigation
None identified None needed

Biophysical impacts
Impact Mitigation
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None identified None needed

Sub Component 3.2: Operational supportfor centralized M&E

Social impacts

Impact Mitigation
None identified None needed

Biophysical impacts

Impact Mitigation
None identified None needed

Component 4: Project Management Support
Sub-Component 4.1: Project Office and management

Social impacts

Impact Mitigation
None identified None needed

Biophysical impacts

Impact Mitigation
None identified None needed

Sub-Component 4.2: Review and reporting

Social impacts

Impact | Mitigationr
None identified None needed

Biophysical impacts

Impact Mitigation
None identified None needed

8. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK

8.1. THE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The implementation of ICEMA project is entirely the responsibility of the Namibian

government, though it will in all likelihood outsource a number of activities to NGOs and
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other support organizations. Moreover, it is explicit in the design of the project, that as
many of the activities as possible, will be implemented by the conservancies themselves.

This section is designed to assist the project implementation team to manage the project
in terms of its environmental aspects. It draws on the contents of other sections of the
ESA and its appendices, and consists of four sub-sections:

1. Project risks
2. Decision making processes (with emphasis on conservancy and national levels)
3. Capacity building requirements
4. Conclusion

8.2. PROJECT RISKS

During the audit of CBNRM in Namibia (section 4 of the ESA), 10 issues were identified
as being cause for concern and which might jeopardize the success of the project. Some
of these are beyond the overall control of the project, but the project will try to influence
these risks. The issues mentioned above have been condensed into 8 and are summarized 8

as follows:

Key issue of concern (project risks) Managing risks

1. Consistent and favourable policy environment: * These are "frame" conditions which can either facilitate
* While the current CBNRM legislation is the project or, if they are unfavourable, hinder is

progressive, community rights are limited, implementation and reduce its effectiveness.
group land tenure is insecure and the MET is * MET needs to ensure that emerging legislation
inconsistent in its interpretation of community (especially the Parks and Wildlife Bill) maintains or
rights. improves the CBNRM programme.

* Sectoralism within government makes it * MET must liaise closely with other ministries to ensure
difficult to achieve an integrated approach that policies and laws are consistent.
towards CBNRM

2. Institutional relationships: * Closer working relationship needs to be developed
* NACSO partnership needs to be strengthened within NACSO and a feeling of trust nurtured between
* Need better definition of roles and the partners. Perhaps the implementation of this project

responsibilities between conservancies, can "focus the minds" of all the stakeholders concerned.
traditional authorities, regional councils etc. * The various levels of authority need a better

understanding of their respective roles in the CBNRM
programme. This is especially important in issues such
as land allocation, tourism concessions, etc.

3. Governance within conservancies: * These issues should be defined in the constitution of the
* Conservancies must improve their management, conservancy and in the conservancy management plan

internal communication and decision making
processes

4. Community empowerment
* Conservancies and their members need to be See issue I

given more responsibilities over wildlife
management and a clearer mandate regarding
their powers

5. Natural Resource Management
* Improved awareness of, and benefits from, * Clarification under issue I will address some aspects of

natural resources is needed so that the this issue of concern.

8 More detailed account in section 4 of the ESA
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conservancies become more viable and
livelihoods at household level improve

* Conservancies should be given rights over a
wider spectrum of natural resources (not just
wildlife) so that they can manage their areas in a
more integrated way

6. Poverty Alleviation * To some extent, this issue will be dealt with under point
* Income from CBNRM must be diversified and a I above.

strategy developed to ensure that the poor * Benefit distribution should be addressed as part of the
receive tangible benefits conservancy management plan

7. Gender issues * The conservancy management plan must ensure that
* Women and female headed households could be women are included in the management of natural

marginalised in the CBNRM programme resources and that they receive their fair share of
benefits

8. Distribution and reinvestment of income * The project should assist communities to develop
* Conservancies need to generate more substantial realistic development and management plans so that

benefits so that members do not lose interest expectations are properly managed.
and there needs to be a strategy in each * The conservancy management plans should clearly
conservancy to ensure that benefits are indicate how benefits will be distributed
distributed equitably

8.3. DECISION MAKING PROCESSES

It is clear from the assessment of project risks, that the "frame conditions" must be right
in order for the project to be successful. Many of these (e.g. land tenure) can only be
addressed at the highest government level, and this could take years to resolve. However,
MET could address a number of issues of concern itself, by ensuring that the foundations
which have enabled CBNRM to grow, are strengthened and built upon in the future. The
main way of doing this is through the Parks and Wildlife Bill, mainstreaming CBNRM
within the MET and clarifying issues such as community ownership over wildlife and
tourism, application and decision making procedures, etc. so that there is little room for
misinterpretation of policy and more consistency in practice.

In terms of mitigating impacts, the ESA provides a common-sense approach towards
planning. The conservancies must do as much of the planning as possible, especially
within the context of the conservancy management plans. Most of the issues can be dealt
with at this level, but the key is to involve all stakeholders early in the process so that
issues are resolved before they are referred to higher authority. Ideally, conservancies
will plan their activities thoroughly themselves, taking into account the key biophysical
and social impacts of their proposals. If they can demonstrate that this has been done,
there should be little reason to embark upon costly and time consuming formal processes
such as involuntary resettlement and indigenous people's plans, and EIAs.

Namibia's Environmental Assessment policy (to be superseded by the Environmental
Management Bill once it is promulgated) is clear on the process that must be followed in
the mitigation of impacts through conducting Enviromnental Impact Assessments (EIAs).
However, long before an EIA is contemplated or done, the planning system within the
conservancies needs to be followed9 (Figure 8.1).

9 For more details, see the Resettlement Framework Policy
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The implementation of environmental safeguards follows a two-pronged approach -
firstly at the conservancy and then at national level. This section describes both in detail.

Planning at the conservancy level

Any development activities, including projects that might require an EIA, must be
developed in the context of the conservancy management plan (CMP), which provides
the overall vision for the conservancy. An important part of the CMP is a zonation map,
which sets out the areas to be designated for strict conservation (e.g. wildlife only),
multiple use (e.g. mixed wildlife and livestock), tourism development (could be a lodge
in the conservation zone), human settlement, agriculture, fishing, timber utilization, etc.
In addition to the elaboration of zones, the CMP should also set the parameters for
resource utilization (e.g. wildlife off take), rangeland management (e.g. use of fire,
combating soil erosion, positioning of water points). The CMP is thus the framework for
all future decision making and it sets out clearly what will be allowed to happen in each
area. It should clearly identify:

All individual projects that are likely to be implemented, what the
expected positive and negative impacts are likely to be and what
mitigation measures will be implemented to enhance positive and reduce
negative impacts,

how the land in the conservancy will be used, and by whom,

who is responsible for undertaking the various tasks, and

how decisions will be communicated to the members and residents of the
conservancy, and to support organizations that might be working with the
conservancy.

Figure 8.1: Diagrammatic illustration of the components of individual conservancy
management plans, and how these interface with the National EIA process.
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From the above diagram, it is clear that the first level of planning occurs in the
elaboration of the Conservancy Management Plan (CMP). The CMP defines the
conservancies' vision, how it intends governing itself and developing investment and
income generating activities. Initiatives that may require an EIA include infrastructure
projects (e.g. roads, fences, water points, airfields, lodge's etc.). Similarly, activities such
as resettling people from one place (e.g. a core wildlife area) to another place, or
restricting people's access to resources or services which they previously relied upon,
will require the elaboration of a case-specific Resettlement Plan (RP). If the people
involved are from the San community, then a case-specific Indigenous People's
Development Plan (IPDP) will also have to be drawn up.

In the case of an EIA being required, Namibia's EA Policy shall be the guiding
document, while in the case of the RP and IPDP, the Resettlement Policy Framework
(RPF) and the Indigenous Peoples Development Plan (IPDP) shall be referred to. All
these documents are attached as appendices to the main ESA report.

It is therefore of crucial importance that Interested and Affected Parties (I&APs) from
within the conservancy be fully involved in the planning at all stages, including the CMP.
"Fully involved" in this context means that people likely to be affected by the decisions
are given adequate opportunities to participate in the decision making process and so that
they can negotiate with the conservancy committee as equal partners. This helps to avoid
unnecessary negative social and ecological impacts. After a conservancy has been
registered with the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, one of the next steps is to
develop a vision/mission statement and a management plan (figure 8.1). Thus far, there is
no formal approval process nor standard format for the management plans, since
conservancies are located on communal (or private) lands and thus Government and its
agencies do not have the mandate to approve management plans as they would do for
land under protected area status. Instead management plans are developed to fit the needs
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of the individual conservancy and the respective conservancy development status as no
format that would fit all. To ensure quality of management plans, conservancies usually
seek support and guidance from the network of conservancy support organizations. Under
the ICEMA project additional funds will be made available for technical assistance to
conservancies supporting development of management plans. Management plans are
developed as a management framework with submodules and thus create a living and
ever-improving document, that "grows" with the capacity development of the respective
conservancy. Under the new Parks and Wildlife Bill it is expected that minimum
requirements and guidelines for harmonization of management plans will be established
and the ICEMA project is providing support to this effort across all aspects (not only
wildlife) of the management plans. In addition, the monitoring and evaluation efforts, in
that will be supported by ICEMA will ensure that certain parameters are monitored and
thus also managed. The quality of the management plans will also ensured through
internal review process of the project, in particular the Technical and Scientific Advisory
Roster. The management plan includes a land-use zoning map, which defines activities in
demarcated areas, e.g. wildlife, tourism, livestock areas. An important aspect of decisions
relating to zonation, is the extent to which people will have access to resources (e.g.
water, grazing, veld foods, medicinal plants) and whether they will be allowed to live
there or not. The conservancy (and thus this project) must address these questions at the
strategic planning level, and case-specific management plans, which could include
compensation measures, must be drawn up to deal with resettlement requirements.

In the case of involuntary resettlement, the conservancy committee (either on its own or
assisted by development partners) is responsible for developing the Resettlement Action
Plan (RAP), and the process must be consultative and transparent. The RAP must then be
submitted to the Land Board for the region within which the conservancy is based, and
the board should provide its opinion about the appropriateness of the RAP (figure 8.2).
The presence of all the key government ministries on the Land Board (which is chaired
by the Governor) enables multi-sector input and screening at local level. Thereafter, the
Land Board submits the RAP, together with is recommendations, to the Ministry of
Environment and Tourism (MET) who in turn invite comments from the World Bank.
Once these are received, the MET and the Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and
Rehabilitation (MLRR) jointly evaluate the RAP, taking account of the comments made
by the Land Board and the World Bank. Once they approve of the RAP, the MLRR
formally communicates this decision to the conservancy, providing a copy of its approval
to the Land Board. It is thereafter the responsibility of the conservancy to implement the
RAP, and to provide feedback (on the basis of an agreed monitoring and evaluation plan)
to MET.

It goes without saying that the conservancy committee is obliged, through its
management plan in the first instance, and the RAP in the second, to keep a record of all
the communications and decisions, and to produce a final report on the RAP after three
years after its implementation. The structure of the final report should be guided by the
review criteria below.

The review by both the World Bank and Namibian govermnent will be identical, and will
be based on the following criteria:
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(a) Is there a clearly articulated need for resettlement, based on the
conservancy management plan and zonation map?

(b) Is the plan constitutional and in accordance with Namibian laws and
policies?

(c) Have the affected people been fully involved in the process of developing
the RAP and is there evidence that their concerns have been taken into
account?

(d) Will the affected people enjoy an equal or better lifestyle in the place to
which they will be resettled, compared to that which they enjoyed previously?

(e) Are the measures necessary to re-establish and protect their economic and
social structures, in place?

(f) Is there a clear and realistic timetable of activities?

(g) Is there a defined budget for financing the activities involved?

(h) Is the source of funds identified and are the funds available?

(i) Are the institutions responsible for implementing the required steps and
activities, including monitoring follow-up, and adjustments if necessary, to
ensure that the needs of resettled people are being met and respected, in place?

If these questions are answered satisfactorily, then the World Bank and the Namibian
Government will approve the RAP and authorize its implementation.

Figure 8.2: Process to be followed in approving a Resettlement Action Plan and in
informing the relevant authorities of progress in its implementation.
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Thus, the implementation of this project must encourage the conservancies to undertake
as much of the planning and decision-making as possible at the local level, since this is
an important aspect of capacity building and empowerment. However, it is also necessary
that the conservancy maintain a direct line of communication with the MET, especially
on issues that are likely to require a higher level of planning, such as an EIA.

Namibia's Environmental Assessment Process

Namibia has an EA policy that stipulates the process that should be followed in
conducting an EIA. The policy has given rise to the drafting of the Environmental
Management Bill (EMB), which has not yet been gazetted. The EMB recognizes that the
agency in charge of the EIA process is the MET, although it requires the MET to work in
close collaboration with the line ministry responsible for the type of activity envisaged.
These ministries are referred to in the EMB as the competent authority. For example,
whilst tourism and wildlife related activities are the responsibility of MET itself, the
drilling of boreholes and livestock related issues falls under the jurisdiction of the
Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Rural Development, while the resettlement of people
is controlled by the Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and Rehabilitation. Most EIAs are
triggered by the need for a developer to obtain a permit from a competent authority, but
in some cases (e.g. resettlement) there is no need for a permit even though an EIA might
be required.

Once it comes into force (perhaps by late 2004), the EMB will effectively replace the EA
policy. As noted in the main section of the ESA report, an EIA need not be undertaken
for every project that is initiated by the conservancy. On the contrary, most smaller
projects should be able to go ahead without an EIA being done at all, as long as they have
been well planned and carefully-considered mitigation measures have been incorporated
into the project design. The key to good planning is considering all the issues and
consulting Interested and Affected Parties early in the planning process - when the
conservancy is developing its CMP. Nevertheless, the conservancy should be aware of
the contents of the EA policy and they should still indicate to MET what projects they are
wanting to implement. MET will then be in a position to decide whether an EIA is
necessary or not (figure 8.3).

The EMB defines environmental im act assessment as -
a process of identifying, predicting and evaluating the actual and potential biophysical,
social and other relevant effects on the environment of projects prior to their
authorisation, or in the case of proposals prior to their implementation, as well as the
risks and consequences of projects and proposals and their alternatives and options for
mitigation with a view to minimising negative impacts on the environment, maximising
benefits and promoting compliance with the principles of environmental management.

Thus, the draft legislation does not foresee separate assessments for ecological, social or
cultural components.
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Schedule 1 of the EMB specifies a list of over 30 activities that require an EIA. They are
grouped under four headings, namely -

* construction and related activities, which include roads, dams, factories,
pipelines and other infrastructure

* land-use planning and development activities, which include rezoning and
land-use changes

* resource extraction, manipulation, conservation and related activities such
as mining and water abstraction, and

* other activities (e.g. pest-control programmes).

The Bill stipulates that any proposal for an activity stipulated in Schedule 1 be
accompanied by a completed environmental questionnaire when it is submitted to the
relevant ministry or authority responsible. If this authority intends permitting the activity
it liaises with the MET and together they decide if an EIA is required or not. This
decision is based on their collective judgment of the nature and significance of the
impacts the activity is likely to cause. In the event that an EIA is not required, the MET
issues an environmental clearance (with or without conditions) and the activity may
commence once the relevant authority has approved it. This fast-track process ensures
that time and resources will be used efficiently. Once the MET and the authority
responsible have agreed that an EIA is required, the process illustrated in Figure 8.3 is
followed.
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Figure 8.3: The EIA process for projects in Namibia
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In Namibia, EIAs are usually paid for by the developer and conducted by an independent

consultant. Though neither the policy nor the EMB require an EIA practitioner to be

licensed or accredited, it is normal practice is to invite qualified and experienced

companies to tender to conduct the EIA. The developer (proponent) usually drafts the

Terms of Reference (TOR) for the EIA, and these are approved by the MET before

calling for tenders. For larger, more complicated EIAs, it is normal for the MET or the

competent authority to set up an inter-disciplinary committee to oversee the EIA process

and to review the EIA report. In some cases, an independent body is contracted to guide

and review the EIA.

Pre-feasibility study and screening

Before an EIA is done, the developer usually does his/her "homework" through

conducting a study to see whether the project is viable from a financial point of

view. In the case of tourism, the study will determine whether there is a good

enough tourism product in the area, whether s/he will be able to compete in the
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market and realize a profit and return on investment. At this early stage, it is
important to see whether the project is in line with the vision in the tourism
Master plan or Conservancy Management Plan. S/he will then complete the
environmental questionnaire so that a decision can be taken on whether an EIA is
needed or not. This stage is generally known as screening. The questionnaire
should be completed by the developer early in the planning process. This decision
to do and EIA or not must be taken carefully, and the size of the project may not
be the best criteria. For example, the construction of a small campsite will
probably not require an EIA, but if it is to be placed near an important spring, at a
village or close to game migration paths, then an EIA should be done. Ideally, the
screening process should involve consultation between all affected stakeholders
so that the final decision is collective rather than unilateral.

If the initial analysis is positive and the impacts seem likely to be minimal, the
authorities will probably issue an Environmental Clearance and set conditions for
the implementation of the project without an EIA being done. Alternatively, a full
EIA might be triggered.

Scoping

The next step is scoping, which proceeds after a decision has been taken that an
EIA is required. Scoping is the process of identifying from a broad range of
potential problems, a number of priority issues to be addressed by an EIA.
Scoping is extremely important, because an EIA study can easily become
disoriented in trying to find out a little about everything instead of as much as
possible about the most important impacts likely to result from the proposed
development. Furthermore, most EIAs are conducted under time pressure, since
the developers inevitably want to proceed as soon as possible with their projects.
It is thus vital to focus the study from the start. There are many ways to conduct a
scoping exercise, but recent experience suggests that one of the best ways is to
consult stakeholders, especially people living in the project area. Locals are more
likely than anyone else to correctly identify potential impacts and their
perspective is essential in assessing the significance of these impacts.

Thus, a successful scoping exercise results in a prioritized list of potential
impacts, an inventory of stakeholders, sources of information and a clearer idea of
what to study, why and how. Many practitioners summarize this information in a
matrix, where a list of project related activities, the receiving environment and a
preliminary assessment of impact severity and significance, are presented in
tabular format for ease of reference.

The EA stuidy

The actual EIA study only commences once screening and scoping have been
completed. The study is usually carried out by a "team of experts" who are
competent in all the relevant fields. These typically include sociology, ecology
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and other natural sciences. More recently, anthropologists, landscape architects,
lawyers, health experts and economists have played a more prominent role as EIA
has become a more integrated process. Ideally, the EIA team should work in
tandem with other components of the planning process, such as design and
economic modelling, so that the disciplines can influence each other in an
iterative fashion. A best-case scenario is achieved when an EIA and the other
studies jointly explore alternatives and collectively design a "least cost" project.
Least cost in this case includes maximum economic returns and minimal
environmental impacts and opportunity costs. The complexity, length and detail
of each EIA depends on the subject being studied and the interrelationships
between the issues.

Usually, the EIA study results in the compilation of a report which is delivered to
the proponent (referred to as an EIA report or Environmental Impact Statement).
Many jurisdictions specify a minimum standard for the form and content of the
report, which should at least provide an executive summary of the findings and
key recommendations, the process that was followed, the stakeholders consulted,
the main issues and findings, and detailed recommendations for impact
mitigation. Modern EIA systems also require consultants to advise on how project
benefits can be enhanced, thereby addressing the concern that EIA is a fault-
finding exercise.

Specific tasks to be undertaken in conducting the EIA study

Taski: Description of the proposed project and its sub-components.

Describe the relevant parts of each phase of the project (i.e. those that are likely to
cause significant environmental impacts).

The EIA should also analyze the alternatives to the project, and explain why the
proposed project is superior to the alternatives, including the no-project
alternative.

Task 2: Description of the environment.

Provide a brief but concise description and analysis of the following components
of the affected environment.

* Institutional environment: Characteristics of the relevant sectors in local
government (including capacity to offer support), NACSO and the
CBNRM support network.

* Natural environment: an overview (not a comprehensive biodiversity
inventory) of the current status of the natural capital within the focus area
(especially water and wildlife), planned development activities versus
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current use to see if there will be considerably more requirements for land
and natural resources in the future; conflicts between wildlife and humans,
suitability of the areas for other forms of land use, etc. A statement on the
current "state of the environment" will be useful, especially as a
benchmark for future monitoring. Any particularly sensitive areas or areas
of important biodiversity should be highlighted.

Socio-cultural environment in the focus area: population and
demographics; community structure; employment; public health
(including sexually transmitted diseases); aspirations and attitudes
(regarding the project), decision making and management structures
within the focus area, administrative systems, and relations with
neighbours. Highlight the known (or expected) occurrence of sites of
cultural importance in the focus area.

Economic environment: general overview of the current land use and
livelihood profile in the focus area, the investments to date (through other
projects and by the communities themselves) and the returns on these. The
assessment should consider the plans of other sectors in the area (e.g.
mining and agriculture) and note plans for infrastructure development (e.g.
roads).

Task 3: Legislative and regulatory considerations.

Briefly describe and analyse the pertinent national, regional and local authority
policies and legislation regarding land use and natural resource management (and
planning). This needs to be linked to the anticipated activities of the project and
CBNRM in general. It is not necessary to provide a summary of all the relevant
laws and policies - rather analyse their relevance to the project and assess the
extent to which the project will need to comply with these and what licensing
permits will be needed.

Task 4: Determination of the potential impacts of the proposed project.

In this analysis, distinguish between significant positive and negative impacts,
direct and indirect impacts, and immediate and long-term impacts. Identify
impacts which are unavoidable or irreversible. Characterize the extent and quality
of available data, explaining significant information deficiencies and any
uncertainties associated with predictions of impact. It is strongly urged that the
EIA focus on the 5 most important issues so that time, money and paper are not
wasted on insignificant issues. As noted earlier, the main issues should be selected
after a process of literature review and consultation with key resource persons and
Interested and Affected Parties.

Once the consultant has a list of key issues, s/he should meet with the client and
the appropriate communities and authorities to agree on the priorities.
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An important issue for the EIA to consider, is who will use the data that is
generated concerning potential social and cultural impacts. When considering the
potential impacts of a development on the physical environment, the issue of
whether an impact is negative or positive is fairly straightforward. If a
development removes the last remaining habitat of an endemic species, then it can
be predicted that the species will become extinct. It is a valid conclusion that the
loss of this species will have a negative impact on biodiversity. However, when
considering social and cultural issues, the determination of what is a negative or
positive impact is more difficult. If those carrying out an EIA do not belong to the
culture of the people affected, they are not in a position to determine whether a
specific impact is positive or negative. Some outsiders might consider that
impacts leading to significant changes in Himba / San culture, such as the
adoption of western dress, are negative. However, Himba / San people themselves
might believe such impacts are positive. Or, a part of the society such as the
youth, might view such impacts to be positive, while the elders think them
negative.

Given such potential differences in perception of culture and cultural change, the
issue of who interprets the nature of potential impacts becomes crucial. The EIA
process needs to ensure that the residents of an area where lodge development
takes place are the people who decide whether potential impacts will be of a
positive nature or a negative nature. In order for this to happen, a process of
consultation and discussion with residents needs to be undertaken by the
assessment team once potential impacts have been identified. The potential
impacts need to be presented to residents for discussion. Residents can then
decide whether the impacts are desirable or undesirable. It will be necessary for
the assessment team to note varying attitudes between different social groupings
and the residents should be encouraged to find consensus if differences emerge.
If consensus cannot be found, this should be noted in the report and the different
attitudes recorded. Only once residents have stated their views on the nature of
specific impacts, will it be possible to decide which impacts should be completely
avoided from a social and cultural perspective and which require mitigating
action. The process of identifying mitigating actions should also be carried out
through the strong participation of local residents. It should be recognized that
what might be acceptable to residents of one area, might not be acceptable to their
immediate neighbors.

Generally many of the potential social impacts that might be considered negative,
might be acceptable to residents, if there has been a process of consultation with
residents in the development of the plans for the lodge. Also many of the
potential negative impacts could be avoided, if there has been a process of joint
planning. For example, resentment about the import of outside labour for
construction or operation of the lodge can be pre-empted if there are agreements
in place that the lodge will hire local labour except where skills are not available
locally. Further the agreement could stipulate that where skills are not available
locally, residents will be trained to develop these skills. Much depends upon the
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process through which lodge development has been agreed upon and the extent to
which residents or their representatives have been involved in lodge planning.

In assessing the impacts of the project, the EIA should consider whether
alternative designs or ways of implementing the project could reduce negative
impacts whilst enhancing the benefits. This analysis should result in a series of
practical and feasible mitigation measures, which can later be used to develop an
Environmental Management Plan (EMP). The development of the EMP might be
included in the project specific TOR as work to be done by the consultant, but in
some cases the EMP might be a separate consultancy.

EIA Report

The EIA report should be concise (no more than 50 pages - excluding
appendices) and shall focus on the significant environmental, social and economic
issues. The main text should highlight the findings, conclusions and
recommended mitigation actions. The report should be easy to read and easily
understood by a layperson, but at the same time it should contain data (where
available) and it must be scientifically sound. The text should be complimented
by graphs, tables, illustrations and maps that help the reader to better understand
the message that is being conveyed.

Review and decision making

In Namibia, the authority for reviewing an EIA report is the Directorate of
Environmental Affairs (DEA) in the Ministry of Environment and Tourism
(MET). However, it would be good practice if the conservancy (or other
community structure) and the local MET office reviews the EIA first, before it is
sent to Windhoek.

After the review, the authorities (be they local, regional or national) either
authorize or deny the proposed activity. Authorization is usually conditional on
compliance with a set of conditions, which are generally based on the
recommendations of the EIA and the review. These conditions should be
incorporated into an Environmental Management Plan (EMP). The EMP should
consist of a strategy for reducing negative impacts, enhancing benefits and
monitoring progress. It must thus include a monitoring programme and indicators
by which to measure both changes within the environment and progress towards
achieving objectives.

Monitoring and auditing

It is important that we learn from experience gained during implementation and
there is thus a need to include a feedback mechanism in the EIA system. This is
usually achieved through regular monitoring and audits. As noted earlier, the
monitoring system is sometimes published as a separate EMP or Environmental
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Management System (EMS). Ideally, the lessons learnt through implementation
should provide the basis for reviewing the conditions of approval, and the
authorities and proponent should constantly be updating these crucial documents.

8.4. CAPACITY BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

Capacity building is required at three levels:
* The conservancy
* Regional authorities, and
* National level

It is unlikely that conservancy managers, councilors, traditional authorities and even

MET field staff, have ever had to deal with a planning process such as an EIA,

resettlement plan or indigenous people's development plan. For this target group, a three-

day introductory course in each major region (e.g. Kunene, Caprivi, Otjozondjupa)

should suffice.

Knowledge on EIA is better at the national level (within MET), but officials from other

ministries are not well versed in EIA, and neither MET nor other ministries are
knowledgeable about World Bank safeguards. In this case, a 4-day course would suffice.

Annual refresher courses would ensure that any emerging questions and issues can be

dealt with, and needs for further training can be identified.

In addition to providing knowledge at these courses, it would serve the project well to

have all the stakeholders interacting with each other in a workshop-type situation. The

best methodology would be to combine formal lectures on EIA, Involuntary Resettlement
and Indigenous People's issues, and then to do group work connected to a case study

theme (e.g. a lodge). It might be possible to visit an existing lodge or a site for a planned
lodge, so that the groups can role-play and undertake a simple scoping exercise.

The costs of presenting these courses depends on a number of factors (location, transport,
accommodation, number of people, etc.) However, it should be possible to tailor the
above courses according to the specific needs of the target audience at the cost of
approximately US$10,000 all inclusive, plus professional fees (2 resource persons for 25
days each) and travel cost of approximately US$ 25,000. Total combined cost would thus
amount to US$ 35,000.

Workshop cost:
1 workshop in Windhoek for MET staff and others: 1 x 4 days
4 annual refresher workshops in Windhoek 4 x 1 day
3 workshops/courses for rural stakeholders: 3 x 3 days
4 annual refresher workshops in the rural areas 4 x 1 day
Total cost: US$ 10,000
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Professional fees:
2 resource persons for 21 course days plus 4 preparatory days each:

2 x 25 days @ 400 = US$20,000
Travel cost for 2 resource person: US$ 5,000
Total cost: US$ 25,000

All workshops/courses would cover all the different safeguard requirements (ESA,
Namibian, EA process, RPF and IPDP). There are a number of institutions in Southern
Africa that could deliver such a course, and MET will select an appropriate team closer to

the time.

An optional (though preferred) option, is to conduct a quick needs-assessment prior to
developing the course materials to ensure that the course is needs based.

9. CONCLUSION

The overall conclusion of this ESA is that the WB/GEF Project "Integrated community-
based ecosystem management (ICEMA)" is unlikely to have major negative biophysical
and social environmental impacts. One underlying reason for reaching this conclusion is

the nature of the project being proposed. A number of factors are important in this regard:

The project builds upon more than 10 years of development and
implementation of CBNRM activities in Namibia. During this time a
considerable body of experience has been developed in ways of working
with local communities that recognises the potential conflicts that can
arise due to the introduction of new rights, resources, revenues and
institutions. Through learning by doing, NGOs and the Government have
discovered ways of managing social conflict. Experience shows that to
some extent conflict or contestation is inevitable, and sometimes even
necessary for communities to develop effective and robust common
property resource management institutions.

* There is considerable awareness among project implementers of the
potential negative biophysical impacts of project interventions such as
promotion of increased tourism and tourism facilities and the re-
introduction of wildlife. Policies exist governing the need for
Environmental Impact Assessments and for ensuring that genetic pollution
does not take place as a result of the translocation of game species.

* If the project interventions are successful, they should result in increased
areas of land available as natural habitat for wildlife, increased wildlife
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numbers and increased income available to local communities for rural
development.

Where potential negative impacts are likely, mitigation measures can relatively easily be
put in place using tools such as EIAs and following the guidelines contained in strategic
planning documents such as the north-west tourism masterplan. Indeed, in many cases the
mitigation measures identified are already in place and/or can be built into the way in
which implementing agencies carry out their work with local communities.

However, the ESA also concludes that some areas of intervention do require stronger
attention in terms of mitigating potential negative impacts. Although equity issues do
receive attention in the current CBNRM programme, efforts need to be increased to

ensure that women are not disadvantaged or further disempowered by wildlife-centred
natural resource management interventions. The situation of indigenous people in
emerging conservancies where they are a minority group needs to be managed, and
attention should be given to developing awareness of their needs among other groups.
Attention needs to be given to ways in which they can have a voice in emerging

10
institutions

Although Namibia has an EIA Policy and various other instruments that require such an
assessment to be carried out, there is no legislation as yet. However, the process to
finalise the enactment of the legislation is at an advanced stage.

Finally, the ESA has identified a number of risks to the success of the project. Some of
these are well beyond the overall control of the project such as the maintenance of a
favourable political and economic climate for investment in tourism. This depends not
only upon national political and economic trends, but upon what happens internationally
as well.

The lack of secure land tenure for communities on communal land is the only significant
risk identified which might jeopardize the success of the project. This risk is however
external to the project and it may be beyond the project's control. The following project
activities may help to reduce the overall risk of negative impact due to insecure land
tenure:

The project will strengthen the role of the MET for intersectoral coordination between the
different Ministries, and in particular with the Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and
Rehabilitation (MLRR). More coordination of policy initiatives across sectors and
respective GRN Ministries and agencies will also help built a coherent framework for the
CBNRM program. This would include further review of existing policies and potential
policy gaps. For example the MET is currently reviewing its approach to concessions to
conservancies, which may result in policy decisions in support of the CBNRM approach
and better secured land tenure over longer time periods as the role of conservancies for
biodiversity conservation is recognized.

'0 See volume 2 IPDP for details.
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The intent of the project is further to establish a fully functional CBNRM Consultative

Forum that has representation from all CBNRM stakeholders in Namibia. These
stakeholders potentially include MET, other line Ministries, CBOs, NGOs, the academic
community, and the donor community. The role of such a Forum would be to provide a

mechanism for discussing CBNRM issues, such that MET can more effectively fulfil its

mission of implementing Namibia's CBNRM Policy. The CBNRM Consultative Forum

would further present a platform to raise issues affecting conservancies directly to the

central-level government for discussion in case insufficient support is received from

decentralized government structures due to weak capacity.

The ESA has concluded that the ICEMA project is likely to be very beneficial to

CBRNM in Namibia whilst negative impacts are likely to be minimal and can easily be

mitigated.
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APPENDIX 1: NAMIBIA OVERVIEW: BIOPHYSICAL, POLITICAL, AND SOCIO-

ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

NAMIBIA OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

When evaluating any new development programme or project, it is necessary to consider the

country's development demands, national aspirations and options, socio-economic characteristics

and environmental constraints. This section of the report thus provides a brief "national

overview", mostly for the benefit of readers with no prior-knowledge of the country.

THE BIOPHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING, SIZE AND FEATURES

Namibia is situated in south-western Africa. The country's immediate neighbours are

Angola and Zambia to the north, Botswana to the east, and South Africa to the south. Its

western boundary is the Atlantic Ocean.

Namibia's size of 824,295 square kilometers (317,827 square miles) (Moleah 1983) is average for

southern African countries, but whilst the country covers nearly 3 per cent of the total land area of

Africa, it supports only about 0,2 per cent of the continents human population (Erkkila and

Siiskonen 1992).

Most authors recognize three distinct topographical regions, namely the Namib Desert in the

west, the Central Highlands and the Mega Kalahari in the east (Moleah 1983; Erkkila and

Siiskonen 1992; Moyo et al. 1993).

HABITATS AND BIODIVERSITY

MARINE AND COAST

Namibia's marine environment is dominated by the Benguela Current which, having originated in

the Antarctic, flows northwards along the coast. The Benguela consists of cool upwelled water

and supports some of the highest concentrations of marine life found anywhere in the world

(O'Toole 1996).

The coastline is relatively featureless, consisting mostly of sandy beaches (80%), with the rest

being rocky shoreline or mixed sand and rock. The beaches are backed by low dune hummocks,

high sand dunes and gravel plains.

NAMIB DESERT

The Namib Desert comprises approximately 15 per cent of Namibia's total area, is situated along

the western edge of the country, and forms a narrow belt approximately 1600 kilometres long and

80 to 150 kilometres wide (Lovegrove 1993).
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According to a simple classification (Lovegrove 1993), the Namib is regarded as an "extremely

arid" desert. A characteristic of rainfall in Namibia (and especially in the desert) is its variability,

and the range in the Namib is between 2mm in a dry year to over 300mm in a wet year. The

amount of precipitation by rain decreases from east to west, and is lowest at the coast. The

incidence of fog is less in the desert's interior, where approximately 20mm precipitation can be

expected up to 40 km inland from the coast. On the basis of its biodiversity and biomass, the

Namib is considered to be the richest desert on earth (Berry 1995).

The gravel plain habitat dominates the central and northern Namib. These relatively featureless

areas are dotted with small rocky outcrops known as "inselbergs", and dry episodic rivers which,

after rare good rains in the interior, drain into the Atlantic. Although these rivers seldom contain

water, they are underlain by significant subterranean aquifers which support dense stands of

vegetation. This riparian habitat contrasts sharply with the arid surroundings, and the westward

flowing rivers are thus regarded as "linear oases" which support larger species of wildlife.

Due to its marginality in terms of rainfall, soils, climate and shelter, the Namib is largely

unsuitable for agriculture and human settlement. Although subsistence farmers herd small flocks

of goats and cattle along its eastern edge and in some dry riverbeds, the area remains one of the

least populated regions in the world. Most of the Namib is owned by the State and administered

as game reserves, with tourism being the main form of economic activity after mining. A number

of communal area conservancies' have been established along the eastern edge of the Namib,

especially in the Kunene region. These capitalize on the spectacular scenery found in this area, as

well as the occurrence of desert adapted wildlife such as elephant, rhino and various antelope.

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS

The Central Highlands are characterised by rugged hills, plateau's and valley's which are

generally sparsely vegetated (Giess 1971). The mountains, which range between 1 500 to 2 000

metres in height, provide the watershed between the catchment areas of the rivers draining into

the Atlantic Ocean in the west, and the endoreic basins of the Kalahari in the east (Joubert and

Mostert 1975).

Most areas within the Central Highlands receive up to 300mm of rainfall per year, but

precipitation can be lower than 100mm during dry cycles. Since the mountains serve as river

catchments, many small earth dams have been constructed, thus capturing water runoff and

enabling commercial stock farming.

Water supply for human consumption and livestock is supplemented by boreholes which are a

feature of every farm.

Land use in this region consists mostly of commercial farms, with an average size of 5000

hectares or more. Cattle range throughout the area and supply local, regional and European

markets, while a growing number of farms are nowadays being converted to game ranches. Many

commercial farms have recently formed conservancies amongst themselves, to better manage

migratory wildlife such as kudu, hartebeest and eland and take advantage of the lucrative trophy

hunting industry. It is estimated that more than 80% of Namibia's wildlife occurs outside of

State-owned game parks (i.e. occurs on commercial farms and communal land - MET

unpublished data).

' The Marienfluss, Purros, Ehirivopuka, #Khoadi Hoas, Torra, Uibasen Twyfelfontein,
Doro!nawas, Sorris Sorris, Tsiseb conservancies
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KALAHARI DESERT

The Kalahari Desert forms part of the Arid savannah biome (Lovegrove 1993), and is situated in

the east and southeast of the country. It extends into western Botswana and the northern Cape in

South Africa.

Main (1987) suggests that the area was once much wetter than at present, and describes a number

of ancient river beds which are episodic today, flowing only after exceptional rainfall events. The

Kalahari is characterised by parallel ridges of vegetated sand dunes, interdune plains and vast

calcrete pans (Lovegrove 1993).

Annual rainfall ranges from 235 - 500 mm and occurs in the form of heavy summer

thunderstorms of short duration. Temperatures fluctuate considerably, ranging from -10 degrees

centigrade on a winter night to more than 45 degrees in summer.

Although the Kalahari is well protected within national parks in South Africa and Botswana, the

portion within Namibia is used mainly for cattle ranching on commercial farms. The northern part

of this system in Namibia is considered to be represented in the Khaudom Game Reserve. In

addition, one communal area conservancy (Nyae Nyae) has become established in this habitat. A

growing number of commercial landowners are farming with game species which are better

adapted to the arid conditions.

CAPRIVI
The Caprivi Strip is unlike anything else in Namibia, and its inclusion within the borders of the

country is a political oddity. This thin sliver of land was sought after by the German Government

which wanted to link its South West African colony to German East Africa (now Tanzania). Due

to its position in central/southern Africa, its climate is wet and humid, and its vegetation lush and

sub-tropical. Annual rainfall ranges from 350 - 870 mm.

Due to the rich vegetation, perennial border and internal rivers, floodplains and swamps, east and

west Caprivi are regarded as prime wildlife areas. In spite of being relatively densely populated

by subsistence stock and crop farmers, these areas contain four of Namibia's protected areas. The

proximity of Caprivi's parks to already existing tourist attractions such as Victoria Falls

(Zimbabwe), Chobe National Park and the Okavango Swamps (Botswana) further enhance their

tourism and development potential. A number of conservancies 2 have been established in eastern

Caprivi.

THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

A BRIEF HISTORY OF NAMIBIA

It is not the intention of this report to provide an exhaustive account of Namibia's history. This

has been adequately done by a number of authors and international organisations, including the

United Nations. Hofmann (1993 a) states that "Hardly any other territory - particularly one with

such a small population - can match Namibia's sad record; in its decades of transformations from

colonial protectorate to mandate to bone of international contention to, finally, universal
acknowledged, independent state, Namibia has amassed a collection of verdicts, papers, letters of

request and other related literature unequalled by any other country"

2 Kwandu, Mayuni, Mashi, Wuparo and Salambala conservancies
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THE PRE-COLONIAL ERA

Most authors agree that Namibia was first inhabited by the indigenous San (Bushmen) people

who are thought to have been in the area by the beginning of the 9th century (Levinson 1961,

Katjavivi 1988, Sandelowsky 1993, Kinehan 1992). Seligman (1966) regards this tribe as being

so ancient that they have probably been in Africa for tens of thousands of years. Katjavivi (1988)

prefers to use the word "Ovakuruvehi" which means the ancient or original ones instead of the

politically outdated term "Bushman" which is regarded as derogatory.

At about the same time as the San migrated south, the Khoikoi (Nama) people moved in from

neighbouring Botswana while the Damara settled in the mountainous interior. The coastal areas

of Namibia were settled by the Strandlopers (or beach dwellers) which are thought to have been a

sub-tribe of the San (Seligman 1966).

Later, migratory groups of Bantu-speaking people moved southwards from central Africa and

occupied the northern areas of Namibia (Sandelowsky 1993). The Bantu tribes gradually

penetrated into the interior of the country while the nomadic San and Damara, moved to the

Kalahari desert and along the fringe of the Namib, respectively.

EUROPEAN EXPLORERS AND COLONIALISM

Namibia's harsh climate and uninviting desert coastline kept European settlers at bay until 1484,

when the first Portuguese explorer, Diego Ca6, landed at the coast and erected a cross at a bay

known today as Cape Cross. The absence of fresh produce, water, ivory and slaves provided little

incentive for a prolonged stay, and the forbidding desert prevented forays into the interior

(Levinson 1961, Sandelowsky 1993).

With the arrival of the European settlers in Namibia, many of the indigenous peoples were forced

northwards, and this had a profound influence on the future settlement of Namibia.

The 18th century saw an influx of the Oorlams (or Namas) and Basters from the Cape who

quickly subdued the local tribes (Levinson 1961, Sandelowsky 1993, Katjavivi 1993). Following

the Oorlams, were missionaries, hunters and traders, marking a fundamental change in the

country's social and economic fabric (Levinson 1961). The ongoing struggle for supremacy (over

land) led to an escalating need for ammunition and modern weapons and ultimately, the

wholesale slaughter of game. As British, Dutch, German and later South African authorities

increased their presence in the area, they systematically displaced indigenous tribes and

plundered the country's natural resources (Sandelowsky 1993).

In 1890, the German Government recognised that "an absentee policy was doomed", and they

began building fortresses for their soldiers, the remnants of which are still evident today. The

German era came to an end with the outbreak of World War 1, when soldiers from the Union of

South Africa occupied the territory and Germany was forced to relinquish her claim over the

territory with the signing of the Treaty of Versailles on 26 June 1919 (Sandelowsky 1993).

THE EARLY RESISTANCE

After World War 1, the newly established League of Nations mandated South Africa with the

administration of South West Africa within the following guidelines:

"The Mandatory shall promote to the utmost the material and moral well-being, and the social

progress of the inhabitants of the Territory... the Mandatory shall see that the slave trade is

4
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prohibited, and that no forced labour is permitted except for essential public works and services,

and then onlyfor adequate remuneration ". (Katjavivi 1988)

Hoffmnann (1993 a) regards the South African authorities as having continued and perfected the

unjust principles, authoritarian measures and paternalistic policies begun by the Germans. They

actively encouraged and facilitated the influx of more whites from South Africa and provided

them farms and subsidies. This led to three major "invasions" of new settlers; the first occurred

between 1915 and 1920, with 6 million hectares of prime agricultural land being apportioned to

"poor whites". The second wave arrived between 1928 - 29, and consisted mainly of South

Africans from Angola, and the third and last phase of white settlement occurred between 1950

and 1954 (Hoffmfiann 1993 b).

Indigenous Namibians resisted the South African illegal occupation and oppressive rule, but the

South Africans undermined the authority of legitimate traditional leadership, appointing instead

puppet "leaders" to do the bidding of their South African masters.

Although there is no clear date as to when Namibians began their struggle for independence from

colonial rule, most historians agree that Namibia's liberation struggle began in earnest in 1905

when bitter wars were fought between indigenous Namibians and German troops. These battles

saw the systematic and deliberate genocide of the notably the Herero and Nama population. This

genocide reduced the Herero and Nama population by 75 percent and 50 percent respectively

(Katjavivi 1988).

During World War I the struggle took on another form, when South Africa, acting on behalf of

Britain, annexed the territory. In 1920 it gained a formal mandate from the League of Nations to

govern Namibia as a province of South Africa. In 1945, the League of Nations was replaced by

the United Nations, which requested colonial powers to grant independence to the territories

under their control. South Africa refused, and clung onto then South West Africa for another 45

years.

THE LIBERATION STRUGGLE

Realising that a more concerted effort was needed to achieve independence, Namibians began in

1958 to form nationalist movements, and two years later, the South West Africa People's

Organisation (SWAPO) was formed. The main aims and objectives of SWAPO were as follows

(Katjavivi 1988):

(a)... to establish afree, democratic Government in South West Africa (SWA) founded upon the will

and participation of all the people of our country and co-operate to the fullest extent with all our

African brothers and sisters to rid our continent of allforms offoreign domination and to rebuild it

according to the desires of the African peoples.

(b) To workfor the unification of all the people of SWA into a cohesive representative, National

Political organisation, irrespective of their race, ethnic origin, religion or creed.

(c) To workfor the achievement of a complete independence of SWA and the removal of allforms

of oppression such as Apartheid laws, Contract system, Bantu Education, and the introduction of

universal adult Suffrage and direct democratic representation of all inhabitants of SWA in all

organs of the government.

5
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After training in neighbouring countries, freedom fighters entered Namibia and began the armed

liberation struggle under SWAPO against the South African illegal occupation forces. SWAPO's

strength and popularity grew, the South African forces increased, and the north of the country

was declared a military zone.

Military activities had a major impact on land use planning and natural resource management,

and the area gradually saw a significant decline in game numbers especially in the north of

Namibia as illegal poaching by the South African forces was encouraged to supplement their war

effort. This also resulted in the severe degradation of the environment. Oppressive laws were

introduced by the then South African administration and this included the curfew and

discriminatory pass laws which restricted indigenous populations into artificially created so-

called homelands. Under these oppressive circumstances, rural development and nature

conservation efforts in the vast northern areas was non-existent.

In 1978, the United Nations passed UN Resolution 435, which paved the way for National

Independence on 21 March 1990.

THE LAND QUESTION AND THE CREATION OF HOMELANDS

Land alienation by Europeans began in 1883 when German settlers mischievously obtained tracts

of land from traditional chiefs, and ten years later, practically the whole territory occupied by

pastoralist communities had been acquired by eight concession companies (Werner 1991). Land

has always been at the core of the Namibian liberation struggle.

Indigenous populations then lost their fertile land and ended up squeezed in inhospitable and

harsh and less productive land.

Indigenous Namibian tribes resisted the forceful land grab by the European settlers, however,

this resistance was dealt a severe blow by the outbreak of stock disease epidemics (especially the

outbreak off rinderpest) that decimated their herds and forced them into cheap labour as farm

labourers for the European settlers.

In spite of German and South African land expropriations, the pattern of African settlement in

Namibia today generally reflects that of the pre-colonial era (Katjavivi 1988).

By 1902, only 38 per cent of Namibia remained in black hands (Werner 1991). After defeating

indigenous Namibian tribes by 1905, the Germans expropriated all "tribal" land, and indigenous

Namibians could only obtain land with the special permission of the then Governor of the

territory. South Africa's League of Nations mandate over SWA gave her ownership over all land

previously held by Germany.
The South African government consolidated its grip over SWA by establishing a number of

"native reserves" in 1915, which enabled her to exert political control over the black population,

and to facilitate further settlement by whites (Werner 1991). By 1946 white settlers owned more

than 40 per cent of Namibia, with blacks confined to the homelands. In most instances, black

people were forcefully displaced from their ancestral land in favour of white settlers, the practice

that was further institutionalised through the Odendaal Commission of 1964.

THE EVOLUTION OF SYSTEMS OF GOVERNMENT

THE PRE-HISTORY

In pre-colonial Namibia, Africans roamed the countryside as hunter-gatherers, pastoralists,

miners, traders and fishermen. Throughout Namibia's early history, political authority was

usually decentralised. Within the larger tribes, hereditary rulers controlled the allocation of land,
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levied labour and cattle taxes, resolved conflicts and initiated and supervised basic land use

planning such as the management of water wells, planting of crops and annual cattle drives

(UNIN 1986).

The arrival of foreign missionaries, traders and colonial administrators changed the lifestyles and

values of the indigenous inhabitants, and began eroding traditional leadership and planning

systems. In addition to introducing Christian ideology, missionaries engaged in commercial

activities and local politics. They frequently intervened as advisors and mediators, thereby

interrupting the normal evolution of indigenous institutions (UNIN 1986).

The process of African disempowerment culminated in the creation of "native" homelands in 1926,

which were placed under the control of governors, and later second tier authorities, which were

puppetsof the South African Government. The failure of these incompetent and politically

inappropriate "Bantustan authorities" led to the creation of the South African controlled Democratic

Tumhalle Alliance (DTA), an alternative political force designed to counter the growing popularity

of SWAPO. In the meantime, South Africa continued its negotiations with westem powers, and

eventually agreed to grant Namibia its independence under UN resolution 435.

PRESENT GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE

Diescho (1994) states that "The structure of the (present) Namibian Government is reflective of

compromise which necessitated its mixture of both an executive presidential system and a strong

parliamentary system". The National Assembly (or Parliament) consists of legislators nominated

by various political parties, while the National Council consists of members elected from within

the regions. The Prime Minister oversees ministries and the public service. The independence of

the judiciary from the executive components is enshrined in the Constitution.

THE NATIONAL CONSTITUTION

Diescho (1994) states that "in many ways, the contents of the Namibian Constitution reflect the

uniquely international character of the role of law, and organisations and decisions in the process

that led to independence in a far more significant way than in any other state in the world". Based

on models from various western countries, it was drafted by a 72 seat Constituent Assembly

consisting of members of several political parties and has been hailed throughout the world as one

of the most democratic in sub-Saharan Africa (Diescho 1994).

Apart from defining the relationships between the three branches of government, it contains

fundamental protection of liberty, respect for human dignity, equality and freedom from

discrimination on the grounds of race, gender, religion or ethnicity, the prohibition of forced

labour and slavery, justice and the right to a fair trial.

Through its Constitution, Namibia is one of the few countries in the world to commit its

government to the proper protection of the environment. Article 95(1) commits the State to

promoting and maintaining the welfare of the people by adopting, inter alia, policies aimed at

" the maintenance of ecosystems, essential ecological processes and biological diversity of

Namibia and utilisation of living natural resources on a sustainable basis for the benefit of all

Namibians, both present and future; in particular, the Government shall provide measures against

the dumping or recycling of foreign nuclear and toxic waste on Namibian territory".

In Article 91 C it states furthermore that the functions of the Ombudsman shall be defined and

prescribed by an act of Parliament and shall include the following:

7
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" the duty to investigate complaints concerning the over- utilisation of living natural resources, the

irrational exploitation of non-renewable resources, the degradation and destruction of ecosystems

andfailure to protect the beauty and character ofNamibia

THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

POPULATION

Namibia's population is currently estimated at 1, 83 million (2.2 persons per kmi2) - the second

lowest population density in Africa (2001 Population and Housing Census). However, in planning

for sustainable development, population statistics alone are of limited value: Demographic trends,

namely population distribution, population growth, unemployment, age distributions and

illiteracy are more useful indicators of current and future development challenges.

The distribution of Namibia's human population reveals a great deal of internal variations. 70%

of Namibians live in 5 of the 27 census districts (mainly in the north), two of which support 44

per cent of the total population. The areas currently with higher population density will probably

continue to support a disproportionately high percentage of the country's population.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Water is Namibia's most critical natural resource and is an essential commodity for development.

Water is required for two basic purposes, namely human consumption and economic production,

and there is a high demand for high quality and assured supply in all urban areas as well as in

most outlying regions.

Namibia's water reserves are highly variable since they rely mainly on rainfall, the efficiency of

bulk storage dams and the health of subterranean aquifers. Perennial rivers are confined to the

northern and southern borders, both of which are a considerable distance from the centrally

situated economic growth points. Transporting this water to the interior would be extremely

expensive, as are the costs of desalination.

Throughout Namibia potential evaporation exceeds precipitation by a factor of three. The

Department of Water Affairs estimates that 56 per cent of water consumption derives from

groundwater, 20 per cent from ephemeral rivers and 24 per cent from the perennial border rivers

(NPC 1995). Because of high temperatures (average 25 degrees C), it is estimated that 83 per cent

of the total rainfall evaporates, only I per cent contributes to groundwater recharge and 2 per cent

can be harnessed in surface storage facilities.

The NPC regards the scarcity of water as a constraint in the development of virtually all other

sectors, ranging from major developments in industry such as mines and factories, to

development in the health sector relating to the provision of potable water for domestic

consumption (NPC 1995).

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The United Nations Institute for Namibia (UNIN) regards Namibia as "having seen the evolution

and entrenchment of pernicious economic policies based on racial discrimination and

exploitation. Structures and institutions have been created by successive regimes to enable the

whites and foreign economic interests to plunder the natural resources of the country without any

benefits accruing to the Namibians. As a result, the Namibian economy is characterised by

8
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widespread poverty amongst the blacks contrasted with considerable affluence of the whites"

(UNIN: 1985).

The UNIN report points out that sectoral exploitation in the country has been widespread, and

argues that natural resources have been exploited with the minimum of input. In their opinion,

sustainable development was never an objective of colonial authorities, and overexploitation and

opportunity costs the result. Mining and stock ranching have damaged the ecology, while sectors

such as education and manufacturing "have mostly been ignored".

At the time of independence in 1990, the most important economic activities in Namibia were (in

order of priority), agriculture, mining, fishing and tourism. Although most of these activities are

well documented in various literature, the wildlife and tourism "industry" is difficult to isolate

from a number of associated activities such as manufacturing, accommodation and services,

transport and others. For the purposes of this report, the agriculture and tourism industries are

highlighted.

AGRICULTURE

Namibia's Agriculture Sector consists of two main categories, namely commercial and

communal. Commercial farmers are mostly of European origin, owning large farms in the central

and eastern regions of the country. Communal, or subsistence farmers are largely confined to the

more densely populated former "homelands" and have no land tenure. Previous colonial

administrations favoured the commercial sector through subsidies and support systems such as

veterinary services and agricultural extension. Thus, these privately owned ranches (average size

7822 hectares) established considerable infrastructure in the form of stock-proof fences,

boreholes, producer's co-operatives, control boards and rotational management systems. This

sector produces at least three-quarters of agricultural output and almost all exports (Hannekom

1992). Their counterparts in the communal areas relied on subsistence farming methods,

cultivating traditional crops and maintaining herds of large and small livestock.

Past administrations erected a formidable veterinary fence, which separated the northern regions

of the country from the commercial farms so as to limit the spread of diseases such as foot and

mouth disease. Its existence prevents the free movement of livestock from the north to the south,

and restricts the sale of carcasses from the northern communal regions. The contribution of

Agriculture to Namibia's GDP fluctuates considerably due to limited agricultural resources and

unreliable rainfall. However, this sector offers jobs (either formally or informally), to over 40 per

cent of Namibia's employed persons over the age of 15.

WILDLIFE AND TOURISM

Namibia's protected area network consists of 13 parks and a number of recreation areas and

camps, representing some 13, 6 per cent of the total surface area of the country (Brown 1992).

Jones (1991) regards conservation during the colonial era as having been largely a "white-

orientated affair", since local communities were excluded from participating in natural resource

management generally and wildlife in particular.

The Germans established Etosha National Park as the country's first protected area in 1903

(Schoeman 1996). Since then, many more parks have been proclaimed (gazetted), sometimes for

political rather than environmental reasons.

9
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Jones (1991) and Schoeman (1996) report that early settlers and later South African authorities

were largely responsible for decimating the country's game herds, and that locals soon joined in

when it became apparent that control was negligible. There are numerous accounts of South

African soldiers and politicians slaughtering game in the more remote areas (Jones 1991,

Schoeman 1996, G. Owen-Smith pers. comm. 1997). A milestone in Namibia's conservation

history occurred in 1967, when commercial farmers were given conditional ownership over

wildlife and, on the basis of adequate fencing of their farms, they were allowed to utilise game

(Schoeman 1996). This resulted in many landowners protecting their game and adopting a policy

of mixed game and stock farming. Barnes (1995) notes that the financial profitability of

game/stock farming remains low at the moment, but the arid conditions in Namibia provide little

alternative for commercial farmers. The above author contends that the financial returns would be

considerably higher if farmers removed all livestock and diversified their earnings through

tourism instead of consumptive game utilisation.

Another important form of wildlife utilisation in Namibia is Trophy Hunting. This takes place

on public land controlled by the state, private land under freehold and leasehold tenure and,

increasingly, on public land controlled by communities. Namibia ranks third amongst African

countries in terms of trophy hunting, and in 1985, provided 12 per cent of all trophy animals shot

on the continent (Barnes 1995). The above author estimates that, during the period 1991 - 1993,

between 6000 and 9000 trophies were taken in Namibia. On private land, the landowner derives

the income from this activity, while on all public land (excluding certain registered conservancies

but including other communal areas), the proceeds revert to the State. In all cases, hunting is only

permitted under the auspices of a qualified and registered hunting guide.

Although the Namibian Tourism industry is currently operating well below capacity (average

bed-night occupancy i.e. around 30%), it is predicted to grow faster than any other industry in the

country over the next ten years.

The basis for tourism in Namibia is wildlife and scenery, and the country's game reserves and

wilderness areas are the main attractions. In recent years, a number of commercial farmers

(particularly those with abundant game) have established guest facilities and offer more up-

market accommodation compared to government run rest camps. In addition, private operators

have begun establishing lodges in the scenic communal areas. In 1996, government enacted

legislation, which enables communities to share the income, derived from tourism (and wildlife

utilisation) through the establishment of conservancies on state land.

CONCLUSION

This section of the report has provided a brief overview of Namibia's biophysical, socio-

economic and socio-political circumstances. The country has emerged from more than a

century of social and political turmoil, but currently enjoys peace and stability. While its

human population is small, Namibia's development potential is enormous and its natural

resource-based economy needs to be sustainably explored to improve the livelihoods of

communities.

Namibians have been dispossessed and socially weakened by waves of colonialism and

oppression. Traditional authorities were disempowered. Namibia's democratically elected

government realises that, like elsewhere in the developing world, poverty, unemployment

and lack of opportunities are the major challenges that need to be addressed. The

pressures faced by decision makers are obvious - they must stimulate the economy,

10
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ensure the continuation of democracy, improve people's living standards and future

prospects, redistribute "stolen" land, and redress the inequalities of the past. It is thus

required that today's leaders must therefore initiate as much development as possible.

This is Namibia' s colonial and Apartheid legacy.
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Conservancy profiles and prioritization process

Conservancies are principally located in three regions of Namibia, i.e. the north-west (arid
savanna and desert, including the escarpment zone); north-east (broadleaf woodlands and

savanna in the Okavango and Zambezi River catchments), and southern Namibia (desert

and arid steppe (grassland and low scrubland). The detail of conservancies in each of the

three regions can be obtained from the table and map. Conservancies in all three regions

are in different stages of development and have different needs and potential for

development and natural resource conservation and management. All three regions are of

importance to Namibia in terms of biodiversity conservation and contain a wide range of

Namibian or southern African endemic species. None of the three regions are adequately

represented in Namibia's protected area network, or the protected areas in those regions

can not be effectively managed in isolation from adjacent land. These three regions

therefore represent the priority regions for intervention through the ICEMA project and

provide a full coverage of key ecosystems throughout the country.

Interventions through this project are the result of a participatory and consultative process,

in which the specific situation and needs of each targeted conservancy will be considered.

A phased approach will be taken, focusing on a limited number of conservancies at at

time. Lessons learned will be incorporated in the next phase. In addition to the ecosystem

approach, the projects supports cross-conservancy activities too achieve economies of

scale and in recognition that some anticipated interventions may, however, benefit more

than one conservancy, e.g. capacity-building and training as well as investments as the

reintroduction of species.

Criteria for project intervention area:
The project will use limited GEF resources to support selected registered and emerging

conservancies:

a) with global environmentally important assets (each supported conservancy will start

its planning process with a thoroughly assessment of its resource base, supported by
MET's Directorate of Scientific Services);
b) with strong community-driven demand and ownership for the transition from a

community-based wildlife management (present) to an IEM (long-term) approach (see for
more details below under bl);
c) with strong potential for sustainability (socio-economic, financial and institutional);
d) where the GEF's catalytic role (targeted global environmental priority support to

conservancies; policy, legal and institutional support for shift towards CBIEM and
assistance to identify, test and apply options to ensure financial sustainability for the
National CBNRM Program) leads to additional leverage of resources addressing root
causes and other local development needs (partnering with other projects and programs
adding value to the national programme) and where insufficient funds are available but
financial viability is expected over time;
e) where contributing to the development of best practices;
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f) in localities where community-based organizations are in place or emerging;

g) where scaling-up and replication is facilitated within the national CBNRM

programme; and/or where it favours an integrated landscape approach and a mix of

ecosystem types.

The project will support the shift from wildlife-focused management (CBWM) to an

integrated ecosystem approach (CBIEM) through the following elements:

(1) Strengthened legal and policy framework for CBNRM under component 3 (moving

away from wildlife management as the center of the previous CBNRM) within MET (e.g.

MET's revision of conservation policies into one bundled act including parks and wildlife

management); but also within jurisdiction of other Ministries (e.g. Ministry of

Agriculture, Water and Rural Development (e.g. for linkages to other resource uses such

as rangeland management, water management), Ministry of Lands Rehabilitation and

Resettlement (e.g. for improved conservancy representation within new land boards) and

Ministry of Local Regional Governance and Housing (e.g. for representation of

conservancies in Regional Development Coordination Committees).

(2) Reform for CBNRM institutional framework under component 3 through: (i) the

establishment of a multi-stakeholder and multi-sectoral CBNRM Consultative Forum

under MET's leadership. This Forum comprises members from the stakeholder

community (including other Government Ministries [in particular MAWRD, MLRR,

MLRGH], NGOs, CBOs, the academic community and the Donor Community inter alia.).

This will ensure that the shift from Community-based Wildlife Management to Integrated

Ecosystem Management is fully understood and supported by all stakeholders; (ii) MET's

institutional restructuring to move away from segmented and sub-sectoral approaches

(potential merge of current separate CBNRM sub-divisions under Directorate of Forestry,

Directorate of Tourism, Directorate of Parks and Wildlife Management).

(3) Direct investments for ecosystem restoration and rehabilitation measures under

component 2 including plants and wildlife. These activities will build on and replicate

pilot experiences under the highly successful Forum for integrated resource management

(FIRM) approach (see annex 15, 2.1.2.2.) where formal linkages to other resource use

schemes such as rangeland management, desertification control, fisheries, forestry and

water management have been established and used for integrated conservancy planning

and implementation.
(4) Targeted capacity building for conservancies and field-based support organization

for integrated ecosystem planning (zoning, mapping), implementation and monitoring and

evaluation under component 2.
(5) Identification and implementation of viable ecosystem-based income generating

activities under component 1.

2
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Conservancies and protected areas in Namibia. Source: MET, 2003.
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Map. Registered Communal Conservancies in Namibia. Source: MET, 2003.
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Table. Registered Communal Area Conservancies, showing first year candidate sites

Conservancy Region Biome Date Size Total

Name* Registered km2 Registered
Members

I Nyae Nyae[*] Otjozondjupa Woodland Feb 1998 9003 752

2 Salambala Caprivi Woodland June 1998 930 3500

3 Torra Kunene Desert June 1998 3522 450

4 •Khoadi //HTas [*] Kunene Desert/Savanna June 1998 3366 1600

5 Uibasen- Kunene Desert/Savanna Dec 1999 400 61

Twyfelfontein
6 Doro !Nawas Kunene Desert/Savanna Dec 1999 4073 430

7 Kwandu [*1 Caprivi Woodland Dec 1999 190 1800

8 Mayuni Caprivi Woodland Dec 1999 151 900

9 Wuparo [*] Caprivi Woodland Dec 1999 148 1700

10 Puros Kunene Desert May 2000 3568 85

11 Tsiseb Erongo Desert Jan 2001 8083 950

12 Ehi-Rovipuka [* Kunene Savanna Jan 2001 1975 500

13 Marienfluss Kunene Desert Jan 2001 3034 121

14 Oskop Hardap Shrub Savanna Feb 2001 95 20

15 Sorris Sorris [*] Kunene Desert/Savanna Oct 2001 2990 380

16 Mashi Caprivi Woodland Mar 2003 297 718

17 Omatendeka[*] Kunene Savanna Mar 2003 3565 374

18 Otjimboyo Erongo Desert/Savanna Mar 2003 745 148

19 Uukwaluudhi [*1 Omusati Savanna Mar 2003 1437 25000

20 !K1hob Naub Karas Shrub Savanna July 2003 2747 429

21 //Gamaseb Karas Shrub Savanna July 2003 1748 495

22 //Huab [*] Kunene Desert/Savanna July 2003 1817 364

23 Orupembe Kunene Desert July 2003 3565 132

24 Sanitatas Kunene Desert July 2003 1446 76

25 Anabeb Kunene Savanna July 2003 1570 337

26 Sesfontein Kunene Savanna July 2003 2591 438

27 Okangundumba Kunene Savanna July 2003 1131 448

28 N#a Jagna [*] Otjozondjupa Woodland July 2003 9120 782

29 Ozondundu Kunene Savanna July 2003 745 173

TOTALS 74052 38063

* First Year candidate site.

5
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I Table. Namibia Priority target sites for first year annual work plan

6
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Nyae-Nyae Otjozon- 8992 752 Tree savannah and Tree and shrub * Disease-free buffalo exceeding * Enlarge buffalo camp Advanced Meets criteria a, b, c, d,

djupa woodlands savannah carrying capacity in camp * Secure roan population e, f, g, h

* Declining roan population

N#a Jaqna Otjozon- 9120 782 Tree savannah and Tree and shrub * Depleted wildlife resources with * Develop camp for rare and Rudimentary Meets criteria a, b, c, d,

djupa woodlands savannah suitable habitat common species introduction e, f, g, h

* No income * Improve management plan

Sorris Sorris Kunene 2290 380 Dwarf and acacia Tree and shrub * High potential but no integrated * Develop integrated management Rudimentary Meets criteria a, b, c, d,

shrubland savannah management plan or business / plan e, f, g, h

Nama Karoo development plan; * Diversifiy revenue generating

* CBO under-resourced; activities

* low income through CBNRM at
present

//Huab Kunene 1817 364 Mixed shrubland Tree and shrub 0 Not yet developed or benefiting * Develop integrated management Rudimentary Meets criteria a, b, c, d,

Acacia hilly savannah from natural resources plan e, f, g, h

shrubland Nama Karoo
Dwarf and acacia
shrubland

Wuparo Caprivi 148 1700 Mopane woodlands Tree and shrub * No income * Potential site for community Rudimentary Meets criteria a, b, c, d,

Floodplains and open savannah * No management plan tourist lodge e, f, g, h

water N aaeetpa ors og

* No zonation * Improve management plan

Kwandu Caprivi 190 1800 Kalahari woodlands Tree and shrub * Low income through CBNRM * High potential site for Basic Meets criteria a, b, c, d,

of Caprivi savannah * Elephant-human conflicts community tourist lodge e, f, g, h

Floodplains and open * Diversification of revenue * Diversifiy revenue generating

water generating activities needed activities

Ehiviropuka Kunene 1980 500 Mixed shrubland Tree and shrub * Next to ENP - wildlife conflicts; * Address human-elephant conflict Rudimentary Meets criteria a, b, c, d,

Broad-leafed hilly savannah * Not yet developed or benefiting * Improve management plan e, f, g, h

woodland from natural resources * Diversifiy revenue generating

activities

Omatendeka Kunene 1619 374 Broad-leafed hilly Tree and shrub * Human-elephant conflicts * Address human-elephant conflict Rudimentary Meets criteria a, b, c, d,

woodland savannahefgh
Commiphora Nama Karoo * Not yet developed or benefiting * Improve management plan e, f, g, h

shrubland from natural resources a Diversification of revenue

Intermontane generating activities needed

grassland

#Khoadi Kuene 3364 1600 Mixed shrubland Tree and shrub * Unprotected forests, vulnerable * Integrate forest management to Advanced, Meets criteria a, b, c, d,

H6as Acacia hilly savannah riverine forests; other activities zonation in e, f, g, h

shrubland Nama Karoo . . place

Euphorbia basalt * Diversif cation of revenue

Dwarf and acacia generatng actvities needed

shrublands

Uuklwaluudhi Omusati 1437 25000 Mixed woodland on Tree and shrub * Limited financial benefits; * Integrate forest management to Basic, primary Meets criteria a, b, c, d,

sand savdveah * Diversification of revenue other activities zonation in e, f, g, h

.______________ ___________ _______ _________ _____________________ Mopane_sandveld generating activities needed * Improve management plan place
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APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEWS

Name Position Organisation Date
Jo Tagg DNRM, MET 16 October 2002
Lynn Halstead Enterprise Development, IRDNC 20 October 2002

Caprivi
Carol Murphy Senior Researcher, Caprivi WILD Project/MET 20 October 2002
John Kinahan Manager Quaternary Research 21 October 2002

Service
Richard Diggle Caprivi Regional IRDNC 21 October 2002

Coordinator
Chris Weaver Chief of Party WWF-LIFE 22 October 2002

Programme
Andee Davidson CBT Technical Advisory WWF-LIFE 22 October 2002

Programme
Greg Stewart Hill NRM Technical Advisor WWF-LIFE 22 October 2002

Programme
Wendy Vail NNDFN 22 October 2002
Anna Davis Senior CBNRM coordinator Namibia Nature 22 October 2002

Foundation 23 October 2002
Chris Thouless MET 24 October 2002
Karen Nott IRDNC 27 October 2002
Norman Tjombe Human Rights and LAC 4 November

Environmental Lawyer 2002
Kapala Hoge Project Coordinator: NNF 4 November

Biodiversity 2002
Ed Humphry CBT Technical Advisor NACOBTA 6 November

2002
Bertus Kruger NAPCOD programme co- DRFN 8 November

ordinator 2002
Tshukwe Garoes Head of Department CSD CSD, MET 11 November

2002
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FIELD VISIT - MEETINGS 28 OCTOBER TO 01 NOVEMBER

29 October 2002 - Met Khorixas, Mr. Siegfried Gawiseb, Warden Parks & Wildlife
29 October 2002 - Petrified Forest Committee Members, Doro !Nawas
Conservancy, Mr. Gabrielle, Ms Ingridt IHoeses,
29 October 2002 - Twefelfontein Conservancy, Mr. E. Xoagu
30 October 2002 - Khoadi Hoas Conservancy, Mr. Gabrielle Goagoseb (technical
Advisor), Ms Helga Howases (Secretary)
31 October 2002 - MET Outjo, Mr. Nahor ???? (CBNRM Warden)
31 October 2002 - Sesfontein Conservancy (Tel. 065 275542)

Mr. Frederick "Howaxab (Secretary)
Mr. John K. Kasaona (Committee member, IRDNC Deputy Coordinator Kunene)
Mr. Willy U. Kasupi (Committee member)
Mr. Hendrik Goabaeb (Chairperson)

01 November 2002 - Doro !Nawas Conservancy
Mr. Johannes Gawisb (Vice Facilitator)
Mrs. Christofine So-Oabes (Vice Treasurer)
Mrs. Ingreid Thanises (Secretary)
Mrs. Ingridt IHoeses (Additional member)
Mr. Eliphes IlAreseb (Vice Secretary)
Mr. Leonard !Hoaeb (Chairman)
Mr. Silvanus !Uri-jKhob (Treasurer)
Mr. Abraham Goamuib (Additional member)
Mr. Ulrich !Naibeb (Facilitator)
Mr. Stephanus Heilungi (Vice Chairman)
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APPENDIX 4: WORKSHOP SUMMARY
Phase 2: WB/GEF Environmental and Social Assessment

At the Rossing Foundation
Thursday, 28 November, 2002

Participants:
Maxi Louis, NACOBTA
Patricia Skyer, NACSO
Colin Nott, Independent Consultant
Peter Tarr, SAIEA
Dhyani Berger, Independent Consultant
Chris Weaver, WWF-LIFE
Andee Davidson, WWF-LIFE
Nathanael Areseb, NACSO
Nina Doetinchemn World Bank
Selma Nangulah, UNAM
Sima Luipert, NNF
Bertus Kruger (facilitator), DRFN
Ronnie Dempers, NDT
John Hazam, MET
Ebben Kalondo-Simon NACSO

The findings from the interim report were presented to the workshop. In the following
discussion, the consultant team raised the four most important issues likely to impact on the
successful implementation of the programme. These issues were:
* Tenure over resources
* Indigenous peoples rights
* Gender issues
* Conflict between NACSO partners and within communities

Tenure over resources
A number of issues with regard to land tenure were raised.
* Issues surrounding the lack of secure group land tenure need to be considered by the

programme, as they have the potential to undermine the rights of conservancies over
natural resources Conservancies will face problems if the gaps and conflicts of
government's numerous policies regarding land and resource tenure are not dealt with. To
improve the situation, more consultation - particularly with MLRR and MAWRD - is
required (and is in fact reflected in Component One of the proposed project). The World
Bank participant raised the possibility that a binding policy letter from GRN could be
sought to clarify government position with regard to land tenure.

* The programme must begin to consider management options and mitigation strategies for
the encroachment of urban populations within conservancies. An example was given of
Nyae Nyae - where the urban population of Tsumkwe was expanding within the
conservancy boundaries, utilising resources but not becoming members of the
conservancy. Because tenure is somewhat insecure, management strategies of dealing
with how to exclude 'outsiders' from utilising resources and perhaps undermining
resource management plans.
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* The lack of clarity of the conservancy legislation with respect to rights over non-wildlife
(i.e. animal) resources results in uncertainty over how to treat rangelands and veld
products within the programme. This lack of clarity has the potential to exacerbate
conflicts between users of different resources; and also risks undermining income
generating opportunities that utilise plant wildlife resources (veld products, NTFPs, etc.).

* An issue that will need to be considered (by conservancies rather than by the programme)
is that of prospecting and mining in conservancy areas, and how best to mitigate the
impacts and/or negotiate with government and mining companies in such cases.

Indigenous peoples
The Indigenous Peoples policy has already been triggered by the World Bank, thus needs
consideration in future implementation of the CBNRM programme, within the context of a
mitigation plan to be developed, based on issues arising from the Audit carried out by the
consultant team in Phase One of the ESA.
• There is a significant body of information regarding indigenous peoples in Namibia as

well as a number of government policies addressing (particularly San) rights to land and
development.

* Any mitigation plan that is developed must be flexible, to deal with the different needs
facing indigenous peoples in different regions of the country.

* By adhering to existing policies, and taking advantage of the participatory nature of the
programme as it is currently implemented, management of impacts and subsequent
mitigation of any negative effects can be incorporated in to the implementation of the
programme.

. Specific monitoring and evaluation indicators can also be incorporated in the
development of the new M&E plan for the programme.

Due to the tight schedule of the workshop and the length of discussion regarding land tenure
issues and indigenous peoples, issues regarding gender and conflict were not able to be
discussed. It was generally agreed that these issues were important and do need to be raised
for debate and addressed within the programme.

2
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ANNEX 5: TERMS OF REFERENCE

Terms of Reference for the development of the Environmental and Social Assessment

Purpose of the programme (see Project Brief for detailed description)

The purpose of the programme is to provide GEF support to the development and
implementation of the national CBNRM/Conservancy Programme by assisting stakeholders
under NACSO to establish, operationalize and strengthen conservancies and related
community-driven sustainable integrated ecosystem management activities that improve
livelihoods and empower communities in rural Namibia. The global objective is to enhance
biodiversity conservation and to alleviate land degradation by supporting integrated
ecosystem management in the expanding conservancy network of Namibia.

To date, the main focus of efforts towards a national CBNRM Programme has been on the
establishment of a limited number of conservancies as a vehicle for the management of
wildlife within communal areas. Individual conservancies have been piloted in a number of
strategic regional locations. Based on the preliminary success and a broad-based
participation, ownership and interest of stakeholders, the Government of Namibia and its
partners under the NACSO partnership have decided to step up this effort and to request
incremental GEF support:

1. to develop a coherent national financial, legal and policy framework for sustainable
CBNRM through integrated ecosystem management;

2. to improve capacity of the CBNRM support organization network to deliver cost-
effective and demand-driven services to conservancies;

3. to create representative, accountable, participatory and financially viable decision-making
and management institutions in conservancies;

4. to improve the natural resource base of conservancies based on ecologically sound
integrated planning, management and M&E mechanisms at national and conservancy
levels;

5. to generate increased, tangible, equitably shared socio-economic benefits to conservancy
members and other stakeholders through sustainable utilization of natural resources;

6. to support the overall programme coordination and management.

GEF resources will be used to support targeted conservancies
1. with global environmentally important assets;
2. with strong community-driven demand and ownership;
3. with strong perspective for sustainability;
4. where GEF catalytic role leads to additional leverage of resources addressing root causes

and other local development needs;
5. which contribute to the development of best practices for dissemination;
6. where replication is facilitated; and
7. which contribute to a landscape approach.
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The Project's expected outcomes can be described as follows:
1. Improved coherent financial, legal, organizational and policy framework for sustainable

development through integrated ecosystem management;
2. Improved capacity of support organization network to deliver efficient, cost-effective

and demand-driven services to conservancies;
3. Enhanced representative, accountable, participatory and financially viable decision-

making and management institutions in conservancies;
4. Improved resource base, biodiversity conservation and land management through

ecologically sound integrated planning, management and M&E mechanisms in
conservancies;

5. Increased, tangible, equitably shared, socio-economic benefits accrued to conservancy
members and other stakeholders from sustainable utilization of Namibia's natural
habitats, related biodiversity and other natural resources.

Key Performance Indicators:
1. Expanded area under conservancy management
2. Number of registered conservancies
3. Total income and benefits from communal conservancies
4. Local resource monitoring methodology for measuring status and trends of biodiversity

conservation, land and water degradation and socio economic impacts available and
applied in conservancies

5. Globally significant biodiversity in conservancies maintained and enhanced through
protection of indicator species and key habitats

6. Increase of restored and rehabilitated degraded land

Project Description Summary
Project components
The project has 6 inter-related components that together serve to assist stakeholders to
establish, operationalize and strengthen conservancies and related community-driven
sustainable integrated ecosystem management activities that improve livelihoods and
empower communities in rural Namibia while enhancing biodiversity conservation and
alleviating land degradation.

The first component on Coherent framework for CBNRM aims at developing a national
coherent financial, legal and policy framework for sustainable development through
integrated ecosystem management with subcomponents on (i) co-ordination and
harmonization of policies, legislation and strategy; (ii) advocacy and communication; (iii)
incentives and financing mechanism.

The second component on Capacity Building of CBNRM Support Organizations aims at
improving capacity of support organization network to deliver cost-effective and demand-
driven services to conservancies and includes sub-components on (i) training and research;
(ii) stakeholder collaboration; (iii) investment planning.

2
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The third component on Capacity building of Conservancy Institutions aims at creating
representative, accountable, participatory and financially viable decision-making and
management institutions in conservancies and involves sub-components on (i) governance
and administration; (ii) planning, management.

The fourth component on Integrated Ecosystem Management aims at creating an improved
resource base through ecologically sound integrated planning, investments, management and
implementation of M&E mechanisms at national and conservancy levels and includes sub-
component on (i) planning and implementation; (ii) M&E.

The fifth component on Increased Socio-Economic Benefits aims at generating increased,
tangible socio-economic benefits to conservancy members and other stakeholders through
sustainable utilization of natural resources, and involves sub-components on (i) planning and
feasibility studies; (ii) remove barriers to benefit generation.

The sixth component aims at supporting a Project Coordination Unit within NACSO
Secretariat to effectively manage project activities.

Benefits:
The expected project benefits have been summarized in the following table (please note that this list
is not exhaustive). An Assessment of these benefits should help in identifying any negative impacts
and mitigation measures.

Benefits Local National/Global
Social and * Improved cross-sectoral cooperation on CBNRM * National policy and legislation in conformity
institutional * Necessary policy framework and incentives for with international conventions promoting

conservancies to sustainably manage all natural biodiversity conservation and alleviation of
resources in an integrated manner land degradation

* Enhanced capacity of CBNRM support * Enhanced local and national capacity of
organisations to provide demand-driven services government institutions and NGOs to provide
contributing biodiversity conservation and capacity-building services to protect globally
integrated ecosystem management important biodiversity and ecosystems and to

* Enhanced participation, representativeness, alleviate land degradation
accountability, and financial sustainability of * Dissemination of best practices on integrated
conservancy decision-making institutions to ecosystem management for replication and
manage and utilize natural resources sustainably policy recommendations at national, regional

* Empowerment of community members and global levels.
* Equitable benefit sharing mechanisms established

in conservancies
* Increased conservation and utilization of

traditional indigenous knowledge in decision
making

3
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Financial * Increased financial benefits for conservancies and * Long term funding mechanism(s) developed for
members through enterprise development and joint the conservation of globally important
ventures biodiversity

* Diversified livelihood strategies developed in * Improved coordination of donor assistance to
conservancies based on variety of rural enterprises biodiversity conservation and ecosystem
based on sustainable management and management efforts in Namibia in the context of
development of natural resources and eco-tourism CBNRM.

* Selected community development projects
implemented through accrued revenue

Environmental * Reduced land degradation caused by soil erosion * Increased carbon sequestration through
and desertification improved ecosystem management and

* Reduced illicit and unsustainable use of natural enhanced biomass
resources * Reduced land degradation caused by soil

* Improved protection of endangered and endemic erosion and desertification
species * Improved planning and management

* Protection of habitat for endemic and endangered mechanisms for globally important ecosystems
species * Reduced illicit and unsustainable harvesting of

* Improvement of water quality and watershed globally valuable tree species, wild plants,
management wildlife and other animals

* Improved protection of endangered and
endemic species

* Protection of habitat for endemic and
endangered species

* Comprehensive M&E system for impact and
performance monitoring on social, institutional
aspects and globally important biodiversity.

Purpose of the Environmental and Social Assessment
The Namibian Association of CBNRM Support Organisations (NACSO) and its funding
partner, The World Bank, wish to ensure that the Integrated Ecosystem Management in
Namibia Project is carried out fully in line with Namibia's National Environmental Assessment
Policy, the emerging Environmental Management Bill and the applicable World Bank
Safeguard Policies. Since an initial World Bank internal review has determined that the project
is unlikely to cause significant negative impacts on the biophysical and social environments, it
has been classified as a category B project according to World Bank criteria. Projects are placed
in Category B when their impacts are likely to be site specific, relatively easy to mitigate and
reversible within reason. Both partners have determined that an Environmental and Social
Assessment (hereinafter referred to as ESA) is required.

Namibia's EA framework considers the term "environment" in its broadest
sense, incorporating the "complex of natural and anthropogenic factors and
elements that are mutually interrelated and affect the ecological equilibrium and
the quality of life". The environment thus includes the natural, human, cultural,
historical, aesthetic, economic and social heritage components. The World Bank
by contrast, has sector specific components to its overall Safeguard Policy. The
World Bank Policies that must be triggered in this ESA are the Environmental
Assessment (OP 4.01) and the Indigenous People's (OD 4.20). The safeguard
policies on Involuntary Resettlement (OD 4.30), Cultural Property (OPN 11.03)
and Natural Habitats (OP 4.04) are marked "TBD (To Be Determined) which
means that the first task of the ESA is to assess whether these additional

4
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safeguard policies on Involuntary Resettlement, Cultural Property and Natural
Habitats should or should not be triggered and why. If one additional OP/OD
has to move from TBD to be triggered, then the next step will be to document
the mitigation aspects for these OPs/Ods in the Environmental and Social
Management Plan and final report. Of particular concern in this ESA, is the
extent to which the project will affect (either positively or negatively),
indigenous people such as the San.

Nevertheless, the Bank shares the general objective of considering natural and social aspects in
an integrated way, and the ESA will thus be conducted from this perspective. Furthermore, the
project has a wider context, in that it will build on the foundations laid over years of

implementing CBNRM in Namibia. The earlier CBNRM initiatives have generated a critical
mass, leading to what can be described as a national programme. This programme has pursued
activities similar to those envisaged by this project, and a brief audit (building on the 2001 LIFE
mid-term review) of past successes and failures, will greatly assist the consultants in conducting
this ESA. It is expected that this initial audit will reflect on issues such as policy developments,
biodiversity conservation, rangeland management, community empowerment, governance
within the conservancies, indigenous people's rights (including those of marginalised people
such as the San), cultural issues, gender, poverty reduction, re-investment of income, and
institutional relationships at local, regional and national levels. Many of these issues are
regarded as potential risks to the WB/GEF funded programme, and the programme in turn
intends to address some of these issues within its sub-components and/or to provide adequate
mitigation measures.

The ESA should be regarded as strategic (programmatic), where broad principles and issues are
assessed, after which a more detailed assessment is made of the programmes' sub-components,
which are project level by nature.

The main aim of the ESA will thus be to:
E Broadly describe the national, regional and local impacts of the national CBNRM

programme to date,
E2 On accordance with World Bank Safeguard Policies, assess the WB/GEF funded

programme's potential environmental and social risks and impacts on its area of influence,
including those of its sub-components,

D Identify ways of improving the implementation of the programme, particularly those ways
that avoid or minimise adverse impacts whilst enhancing positive impacts, and

D1 Design practical mechanisms for monitoring the extent to which the programme is causing
impacts and tracking the effectiveness of the mitigation measures.

Thus, the ESA attempts in the first instance to prevent negative impacts or to minimise them
through mitigatory and compensatory measures. This implies the potential for the ESA to
contribute, perhaps significantly, to the implementation of the programme and its projects. In
this case, the Project Brief was compiled after extensive consultation with stakeholders at
various levels, but the ESA will take this process of consultation further, and contribute to the
refinement and design of the programme and its sub-components. The ESA is thus an integral
part of the project preparation process (PDF-B implementation include several activities which
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are closely linked to the ESA process and expected outcomes as the development of a

monitoring and evaluation plan, the conservancy development guide, the communication
strategy etc.) that will lead to the final selection and confirmation of the project target sites.

However, even in spite of thorough planning, implementation often reveals problems that were
not foreseen, and a robust monitoring programme must be in place to respond in the appropriate

way.

The ESA study will be documented in an Environmental and Social Assessment Report, which
will include an Environmental and Social Management or Mitigation Plan that will be
continuously upgraded during the life of the programme. This plan will include monitoring and

evaluation as a key component, drawing upon and improving on the various monitoring

activities currently undertaken by NACSO and its partners, including the monitoring of wildlife
numbers and their distribution in conservancies, enterprise developments, governance, land use,
resource use (e.g. water) conflicts between people and wildlife, the welfare of marginalised
people, etc. An important aspect of management and monitoring is the capacity of local

organisations, institutions and communities to undertake the necessary actions. The ESA will
thus include this in its assessment.

At the end of the programme, a closing Environmental Statement must be produced to draw
conclusions on the environmental consequences of the programme and its sub-components.
This is particularly useful in the context of the broader CBNRM programme, which will
hopeftilly continue well into the future, and certainly for a long time after the end of this
particular World Bank/GEF component. The compilation of this statement is not part of these

TOR.

This document is the Terms-of-Reference (TOR) to instruct the team of Environmental and
Social Consultants on works to be carried out in relation to the Environmental and Social
Assessment.

Methodology for the ESA

As noted earlier, consideration of the lessons learnt from past CBNRM implementation in
Namibia are the logical first step in conducting this ESA. Much of this information is already
available in published papers and reports. In addition to reviewing the available literature, the
consultants shall interview key resource persons within the NACSO partnership and within
selected conservancies. The conclusions drawn from this first phase must be consolidated into a
short but concise "Strategic Audit", which shall form the basis for discussion at a scoping
workshop. This workshop shall include key persons (focus group) rather than the public in
general. Nevertheless, interested persons not on the invitation list should be given the
opportunity to make an input verbally or in writing, and the document should be available
through the NACSO office.

The aim of the scoping workshop is two-fold: firstly, it should confirm a common
understanding of the impacts (positive and negative) of CBNRM to date and secondly, it should
guide the consultants by prioritising which issues need to be addressed in the more focused
ESA of the WB/GEF programme and its sub-components. Thus, the scoping workshop will

6
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direct the ESA study and therefore guide the implementation of the programme.

The results of the workshop must be documented in the form of a Scope of Work and a contents
page for the ESA report, where issues to be addressed are listed according to priority, and where
methodology is agreed upon. Notwithstanding the need for maintaining flexibility in the
methodology to be followed in conducting the ESA, it should be noted that resources do not
permit extensive fieldwork that would establish biodiversity and socio-economic baseline
conditions. It is instead anticipated that most of this information already exists in sufficient
q#uantity and quality to enable decision making on the implementation of this programme, and
the monitoring of its impacts. An important consideration with regards methodology, is
adhereance with World Bank Safeguard Policies. As mentioned earlier, two World Bank
Safeguard Policies have been triggered, the Environmental Assessment and the Indigenous
People Policy. Three additional policies on Natural Habitats, Cultural Property and Involuntary
Resettlement have been marked "TBD = to be determined". Therefore, the ESA methodology
must follow a two-phased approach, 1) to assess whether these additional policies should or
should not be triggered and why. This should be clearly described in the draft/interim ESA
report that will be cleared by the Bank. If one additional OP/OD has to move from TBD to be
triggered, then 2) will document the mitigation aspect for these Ops/ODs.

Components of the ESA

Task 1: Strategic audit of the impacts of CBNRM in Namibia
Highlight the changes in community involvement in natural resource management pre-and-post
CBNRM, the empowerment of communities, the social dynamics within communities as a
result of the formation of conservancies, the relationships between conservancies and private
sector tourism proponents, the relationship between conservancies and support organisations,
the relationship between the various support organisations (i.e. NGO's and GRN), the extent to
which conservancies have been successful in establishing enterprises and their income from
these, the methods of distributing and/or re-investing income, wildlife dynamics and
monitoring, the importance of conservancies to biodiversity conservation in Namibia, and the
role of conservacies in protecting the interests of indigenous people's in their areas. The World
Bank's Indigenous People's Policy (OD 4.20) that has been triggered requires that special
attention be paid to the San people. The ESA shall highlight the extent to which the San are
involved in CBNRM and conservancies in Namibia and how the programme has impacted upon
them. The final report and the environmental and social management plan needs to describe (i)
where San population occurs in Namibia (in particular in or around (registered or emerging)
conservancies; (ii) how many San are currently living in or around conservancies; (iii) source of
information; (iv) current/potential positive and negative impacts and benefits through the
National Conservancy Program and the proposed project and (v) development of a San specific
mitigation plan.
Present the results of this audit to the scoping workshop, which will assist with the design and
scope of the next tasks. Thus, the next tasks as defined in these TOR are indicative at this stage,
and will be re-visited at the scoping workshop.

Task 2: Description of the proposed programme and its sub-components.

Describe the relevant parts of the programme (i.e. those that are likely to cause significant

7
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environmental and social impacts).

Task 3: Description of the environment.

Provide a brief but concise description and analysis of the following components of the affected
environment.

a. Institutional and political environment: Characteristics of the relevant sectors in central
government (including capacity to offer support), regional and local government, NACSO
and the CBNRM support network, national vision for natural resource use and community
involvement (NDPll and Vision 2030). This must include an assessment of the ability of
NACSO and its partners to monitor adequately, and recommendations for strengthening
where necessary.

b. Natural environment: an overview (not a comprehensive biodiversity inventory) of the
current status of the natural capital within the conservancies, planned development
activities versus current use to see if there will be considerably more requirements for
land and natural resources (especially water) in the future; conflicts between wildlife and
humans, suitability of the areas for other forms of land use, etc.

c. Socio-cultural environment in the target conservancies: population and demographics;
community structure (and status of marginalised people); employment; public health
(including STD's); land tenure and land use, aspirations and attitudes (regarding the
programme), decision making, relationships of management structures to community
structures and processes, and management and administrative systems and structures
within the conservancies.

d. Economic environment: general overview of the wildlife and tourism industries and where
and when they have a comparative advantage over other forms of land use (with emphasis
on the areas that are/will become conservancies), the investments into conservancies to
date (through other programmes and by the communities themselves) and the returns on
these investments.

Task 4: Legislative and regulatory considerations.

Briefly describe and analyse the pertinent national, regional and local authority policies and
legislation regarding land use and natural resource management (and planning). This needs to
be linked to the anticipated activities of the programme and CBNRM in general (this was dealt
with to some extent in the Project Brief, but needs to be re-visited in the context of impacts).

Task 5: Determination of the potential impacts of the proposed programme.

In this analysis, distinguish between significant positive and negative impacts, direct and
indirect impacts, and immediate and long-term impacts. Identify impacts which are unavoidable
or irreversible, and which will generate social, land or other conflict or legal claims.
Characterize the extent and quality of available data, explaining significant information
deficiencies and any uncertainties associated with predictions of impact. It is strongly urged that
the ESA focus on the most important issues so that time, money and paper are not wasted on
insignificant issues.

Once the consultants have a list of key issues, they should meet with the client (NACSO) to
agree on the priorities. In preparation for this meeting, and for inclusion in the ESA report, the
consultants shall develop and present a weighting system that will enable the objective

8
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determination of which environmental and social impacts are the most significant. In the ESA
separate social and environmental (ecological) impacts and present a conscise analysis of the
alternatives and their respective merits. This analysis should assist decisions as to the best
course of implementation and the mitigatory and management implications (see task 6).

Special attention is drawn to the requirement that the programme's impacts on the San people
be highlighted. The ESA must describe the distribution of San in Namibia, provide information
on how many San people live in or around existing and emerging conservamcies, and assess
how the programme will impact upon the San.

Task 6: Development of an Environmental and Social Management and Monitoring Plan

The main purpose of an Environmental and Social Management Plan is to avoid or minimize
negative impacts, whilst enhancing the positive. The Plan should include targeted monitoring so
that managers can track progress towards achieving stated programme objectives, and so that
they can institute mitigatory (management) actions timeously. The Client and its partners need
to have a clear understanding of the cost (human and economic) implications of management
and monitoring. If it becomes evident that the project will have significant negative impacts on
marginalised indigenous peoples (e.g. the San), a specific "Indigenous People's Action Plan"
must be drawn up in conformity with the World Bank's OD 4.30 policy. If appropriate, a San
specific mitigation plan will be required.

Report.

The ESA report should be concise (no more than 50 pages - excluding appendices) and shall
focus on the significant ecological, social, institutional and economic issues. The main text
should highlight the findings, conclusions and recommended mitigation actions (to be included
in the project implementation plan/manual and/or logframe if necessary).

Organize the ESA report according to the outline below:

O Executive summary
O Policy, legal and administrative framework
O Description of the proposed programme and to a lesser extent, its suggested alternatives
O Description of the programme area, including the conservancies most likely to be included

in the activities of the programme
O Expected direct and indirect environmental and social impacts of the programme and their

significance

O Recommendations for mitigation and cost implications (on design and management)
O Appendices
Ol Record of consultations and meetings (including stakeholder concerns and suggestions)
O References

Reporting and review
The consultants shall report to the NACSO Secretariat who will use the PDF-B Management
Committee as a technical "task-force" to assist it in monitoring the quality of the process and
product. NACSO will furthermore ensure that the World Bank is kept informed of progress and
that the World Bank receives a copy of the draft report. Upon receipt of the interim report, the

9
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World Bank Safeguard Team will clear further requirements related to the indigenous people

safeguard policy and in particular to the additional safeguard policies currently marked TBD

that might need to be triggered. ..

The ESA report will be officially reviewed by the Directorate of Environmental Affairs,
Ministry of Environment and Tourism. On behalf of the World Bank (but in conjunction with
the World Bank's Safeguard Department), the report will be independently reviewed by the
Southern African Institute for Environmental Assessment.

Output
The following outputs are required:
> Interim/draft report
[ One hard copy final report
0 One electronic final report on CD
E A list of all literature consulted and their source

Time frame
Final report to be completed 2 months after appointment of consultants. Interim report to be
finalized I month after appointment of consultants.

10
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Terms of Reference for

Revision of the Draft Environment and Social Assessment Report

Integrated Community-based Ecosystem Management in Namibia
(ICEMA) Project

Concerning
Volume 1 (Executive Summary) and Volume 2 (ESA) and Annexes

1. Introduction

The final draft Environmental and Social Assessment (ESA) Report for the Integrated Community-
based Ecosystem Management (ICEMA) Project has been submitted to the Bank in January 2003. It
was reviewed by the Bank's Africa safeguard team (ASPEN) and written comments were transferred
to the Bank's task team. A telephone conference on February 7, 2003 between project team members,
the two ASPEN reviewers (environmental and social issues) and the independent reviewer (Southern
African Institute for Environmental Assessment - SAIEA) aimed to clarify comments provided and to
agree on steps to revise the document. Following a series of consultative meetings between key
project stakeholders in Namibia in March 2003 as well as assessment and review of the project during
pre-appraisal in April 2003, the project description and logframe was revised and streamlined.

Thus, the initial ESA document needs to be adequately revised (i) to address all comments made by
the ASPEN reviewers upon review of the initial ESA and (ii) to be restructures in order to be in line
with the revised project description.

2. Objectives

The consultant will focus on the revision of the draft main ESA report (Volume 1 Executive
Summarvy Volume 2 Main ESA report including the Annexes (i) to address ASPEN comments (see
specific guidance below) and apply the World Bank safeguard policies, and (ii) to restructure and add
to the current draft ESA document in order to match the revised project description (see Aide
Memoire, April 2003).

The consultant will collaborate closely with the Directorate of Environmental Affairs, MET, due to
their review and disclosure responsibilities.

Two separate Terms of References have been provided for the two separate volumes to be developed
on the Indigenous People Development Plan (Volume 3) and the Resettlement Policy Framework
(Volume 4).

The consultant will make sure that the relevant sections in Volume 1,2,3, and 4 are consistent across
the four documents.

3. Specific Guidance for Revision

The revision of the Volume 1, Volume 2 and the annexes is based on the ASPEN comments and
guidance below and the WB safeguard policies on EA (OP/BP 4.01), Natural Habitats (OP 4.04),
Cultural Property, Indigenous People (OP/BP 4.10) and Involuntary Resettlement (OP/BP 4.12).
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3.1. Safeguard policy discussion: The ESA consultants have in their report
misinterpreted the application of safeguard issues and how and when they are
triggered. According to the policy guidelines, it is not a matter of considering a
specific safeguards issue, e.g. natural habitats, and assume or conclude that the
project as known will not negatively affect natural habitats and therefore the

Safeguard policy is not triggered. Instead, the safeguards questions have to be
approached from an entirely different angle. For example, the ESA needs to look at
the wider region in which project interventions will take place, and examine the
potential cumulative and induced impacts that there may be on any natural habitats or
other sites of ecological or heritage significance. This wider angle could trigger the
Natural Habitats or Cultural Property Safeguards policy, and previously-designed
management frameworks which would then come into effect. It is setting up the
process by which such broad planning and impact mitigation strategies will be put
into play, and setting up the basic substantive principles that would be used across
the particular cases, that are necessary at this stage of the design. As the project
specific target sites for on-the-ground interventions are not defined yet, the ESA

report should make provisions for cases as described above in its Environmental
Management Framework.

Revision needs: The consultant should review the entire main document and revise
references made to the safeguard policy discussion including the need to trigger WB
safeguard policies.

3.2. Environmental Management Framework: The current ESA report attempts to
identify or foresee project issues, although the future development activities are not fully
known. The report often uses the term "monitoring" as a substitute for "management". The
"do's and don'ts" laid out in the current ESA fail to provide any adequate reason for these
statements or analysis since that is not possible as the projects are not yet defined in detail. In
contrast, an Environmental Management Framework takes an "active" management approach
to this lack of information, preparing management guidelines for any anticipated issues that
may come into play. For example, if the Cultural Property Safeguard policy has been
triggered, the management guidelines will tell the project planners or conservancies that they
will have to conserve the identified sites, perhaps do an anthropological study of the site, put
camping areas at a safe distance (100 meter) away from the site, make an interpretative trail
which does not destroy any protected feature, or any other measure that is considered
safeguarding these important sites from destruction at the same time as bringing their values
into the development stream. The same principle of approach applies to each safeguard. For
examples, the Natural Habitats policy may look at threatened species, rare vegetation, stream
protection and waterholes etc. If the planned developments down the timeline are likely to
disturb some of these resources because it is unavoidable, appropriate mitigation measures
will need to be developed, and the Framework will guide these mitigation measures. Such an
environmental management framework will need to be monitored actively throughout project
implementation. As for the natural habitats policy there is no need to prepare a separate
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document as in most cases mitigation measures can be integrated into the main Framework
3report.

Revision needs: The consultant should review the entire main document and clearly identify
and define environmental management guidelines and mitigation measures for anticipated
issues. Further, the consultant should provide broad indicators for each issue as to ensure
linkages to the project monitoring and evaluation system.

3.3. Management plans at the local level: Broad management frameworks/guidelines
should be developed as part of the main ESA report in order to guide the development of
management plans at conservancy level. It is understood that due to the long-term impact of
the project no "super management plan" can or needs to be provided for all future
eventualities, however, the management frameworks would provide information on how
expertise can be provided to conservancies to develop "mini"-management plans, and
suggest a process on how these plans would be reviewed/revised and monitored to ensure
quality and consistency, and satisfactory implementation, etc.

Revision needs: The consultant should review the entire main document and clearly identify
and define management guidelines for the development of local level integrated resource
management plans. Such guidance should be based on PDF-B results, in particular the
Conservancy Development Guide. The consultant need to indicate linkages to the project
m&e system and the National, Regional and Local CBNRM m&e system (all under
development). It is suggested that an additional section on local level management plans will
be included in the main ESA report.

3.4. Background description: Since the ESA Report is inter alia aiming at an external
audience4 with little knowledge of the Namibian natural features and ecosystems, an
adequate description and synthesis of bio-physical and ecosystem should be drawn up. This
may be done based on the wealth of information already available.

Revision needs: The consultant should provide such a background description and insert this
section into the main document. It should be consistent with the annex matrix listening
conservancies (e.g. #people, area) and respective ecosystem types as well as issues (e.g.
degree of land degradation, aridness, etc.).

3.5. Project alternatives: The purpose of the project alternatives identification and
description is to identify any alternative approaches that may exists which could
reach the same overall goal of poverty reduction through rural income generation
(and not simply the same project output or mechanism, such as producing effective

3However, management plans with mitigation measures that will directly impact on humans, like for the a) the
resettlement policy and b) the indigenous peoples policy need to be presented as separate, self-standing
documents in order to be in line with the disclosure policy of the WB and are not subject of this assignment.
4Disclosure of final report at World Bank's public Infoshop as well as transmission of project files including ESA
to Bank audience (i.e. Bank's Executive Directors) without specific knowledge of country and sector.
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conservancies, if other mechanisms would be better strategies to achieve the same
goal). The idea is to take a fresh look at the proposal and see if there may be other and
perhaps more efficient ways of reaching the same goals, and also to visualize a future
situation without the project. It is important to note that the project alternatives really
represent alternative approaches to reach the same overall goal ( ... and not simply the
same output such as effective conservancies). Therefore, it is recommended that
additional information on the socio-economic benefits of the CBNRM program would
be provided in order to strengthen or weaken the justification of the project approach
versus alternative options.

Revision needs: The consultant should review the entire document and change references to
project alternatives. Project alternatives described need to be consistent with those currently
included in the draft Project Appraisal Document (PAD) (see last page of Terms of
Reference for extract).

3.6. Tourism: The safeguards team suggested to provide more information and
background on the various management measures relevant to the aspect of tourism, e.g. the
tourism master plan for the Northwest of Namibia developed in consultation with
conservancies, EIA guidelines for tourism ventures (lodges, etc.). The idea is to review and
explain the experience and lessons of tourism development in Namibia and how these have
impacted on environmental and social issues, for example water extraction, waste disposal,
tourism impacts on local cultures etc. These experiences could deduct valuable lessons for
the development of Management Framework guidelines.

Revision needs: The consultant should review the entire document and verify that required
up-dated information is included in the main document, that reference is made to the NW
Master Tourism Plan (ESA annex) as well as suggest additional key documents to be
attached (e.g. generic Terms of Reference for sustainable tourism planning
(MET/NACOBTA)).

3.7. Capacity Buildin: It is suggested to strengthen the current reference for capacity building
throughout the document and propose a training program for stakeholders and institutions
(conservancies), enabling them to improve the management of the natural and cultural resources.

Revision needs: The consultant should review the entire document in view of the above and
add a section on capacity building/training needs.

3.8. Restructuring the draft ESA document (Volume 1 and Volume 2) according to the
revised project description: The current draft ESA document is based on an out-dated
project description. Thus a restructuring of the overall ESA document would need to be
undertaken to match the outline of the ESA documents to the revised, streamlined project
description (see Aide Memoire, April 2003).Under the revised project description, core
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activities have not been changed significantly, however activities have been re-organized
under four components instead of previously six. Particular attention would be given to the
address additional community forestry activities that have been newly incorporated across
the four components. As already mentioned under 3.6., revision of the ESA document would
also provide details on the proposed activities related to community based tourism.

4. Conditions of the consultancy

The PDF-B coordinator will provide the consultant with all necessary background information and
contacts. In particular the consultant is expected to read and work on the basis of the following
documents:

a) ESA package (latest edited version with complete set of annexes such as
conservancy matrix, NW tourism master plan)

b) Aide Memoire for pre-appraisal, April 2003, including project description
and revised logframe (see Annex 1 and 2 of Aide Memoire)

c) Draft Project Implementation Plan (PIP)
d) Draft CDG manual
e) Draft M&E report and WB comments

4.1. Duration of services
Start date for the contract: 05/06/2003

End date for the contract: 06/30/2003

4.2. Reporting requirements

The deliverable should be directed to the PDF B Coordinator. The Coordinator will transfer
the document to the Bank for ASPEN's final review and clearance. Upon approval from
ASPEN and transfer of the disclosure letter from Government to the Bank, the ESA report
will be disclosed in-country and at the Bank's Infoshop (condition for project appraisal).

4.3. Deliverables and timetable for outputs

Revised final ESA report (Volume 1, Volume 2 and annexes) by 6/30/2003.
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Annex to TOR for revision of ESA

Draft PAD extract:

1. Project alternatives considered and reasons for rejection:
Based on an analysis of the sector issues and the identification of strategic choices and
lessons learned so far, two main options have been considered and discussed as a project
alternative but have been rejected:

1) "Continue to support first generation conservancy approach (meaning traditional
Community-Based Wildlife and Tourism Management)", thereby providing for limited
geographic expansion but without moving towards an integrated resource/ecosystem
management approach. Such an approach would not provide a mechanism for balanced
sustainable ecosystem management nor foster multiple global benefits or use conservancies
as a catalyst for local development and empowerment. Further, it would not provide for more
cost-effective, demand-driven and output oriented delivery services to communities.

2) "Support the national park network", despite the fact that most of Namibia's biodiversity
is found outside protected areas and on communal lands. Hence, population pressures and
other root causes for biodiversity loss and land degradation would not be addressed
appropriately. Limited multiple global benefits would be achieved. Recent studies by DFID
(December 2002) also confirm that such narrow models have typically failed in their delivery
of ecosystem benefits or in their development objectives of poverty alleviation.
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Terms of Reference for a

RESETTLEMENT POLICY FRAMEWORK

BACKGROUND AND BASIC OBJECTIVES

1. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

a. The World Bank's Operational Policy on Involuntary Resettlement (OP 4.12) must be
applied to any project which displaces people from land or productive resources, and
which results in relocation, the loss of shelter, the loss of assets or access to assets
important to production, the loss of income sources or means of livelihood, or the loss of
access to locations that provide higher incomes or lower expenditures to businesses or
persons. The policy applies whether or not the affected persons must move to another
location5. The Bank describes all these processes and outcomes as "involuntary
resettlement," or simply resettlement, even when people are not forced to move.
Resettlement is involuntary if affected people do not have the option to retain the status
quo that they have before the project begins.

b. The Integrated Community-based Ecosystem Management in Namibia Project involves
community based development and may thus include subprojects that require land
takings and/or loss or limitation of access to natural resources, which are not known at
the beginning of the project because they will be selected at a later date.

c. Therefore, this project requires two types of resettlement planning. First, a Resettlement
Policy Framework (RPF) that will guide and govern the project as community based
development activities and subprojects (e.g. support to the establishment of
conservancies) are selected for inclusion as part of the detailed annual work plans to be
endorsed by the Steering Committee. Second - if resettlement issues become applicable-
specific resettlement plans (RAPs, "resettlement action plans") that are done for each
subproject where the resettlement issues as described above will take place. It is the
Recipient's responsibility to prepare these documents. The RPF must be prepared,
accepted, and disclosed publicly before the Bank will appraise the project. Provision must
be made in the RPF for the process for reviewing and accepting subsequent RAPs before
any subproject is approved for inclusion in the Bank-supported program.

d. The RPF is a statement of the policy, principles, institutional arrangements and
procedures that the Recipient will follow in each subproject involving resettlement.
It sets out the elements that will be common to all the subprojects. Preparing it allows the
Bank and the Recipient to agree on principles and processes, so that these need not be
discussed for every subproject. It also allows project implementers, who may be in many
locations, agencies, or communities, to undertake specific subprojects without having to
re-negotiate fundamental agreements. Where there is an RPF in place, the RAP is a
detailed action plan for treating a given set of people -- for example, those who will lose
land to the construction of a school, those whose houses will be affected by the laying of

5 The full policy and its Annex are available on the World Wide Web (the Internet), in Volume 2 of the Bank's
Operational Manual at http://wbinOO18.worldbank.oro/institutional/manuals/oDmanual.nsf/textonlv
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a water or sewage line, or those who will be excluded from land they occupy or enter for
grazing resources or the operation of their enterprise.

e. The RPF and the individual RAPs are fully complementary to one another. The more

that is agreed in the RPF, the less that needs to be discussed for each case. Where there

will be dozens or hundreds of subprojects, therefore, it is obviously much more efficient

for the project to take the time to get the RPF as full as possible.

f. The principles and requirements underlying both RPFs and RAPs are contained in OP

4.12.. In OP 4.12, Annex A, the basic contents of both RPFs and RAPs are set out.

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Namibian Government received funds (PDF-B) from the Global Environmental Facility to
prepare the Integrated Community-based Ecosystem Management in Namibia Project.

The project development objective is to promote community-based integrated ecosystem

management that diversify rural livelihood options and empower local communities on

communal lands.

The project global objective is to restore, secure and enhance key ecosystem processes that

conserve significantly globally important biodiversity, reduce land degradation and promote

sustainable use of natural resources on communal lands.

GEF and FFEM (French GEF) provide incremental financing for the project's 4 inter-related

components that together serve to consolidate, add value to and build on the achievements of

the National CBNRM Program and to foster the shift from traditional natural resource

management (mainly wildlife) to an integrated ecosystem management approach in targeted

conservancies thereby enhancing globally significant biodiversity conservation and reducing

land degradation. ICEMA will support targeted conservancies of global environmental

priority complying with MET's and ICEMA's defined strategic criteria and confirmed

through detailed stakeholder consultations.

Project components 1 (Economic Benefits) and 2 (Sustainable Ecosystem Management)

support on-the-ground activities and are expected to provide replicable lessons for the

remaining conservancy network
Project component 3 (Targeted Central Institutional Support) focus on priority issues of the
institutional, policy, legal, technical and financial framework for the expanding and

diversifying National CBNRM Program.
Project component 4 (Project Management Support) aims to enhance the capacity of the Ministry of
Environment and Tourism to manage and supervise the project and the National CBNRM Program
activities.

3. OBJECTIVES AND BASIC TERMS OF PREPARATION OF THE RPF
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As part of the preparation of the project, the Government of Namibia requires a Resettlement Policy

Framework (RPF) to address the needs of people who may be affected by the project. The RPF will

be written to the standards of the Government's own policy on Resettlement and the policy of the

World Bank, in its OP 4.12. The objective of the RPF is to set out the policies, principles, institutional

arrangements, and indicative budgets for resettlement that potentially could take place under the

project.

Working with the project preparation team and the planning unit of key Ministries, the consultant will

design and write the RPF. He will present a draft final RPF to the Ministry and to the Bank through

the PDF B Coordinator. The consultant will make himself available to respond to reviews of the draft

RPF by Government and by the World Bank, and will present a final draft, incorporating the

comments made, for formal transmission by Government to the Bank.

4. SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONTENTS OF THE RPF

The consultant is to prepare an RPF that meets the requirements elaborated below. The RPF

should specifically note that the RPF follows the WB requirements as stated in the World

Bank's policy on Involuntary Resettlement (OP 4.12). Further, the RPF should be designed

to meet the legal requirements of the government. Where there are gaps between Bank and

govermnent requirements, the consultant is to set these out clearly and to generate, with

other stakeholders as appropriate, decisions as to how to handle such gaps. Indicate that the

RPF should have clear and fully elaborated sections on:

a) PROJECT DESCRIPTION. A brief description of the project would be provided

under this section for readers of the RPF who may not see other project documentation. All

project components would be summarized briefly. In particular, components and activities

for which land acquisition, resettlement or restriction of access might be required, would be

elaborated.

b) IMPACTS, LAND ACQUISITION, AND RESETTLEMENT. In this section a

brief discussion on land acquisition, or restrictions of access, that may become applicable

under the project, should be provided. Given the nature of the project, there would be an

explanation why at this stage a full resettlement plan (RAP) or a Process Framework (see OP

4.12 for details) cannot be prepared before project appraisal since subprojects have not yet

been identified. The RPF would need to provide the policy agreements, principles,

institutional arrangements, and indicative budgets for the potential resettlement work of the

project.

c) PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES GOVERNING RESETTLEMENT

PREPARATON AND IMPLEMENTATION. Under this section the basic principles and

vision of the resettlement program would be described. The RPF should state that the

resettlement objectives are to move (or deprive from resources) as few people as possible

consistent with the requirements of the project, and that general principles of doing no harm,

of avoiding or minimizing resettlement are to be followed in all subprojects. Subsequent

RAPs for subprojects - if applicable- would need to show why acquisition of land or

resources is needed and resettlement cannot be avoided. Each RAP would need to

demonstrate that the commitment is to ensure that affected people are meaningfully

consulted, compensated fully and fairly for their losses, and assisted in their efforts to

improve their livelihoods and standards of living or at least to restore them.
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d) RAP PREPARATION, REVIEW, AND APPROVAL. This section would

provide a description of the relationship of the RPF to the individual RAPs that will be done

later for each subproject where there is resettlement. The RFP should set out how the

implementing agency or some other body (bodies) will be involved in reviewing and

approving RAPs. The RPF should recommend that all RAPs would be reviewed by the Bank.

The RFP would provide recommendation, whether RAPs would be prepared at the time of

annual work programs, or they would be done one by one.

e) ESTIMATED POPULATION DISPLACEMENT AND CATEGORIES OF

AFFECTED PEOPLE. For the Integrated Ecosystem Management Project it is impossible to

estimate eventual displacement or loss of access to resources. However, within the RPF

every effort should be made to estimate budgets, but also to evaluate consultation

requirements and potential challenges to the project staff. This would include categorization
in terms of type of loss, for example, those losing legal title and those without it, those losing

lands or those losing housing or those losing both, those losing temporary access or those

losing permanent rights, business or residential property. The analysis would include units,

e.g. whether "cases" (such as properties or fields), or households or individuals. The RPF

would discuss whether uniform approaches will be taken across all subprojects, and how

records will be kept.

f) LEGAL FRAMEWORKS FOR RESETTLEMENT The RPF would review the

national laws governing the taking of land or other assets. Because such legal instruments

may come from many sources - land and water law, customary law, land tenure legislation,

etc., this section should be made as extensive as is warranted. The RPF should discuss

discrepancies among the various legal instruments, if found. It would summarize what laws

and regulations may apply to different categories of affected people. Next, the RPF should

set out any requirements of the Bank for resettlement that apply to the types of cases that will

arise in the project. It would analyze all gaps between national and Bank requirements, and

state how such gaps may be bridged.

g) ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF AFFECTED

PEOPLE. (i) The method for setting a cut-off date [see OP 4.12] for eligibility for

compensation should be determined. (ii) The RPF should set out the different categories of

people affected by the project, and show the types of losses such people may suffer, whether

to land, income, rights of access, housing, water sources, proximity to work, and others, and

including combinations (house and land, for example). The RPF should define the criteria

that are to be used to identify the eligibility for compensatory measures for each category of

affected people, e.g. whether losses are partial or total. It is recommended to make the

criteria user-friendly, so that those applying the principles to subprojects "on the ground" will

be able quickly to identify whether people affected there are eligible for compensatory

measures, and how. The RPF should describe who will judge eligibility in difficult cases, for

example by the use of neighborhood or village committees, or outside experts, and how such
processes will work.

Tip: It may be necessary for country approval to define categories of people eligible under

national law, and, separately, any others who must be compensated because of the

requirements of World Bank policy. The unit of compensation may also need to be defined -

individuals, families, collectivities (or all three, because some losses may be sustained by
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individuals, others by the community as a whole or by associations within it. Some impacts

may be defined as non-compensable, or as compensable with a generic payment. Defining
the treatment to be applied to the major variations of all the main types of impacts in the

RPF eliminates the need to negotiate these issues in multiple subprojects.

h) METHODS OF VALUING AFFECTED ASSETS. This section would

demonstrate the recipient's methods of valuing those assets that it deems eligible for
compensation, and those that must be compensated under the policy principles that meet the
World Bank's requirements. The RPF should explain the methods for inventorying assets,
assigning values to each type of asset, and coming to agreements with each affected person

or group on the total profile of losses and compensation. Further, the RPF should present, to
the degree possible, an "entitlement matrix" which shows the types of affected people, the
types of losses, and the forms and amounts of compensatory actions that will be taken for

each type.

0 Example: "A committee including elders, a government representative, a project
staff member, and two villagers will visit the affected area. Each asset will be
enumerated and inscribed on a register. Values for each types of asset will be pre-
printed, shown to the affected person, and set against the type and number of such
losses that the individual will sustain. The total compensation for that category of

loss will be shown, and the total of all losses shown as well. The inventory and
evaluiation will be signed and a copy given on the spot to the affected person. The
form will say, and the affected person will be notified, that the inventory will not be
official until a second signed copy, verified by project supervisory staff, is returned
to the affected person. At that time, a copy of the grievance procedure will also be
given to the affected person. "

i) ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR DELIVERY OF
ENTITLEMENTS, INCLUDING THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF EACH ACTOR. This
section would cover the process by which individual RAPs for subprojects - if applicable-
will be submitted to project management, considered and approved, and how entitlements
will be delivered. The RPF would state who in the overall project organization will be
responsible for resettlement issues.

j) GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISMS. This section would describe the
mechanisms available to affected people for complaints about aspects of their treatment
under this policy framework. The RPF should show how the mechanism will be accessible
(in terms of language, distance, and cost) to affected people, and what recourse/appeal from
the local grievance mechanism may be available.

k) BUDGET, AND FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS. This section would include an
rough estimate on the overall costs of resettlement, including funds for general oversight and
for implementation of subprojects. Although estimating total costs may be very approximate
at this time, they should nonetheless be constructed, so that estimates can be included in the
overall project budget.

1) METHODS FOR CONSULTATION WITH, AND PARTICIPATION OF,
AFFECTED PEOPLE. This section should state, that consultation is required for the
individual RAPs which will be done for subprojects. The RPF would call for the individual
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RAPs to show how the people affected by the particular subprojects will be consulted

throughout the process of RAP formulation, as prescribed by OP 4.12.

m) MONITORING ARRANGEMENTS. The RPF should provide for an appropriate

mechanism for monitoring the effective implementation of resettlement, either as part of the

overall monitoring of project progress, or separately to affirm the achievement of

resettlement goals of ensuring that all affected people are addressed.

n) TEMPLATE FOR THE DESIGN OF SUBPROJECT RAPs. Although it is

uncertain whether any RAPs will become necessary over the course of the project, a few

guidelines will need to be provided within the context of the RPF:

At a minimum, the RPF should ensure that each individual RAP will include the nature of the

subproject, the resettlement impact, the number of people affected, baseline census, a matrix-

in the same terms as the RPF - the entitlements of the categories of affected people, a

description of resettlement sites and programs for improvement or restoration of livelihoods

and standards of living, the subproject budget and implementation schedule, and a

commitment to follow the RPF guidance and requirements in all general matters.

CONDITIONS OF THE CONSUL TANCY/TASK EXECUTION

5. DURATION OF SERVICES

Start date for the contract:

End date for the contract:

6. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

All deliverables should be directed to the PDF B Coordinator, and through the Coordinator to

the Bank and the respective line Ministries.

7. DELIVERABLES AND TIMETABLE FOR OUTPUTS.

Deliverable to be completed by the RPF consultant are:

* Production of a draft final RPF by
* Review and comments from key Ministries concerned and the Bank's Safeguards Team

by
* Incorporation of recommendations from the review procedure by
* Date for submission of the final RPF by
* Review and Approval of final RPF by
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CATEGORY ENTITLEMENTS
OF TYPE

PAP OF COMPENSATION Compensation for COMPENSATION Moving Other

LOSS FOR Loss of Assets FOR Allowance Assistance

Loss of Structures Loss of Income

Land replacement at Food from

Loss of land new site, plus land Crops at market cost in scarce None construction of
clearing by project seasonnsi

Property ________ ____new 
site

Owners

Loss of t Fences (wire or wood) For lost rental income Moving to be Disturbance

Residential or value notdepreciated at $ 3/meter Lump sum cash payment of 6 done Allowance of

business Hand-dug wells at $200 months rent per tenant free by project $100

Residential ~~~~~~~~~Replacement cost for Free moving if6motsrn

Residential Loss of rental No loss of structure, no entitlement to non-movables if No loss of income notification equivalent for
Tenant: accommodation housing at new site installation was agreed before equrbale

with owner deadline

Business Fremvigi

Tenant Loss of Replacement cost for For loss of business income, ret fimvtngi
premiss .No loss facilities that cannot be payment of half of turnover for 6 ntfon

premises before
moved months deadline

Relocation to
resettlement site of Food from

Encroachers choice, with payment of WFP during

(using land) Loss of land rental fee for land. For construction of

crops, fences and wells, new site

as above for owners

Compensation at full replacement
Squatters value for structure, relocation to Payments in lieu of wages while Disturbance

,. . . Loss of shelter . . ' . None . . ~~~~~~~~~~Allowance of
(living on site) resettlement site, with payment of site rebuilding $100

rent
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Terms of Reference
for preparation of the Indigenous Peoples Development Plan (IPDP)
for the Namibia Integrated Community-based Ecosystem Management Project

1. Background and Rationale:

The World Bank's Operational Policy on Indigenous Peoples (OP 4.20) must be applied to any

project which affects indigenous peoples and the recipient is required to prepare an indigenous

peoples development plan (IPDP) consistent with the Bank's policy. The Bank's operational directive

implies that development projects need to ensure (i) that indigenous people benefit from operations,

and (ii) that potentially adverse effects on indigenous people are avoided or mitigated. Following the

operational directive 4.20 of the World Bank, the main objective of the IPDP is to assure that the

Integrated Community-based Ecosystem Management Project will respect the dignity, rights and

culture of the indigenous population in the project areas in Namibia and assure that they are also

benefiting from the project.

The Namibia Integrated Community-based Ecosystem Management Project requires the development

of an IPDP because indigenous people are likely to be affected by the project. It should be noted that

an IPDP is applicable regardless whether the indigenous people might be affected positively or

negatively by the project. The project is expected to incorporate and monitor activities that are

identified in the IDPD.

The term "indigenous peoples" describes groups with a social and cultural identity distinct from the

dominant society that makes them vulnerable to being disadvantaged in the development process. The

IPDP for the above mentioned project will need to address solemnly the San in Namibia.

2. Project Context:
The Namibian Government received funds (PDF-B) from the Global Environmental Facility to

prepare the Integrated Community-based Ecosystem Management in Namibia Project.

The project development objective is to promote community-based integrated ecosystem

management that diversify rural livelihood options and empower local communities on communal

lands.

The project global objective is to restore, secure and enhance key ecosystem processes that conserve

significantly globally important biodiversity, reduce land degradation and promote sustainable use of

natural resources on communal lands.

GEF and FFEM (French GEF) provide incremental financing for the project's 4 inter-related

components that together serve to consolidate, add value to and build on the achievements of the

National CBNRM Program and to foster the shift from traditional natural resource management

(mainly wildlife) to an integrated ecosystem management approach in targeted conservancies thereby

enhancing globally significant biodiversity conservation and reducing land degradation. ICEMA will

support targeted conservancies of global environmental priority complying with MET's and ICEMA's

defined strategic criteria and confirmed through detailed stakeholder consultations.

Project components I (Economic Benefits) and 2 (Sustainable Ecosystem Management) support on-

the-ground activities and are expected to provide replicable lessons for the remaining conservancy

network
Project component 3 (Targeted Central Institutional Support) focus on priority issues of the

institutional, policy, legal, technical and financial framework for the expanding and diversifying

National CBNRM Program.
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Project component 4 (Project Management Support) aims to enhance the capacity of the Ministry of

Environment and Tourism to manage and supervise the project and the National CBNRM Program

activities.

3. Objectives of the assignment:

The objective of this assignment is to develop an IPDP written to the standards of the Government's

own policy on Indigenous Peoples and the policy of the World Bank, in its OP 4.20. The IDPD is to

set out policies, principles, institutional arrangements and indicative budgets for addressing the proper

protection of the rights of indigenous people in the context of project implementation.

In the case of the Namibia Integrated Community-based Ecosystem Management Project it is not

known in advance, whether and where the San will be affected during the lifetime of the project and

whether there is a risk that the San may be marginalized and isolated in the project implementation

context because the project implementation sites will only be selected over the course of project

implementation.

Thus, it is suggested that the IPDP will need to propose a mechanism to be incorporated into overall

project design, that allows successive review of whether and where the San might be affected by

project.

During the assignment, the consultant should bear in mind, that the IPDP is produced to not only

demonstrate to project stakeholders, but also to an audience uninformed of project details, e.g. the

Executive Board of the Bank, that the project has applied the World Bank's Operational Policy on

Indigenous Peoples. Thus the IPDP would also need to tell a story to concerned people who are not

familiar with the Namibian conservancy movement as the IPDP will need to stand by itself.

4. Proposed structure of the IPDP:

The IPDP should include the following elements:

4.1 Legal Framework. The plan should contain an assessment of (i) the legal status of the San, as

reflected in the country's constitution, legislation, and subsidiary legislation (regulations,

administrative orders, etc.); and (ii) the ability of the San to obtain access to and effectively use the

legal system to defend their rights. Particular attention should be given to the rights of indigenous

peoples to use and develop the lands that they occupy, to be protected against illegal intruders, and to

have access to natural resources (such as forests, wildlife, and water) vital to their subsistence and

reproduction.
As mentioned above, some background on the context of the conservancy network and the San would

need to be provided in this context.

4.2 Baseline Data. Baseline data should include (i) maps of the potential area of project influence

(conservancies in Namibia) and the areas inhabited by the San; in particular, data should show where

the existing and emerging conservancies are and where the San are the indigenous ethnic minority (or

majority); (ii) brief inventories of the resources that San use and technical data on their production

systems; and (iv) the relationship of the San to other local and national groups. This subsection would

especially focus on how indigenous people in conservancies so far have participated or been excluded

by social practice, good or bad politics, or any other way from asserting their rights either absolutely

or in proportion to their numbers and their claims on the land. In short, a brief situation report on the

San and conservancies would be provided. Further, this section would forecasts the continued or

emerging impacts of conservancies on San, and pinpoints those "hotspots" where San interests may be

at stake.

4.3 Strategy for Local Participation. Mechanisms should be devised and maintained for participation

by indigenous people in decision making throughout project planning, implementation, and

evaluation. Inclusive strategies should especially be demonstrated for building conservancies and

dealing with overlapping, or conflicting claims on land. These mechanisms can be indicative, and may

need special detailed studies/planning case by case depending on which conservancies the project will
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support, but it should be made clear where the cases are likely to arise, and where there are no San and

so there is no issue.

Many of the larger groups of indigenous people have their own representative organizations that

provide effective channels for communicating local preferences. Traditional leaders occupy pivotal

positions for mobilizing people and should be brought into the planning process, with due concern for

ensuring genuine representation of the indigenous population.

4.4 Detailed ToRs for annual review of the Namibia Integrated Ecosystem Management through

the National Conservancy Network Project and its potential effects on Indigenous People.

Based on the fact, that is not known in advance, whether and where Indigenous People will be

affected by the project, detailed ToRs for annual review of the effects of the project on indigenous

people would need to be developed and attached to the IPDP. The annual review would include

consultations with all conservancies directly supported by the project where San a members of a

conservancy (regardless whether they form a minority of majority) or where San are directly or

indirectly affected by a conservancy supported directly by the project.

The following elements should be included in the ToR:

4.4.1 Monitoring and Evaluation. Description of independent performance indicators and actual

monitoring mechanisms that will enable the project to demonstrate that it is serving San interests

by ensuring their involvement, trouble-shooting internal difficulties, working with specialists and

San leaders to ensure that they are not left behind as the conservancy movement develops, but

benefit from the project.

Monitoring and evaluation reports will be reviewed jointly by the project management and by the

Bank. The evaluation reports should be made available to the public.

4.4.2 Identification of Development or Mitigation Activities - if applicable

If identified as applicable during the annual reviews, technical proposals to prevent or mitigate

adverse effects on indigenous people should proceed from on-site analysis from qualified

professionals. Such proposals would be formulated in activities and costed in order to be

incorporated in the following annual work plan for project implementation to be developed.

Activities proposed may lie outside the primary project objectives and include health and

nutrition, productive infrastructure, linguistic and cultural preservation, entitlement to natural

resources, and education.

4.5 Cost Estimates and Financing Plan. The IPDP should include detailed cost estimates for

implementation of the annual Indigenous Peoples Review as well as contingency for potential planned

activities and potential investments emerging from the annual review. The estimates should be broken

down into unit costs by project year.

4.6 Identification of executing agency for the annual Indigenous Peoples Review. The IPDP should

identify an existing, local institution with appropriate expertise in matters relating to indigenous

knowledge and the known confidence of the indigenous communities in the organization to carry out

the annual Indigenous Peoples Review.

4.7 Implementation of recommendations that might emerge from annual review of the project.

Description of mechanisms how outcomes from annual reviews will be integrated into the overall

project design and the annual work plans and assessment of the risks that such outcomes are either not

adequately translated into corresponding activities including adequate mitigation measures.
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5. Conditions of thie consultancy/task execution:

5.1 Duration of services.

Start date for the contract:

End date for the contract:

5.2 Reporting requirements:

The consultant will work in close collaboration with the institutions responsible for government

interaction with indigenous peoples as well as local organizations with expertise in matters relating to

indigenous people, and if necessary in consultation with the World Bank Project Task Team Leader,

Mr. Christophe Crepin and his team. All deliverables should be directed to the PDF B Coordinator,

and through the Coordinator to the Bank and the respective line Ministries. The consultant will make

himself available to respond to reviews of the draft IPDP by the Government and by the World Bank,

and will present a final draft, incorporating the comments made, for formal transmission by the

Government to the Bank.

5.3 Deliverables and timetablefor outputs:

Deliverable to be completed by the consultant are:

* Production of a draft final IPDP by _

* Review and comments from the Bank's Safeguards Team by _ [please allow 10 days]

* Incorporation of recommendations from the review procedure by -

* Date for formal submission of the final IPDP by _

* Review and Approval of final RPF by _[please allow 5 working days]

5.4 Consultant qualifications:

The consultants would preferably have a neutral and independent position toward the conservancy

movement to view objectively the movement on the one hand and the impacts and opportunities for

San on the other. The policy further calls for the IPDP to be developed based on intimate knowledge

of the indigenous ethnic minority communities. Thus, the consultant may wish to subcontract the

services of WIMSA to complement certain task of this assignment which not only require intimate

knowledge of the San, but also the known confidence of the indigenous communities in the analysis.
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1 Policy Developnient

1.1 AIMS OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

The development of the wildlife CBNRM policy and legislation in Namibia aims at devolving greater

rights and authority over wildlife from government to rural communities and enabling these communities
to benefit from the sustainable use of wildlife (MET 1995a)6. The policy and legislation also aim to

provide diversification options for rural livelihoods.

1.2 EVOLUTION OF CBNRM POLICY AND LEGISLATION

1.2.1 The colonial period
Prior to Namibia's independence in 1990, residents of communal areas had little legal access to wildlife.

During the South African colonial period rights over wildlife on communal and freehold land had been

centralized by the State. However, in 1968 this trend was reversed when freehold farmers were given use

rights over certain species of game. These rights were formalised in the Nature Conservation Ordinance

(No. 4 of 1975). The Ordinance gave to freehold farmers conditional ownership over certain of the more

common species of game and limited use rights over other species through a permit system. Ownership

and use rights were conditional upon a farmer owning land of an appropriate size, which had to be

enclosed by appropriate fencing. Commercial farmers were now able to hunt game for their own use, buy

and sell game, cull for the commercial sale of meat and entertain foreign trophy hunters on their farms.

None of these rights were extended to people in communal areas, who only had access to game through

an annual hunting season declared by the State or through permits for traditional feasts. Trophy hunting

could take place on communal land, but the income went to the State. Tourist lodges were developed on

communal land, and state-owned concessions awarded to the private sector, but residents only benefited

through a few menial jobs.

In many areas of communal land traditional mechanisms of land and resource allocation and management

began to break down during the colonial period as much of the decision-making that was located at local

level became centralized. Under South African colonial rule, land allocation became the function of

government officials, but in practice, traditional leaders still believed that the land was owned by the chief or

king and allocated land in terms of customary law (Corbett and Daniels 1996). The South African

administration disrupted the legitimacy of some traditional authorities by strategies of co-option and direct

appointment of certain leaders.

1.2.2 The post colonial period

During the post colonial period the gradual erosion of the power and status of traditional leaders has

continued as the government has tried to eradicate all vestiges of apartheid and ethnically-based policy and

legislation. The further centralization of power away from traditional authorities has contributed to the

development of 'open access' situations on much of Namibia's communal rangeland. Traditional common

property resource management systems for grazing land appear to have endured in the more remote areas

where it is less easy for outsiders to disrupt informal community agreements (Blackie and Tarr 1999).

However, without secure and exclusive group tenure over communal land, many residents have been

unable to guard their land against appropriation by wealthy individuals and settlers from other areas

(Jones and Murphree, 2001).

In the post-independence period, customary, or "indigenous law" as it is sometimes called, is recognized

unlder Namibia's constitution. Whilst there are reasonably developed customary rules relating to land

administration, hunting and forests (Hinz, 1995), the rules applicable to the management of other

resources, such as water and inland fisheries, are less clear. A parallel system of indigenous law continues

to operate alongside and impact upon NRM policy and legislation enacted at national level.

6 A full list of references will be provided in the final report
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1.2.3 Policy and legislative change
The changes in legislation that gave freehold farmers rights over wildlife had important results. Namibia
now has about 75% of its wildlife outside protected areas, and much of this on freehold land. A multi-

million dollar industry has developed on freehold farms based on both consumptive and non-consumptive
use of wildlife. In 1992, the then Ministry of Wildlife, Conservation and Tourism (MWCT) approved a
policy document which provided for the establishment of wildlife management units called
conservancies. Although the document was concerned essentially with the establishment of conservancies
on commercial land it also provided for their establishment on communal land. The extension of the
concept to communal land was somewhat theoretical as, at the time, communal area residents had
virtually no rights to use wildlife. The document defined conservancies as: "...a group of farms and/or
area of communal land on which neighbouring landowners/members have pooled their resources for the
purpose of conserving and utilising wildlife on their combined properties and/or area of communal land"
(MWCT 1992: 6).

Driven by the need to remove discrimination and a belief that what worked on freehold land could work
on communal land, the post-independence government developed a new conservation approach for
communal land which was set out in the Policy on Wildlife Management, Utilization and Tourism in
Communal Areas (MET 1995a). Two of the important objectives of the policy were to enable rural
communities to gain the same rights of use and benefit from wildlife as commercial farmers, and to gain
rights over tourism concessions. These rights would be conferred on a community that formed a collective
management institution called a 'conservancy' (taking the concept from the 1992 policy document). A
conservancy would have to be legally constituted, have clearly defined boundaries, a defined
membership, a committee representative of the membership and a plan for the equitable distribution of
benefits to members. The Nature Conservation Amendment Act of 1996 (GRN 1996a) put this policy into
effect, enabling the Minister of Environment and Tourism to declare communal area conservancies once
he/she was satisfied that they met the conditions contained in the Act. The Act confers on communities
the ownership of huntable game (oryx, springbok, kudu, warthog, buffalo, and bushpig) for their own use
and the right to apply for permits for the use of protected and specially protected game. Regulations for
this Act (GRN 1996b) outline what must be contained in a Conservancy Constitution including "the
objectives of the constitution, including the sustainable management and utilization of game within the
conservancy in accordance with a game management and utilization plan, and the equitable distribution of
the benefits derived therefrom".

In 1995 the MET also approved a policy on the Promotion of Community Based Tourism (MET 1995b),
which provides a framework for ensuring that local communities have access to opportunities in tourism
development and are able to share in the benefits of tourism activities that take place on their land. The
policy document states that MET will give recognized communal area conservancies the concessionary
rights to tourism lodge development within the conservancy boundaries.

Subsequent to the approval of the 1996 Amendment Act, the MET began drafting a new Parks and
Wildlife Act to replace the outdated Nature Conservation Ordinance. A draft made public in 2000 was
criticized by various individuals and organizations involved in community-based natural resource
management in Namibia for undermining the gains made by local communities in the 1996 legislation. It
essentially removed the rights that the previous legislation had given to communities and replaced these
with opportunities to use wildlife based on the administrative decisions and discretion of officials. A new
draft of the Parks and Wildlife Act is currently under discussion in MET.

A draft Parks and Neighbours policy (MET undated) has also been developed by MET which recognises
conservancies neighbouring protected areas as potential partners in the development of support zones
around the protected areas. Conservancies would serve on advisory boards with MET officials and benefit
from links to the wildlife and tourism activities of the parks.

The MET's Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan recognises the role that both freehold and communal
area conservancies can play in biodiversity conservation.
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Policy and legislation in other sectors also promotes community-based management of natural resources.

Forestry legislation (GRN 2001) makes provision for the devolution of a large degree of responsibility to
community forest committees over areas designated as community forests. The institutional
characteristics of such a committee are similar to that of a communal area conservancy.

The Namibian government has also begun a programme of handing over to local communities' control

and ownership of water supply points (mainly linked to groundwater). Responsibility is being given to
local water point committees which will collect user fees to cover the costs of operation and maintenance

(GRN 1999).
The National Agricultural Policy (GRN 1995) also states the government's intent to enable rural people to

have decision-making power at the lowest possible level, but so far, no legislation has been enacted to put
this into effect. This is an important gap in the policy and legal framework supportive of sustainable
community-based natural resource management, as rangeland remains largely open access and subject to

degradation.
The National Land Policy provides for tenure rights to include all renewable natural resources on the
land, conditional upon sustainable use and subject to details of sectoral policy. Wildlife and tourist
attractions are included among these renewable natural resources. Landholders will include "legally

constituted bodies and institutions to exercise joint ownership rights" (GRN 1998:3). However, although
the Communal Land Reform Act (GRN 2002) passed by the National Assembly in 2002 gives recognition
to conservancies, it does not make provision for group tenure.

Further legislation governing the use of natural resources is the Traditional Authorities Act. It provides
that traditional authorities "shall ensure that the members of their traditional community use the natural

resources at their disposal on a sustainable basis and in a manner that conserves the environment and
maintains the ecosystems, for the benefit of all persons in Namibia." The Act goes no further than this in
describing the environmental duties of traditional authorities and makes no statements about how these
duties will be carried out. As noted earlier, traditional authorities still play an important role in land

allocation.

1.3 IMPACTS

The current policy and legislation represent a good start towards the development of an appropriate
enabling environment for CBNRM in Namibia. The response of rural communities to the conservancy
policy and legislation (15 registered and 40 emerging conservancies) indicates that there is a desire for the
acquisition of new rights over wildlife and other renewable natural resources. Rural communities have

begun forming conservancies which are community governance institutions for local natural resource
management and other development activities (for more detail on internal conservancy governance see
section 4.3). Considerable income is beginning to be realised by individual conservancies based on safari
hunting, photographic tourism and the live sale of wildlife (see section 4.10). Some conservancies are
developing land use plans and zoning areas for wildlife and tourism. Wildlife numbers are increasing and
wildlife has been re-introduced in a number of conservancies (see section 4.6). Conservancies are
increasingly representing the interests of their members to government and forming representative
associations (see section 4.3). Committee members are undergoing training in financial management,
general administration, and other residents are being trained in wildlife monitoring (see section 4.4).

1.4 KEY ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

In conclusion, Namibian policy and legislation is generally supportive of community-based approaches to
natural resource management. Wildlife legislation goes much further than that in other African countries
in providing rights to local communities over wildlife. The forestry legislation provides significant rights
to communities over timber and non-timber forest resources, and the policy on community-based water
management places considerable control over water resources at the local level. The institutional
arrangements for conferring rights to communities over forestry and water are similar to and compatible
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with those for conservancies. Land policy and legislation recognises customary allocation and provides
for traditional authorities to exercise control over the "commonage".

Despite the progressive nature of these policies, a number of gaps and constraints remain. There are some

gaps in the policies and laws themselves, there are gaps between policy intent and implementation, there

is overlap and duplication across sectors and there are contradictions (Jones 2002):

a) The wildlife rights conferred on communal area conservancies are limited and conditional and given

the current absence of high financial benefit at the household level, do not provide a strong incentive

for sustainable resource management

b) The lack of secure group land tenure also reduces the incentive for communal area residents to invest

time, labour and money into sustainable resource management practices (including range

management)
c) The lack of secure group land tenure undermines the ability of conservancies to enforce zoning of

areas for wildlife and tourism as outsiders can easily move in with their livestock

d) Although original policy decisions by MET favoured giving existing tourism concessions to

conservancies, MET is reviewing its approach to concessions. It is not clear whether a new approach

will favour conservancies or not

e) Inconsistencies in MET's interpretation and implementation of CBNRM undermines partner

confidence that it really intends devolving rights to communities

f) Although sectoral policies for community-based resource management are compatible with the

conservancy approach, there is a danger of a proliferation of sectorally-driven committees at

community level.
g) Community rights to control tourism within conservancies remain weak under current legislation

h) There is a growing gap between the limited rights conservancies have to deal with problem animals

and the expectations of conservancy members

i) There are many institutions at regional and local level that have overlapping authority over land and

natural resource management, making it difficult for conservancies to implement and enforce their

management plans
j) There is a need to integrate conservancies further into the government's overall decentralisation

policy and implementation of this policy. Recognition needs to be given to conservancy integrated

development planning within the decentralisation process

k) Macro-economic policies need to give greater recognition to wildlife and tourism as efficient and

productive forms of land use that can be promoted through appropriate economic incentives and the

removal of subsidies on other forms of land use

These issues all need attention in order to lay sufficiently strong foundations for successful community-

based resource management in Namibia.

2 Institutional Relationships (National, Regional and Local)

2.1 AIMs OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

The CBNRM programme aims at creating local level community natural resource management
institutions - the conservancies - with devolved rights and responsibilities for the management of
renewable natural resources. Although conservancies currently only have legal rights over wildlife and

tourism, the programme envisages that conservancies would be able to gain rights over other resources,
particuilarly forest resources (Jones et al 2001). The programme envisages that other institutions,
particularly NGOs, will play a support role to conservancies. Government will also provide support

services to conservancies, while retaining policy for developing policy and legislation and regulating the
wildlife and tourism sectors.
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2.2 THE INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT FOR CBNRM IN NAMIBIA

A number of institutional actors at national, regional and local level can be identified that influence how

natural resources are actually used and determine the extent to which communities themselves are able to

take management decisions (Jones 2000).

Currently central government still plays a strong role in directing policy formulation and implementation.

The major NRM Ministries are: AgricultLre, Water and Rural Development (MAWRD), Environment and

Tourism (MET), Lands, Resettlement and Rehabilitation (MLRR) and Fisheries and Marine Resources

(MFMR). Several departments of these ministries have decentralised their activities to the regional level

such that regional offices have their own senior staff and budgets. Some Ministries have introduced or are

planning legislation that devolves rights and responsibilities to a range of bodies at regional and community

level. These regional and community level institutions that affect NRM are set out in Table 1.

Government is currently implementing a decentralisation policy which will ultimately transfer many central

government functions to new regional governments. These functions include agriculture, water, forestry and

wildlife conservation. At present these regional governments have no significant budgets or staffing of their

own. They are however, beginning to play a greater role in regional planning with a number of donor funded

projects aimed at increasing their capacity. The Regional Governments are responsible for the establishment of

regional, constituency and local level development committees for the co-ordination and planning of

development at these different levels and to promote communication between local levels and the regional level

of govemment.
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Table 1. Regional and local institutions for resource mana ement
INSTITUTION LEVEL OF MEMBERSITP POWERS STATUS

RESPONSIBILITY
Appointees, including Land allocation and

Regional land boards Regional CBO reps. registration with Planned
traditional authorities

Governor, MET
officials, appointees Wildlife & tourism Provided for in

Wildlife Councils Regional including traditional mgt. Outside legislation, but none
leaders conservancies formed

Rural Water Reps. of stakeholders in Co-ordination of
Management Agency Regional water mgt. regional water mgt. Planned

Inland Fisheries Governor & appointees Recommendations on
Regional Advisory Regional Inland Fisheries mgt. Planned
Board

Existing: Development
planning Established. No

Regional Councils Regional Elected politicians Planned: take over of revenue raising powers
many central govt. as yet
functions

Regional Land Use and Land Use Planning &
Environmental Boards Regional To be finalised NRM Planned

Regional Officer, Govt. Co-ordinate regional
Regional Development officials, reps. of development planning
Co-ordinating Regional traditional leaders, Some established
Committee NGOs, & CBOs

Regional Councillor,
Constituency Constituency (smaller traditional leaders, Co-ordinate
Development than region, larger than Govt. officials, reps. of constituency Some established
Committee village) NGOs, & CBOs development planning

Village Development Village Elected villagers Co-ordinate village Some established
Committee development planning
Community Forest Mgt. of natural Legislation passed,

Body Community Community reps. resources in local forest some established
Local residents with Wildlife & tourism 15 gazetted, many

Conservancies Community elected committee mgt. more being established
Local residents/water Legislation awaited, but

Water point committees Community/village users with elected Water point mgt. some pilot committees
committee established
Elected/appointed Responsibility for Powers & legitimacy

Traditional Authorities through customary law NRM & land allocation stronger in some
Varies & ratified by Govt. by Customary Grant regions than others

(Adapted from Blackie and Tarr 1999)

Traditional leadership still plays a role in land allocation through customary tenure arrangements and

under new legislation is given a broad, but undefined mandate for environmental protection.

At the community level, communal area conservancies originally formed to manage wildlife and tourism, are

taking on an increasing role in developing local level land use and resource management plans. Gaining

authority over wildlife and tourism has stimulated communities to examine the costs and benefits of different

land use options and consider how these new options can be integrated with existing ones. In the absence of

statutory government administrative structures in rural areas below the regional level conservancies have the

potential to fill the vacuum in local governance.

2.3 POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

Conservancies have the potential to develop into important local level institutions that play a significant
role in natural resource management and other rural development activities. There is potential for

conservancies to promote integrated natural resource management at the community level. This potential
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is enhanced by the fact that institutional arrangements created by sectoral legislation (e.g. for community

forest committees and water point committees) are compatible. It is possible for instance for a

conservancy to apply for status as a community forest committee if it meets a few additional conditions.

Some commentators see conservancies and other community natural resource management bodies as

being able to fill the institutional gap in government structures at local level. According to Blackie

(1999:13) "Eventually it seems likely that community based resource management bodies will effectively be the

lowest, and most democratic, level of government, and that groups of these will be able to wield substantial

influence over government on behalf of their members."

2.4 IMPACTS

A number of conservancies have in fact begun to take on responsibility for more than wildlife and tourism

and/or are playing a coordinating role among local institutions responsible for different activities within

the community. The Salambala Conservancy management committee is establishing a separate forest

management committee under forestry legislation. The #Khoadi H/hoas Conservancy is closely linked to

the Grootberg Farmers Union, facilitating joint planning and decision making on land use planning and

integrated rangeland and wildlife/tourism management. The conservancy is also taking the lead in

establishing a coordination forum for local institutions. Kwando Conservancy is developing an

institutional framework which combines responsibility for wildlife, tourism and forestry within the

conservancy management committee linked to devolved responsibility at local level through village

development committees.

Institutional relationships for natural resource management are complicated because as Table 1 suggests,

there is a wide array of institutions that have some degree of authority over natural resource management

at the regional and local levels. These authorities are often overlapping. For example, conservancies are

beginning to take decisions regarding land use and zoning of land for specific purposes. Meanwhile, it is

the traditional leaders who have authority for land allocation of land and grazing. Regional Councils have

authority for regional planning while conservancies are carrying out their own local level wildlife and

tourism plans. In this arena of overlapping authorities, conservancies are often competing with existing

institutions and have to develop working relationships with these institutions. For example in some areas

where there has been conflict with traditional leaders, these leaders have been co-opted onto conservancy

committees. In other areas, conservancies are regarded as gaining their mandate for managing natural

resources from the traditional authority.

Institutional relationships between conservancies and the MET are complicated by the mixed signals

emanating from MET on a number of issues. For example, the reluctance of MET for some time to

acknowledge that conservancies had the right to use huntable game for own use without a permit, the lack

of consultation by MET over the proposed "People's Park" and the arrest of a conservancy game guard

coordinator for allegedly moving an elephant carcass. On the other hand MET has supported various

conservancies with the re-introduction of game and has established a CBNRM Sub-Division to assist

conservancy development.
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2.5 INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN NACSO

NACSO comprises an unusual partnership between the government (MET) and a variety of NGOs. Its

strength lies partly in this alliance and the way in which all partners are able to coordinate their activities

in pursuit of a common goal (Jones et al 2001). Within MET, the Directorate of Parks and Wildlife

Management plays a strong role in CBNRM and has created the CBNRM Sub-Division specifically to

provide staff to promote CBNRM. The Directorate of Forestry is also a part of NACSO due to its

community-forestry activities.

However, Ministerial approval for the membership of MET in NACSO has yet to be given. This reflects

some tensions in the relationship between MET and the NACSO NGOs. Some of these tensions are due

to the fact that operationally MET is less-well resourced than the NGOs who are also able to respond

much more flexibly to community requests for support. Some of the tensions are much deeper and reflect

a desire on the part of government to exercise more control over the CBNRM programme, particularly the

allocation of donor funding.

There are also differences between NGOs in NACSO. While there is good coordination in working

towards a common goal, some NGOs have a strong conservation agenda while others have a strong rural

development agenda. This is healthy and brings complementary skills and expertise to the programme and

provides different perspectives in debates over which direction NACSO should take.

Less positive are tensions over disparities between well-established NGOs that have been successful in

raising their own funds for projects and their own organisational development and NGOs that are less

well resourced. In some instances the discourse around these issues has been framed in terms of "white-

led and black-led NGOs". Some members and/or participants in meetings have been critical of the role of

the NNF in administering NACSO funds (Jones et al 2001). Some of these tensions spilt over into the

discussions concerning the development of the "Integrated ecosystem management in Namibia through

the national conservancy network" project. Considerable debate has taken place over the most appropriate

institution (government, NNF, other) for receiving and administering funds for the project. MET has

appeared reluctant for the funds to be administered by a non-government body and has wanted to have

more say in h1ow the funds should be used.

2.6 KEY ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

Sound institutional relationships are a crucial component of CBNRM in Namibia. These relationships are

governed partly by policy and legislation and partly by the way that different institutions compete for or

negotiate authority at different levels. A number of issues need future attention:

a) Better definition of the expected roles of and the relationships between conservancies and other

institutions such as traditional authorities, village development committees, water point committees,

regional councils etc. (NACSO is developing recommendations for addressing some of these issues -

see Jones and Luipert (2002)).

b) Institutional reform within MET so that it is not only the CBNRM Support Division that is viewed as

being in favour of community involvement in natural resource management

c) Ongoing team building within NACSO and attempts to address perceived imbalances of power

between members
d) Commitment by MET to become a member of NACSO, or at the least, a working partner

3 Governance Withiin Conservancies

3.1 AIMS OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

The issue of governance within conservancies has been receiving increased attention within the CBNRM

programme over the past two years. Good governance is an implicit aim of the conservancy policy and
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legislation. Conservancy committees are expected to be representative of the conservancy membership,

the legislation expects conservancies to develop plans for the equitable distribution of benefits, and

conservancy constitutions help define the powers of the committee and provide for regular elections and

mechanisms for ensuring transparency of decision-making. One of the aims of NACSO is to "to empower

communities through capacity building and good governance, to determine their own long-term destinies"

(Jones et al 2001).

3.2 POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

Through its emphasis on capacity-building and good governance, the programme has the potential to

improve the governance of natural resources at the local level. It has the potential to help communities

establish new mechanisms and procedures for guiding decision-making concerning the use and

management of common pool resources.

3.3 GOVERNANCE IN CONSERVANCIES

In general the CBNRM programme has led to the development of a governance system within

conservancies based on a western style of representative democracy. Conservancy members elect a

committee that is mandated to make most key decisions on behalf of the membership. Some committees

refer decisions on major issues to the membership (e.g. choice of safari hunting partner or tourism joint

venture partner). Members attend Annual General Meetings (AGMs) where they receive feedback from

the committee and are able to vote for new committee members. Some committees are made up of

members representing individual villages within the conservancy, while in other cases committee

elections are held for the whole conservancy area with individuals being elected without concern for

geographical representation.

The flow of information between committees and membership varies from conservancy to conservancy,

but is generally agreed to be a problem in many instances. During various surveys and research activities

conservancy members have expressed the need for more information and interaction with their committee

members (Jones 1999a, Jones 1999b, Child et al 2001, Long et al 2002). Attendance at conservancy

meetings, including AGMs also varies from area to area. In the northwest the large size of conservancies

makes attendance difficult for many people and in the north east, the size of the membership often makes

it difficult to disseminate information about meetings. However, attendance at meetings also depends

upon the extent to which members feel that their interests and priorities are being met by the conservancy,

or whether they have a grievance to raise.

Most conservancy committees tend to carry out a mix of functions. The committee is tasked with

managing conservancy finances, negotiating with prospective private sector hunting and tourism partners,

selecting and employing staff such as community game guards, and representing members' interests to

government and other institutions. To some extent, committee members are combining the role of

decision-making representative with many day-to-day management activities. This often becomes

demanding and time consuming for individual committee members.
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3.4 IMPACTS

The CBNRM programme has led to the development of new institutions for natural resource management

at community level. There is considerable variation around the country in the extent to which these

institutions are representative of their membership. There is also considerable variation in the

participation of members in key decisions. However, the conservancies provide an important vehicle for

the development of democratic governance at local level. Perhaps one of the most important impacts of

the new institutions has been the extent to which they can represent the interests of members to outsiders

such as government and NGOs.

Some concerns have been raised (e.g. Child et. al. 2001) that conservancy committees tend to be weakly

linked and unaccountable to their membership resulting in a centralisation of power and decision-making

at the broad conservancy committee level. Child et al (2001) suggested that more attention be given to

developing approaches based on participatory rather than representative democracy. NACSO's

Institutional Working Group is currently giving attention to means of promoting participatory democracy

within conservancies. Some conservancies are experimenting with various levels of devolution to more

local levels (e.g. #Khoadi //hoas and Kwandu).

Other concerns include the use of formal committees and constitutions as means for taking decisions and

governing decision-making. Bell (2000) suggests that decision-making in rural communities takes place

through "informal constitutions" which are mainly unwritten, are subject to negotiation and interpretation

by community members and tend to be complex, subtle and flexible. His analysis partially explains why

most communities in CBNRM programmes in southern Africa have little knowledge of what is in their

constitutions and committees rarely abide by them. Essentially, the use of formal committees and

constitutions is at odds with the way in which communities themselves govern their own affairs. This

mismatch in forms of decision-making could result in reduced impact and reduced success of

conservancies as vehicles for good governance.

3.5 KEY ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

Good governance is an important area of the CBNRM programme that needs further attention. The

following issues need to be considered:

a) There needs to be a greater separation in conservancies of day-to-day management and broader

coordination and policy direction functions (e.g. committee coordinates and a manager carries out

operational activities)
b) The flow of information between conservancy committees and members needs to be improved

c) More attention needs to be given to the promotion of participatory democracy within conservancies

and the use of more localised units of decision-making

d) Decision-making processes within conservancies and their committees need to conform more closely

to the informal, subtle and flexible processes that communities use themselves.
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4 Community Empowerment

4.1 AIMs OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

Community empowerment is one of the main aims of the Namibian CBNRM Programme. NACSO

specifically aims to empower communities through capacity building and promoting good governance

(Jones et al 2001).

4.4.2 POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

The programme has the potential to empower communities in a number of different ways. One of the

main elements of empowerment is the devolution of authority - decision-making power - over wildlife to

the conservancies. Another key element is building the capacity of communities to manage conservancy

finances, run the conservancy committee, employ staff and provide feedback to members. Further,

communities require capacity building in negotiating with the private sector to set up joint venture

tourism and trophy hunting partnerships. Communities also need to gain a greater understanding of the

tourism industry and the requirements of international tourists. The programme has considerable potential

to enable people to take control of their own affairs and advocate on their own behalf.

4.3 COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT IN THE NAMIBIAN CONTEXT

The concept of community empowerment is particularly important in Namibia given its political history.

Prior to independence in 1990, the South African apartheid government in Namibia paid little attention to

local level empowerment. Political and development policies were aimed at ensuring that the "homelands"

remained dependent upon the apartheid government. A dependency syndrome was developed that has

proved hard to break in the years following independence. Rural communities tended to view development

as the receipt of hand outs from outsiders and were not familiar with process-oriented approaches to

development that required action by the community itself.

The post-independence government in Namibia has taken some important steps towards breaking the

command and control approach of the past, although the ruling party has itself had to make a transformation

from a strong socialist ideology to one that is more accommodating of the free market in economics and

ideas. However, some centralising tendencies remain in the ruling party and among senior civil servants.

Transparent and democratic approaches are not the natural tendency of many politicians or bureaucrats in

any government. There is the general bureaucratic impulse to hold on to control and power. Officials are

reluctant to lose their power over communities and resent being facilitators rather than delivering services

and therefore wielding patronage (Blackie 1999). Further, neither the civil servants of the pre-independence

administration nor those trained in exile have been schooled in principles of open govemment. Amongst

many officials and extension workers there is still -a perception that civil servants are experts whose task is

to educate and lead ignorant villagers.

In this context, community empowerment becomes a significant thread within the political fabric of

Namibia and conservancies have the potential to be important vehicles for empowerment at the local

level.

4.4 IMPACTS

In terms of empowerment through the devolution of decision-making over wildlife, the impact of the

programme has been considerable. Despite the gaps and weaknesses in policy and legislation identified in

section 4.1, conservancy committee members believe that they have been "empowered" by the

conservancy approach. The former chair of the Salambala Conservancy, the late George Mutwa,

expressed this sense of empowerment to one of the consultancy team earlier this year. Discussing the

possibility that Regional Council's might also want to have some involvement in wildlife management, he

said "We have been given a taste of power over wildlife and we won't give it up easily". A member of the

newly elected Sesfontein Conservancy committee also expressed a similar sense of empowerment to the

consultancy team in an interview with the committee. Referring to the conservancy policy and legislation,
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the committee member said: "It is a nice conservancy policy and we know the loopholes. Why not make

it stronger and give us the necessary control over tourism?"

Conservancies have been provided with a comprehensive package of training that has contributed

considerably to community empowerment. The training in monitoring wildlife has enabled conservancies

themselves to assess the status of important game populations and make their own recommendations to

the MET for hunting quotas. The Ministry acknowledges that this is currently the best information

available for quota setting. Training on financial management and running committees has considerably

increased the ability of conservancy committee members to manage conservancy affairs. Perhaps one of

the most important aspects of capacity building has been the experience gained by committees in

negotiating with the private sector. Committee members are learning how to determine tender criteria,

issue tender documents, negotiate conditions with the private sector, and choose a partner. They are also

learning how to manage these partnerships through monitoring performance and sitting on joint

management committees. Successful joint venture partnerships themselves can be important vehicles for

empowerment. Where contracts stipulate the training of local people to management level, and this is in

fact carried out, conservancy residents can gain important skills and expertise. The partnership between

the Torra Conservancy and the up-market Damaraland Camp is a good example. The current Manager of

the camp is a local woman, trained by the company, Wilderness Safaris. The conservancy committee

plays a strong role in monitoring the activities of the camp and its management through a joint

management committee. The local community refers to the camp as their own with considerable pride.

Some conservancies are developing their own vision of how they wish to develop and establishing their

own development plans. In some cases the conservancies have been successful in using their own plans to

coordinate the activities of service providers such as government extension agents and NGOs. Instead of

being passive recipients of hand outs conservancies are increasingly driving their own development

agenda. This has been an important development in ensuring that service provision to conservancies is in

fact demand-driven. However, the limited geographical scope of some NGOs means that conservancies

have little choice as to who supports them. Due to the increasing consolidation of support services into a

standardised "package", there is also some degree of forced conformity to what the support agencies

think conservancies need.

Conservancies are increasingly taking on the role of advocacy as their confidence grows. This has been

particularly important for the San people in the Nyae Nyae conservancy who have been able to persuade

government to block the movement of people from other areas into the conservancy with their livestock.

An important aspect of community empowerment has been the emergence of regional conservancy

groupings that meet to discuss common interests and agree on issues of regional co-operation/co-

ordination. These regional associations of conservancies have lobbied government on issues they have felt

need attention including the MET's inconsistencies in policy implementation. Individual conservancies

and the emerging regional associations are increasingly holding government accountable for its activities

and actions.

Another component of empowerment has been the use of visits by one conservancy to another for

exchanges of experience and lessons learned. Such visits boost the confidence of the host community.

Exposure visits to other countries have enabled conservancies to see what has been happening in CBNRM

programmes elsewhere, also contributing to the learning process. What is perhaps most important though

is the exposure of committee members to national and international arenas.

Although efforts to promote community empowerment have had mostly positive impacts, some impacts

have been negative on some communities or groups within communities. In some cases the formation of

conservancies has exacerbated existing conflicts within communities or provided the focus for new

disputes to develop. In the case of the Sesfontein conservancy, tensions between different groups became

particularly strong during the conservancy formation process even leading to the threat of court action. In

Uukwaluudhi, the fencing of land to create a core wildlife area denied people access to grazing and

influential livestock owners held up the progress of the conservancy for several years. In both these

instances, however, settlements were eventually reached and conservancy formation went ahead. In

Salambala, three families remain inside the conservancy's core wildlife area, refusing to accept the
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compensation offered for them to move. The conservancy has taken out a court injunction to get them to

vacate the area. The conservancy approach promotes empowerment of the "community" and vests

authority in the conservancy as a collective of individuals. However, in some areas there is tension

between the conservancy and individuals who want to develop tourism enterprises. Conservancies argue

that they need to coordinate tourism activities within the conservancy area and that individuals are using

communal land for their enterprises and this needs to be recognised. Individuals argue that they have the

right to set up businesses where and when they wish.

4.5 KEY ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

a) Although conservancy committee members feel a sense of empowerment because they have rights to

manage wildlife it is not clear to what extent community members share this sense of empowerment

b) The power and authority given to conservancies over wildlife is limited and conditional (see section

4.1) and needs to be strengthened. The empowerment that has so far been achieved could be

jeopardised if MET reduces the rights of conservancies in forthcoming legislation.

c) Support for the emerging regional conservancy associations will be important for the continued

promotion of community empowerment
d) The programme should continue to facilitate the implementation of approaches based on

communities coordinating service provision themselves and holding government and NGOs

accountable

5 Natural Resource Management

A major component of the CBNRM programme is to improve natural resource management within

conservancies by training of staff and providing knowledge and methodologies to evaluate and monitor

natural resources. These will be achieved by supporting sustainable use and conservation of Namibia's

unique ecosystem and related biodiversity, and by promoting appropriate land management schemes in

an environment where availability of water and suitable rangeland as well as land degradation are the

key limiting factors to ststainable management of scarce resources.' A number of government agencies

are involved in supporting conservancies in NRM, inter alia, the Directorate of Parks & Wildlife

Management (DPWM), the Directorate of Forestry (DoF) and the Department of Environmental Affairs

(DEA). In the following only a few of the NGOs involved in CBNRM in Namibia are mentioned, WWF-

LIFE, Integrated Rural Development and Nature Conservation (IRDNC), Namibian Nature Foundation

(NNF), Rural Institute for Social Empowerment (RISE), etc.

The Natural Resource Working Group (NRWG), comprises members from government and NGOs, and

uses tools to implement and to ensure sustainable NRM. These tools include the development of

conservancy management plans, training of community game guards, natural resource management and

inventory development and the establishment of monitoring systems (G. Stewart Hill & J. Tagg, pers.

comm.). Further, money is allocated to conduct scientific research in areas where little or no background

information exists.

The two major components of NRM - biodiversity and rangeland management - are briefly discussed

below. The activities within these two components are closely linked and should be addressed jointly in

future.

7Concept Note, page 1
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6 Biodiversity Conservation

6.1 AIMs OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

The CBNRM programme responds to national development and environmental priorities, as it supports

the sustainable use and conservation of Namibia's unique ecosystems and related biodiversity, particularly

as the majority of the biodiversity is found outside of the Protected Area Network. The World Wildlife

Fund's Living in a Finite Environment (WWF-LIFE) Programme in Namibia has been working with the

Namibian Biodiversity Programme at the Directorate of Environmental Affairs in Windhoek, to identify

ways in which biodiversity monitoring can be carried out in communal area conservancies (WWF-LIFE

Main Report, May 2002).

6.2 BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION IN CONSERVANCIES

Biodiversity and its link to the adoption of policies intended to maintain ecosystems for the benefit of

current and future generations is manifested in Namibia's Constitution (Article 95:1). To address this, the

National Biodiversity Programme was established, and the Convention on Biological Diversity was

signed in 1992. The preservation of the biological diversity of Namibian ecosystems is thus

acknowledged as being critical to national development and enshrined within a legal framework (WWF-

LIFE Main Report, May 2002).

Certain aspects of biodiversity such as game animal population statistics (see section 4.7), are already

being monitored at conservancy levels. The 'Event Book' system is presently being implemented in

about 15 conservancies and emerging conservancies with support from four different NGOs. This is an

attempt to standardize approaches to monitoring, although not all approaches can be identical because of

differences in habitat, wildlife densities, size of conservancies, etc.

The 'Event Book' data provide game numbers, etc., which build the scientific background regarding

game introduction in conservancies. In the past, non-indigenous game have been introduced on

commercial hunting farms which should be avoided at conservancy level. For example, Bontebok and

Blesbok are not indigenous to Namibia, but were introduced on some game farms to improve the

diversity of species for hunting. (Jones, pers. comm.). These species compete for fodder and water with

indigenous game. This might have a negative impact as competition for natural resources increases. At

present legislation only prohibits the import of species which do occur in Namibia, but can be

distinguished by their different genetic finger prints, e.g. impala. Conservancies also need to be sure that

genetic pollution will not result from the re-introduction of game species.

In late 2000, WWF-LIFE initiated a project to design a methodology to evaluate and monitor biodiversity.

A pilot programme was set up to establish an inventory of woody plants, birds, insectivorous bats and

arthropods at two chosen conservancies - Salambala Conservancy in Caprivi and #Khoadi //H6as

Conservancy in the Kunene Region. The aim of the project was to undertake a baseline survey and

identify indicator species which relate to NRM activities and objectives on site. The latter was never

established due to concerns raised by specialists, that it is not possible to establish a list of key indicator

species. After discussions held in May 2002, it was decided (due to budgetary constraints) that a two-fold

monitoring strategy should be developed and implemented, the result being a non-specialist monitoring

programme of easy-to-identify and/or well known species, which lies within the capability of conservancy

members, and a complementary training and monitoring strategy carried out by specialists. In addition to

the training of local community members, specialist surveys and sampling methods would be undertaken

by specialist consultants.

In November 2001, the three year project 'Conservation and development opportunities from the
sustainable use of biological diversity in the communal lands of southern Africa (CODESUB)' was

launched. The European Community and the Ford Foundation fund the project. Each country

participating in this programme develops its specific National Implementation plan to ensure that the

activities complement the existing development approaches and strategies of the respective country

(Narrative Project Report, 2002). The project is implemented by NNF and the project co-ordinator works
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closely with the NRWG of the CBNRM programme, Namibia's National Biodiversity Task Force and

Namibia's National Programme to Combat Desertification (NAPCOD). The project objective is 'to

strengthen the national and regional capacity of Southern African NGOs and community based

organisations (CBOs) to promote CBNRM initiatives within the context of national strategies for

sustainable development (NSSDs) and biodiversity strategy and action plans (BSAPs) under the

framework of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and related Instruments'. Five priority

issues specific for Namibia have already been identified (Hoge, 2002):

* Strengthen linkages between CBNRM and CBD, CCD, and CCC activities;

* Broaden CBNRM application to agriculture, forestry, fisheries, water, etc.;

* Promote the formulation and implementation of integrated management and development plans at

the local level;

* Economic and enterprise development options using biodiversity need to be strengthened; and

* National and regional associations of CBNRM / CBOs need to be supported.

According to Hoge (pers. comm.) a two-legged approach has been taken to emphasise biodiversity

conservation at conservancy level in Namibia: (1) identification of important habitats per conservancy

and (2) biodiversity at species level. The latter is further divided into global, national and locally

important species. Over time, the existing monitoring systems (the 'event book') will be gradually

expanded so that ultimately it covers all locally important species, habitats and processes. It is anticipated

that a monitoring system will be developed which can be integrated into the existing wildlife monitoring,

e.g. event book system. In Namibia the project started in May 2002. A first workshop was held in the

Salambala conservancy with the aim to introduce the project to the conservancy and to establish a priority

list by the conservancy members themselves.
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6.3 POTENTIAL IMPACTS

The potential impacts of biodiversity conservation on conservancy communities range across improved

natural resource management, financial benefits associated with wildlife and veld product utilisation,

capacity, training and institution building.

The conservancy approach has the potential to promote biodiversity conservation, particularly where

unmodified natural habitats are being maintained. However, there are some threats:

(i) Competition over natural resources between livestock and introduced and re-introduction game.

(ii) Threat of genetic pollution resulting from re-introduced game species.

(iii) Competition over natural resources between indigenous game and newly introduced species, e.g.

Bontebok and Blesbok.
(iv) The use of revenues from wildlife to expand the livestock sector at the long-term expense of

wildlife and veld products.

(v) Increased development (infrastructure, tourism activity etc.) leading to negative impacts on

biodiversity.

6.4 IMPACTS

6.4.1 Income impacts
Positive impacts include income generation through the sustainable utilisation of natural resources (details

of income generated can be found in section 4.10). Hunting of wildlife is already widely undertaken to

create conservancy-generated income, by setting up legal contracts with professional hunters. Further, the

sale of live game provides an additional income to conservancies, e.g. Torra Conservancy. All contracts

are contingent on quotas that have been approved at government level if wildlife numbers are high

enough for such hunting.8

The establishment of a register of floral species occurring within individual conservancies might lead to

further income generation, such as harvesting of grass for crafts, harvesting of medicinal plants, or finding

ways to generate a market at national and global level for existing veld products, e.g. oils (marula), roots,

gum, propagating rare plant species etc.

6.4.2 Other benefits
At the national level, the biodiversity programme will help to establish an inventory of fauna and flora

species in habitats outside of National Parks. The utilisation of indigenous knowledge of flora and fauna

should not be underestimated. Surveys should be carried out in conjunction with the local community to

establish an inventory list for each conservancy.

As shown in past years, conservancy wildlife management programmes generally result in an increase in

wildlife numbers, the dramatic reduction in illegal hunting and the population growth of important

species, such as black rhino and elephant (Davis A. & Weaver C., 2002). However, a solution has to be

pursued to address human wildlife conflicts (HWC). Barnes (quoted in Barnes et al., 2001) estimated that

the damage caused by wildlife was less than five per cent of the value of wildlife uses, indicating that

sufficient revenue could be generated to offset damage to crops, livestock and water installations. . This

issue has to be sufficiently addressed to ensure that conservancies do see the benefit of biodiversity

conservation, especially wildlife monitoring.

6.5 KEY ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

a) Building and managing the NR base upon which the CBNRM programme rests.

8 The Namibian Community-Based Natural Resource Management (CBNRM) Programme, 2001
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b) More equitable distribution of benefits from the CBNRM programme, as well as from associated

programmes of sustainable use of natural resources. A major problem is the unsecured rights over

natural resources, except for wildlife, at conservancy level (see section 4.1).

c) A major challenge is managing different land-use activities, i.e. balancing wildlife and stock numbers

to avoid negative impacts on biodiversity.

d) Presently the income generated by the programme that reaches each household is minimal, but the

wildlife and biodiversity programme might provide valuable knowledge which might prove essential

in establishing income generating projects within the conservancies. For example, wildlife hunting

already contributes to income in some conservancies.

e) Further options for developing sustainable harvesting of wild natural resources should be developed

in order to provide alternative income generating opportunities.

f) Establishment of an inventory of biodiversity in each conservancy;

g) Lack of information about the economic value of biodiversity at conservancy level;

h) Lack of mechanisms for capturing the economic value of biodiversity (biodiversity conservation will

only work in conservancies (as well as on any other land ownership type) if the conservation has a

positive economic spin-off for the community).

i) Alternative uses of biodiversity for income generation need to be explored, markets developed and

methods of sustainable harvesting implemented.

7 Rangeland Management

7.1 AIMS OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

The CBNRM programme responds to the national development and environmental priorities, as it

promotes 'appropriate land management schemes in an environment where availability of water and

suitable rangeland as well as land degradation are the key limiting factors to sustainable management of

scarce resources'. 9 The current CBNRM programme aims 'to reduce poverty in rural areas by providing

diversified livelihood strategies through responsibility over local resources'l. The latter envisaged to

address root causes of threats to unsustainable ecosystem management.

7.2 RANGELAND MANAGEMENT IN CONSERVANCIES

Two models of rangeland management are used in Namibia: the equilibrium model and the non-

equilibrium model (Behnke & Scoones, 1993). The equilibrium model is defined as the forage

production affected by the number of stock, meaning that the 'carrying capacity' for a given area is

determined. The non-equilibrium model is defined as those where the numbers of stock do not

significantly affect the total plant production in a given area. Other factors such as rainfall are most

important to determine production (Behnke & Scoones, 1993).

The number of stock in an area play a critical role in the rate at which the accumulated forage is

consumed and can have long-term impacts in changing the species composition and structure of the veld.

Livestock plays an important social, cultural and economic role for rural community residents in Namibia.

Livestock was and is in many conservancy areas the main source of livelihood and is used for a variety of

purposes including draught power, milk, meat, manure, risk aversion and a repository of wealth and

symbol of status (WEC, 2000). The fact that the conservancies under review are still communal areas

should not be neglected. This means that rangeland management should be one of the highest priorities

within these areas, as social and cultural aspects of domestic animal husbandry play an important role.

9Concept Note, page 1

10 Concept Note, page 1
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At present the traditional authority has the right to allocate land within communal areas although various

government agencies such as the Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and Rehabilitation also have authority

over land issues. New land legislation makes provision for Land Boards that will ratify the land

allocations made by traditional authorities and administer and approve the leasing of communal land for

various purposes. Conservancy Committees have to work closely together with the traditional authority

when zoning the land to ensure that no contradiction occurs in decision-making. In future conservancies

will also have to work closely with the Land Boards.

7.2.1 FIRM Approach
The Forum for Integrated Resource Management (FIRM) was initiated in 1996. It emerged from the

activities of the #Khoadi //H6as Conservancy Committee and the Grootberg Farmers Union. Both

institutions brought together several service providers and decided to established thie forum to streamline

different activities within the conservancy. The FIRM approach is coordinated under Namibia's

Programme to Combat Desertification (NAPCOD) and is not limited to conservancies. The community,

through its representative body, forms the centre of FIRM.

7.2.2 Examples
Presently NAPCOD works together with two conservancies: #Khoadi //Hoas Conservancy in the north

west and Oskop Conservancy in the south. It is anticipated that the project will be expanded to other

conservancies, particularly emerging conservancies in the Otjozondjupa Region (B Kruger, pers. comm.).

A brief description of the main activities within the #Khoadi //Hoas Conservancy is provided below.

7.2.3 #Khoadi //IHoas
During the consultant teams' field visit, it become obvious how important livestock and rangeland

management are to the residents. The role of the CBNRM programme is to slowly introduce

diversification in income-generating activities and to incorporate livestock management.

Since 1996, rangeland management has been one of the major activities in the #Khoadi //H6as

Conservancy. The major components are:

(1) To develop and implement local level monitoring systems;

(2) To develop Management Plans for rangeland management.

Local level monitoring systems focus on three issues: rangeland, livestock and water management and

monitoring. The aim of the Management Plans is to decrease the vulnerability to drought, by developing

and implementing livestock rotation systems to ensure that resources are used sustainably, e.g. no

overgrazing. However, #Khoadi //H6as is composed of more than 40 farms, and the current residents

were forcefully resettled during the Odendaal Programme that established ethnic homelands in Namibia

in the late 1960s. As people came from different regions (as far as the Northern Province of South

Africa) cultural backgrounds differ severely, and no common utilisation of natural resources existed. The

Conservancy Committee decided with the NGO that the programme should focus on individual farms. A

major problem is the enforcement of grazing rights. To ensure that no neighbours enter the farms without

permission, money is currently being raised to rebuild border fences of the farms to ensure that the

Management Strategies developed by each unit are not jeopardised by 'outsiders'.

7.2.4 Future Approaches of Rangeland Management

B Kruger (pers. comm.) stressed the importance of an holistic approach to rangeland management.

Presently two 'new approaches' are on trial to ensure that all stakeholders of a certain area are

incorporated into the rangeland management, as only through

co-operation might sustainability be reached.

The first approach is the Desert Margin Project which focuses on the Otjozondjupa Region. The aim is to

establish links between emerging and commercial conservancies and neighbouring farmers.

The Basin Management Approach stipulates the basin margin as the common border of a management

unit. Within the unit, all stakeholders have to be incorporated into the rangeland management
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programme, as changes in rangeland are not only dependent on the climate but also on each stakeholder's

activities.

7.3 POTENTIAL IMPACTS

The most significant potential positive impact of rangeland management is improved utilisation of natural
resources, such as grazing and water. However, as the land allocation rights within communal lands still

lie with traditional authorities, discrepancies in land use zoning might occur between this authority and

the Conservancy Committee. At present conservancies only have rights over wildlife and tourism

activities, which makes it difficult to managed rangeland and natural resources sustainably.

7.4 IMPACTS

7.4.1 Legal Aspects
Legally, local communities have only weak rights to protecting their rangeland from use by outsiders. The

land is owned by the State, but anyone from outside the community needs to obtain the permission of the

traditional authority to use the 'commonage' or community grazing lands. Under proposed new land

legislation, fines can be imposed if people move their livestock on to the commonage without the

permission of the traditional authority. However, this system does not provide strong tenure to

communities as a group of rangeland users. It also does not adequately address local issues of range

management and access to grazing. It is government policy to encourage large livestock owners who farm
commercially to obtain land in the freehold sector, freeing up more land and grazing for communal

residents. However, the tendency is for such large communal livestock owners to obtain a freehold farm,

but maintain livestock on communal land.

7.4.2 Coordination between different projects
Although the FIRM approach aims to provide a holistic approach of rangeland management, a

shortcoming lies within the coordination of the different project activities within conservancies. For

example, the introduction of additional wildlife in conservancy areas should also be monitored regarding

rangeland management as fodder and water are used by both wildlife and domestic stock. Close

monitoring is necessary to avoid over-utilisation of resources resulting from an increase in wildlife and/or

domestic stock numbers, particularly during drought situations. Further, the management and mitigation

of human wildlife conflicts are not included within rangeland management objectives.

7.5 KEY ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

a) Current land tenure needs to be changed to provide more rights to communities, enabling
conservancies to manage ranglelands more effectively;

b) Diversification of income generation;

c) Sustainable management of natural resources to ensure livelihood security;

d) Further replication of the FIRM approach in new areas;

e) Greater co-operation between all stakeholders with authority over land issues;

f) Greater integration of livestock and wildlife monitoring/management.

8 Poverty alleviation

8.1 AIMs OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

The Namibian CBNRM Programme has never in the past specifically aimed at alleviating poverty. Rather
it has aimed to diversify natural resource-based income generation opportunities. The government policy

on conservancies (MET 1995a:2) states that one of the aims of the policy is to enable rural communities
to: 'benefit from rural development based on wildlife, tourism and other natural resource management'.
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The objectives of NACSO (Jones et al., 2001:15) refer to 'striving to advance rural development and
livelihoods'.
The goal of the WWF-LIFE programme is to improve the quality of life for rural Namibians through
sustainable natural resource management, with a project purpose of communities deriving increased
benefits in an equitable manner by gaining control over and sustainably managing natural resources in

target areas (Hagen et al., 1998). This could be interpreted to imply a strong poverty alleviation focus,
though again, none of the programmes' several objectives specifically address poverty alleviation or
activities to reduce poverty.
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8.2 POVERTY IN THE TARGET AREAS OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

Region Human Dev Index"1 Human Poverty Index'2 Notes
Caprivi Below Namibian average Above Namibian average More than 33% considered

(lowest for Namibia) (highest for Namibia) severely deprived
Erongo Above Namibian average Below Namibian average Highly unequal distribution of

income within the region
Karas Above Namibian average Below Namibian average Highly unequal distribution of

income within the region
Kunene Below Namibian average Above Namibian average More than 25% considered

severely deprived
Omusati Below Namibian average Above Namibian average More than 25% considered

severely deprived
Oshikoto Above Namibian average Above Namibian average More than 25% considered

severely deprived
Otjozondjupa Below Namibian average Above Namibian average More than 25% considered

I_______________ ___________ ___________ ____ ______ ___________ ____severely deprived
Adaptedfrom: UNDP, 2000.

The CBNRM programme is working in areas with groups that tend to be the most marginalized in society
and therefore the most likely to suffer from poverty (e.g. female headed households and indigenous
people) (see sections 4.9 and 5.1 for issues relating to gender and indigenous people). Given the nature of
these target areas of the CBNRM programme, the potential to impact on poverty within these regions

would appear to be high.

The high incidence of HIV/AIDS in these regions, and the increasingly devastating impact it will have in
the future will mean that the potential for the programme to impact positively on poverty is large (e.g. by
enabling the conservancy structure/institution to be used to deliver assistance to target groups such as

child-headed households, or services such as agricultural extension, more effectively).

8.3 THE POTENTIAL OF THE PROGRAMME

8.3.1 Income generation
The programme provides the potential for the diversification of risk and livelihoods by enabling income
generation from wildlife-based tourism and spin off enterprises (e.g. craft sales), rather than providing
alternative livelihoods for a majority of subsistence farmers (Ashley et al., 1994).

This diversification was to be achieved through income generation from the development of community
enterprises, joint venture tourism enterprises, voluntary revenue sharing by already existing, private
tourism enterprises, trophy hunting, salaries earned by individuals employed by tourism and hunting

enterprises and by the conservancies (e.g. committee members, community game guards and community
resource monitors).

It was recognised that the different types of enterprises envisioned would provide different levels of

benefits, and with differing rapidity - that trophy hunting could provide large returns quickly, joint
venture tourism enterprises could also be very lucrative but would provide benefits more slowly (in the
medium to long run), while community enterprises would provide relatively small financial benefits, but

11 The HDI is an index that combines information on longevity (life expectancy at birth), knowledge (adult
literacy rate and school enrolment rate) and access to resources (ideally access to land, credit, capital
and other productive resources but in reality proxied by per capita income, including income in kind e.g.
subsistence agriculture) (UNDP, 2000).
12The HPI is a 'deprivation' indicator, also combining information on longevity (the proportion of the
population likely to die on or before their 4 0 'h birthday), knowledge (adult illiteracy) and a decent standard
of living (the proportion of the population without access to safe water and sanitation, without access to
health services and of malnourished children) (UNDP, 2000).
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had the potential to contribute also to the development of human capital. It was also recognised that some
of these benefits (e.g. salaries earned from employment in tourism enterprises and conservancies) were

unlikely to be equally shared or broadly distributed, but would depend on skills available (Ashley and
Barnes, 1996).

8.4 BROADER POVERTY DEFINITIONS

As mentioned above, poverty relates not only to per capita or household income levels, but also to social
issues; access to basic resources which allow for basic production (e.g. land for production, public
services such as health and education) that can increase quality of life. Seasonal effects of poverty (e.g. in
the pre-harvest months, or in January when school fees are due) and vulnerability to poverty for those just
above the poverty line and the effects that external shocks may have on these households need also to be
considered (World Bank, 1997).

The potential of community income to contribute to reduced vulnerability and more particularly to reduce
seasonal poverty (through the diversification of risk as a result of tourism income generated year round,
or at least being subject to different cyclical fluctuations from agriculture), was well documented early in
the programme (see for instance Ashley et al., 1994; Ashley, 1995 and 1996; Ashley and Barnes 1996).

Access to productive resources is also important for livelihood sustainability, and there is some potential
for the programme to impact negatively on households by restricting access to such resources (e.g. by
restricting access to grazing or agricultural land that has been zoned for exclusive tourism) (see also
section 5.4). In addition, the costs associated with living with wildlife (particularly if wildlife numbers
increase, as appears to be the case in CBNRM target areas) have the potential to significantly affect
livelihoods. In particular, the costs of human wildlife conflict - most significantly damage to crops, kills
of livestock and damage to water points - can be particularly devastating at an individual or household
level.

8.5 IMPACTS

8.5.1 Employment impacts
According to WWF-LIFE figures, 96 full time jobs in conservancies, community enterprises, trophy
hunting or joint venture tourism enterprises were filled, in addition to 47 part time jobs (in CBTs, JV
tourism enterprises, live game sales, game donations and translocations and trophy hunting) in 2002.
Given the total population of these conservancies 32,08613, general poverty alleviation impacts are
necessarily small. However, this is not to dismiss the (likely, though undocumented) large positive
impacts on those individuals who are employed by the conservancies or associated enterprises. These
impacts are probably spread more widely than just these few individuals, as they are likely to contribute
either in cash or kind to their extended family. In non conservancy, but CBNRM programme areas, the
number of full time jobs in 2002 was 146, and part time or casual job numbers were 117 (primarily in
CBTs) (WWF, forthcoming).

The employment policies of many of the components of the CBNRM programme (including JVs) attempt
to reduce leakages from local areas, by employing residents rather than importing labour - including
training to managerial level by some JVs (e.g. Wilderness Safari/Torra Conservancy). This is a slow, but
incremental strategy for poverty alleviation. However, there is no documented evidence of the poverty
alleviation impacts on those individuals who are employed.

The means of achieving increased benefits and improved quality of life of communities were foreseen as
improving livelihood security (and thus alleviate poverty) by generating community income from natural
resource based enterprises (primarily community based tourism enterprises and joint venture agreements
between conservancies and the private sector, and to a much lesser degree, associated spin-off enterprises
e.g. tyre repairs) and the subsequent diversification of livelihood strategies into such enterprises. There is
very little documented evidence to suggest that the generation of behefits from these activities has

13 WWF/RF, 2002.
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significantly contributed to improving rural livelihoods or alleviating poverty on a broad scale in the
programme areas.

8.5.2 Income distribution by conservancies
A number of conservancies have begun to contribute to the running/operational costs of their
conservancy. Torra, Uibasen, Nyae Nyae and Salambala all cover their operational costs; #Khoadi //H6as,
also contributes conservancy income to the running of their conservancy (A. Davis, pers. comm.).

For more detailed information on the generation and distribution and/or reinvestment of income by
conservancies, see section 4.10 on distribution and reinvestment of income. In summary though, the
income generated by a number of the (generally longer established) conservancies is considerable.
However, there have been only relatively few cases where conservancies have actually distributed cash to

conservancy members. It would appear that given the relatively small amounts of money distributed and
their infrequency, the contribution of community income to poverty alleviation has not yet been
demonstrated by the programme.

8.5.3 Craft programme
Between July 1998 and December 2001, RF and IRDNC purchased around N$300,000 worth of crafts
from 835 producers in Caprivi. In this region, cash income earned from craft contributed significantly to
total household cash income (between 37 and 72 per cent). The contribution of this income to poverty
alleviation is positive, given that much of the income earned by craft makers is spent on basic needs,
including food, health care and education. However, it was recognised that the returns to the activity were
low, and alternative - higher return activities - were needed in order to combat poverty more successfully
on a wider scale (Suich and Murphy, 2002; Murphy and Suich, forthcoming).

In addition to this, the craft programme - by its nature - focuses on women. The majority of crafters are
women basket weavers, though there are a small number of male crafters. The programme also revived
the making of traditional Kxoe veld food gathering baskets - one elderly Kxoe woman was persuaded to
teach other Kxoe women this dying art, now there are a number of producers and good quality Kxoe
baskets are highly marketable (Murphy and Suich, forthcoming). Estimates of craft sales from Nyae Nyae
between 1998 and 2002 are in the range of N$ 500 000 - particularly significant given the lack of
alternative income generating opportunities (WWF/RF, 2002; WWF, forthcoming).

A considerable amount of time and effort has also been expending in training and product development
workshops for crafters around the country.

8.5.4 Other impacts
While some of the aspects of poverty cannot be addressed by the CBNRM programme (e.g. access to
public services), a number can and have been. For instance, there has been a significant positive impact as
a result of the programme's high priority on training and capacity building. A vast range of training has
been provided (by different implementing NGOs) ranging from craft development and training of craft
makers, training conservancy committees in planning, finance, enterprise management and joint venture
negotiations, training community enterprise staff, and community game guards in wildlife monitoring,
basic literacy and map reading, etc (WWF-LIFE, 2000). (For more information on training and capacity
building in the programme, see section 4.4 on community empowerment.)

MEAT DISTRIBUTION VALUES
Year Conservancy Estimated value (N$)

1999 NN, S 32,000
2000 NN, S, KH 35,000
2001 NN, S, KH, T, D!N 158,830
2002 NN, S, KH, T, D!N, EP 402,014
NN = Nyae Nyae; S = Salambala; KH = #Khoadi /IHoas; T = Torra; D!N =

Doro !Nawas; EP = Ehi-rovi Puka.
Source: WWF-LIFE, 2001; WWF/RF, 2002; WWF, forthcoming.
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OWN USE GAME
Year Conservancy Estimated value (N$)

2001 KH, P, T 54,320
2002 KH, P, T, NN, Ts, D!N, Mar, EP, SS 536,472

KH = #Khoadi /IHas; P = Purros; T = Torra; NN = Nyae Nyae;
Ts Tsiseb; D!N = Doro !Nawas; Mar = Marienfluss;
EP Ehi-rovi Puka, SS = Sorris Sorris.
Source: WWF-LIFE, 2001; WWF/RF, 2002; WWF, forthcoming.

It must also be recognised that the 'regulation' of hunting of game meat also has the potential to impact

negatively on the poorest households, who are likely to be most dependent on bushmeat as an important
source of protein (Elliot, 2001).

8.5.5 Human wildlife conflict
Human wildlife conflict (HWC) continues to be a problem. Barnes (quoted in Barnes et al., 2001)

estimated that the damage caused by wildlife was less than five per cent of the value of wildlife uses.
These incidents have a high negative impact on the livelihoods of the individuals who suffer from them

(which have exacerbated poor yields resulting from the drought conditions this cropping season), and if

not mitigated (or unless distributed benefits are very high) human wildlife conflict will continue to have

strong negative impacts on the potential for poverty alleviation.

8.6 KEY ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

a) So far, limited alleviation of poverty - mostly those employed by conservancies, CBTs or JVs.

b) In order to monitor future alleviation of poverty, who the poor are must first be identified, strategies
to target those households designed, and then monitored to assess whether livelihoods have
improved/vulnerability reduced/poverty alleviated.

c) The programme must also ensure that the benefits generated (if any) and distributed are greater than
the costs faced, and those who face the largest costs see benefits to, at the very least partially offset

such costs.
d) It is necessary to recognise that tourism is a relatively high risk industry, with high rates of

substitution by consumers between products based on perceptions about the security of a country, as
well as relative quality and price (Elliot, 2001). Thus, income generating opportunities must be
developed not solely relying on tourism.

9 Gender Issues

9.1 AIMs OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

The broad goal of the CBNRM programme is to improve the quality of life of rural Namibians, and to
increase benefits to communities from sustainable natural resource management.

9.2 GENDER IN THE NAMIBIAN CBNRM PROGRAMME

Elements that address gender issues include the hiring of Community Resource Monitors (CRMs) in
Caprivi and Community Development Activators (CDAs) in Kunene in conservancies, to increase the
involvement of women in conservancy activities; the craft development programme; and strategies of
implementing agencies to build the capacity of their own staff (including women).

9.3 POTENTIAL IMPACTS

The impacts of the CBNRM programme are designed to affect all rural Namibians - regardless of gender.
Thus, capacity building elements, financial benefits and non-financial, benefits should impact upon
women equally. It can be assumed that any costs associated with the programme are not gender-specific.
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The CRM/CDA programme of Integrated Rural Development and Nature Conservation (IRDNC) aims to
raise the capacity of women in CBNRM and thus increase their involvement in activities, rather than
promote gender balance (e.g. through quotas of women) within CBOs, though conservancies were
encouraged to appoint women as CRMs and CDAs (Flintan, 2001).

The WWF-LIFE programme has targets of female representation on conservancy committees. These
targets are designed to increase each year - starting at 25 per cent representation in 1998 and rising to 40
per cent by 2005 (WWF/RF, 2002).

9.4 IMPACTS

9.4.1 CRMs/CDAs
It is a clear objective of IRDNC to enhance the capacity of women to participate in all aspects of
conservancy development, management and benefit sharing. This is achieved mostly through the
activities of CRMs and CDAs improving the knowledge of women about the programme and, building
both capacity and involvement in conservancy activities (R. Diggle, pers. comm.).

The employment of CRMs/CDAs was designed to give women the opportunity of accessing information
and a forum for influencing decision-making. It was anticipated that this would then evolve into the actual
management of natural resources. The focus of the CRMs role changed slightly into organising
communities and women's groups to better exploit NRM opportunities and to facilitate information flows
between local users, decision-makers (at local and regional levels) and outsiders (Wyckoff-Baird and
Matota, quoted in Flintan, 2001). Emphasis is also placed on income generating activities (e.g. craft and
sustainable harvesting of natural resources). The focus of CDA activities is as extension agents for
conservancy issues (A. Davis, pers. comm.).

An independent assessment of the CRMs in West Caprivi found that they had been a good channel of
communication for reaching women and giving them a role in conservation. It had enabled a number of
women to gain employment and exposed them to modern life skills, roles and responsibilities and
functions. It also appeared to have improved awareness about the necessity for sustainable natural
resource use among women. According to Berger (quoted in Flintan, 2001) a number of problems were
identified, including the fact that although people listened to what the CRMs told them about better
harvesting practices, behaviour did not necessarily change. In addition, many CRMs were not performing
according to IRDNC's expectations - there appeared to be a lack of enthusiasm and commitment to work;
and the communication of conservancy concepts with IRDNC and outsiders was problematic for many.
Participatory work followed to gain a better understanding of the local problems that had arisen.

Rousett found a number of differences between the Kunene and Caprivi programme. In Kunene it was
women who pushed the communities, community meetings were often chaired by women and it appeared
that the Kunene women had a better grasp of the conservancy concept than the Caprivians, possibly due
to their relatively small numbers - seven CDAs in Kunene and 24 CRMs in Caprivi - and their full-time
positions, enabling more one-on-one training. On the other hand the Kunene region had no formal
structure in place to deal with the management of plant resources nor a strong craft programme, both
focuses of the Caprivi CRMs (quoted in Flintan, 2001). The income earned by CRMs/CDAs must also be
seen as a significant benefit - as income earning opportunities in rural areas are limited, particularly for
women.

In one conservancy - #Khoadi //H6as - women in the conservancy grouped together to form a Women's
Desk, intended as a platform for women to input in to conservancy issues and as a forum for dealing with
women and children in the conservancy. Unfortunately it is not as active as it could be (A. Davis, pers.
cornmi.).

Flintan noted the lack of gender expertise within the organisation, meaning gender and women's issues
have tended to be addressed only when problems have arisen and in a somewhat 'hit and miss' manner;
she stated that a more planned, structured and strategic addressing of such issues may have avoided such
problems in the first place (2001).
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9.4.2 Craft programme
The craft development element of the programme does focus on women, though this is possibly due to

women making the majority of craft by tradition, rather than the design of the programme. Not all craft

makers selling to the craft programme are women, but the vast majority are, with the impacts being

significant - as even the small amounts of money earned by these women tend to be spent on meeting the

basic needs of their households (including food, education and health needs) (Suich and Murphy, 2002).

(For a discussion of the amounts of money earned by crafters, see section 4.10 on individual income.)

9.4.3 Other
According to WWF-LIFE, approximately 25 per cent of representatives on conservancy committees were

women between 1999 and 2001, rising to 29 per cent in 2002 (WWF/RF, 2002).

In recent fieldwork, it was found that both the Salambala Conservancy campsite and Kubunyana campsite

(Mayuni Conservancy) had both taken a conscious decision to hire at least one female staff member.

N//goabaca campsite in West Caprivi also has one female member of staff, but it is not known whether a

conscious decision to hire a woman was taken (L. Halstead, pers. comm.).

It may be that some of the costs associated with the programme - particularly the impact of human

wildlife conflict - while not gender-specific may impact on women disproportionately, insofar as female

headed households are likely to be more vulnerable to shocks such as destruction of fields or killing of

livestock, and have fewer resources to buffer against these shocks.
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9.5 KEY ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

a) There is potential for certain groups, already vulnerable - particularly female headed households - to
be marginalized if attention is not paid to ensuring their participation and that their voice is heard.

b) There is potential for conservancy institutions to target vulnerable groups within their boundaries,
either in terms of service provision, and trying to ensure benefits outweigh costs for highly vulnerable
groups (particularly female headed and child headed households, and indigenous people).

c) Women are likely to be drawn more into the programme if there is more attention to resources that
they control and/or use rather than wildlife, which tends to be viewed as a male issue.

10 Distribution And Re-investment Of Income

10.1 AIMS OF THE CBNRM PROGRAMME

As discussed in Section 4.8, the generation and distribution of income from wildlife based enterprises is
foreseen as being the primary method of increasing the benefits to previously disadvantaged Namibians
and improving the quality of life through sustainable natural resource management. These benefits
include community income generated through CBTs, JV enterprises, trophy hunting, as well as benefits to
individuals through employment in these enterprises and by the conservancy, as well as through
associated enterprises (e.g. selling craft, etc.). Ashley stated that the creation of benefits would not lead to
conservation unless they were shared equitably amongst all resources users, and the link between the
benefits and their derivation from wildlife was tangible (1996). That is, there would be no real incentive
for conservation if there were no benefits or if the links between financial benefits and wildlife was not
obvious.

10.2 POTENTIAL FOR INCOME GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION

10.2.1 Contribution to the national economy
Barnes (1995) as quoted in Ashley and Barnes (1996) estimated that wildlife utilisation in Kunene,
Caprivi and the former Bushmanland was contributing N$7.5 million to net national income (returning
between N$6-215 per kmi2). Barnes also estimated that if existing resources in these regions were used to
their sustainable potential, this contribution to net national income could more than double, to N$16.5
million. Caprivi showed the highest absolute level of benefits, but given that utilisation was most
developed in that region, the potential for expansion of economic use value was lower than for other
regions (potential of 1.7 times its (then) current potential, versus up to eight times in the former
Bushmanland).

Particularly in the north west, non consumptive tourism was believed to dominate both (then) current and
potential economic use values (providing the highest returns per square kilometre), but only at prime sites
- so consumptive use was believed to generate the highest returns in some areas of both Caprivi and
Bushmanland. Caprivi was also estimated to have the highest potential income, but potential income per
resident was estimated to be higher in the former Damaraland, given lower population density.

The net economic returns from wildlife utilisation for the three regions together were estimated to be
N$3-4 million for consumptive use (hunting and angling by tourists, local harvesting of wildlife and fish
for subsistence use or local sale) and N$5 million for non consumptive use (including craft production
and sales).
In their 2001 study 14 of five conservancies15, Barnes et al., found that all five would make positive annual
contributions to gross and net national income, as well as generating positive net present values and
favourable rates of return.

4 This study was an appraisal of development plans and projected incomes, rather than an ex post
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10.2.2 Conservancy income
The potential for the CBNRM programme to generate significant income from a variety of sources has
been well documented (see Ashley et al, 1994; Ashley, 1996; Ashley and Barnes, 1996; Barnes et al.,
2001). In terms of community income, the sources were seen to be voluntary revenue sharing by existing
private enterprise, trophy hunting concessions and joint venture partnerships between communities and
private sector investors in tourism enterprises - the latter providing not only community income, but
potentially community equity in the business and more frequently training for employees.

ESTIMATES OF POTENTIAL INCOME TO CONSERVANCIES

Source Estimates of income generation
Ashley, 1995 CBTs/crafts/community enterprises: N$2,000-20,000 per annum;

Voluntary revenue sharing (lodges): N$10,000-15,000 per annum;
Joint venture agreements: N$20,000-80,000 per annum.
1995 estimate of tourism income: N$2 million (80% wages);
Potential tourism income: N$7 million (approx. N$50/household).
Non consumptive tourism estimated at five times the value of consumptive (potential to
generate ten times as much).

Ashley and Medium potential wildlife zone, Caprivi: N$500-1,000 per household p.a.;
Barnes, 1996 Medium potential wildlife zone, Damaraland: N$1,000-2,000 per household p.a.;

Amounts would be useful, but would not 'revolutionise' household income (averaged at
N$7,000 p.a. but as low as N$2,000 p.a. for the poorest 20%).
High potential wildlife zone (adjacent to protected area): N$10,000 per household p.a.;
If such amounts could be realised, would prove to be a very important rural development
strategy and would contribute significantly to localised poverty reduction.

Barnes et al., Donor grants and wildlife utilisation (mostly JVs): N$141-1,900 per household p.a.;
2001 Communities in Torra, #Khoadi //Hoas, Nyae Nyae, Salambala and Mayuni would receive

higher financial returns than their investments (generating both cash and dividends).
Removing donor grants and residual wildlife values would jeopardise community financial
incentives to participate (in weakly viable conservancies).
Instability in wildlife use activities could affect conservancy sustainability (e.g. political events
in Caprivi in 1999/2000 severely affected growth in non-consumptive tourism).
Most resilient and successful strategies would be to have several different wildlife uses.

10.2.31ndividual income
The potential for earning individual income from the CBNRM programme was identified as
predominantly from gaining waged employment with the conservancy, a CBT or a JV tourism enterprise,
or by provide goods or services and/or labour to such enterprises (e.g. craft sales, casual labour, laundry
services to lodges, etc.) (Ashley et al., 1994). It was predicted that wages from employment - particularly
in tourism enterprises - would be substantial' 6 (i.e. in terms of total wage bills) and would provide large
financial injections into local economies. However, it was recognised that such benefits would be unlikely
to be equally shared or broadly distributed, but would depend on skill levels of employment-seeking
individuals (Ashley and Barnes, 1996).

10.3 IMPACTS

10.3.1 Conservancy income
WWF/RF (2002) estimated the following total financial income generation by conservancies'7 as:

evaluation of conservancy activities and performance.
'5Torra, #Khoadi //Hoas, Nyae Nyae, Salambala and Mayuni.
16 Ashley and Barnes (1996) estimated that workers in lodges and crafters earned N$300,000 between
them.
17 In the discussion below, non financial benefits such as game meat distribution and game translocations
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Year Amount (N$) Conservancies
1998 326,378 NN, S, T, WC
1999 635,619 NN, S, T, WC, KH, Ma
2000 626,874 NN, S, T, WC, KH, Ma
2001 1,433,342 NN, S, T, KH, Ma, P, Ts, D!N, Ui, Mar
2002 (est.) 3,221,578 NN, S, T, KH, Ma, P, Ts, D!N, Ui, Mar, EP
NN = Nyae Nyae; S = Salambala; T = Torra; WC = West Caprivi (though not a
conservancy); KH = #Khoadi //H6as; Ma = Mayuni; P = Purros; Ts = Tsiseb;
D!N = Doro !Nawas; Ui = Uibasen; Mar = Marienfluss; EP = Ehi-rovi Puka.

Sources of income include trophy hunting, community campsites, cultural tourism, JV tourism, interest earned, film
fees, JV water fees.

Income generation has also occurred in non registered conservancies, or in non affiliated CBTs. Income
was N$759,080 in 2001 and it is estimated that N$1,852,824 will be earned in 200218 (WWF,
forthcoming).
Despite the impressive income generation shown by a number of conservancies, very little has been
distributed to the residents of these conservancies, though an increasing number of conservancies now
cover, or make a contribution to covering, operational costs.

10.3.2Conservancy income distribution
In 1999, Nyae Nyae distributed N$50,000 directly to community members ($75 per adult, Suzman, 2001)
and began to contribute to the operational costs of the conservancy (Roe et al., 2001). In 2001, a
distribution of approximately N$59,000 was made, again at approximately N$75 per adult member (C.
Weaver, pers. comm.).

In July 2001, Salambala had their first benefit distribution in the form of cash (N$2,000) paid to each of
the 17 large villages within the conservancy, however most of the villages had not yet spent their money -
they are either waiting to get more, or to make a decision about what the money should be spent on (L.
Halstead, pers. comm.). Of the villages to receive this payout, one wished to put their money toward an
open air meat market; another wanted to buy a hammer mill (though N$2,000 wasn't enough to purchase
one outright) and several villages planned to contribute to the cost of teachers' housing (C. Murphy, pers.
comm.).
Mayuni informally distributed income in 2001 - the conservancy spent N$3,000 on a party at the 2001
Annual General Meeting (L. Halstead, pers. comm.). Mayuni has also spent some of the money earned
from their JV agreement with Susuwe Island Lodge. It is believed they have spent some money on
updating radio equipment for the CGGs, but details are not known. The process by which these decision
has lacked transparency and could be improved in the future (R. Diggle, pers. comm.).

Marienfluss are paying out up to N$600 per family per year. This is done on an as needs basis (e.g. travel
costs to Opuwo hospital for sick conservancy members, distribution of mealie meal when food is scarce)
(K. Nott, pers. comm.; IRDNC, 2002a). In addition met to agree prior to N$850 being donated to the
senior headman at Otjitandad (2000/1) (IRDNC, 2002b).

Torra has made no official payout to households, but has funded activities (e.g. a meat distribution from
their own use game allowance) and purchases including improvements to the primary school, and a
photocopier for the school (A. Davis, pers. comm.).

Only four conservancies have benefit distribution plans (Nyae Nyae, Torra, Salambala and #Khoadi
//H6as) to date (C. Weaver, pers. comm.).

are not considered, nor are intangible benefits, as they are discussed elsewhere. However, it must be
recognised that the contribution of these benefits can be significant and should not be ignored.
18 This figure excludes income earned by individuals selling thatching grass and craft, which is discussed
in section 4.10.3.4 on individual income.
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10.3.3 Conservancy income reinvestment
Torra, Nyae Nyae, Salambala and Uibasen all cover 100 per cent of their operational costs from income
generated by the conservancy. Torra and Uibasen have both done so since 2000, while Nyae Nyae and
Salambala have begun to cover full costs only in recent months (C. Weaver, pers. comm.). #Khoadi
//H6as will cover approximately 35 per cent of its costs this year (having increased this contribution since
last year) and will continue to increase its contribution each year on a 'sliding scale' until 100 per cent of
costs are met by conservancy generated income (A. Davis, pers. comm.).

10.3.41ndividual income

1. SALARY INCOME EARNED IN CONSERVANCIES*

Year Amount (N$) Conservancy No. of staff (est.)
Full time Part time

1998 193,949 NN, WC, T N/A N/A
1999 265,889 NN, WC, T, S, May N/A N/A
2000 356,310 NN, WC, T, S, KH, P 19 28
2001 1,089,277 NN, WC, T, S, May, KH, P, Ts, D!N, Ui, Mar 60 84
2002 1,534,918 NN, T, S, May, KH, P, Ts, D!N, Ui, Mar, EP 96 47
* From jobs created within conservancies in CBTs, JV tourism enterprises, trophy hunting, etc.
Excluding craft and thatching grass sales, conservancy and NGO staff.
Source: WWF-LIFE, 2000; WWF/RF, 2002.

Income in the form of such salaries is growing significantly year on year. Injections of this magnitude into
local economies are likely to have significant positive affects though there is no documented evidence
regarding what these effects might be.
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SALARY INCOME EARNED IN NON-CONSERVANCY CBTS*

Year Amount (N$) No. of staff (est.)
Full time Part time

1999 704,104 N/A N/A
2000 838, 050 150 48
2001 1,081,259 114 37
2002 916,825 146 107
* From jobs created in wildlife utilisation based enterprises in non-
conservancy areas (e.g. JV tourism enterprises, trophy hunting,
community campsites, etc.).
Source: WWF-LIFE, 2000; WWF/RF, 2002; WWF, forthcoming.

Given the relatively small numbers of people earning income from these sources, it would seem that at
present income earned by individuals is at present far more significant to households than overall
conservancy income.

Over 800 crafters in Caprivi earned approximately N$300,000 between July 1998 and December 2001
(Murphy and Suich, forthcoming; Suich and Murphy, 2002). WWF-Estimates of the value of craft sales
by Nyae Nyae producers between 1998 and 2002 are almost N$500,000 (WWF-LIFE, 2000; WWF/RF,
2002; WWF, forthcoming). Information regarding incomes from craft sales in the north west was
estimated to be less than N$34,421 in 2001 dropping to N$15,724 in 2002, in addition to the estimated
sales of approximately N$60,000 per annum made to the clients of Skeleton Coast Fly-in Safaris,
(WWF/RF, 2002; Roe et al., 2001, WWF, forthcoming). North Central crafters sold just over N$5,000 in
2001, increasing to N$17,357 in 2002 (WWF, forthcoming).

WWF-LIFE estimated sales of thatching grass in Caprivi between 1998 and 2000 at N$645,790.
However, these revenues dropped sharply in 2000 due to the political unrest, and the unwillingness of the
buyer to transport through the strip (in addition, thatch was sourced in Kavango). These benefits were
spread over 800 households (many households in Caprivi sell both thatching grass and craft) (Hagen et
al., 1998). Local markets still exist (e.g. local lodges, etc.), but they are considerably smaller, resulting in
substantially smaller incomes for thatch grass harvesters. Thatching grass sales of up to N$850,000 in
Kavango were made in 2001 and over N$1 million worth in 2002. Approximately 1,500 households are
involved in this (WWF/RF, 2002; WWF, forthcoming). Though there are comparatively large numbers of
people earning cash from thatching grass sales, the resultant levels of income for each household are
small and though a useful source of cash, are unlikely to enable widespread poverty alleviation.

10.4 KEY ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

a) Lack of benefit distribution plans - focus, particularly for those conservancies that already generate
revenue, must shift to include issues of benefit distribution, equitability, etc.

b) Current benefits to individuals appear to be less than costs (especially in terms of Human/Wildlife
Conflict), so people will begin to lose interest if costs are not at the very least partially offset.
Associated issue of equitability of distribution - i.e. those that suffer greatest costs, should perhaps
be 'compensated' to a greater extent. Examples of this already - some of those moved from
Salambala core wildlife area were given jobs at the community campsite as 'compensation' (see
Section 5.4).

c) Proposed 'insurance/compensation' scheme for Human/Wildlife Conflict to be piloted in 2003 by
IRDNC in four conservancies is potentially good way to mitigate some of the costs associated with
living with wildlife - though there should also be further research into management methods.
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'See also InoQlu aJnI 1I ILIcJlUPa N OU compenisatedi for thieir losses at fu1ll
*Itsa-li,, Wot,id Bank TechicailLhl Parer No. 8O replacement cost prior to the actual move:
' . - D.C.: The World fank, t988u. (ii) assisted wxitlh the move and stipported

'O 1) 4.C0, Axlilex A, tv illeii .scs, ,. pl-a...
I S A duLrinI d thI trasition period in the

4 1. resettlemenit site: and (iii) assisted in their
Sti bl pirhects tmay iclde constriction or etfiots to itiipLove their fornier living

estabish menl t of(a) n d ams b new;i StrUC t ovums or);llilleS p . stiaidliads, inlcoImle earning, capacity. alid
Ci housing andlsi urba n iIIiastrtmCiure, (d) mllines. tJC prodtiction levels, or at least to restore

large industrial plant ':0 inliys or hih-ays. tihemi1. PartliculaL attention shoLIld bI paid to

(pi inrruatioli canals, alid (hi national parks or
protected areas. Refugees lfoml nattiual disasters, the needs of the poorest groups to be
xwur. or civil strife are also involtintary resettlers,
but illey are tiot disectiscx in this ditwtive (see OD 4.d0J Atnex A. EAnirnumalaLAssesilnalt, para.
01) 8.50. ELterciiysLmc). 2. and Anlnex A13.

I;x: r &k J V%; fdr#t j-y. :r./Ir se Mc' I cji !f,;r4 gt I I: r;l '.t ikmA' ::l ! l a : ' '4 : ,a r,hil w-,liC., l'e rirt;; . ,'l : . I (A 'I ~!d)rfV * I 'ind.I
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resettled. built arouLnId a development stralegy and packlage

aimed at improving or at least restoring! the economic
rcl Community participation in plnilill anlid base for tlhose relocated. Exerrienice indicates thazt

implemlientilu resetieet shouild bv cash compŽnlsation alone is nornmally inadequate.
encourrag-ed Appropriate Imtte ils of social Volutltary settleienlt mray fomi part of a resettlemient
o1ruan1iZ.tlion ShlOulId ba established. and plan, proxi(led IleeLastires to addLress the special
existin2 sociaIl and cultural. institLionIs of circumiistLances ol' involuntary resettlers are incilided.
resettleis and their hosts" siLould IV Prleferenice shouIld tV giveln to land-based resettlement
supported and used to the greatest extent strategies for people dislocated t'rom1 agricultural
possible. settings. If suitable land is unavailable. nonland-based

strategies buiilt aroulnd opportunities for eniploynlvent
'di Resettlers should be integrated socially or self-employmilenit milay be utlsed.

an1d economically into host communtllliLies so

ttiat adverse imlpcts on host communities Planc*ninl.
are minimiiized. The Lvst wiay of achieving
thlis iniŽLii*.*n is Ibr resettlement1 to be 5. The contenit and level of detail of resetllement
planned in areas tyireilili, friom Ithe plans, ixlicth will vaiy with circumstances, especially
project aind through constiltatlioni with the the magnitude of resetilenment. it should norLimally
fultire lhcsts. incLiude a statemenit of objectives and policies. an

executive summai1iXtry, and detailed provision for the
:e, Land. liotisinig. intrastructUre. and other foltoving:

compensation shotildi be provided to Ihe
adversely affected populationi. indigenou-s ia) organizational rlesponisibilities (para. 6:
gnrotips, ethniic minorities, and pastoralists
*lho LImy have tisrt U tict orctmsto1ma3ry lriLILs ibl commIItinlity participation and integration
lo ltie land( or other reso urces taiken for th e With host p0pulaltions ( palas. 7- 0)j;
project. The absence of legal title to land
by stich prOuilS shotild niot be a bilr to (i) socioeconomic sirvey ipam. I1):
Colmipe ll o.s ill.

(d) legat fiamework (para. 12):
lReselileeiaelIt lanninlEg

(e) altemative sites and selection ipara. 13j;
4. Where ilalre-scale poptl1a tion di(st'lkacetliellt is
Luavoidable. ai detaziled resettlemelnt plan. timetable, it) valuation of and compensation for lost
anmi budget are reqtClird. Resettlement plins should be assets(paras. 14-16);

(g) land telUre, acqUisitioln, and transfer ipara.
"lost commtnit ies are those receiving reseltlers. 17);
See OMS 2.34, Tribal People.. in BDaik-Financed

lRinjCs. to be reissuLed as OD 4.40. 1ibul Paopte. (hi access to Itrining. employmentl and credit
'WIhere only a felw peope e.2., less than11311 ICp-00ra. ISL

indiVidualIs) are to be relCated, applopl-iate
compepnsation for assels. lcViStical suppOrt for i J shelter, infrastrtucture, and social senices
mllovilln', and a relocltion gIralnt Inl'y be the only (ipar. 19):
reqtlirements. However, the principles omi whllich
conpensaliomi is to be based are the same as Ifr U) environmental protection aind manageieint
larger erotlps.

'h. ;ti',? ;4'l6v ;sptnZt¼!&,s e. v:r z :&' )lA:if.;;:Ft0xrWls !.! 5,l.*J};p ;;r g,'5 r. i.;,:g..19.Jv a2 C-.l:l.aqAac ?rc4v:Z.&vi: ! .'HJI %SICr XV3| l 
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ipa ra. 20) and pl oe l ' em plesS l ril iil: , cenlers. etc.). if

nece.ssary. throug-h the relocationi of the property.

Ik) iniplelnLinLation sdledtile. uitoi-i Lollug. 3nd
evaluation ipains. 21-22). S. T-he involvement of involtintary resettlers and

hosts in plaiiningii prior to lihe move is critical. Initial
Cost estimatles shouild be pretxired 'for these activilies, resistanice to the idea of inlc*lu.iia,3 'icl Milleneil is to
and tiey should be budgeted and schieduled in be expected. To obtain cooperationi, participation.
coordillation with tII,e physical wris ofthe malill and feedback, tIhe affiected hosts and resettlers need to

i uvesullent pro,ject. be systematically inforimied and consulted during
preparation of the resettlement plal about Iheir

Organizational Responsibilities options anti rignhts. Tlhey should also be able to
choose Iroml a numlUber of acceptable resetlemenit

6. T-he responsibility for resettlemien rests with the alternatives. These steps can be taken directly or

borrowxer. T'le orranizational nltmework for throucgh foriial andt inforimal leaders aiid

managinu resettlement niust be deVeloini dulrilln represettives. Experience 11as sihown11 that local

preparation and adequaLte resources provideki to the NGOs can ofleni provide valuable assistance and

respolnsible instilt.t ions. The oranizatioll responsible ensuIre viable conil11llity participation. Nloreover.
Ilbr resettlemellnt shotild be strell-Ollelled wlhell enLtities inslitutilonalized arranVements, such as regular
e xec ut ing inrila str1ucLure or oLher swctor-specitic meetings betveeen project ofticiaIs and coniniiuniities.

projects lack the experience and outlooki needed to should be provided for resettlers and hosis to
design and implement resettlement. One aIltemative is comm1lun.icate their concenils about the reseltleliIt
to create a3 special resettlemIent1 ullit Withill the prOJect progrini Lo project stall throughout planningl and
eiititv: thiis cnil l:cililale thle involvenient of othel I ile implemenlation.." Particular attention muist be given
acenIcies. AnoLlter is to eiillUst resettlemilelt to tile lo ensure that vulnerable grloupS sucIh as indi(gellous
reg,,ional or Iown administmation tlhal knows the people. elhniic miiiorities. the landless, and w omen

poptilalion and area. can mobilize local experLise. are represented adequately ili suLI arrangemeints.
sIraks the resetllers' lalng(uaUe. alid Will ultimatelv be
responsible flor the inle.nt3ion of resettlers inlto the 9. The plan shou1ld address an d mitijalte

host populalionI a1nd area. There also may be
considerable scope lor involving nongovernmental
onganizations kNGOs3 in planning. implemenfinu., alid "'See OPN 1 1.03. Mnn:ltement orCirillr Pra h-in

monintorimngrese ttlemient.i BankJnnceta jcts, to be reissued as OD
4.50. Cultural Property.

ii ii LiPii j t j iNl[ 11.ipll-i DLt ilt4Li i ltLl:LjA D isptiles of v-arying kinds may arise in Ihe process

population of ilinpleimelitaioll otIhe agredl Iresettlelimenit plan.
These conllicts could take tIhe fonn of appeals

7. M-1ost cdisplace.d IXople prefer to move as part of relaLted to tlie compenisationi payable to affected
a preexistingi conimuni ti. nei ibaorhood. or kinishiip persons, conLtiicts betAveenl the displaced persons

grOutp. The acceptability of a resettlemilenit plan can be alid tIle host populationi, appeals to thle agenye
increa.sed and the disruption caused by resettlenient charged with the implemilenitatioil of the resettlement
Ca111 be cushlionied by moving, people in groups. w;ill regaird to seivices promised, etc. It is theiefore
reducinlV dispersion. sustaiLingcr existinicg pattenis of important to devise sCelien)s for conilict resolution

grlOUp organ1iziZ on,. and retaining access to CUltUrml for all resettlement plals. SucIh schelmles should, as
fiar as possible. Iake inlto account existine
proccatires for setiling dispuLes in the cotiiry or

See 01) 14.70, luolxig slN± uo flal area conceliied.

QnkaUouatiUaklSupntahrot•lAdixitLies.

it%i ;UrcvdaYi;6 . ! Jr :;rq.vtN &¢> vIa'hhW <.!. o .. J ccs(cortf !.'f Th;e.l ;l;!) .':k ;.n/ A') .iJUkvJL,:ritn .z.1 stm[ffle£c.Vrtvi D o.f;.Y Ic s!z,,- Sqcc'Y"% ,¾f',IR;.
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lIsettlenlent's imlMct on 1hos popIlul3tiolIs. I-lost possible to prevent inflomV5 of populaitioni ineliLible
comillllitlies and local governmlllents shotild Iv for compensation.

inforimied and consililed. Any payment due the hosts
for land or other assels provided lo reiSetlers should LfmaLEmiinework
be promptly rendered. Conillicts betveen hosts anid
resettlers niay develop as increased demands are 12 . A cleal understandine of the Ie_al issues
plac;ed on land1, Water, forests, se-Vices. etc.. or if tlhe involved in reseltlement is needed to design a feasible
resettlers are provided services and iousiIng superior reseptlement Plan. An analysis slhould be made to
to t1hat of the bests. Conditions and services in host determiniiie the natliue of thde IeLal framework for the
comiLinti,es should improve, or at least not resettlement enivisaged, including (a) tile scope of the
deteriorale. Providing improved ediUcation. water. power of eminlenit donmain, t[he natuLre of compensation
health, and prodtiction services to both groupi fosters associated with it, both in terms of the valuiation
a better social climale fOr their integration. In the long mneticllology and the timing of payment: (b) the legal
rtn, ilie extra investment will lhelp prevent conilicts and administrative procedures applicable, including
and sectlie the projec.t's aimIlS. the appeals process and the normail time framie for

suich procedures: (ci land titling and registration
10. SticcesstLil resLlItemenlt reqtiires a timely Iran1sfer procedulres: anid (di laws and regulations relating to
of responsibility from11 setlem1orent agencies to tile the agencies responsible foru implemiienitilin
seltlers themselves. Othenvise. a dependency resettlement and those related to lanld comlnplsation,
IrelatiOllsllip m13ay ariSe. alilni agency resources may consolidation, lanld use, environmiiient., Ilater ise, and
becomlie lied tip in a limited1 ntmltnvr of conltinlually social welfare.
supervisae sclhemiles. Local leadership must be
encouraged lo assuL Me respotisibi ity for iitel tAtji lleSit nd SelecitCmi

envi ron menta I management a nd infrastructure
mai nte nan ce. 13. The ilentification of sevem-l possible relocation

sites and the dem1arcation of selected sites is a critical
Swia±comann ic.Surnev step for both niral and urban resettlement. For land-

based resettlemientli, te new site's prodclicve potential
I1. Resettlement plans sholdl. be based on recent and lccaLiolial advanlag.es shoLild te at least
intbormation atoLIt Ihe scale and impact of equivalenlt to those of the old site. The Banki
resentlemlent on the displaced population. In addition encourages "land for land" apprmoches, providing
lo dlescriibilg standard household characteristics, replacement lanid at least equivalent to the lost land.
sccioeconoimic sirveys shouild describe ai Ihe For rural settlers, irrigation, land reclamationl, tree
mag.,nittide ol' displacenent: (b) information on1 the crop development, intensification of praxtluction. and
ftill resource base of the affixted population, otlhe intovations often can provide adeqtiate
includinu incomne derived fitoin informal sector and prodUction1 potential on limited amounts oft land to
110111.a1mn aclivities, and from coI111m1onl property: (ci resettle agricilttluralists, even in couLntries withi highi
he1 extlent to which uroupl-Ys W3ill experielnce total o1r popLIkIionl densities. In selectingc sites, attentiotn 11t1st
paitial Icrss of assets: (d) public infastructure and be paid to Ihe availability of sources of off-airm
sccial services th3at wvill tv a3lected. (e) formal anld incomlie (fishing, gathetring Ireost prOCIucts. seasonal
informal institLutionls (suIc I aS conLIIunllity imge employmenit) to coinplemileint fami incomlie. For
organizations. I-ituial agoups, et.) that cani assist with urLbin resettlers, the neeW site shoLIld ensLire
designinrg and implementi ng the resettlement comparabble access to ernploym11e1t. infrastI CILile.

programlis: and (if attitudes Onl resettlem11ent options. serlvices, and prodICtiion opportuinities. For bolhli ual
Sciceconfom11ic suIveys, recording tlhe names of and urban resettlemenit, the borrower needs to (a)
aflfected famlilies. shoulld be condlILcLed as early' as de-elop institUtio1al and technlical arrangemenits for

;i.'t:A ; ;Pr&w,tt; .. :,. -.}^:Jk.r #;2rA1vRSteli4XinL1 ,qhw , ?sr ?:Yse. 1;w#^*rzJ$,, L, js,i e.,:rTh: ' tvrCae triezvv "tiMe sejjeca , orered.
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ileitilying arnd prepaIrilng relon:tioll sites. e.g.. Inciide land allocation or cultuirily acceptable
pooline logether smnll pilts, wasteland reclamation, alternative income-eamning strategies to protect the

land leveling, and tenaciiin: ,b) draw up timetables livelihood ol tihese people.
and buduets for site preparation and trinsfer; c)
make legal arronueioents fbr trmnsfei-iiri titles to Laid Tellure. Acquisition LiadTranisfer
reseltlelrs: and d) consider, when necessariy. a
lemporary freeze oii land trainsaclions within the 17. Resettlemetli plans should review the maini land

relocation areaL to prevenlt land sx';ulation. ThmhL0 tenilre and transfer svstems, incilidinoe commoni

lioe Banik drei not normalty disburse against laind properly and nonlitle-based tistufiet systems
1cqL1isitioll. it can finalice liad improvemLenl to governed by locally recognized land allcation

accomilckdate reseltlels. mechanisms. The objective is to treat CuStOmar3ty and
formal rights as eqUally aS possible in devising

M.'ltutinn of and CninpensDtjn fort lost Assets coniIansatioll rules and procedUres. The plan shotild
addiess the issues raised by the different tenure

14. Valulaltioll of lost assets shoLIld be made at Iheir systems Ibund in a project area, includiing (a) the
replacement cost. Compensa tio n is ticilitLated by (al com-niisat ion el ig ibi Iiy of land-dependent
payinu special attenltion to Ilte adequacy of tlhe legal populatioLns: (b) tlhe vaIluationi procedllres applicable
arrailuelie nts concemililln land litle. regisilationl. alnd to different tenuire types: and (c) the grievance
sile occIupatIioll: 11) publicizinl among people to be procedures available tbr disptites over tand
displaced Ihe laws and renttilions on valuatioll and acquisitionl. Plans shouild containi provisions for

compensation: (ci establishing, criteria for condl.clillc land surveys and re1ularizinu, land teilire
determililnu tlhe rescttlement eliuibilitv of aflftced in tie earliest stages of project development. Planininig
h1ousehlolds. e.g.. households that have only xpartially shotild also anticipate the approximate tiie needed to

lost their assels bult are no lonver economicalIv viable acquire and tlnIsfer land.
sho Li LI be enlit i tIed to full resettlemenit; alid
(di developing mecihanisilis to prevelit illegal Acesz. L Tiu.imni.n. EluL: ninent. nid Cridit
encrOachieIs a;nd squatteLs. including aLn iniluix of
nonresidents entering to take advaintge of sucih IS. Normally. general econoiic growth canilot be
benefits, from`l parlicipatlillng in tIle coMIIensation relied uIpon1 to protect the welfare of the project-
arrangemenLis. by an early reconding of the numbers aflfected population. Thtis. alterinative employmnlit
and namlies of alfected p".li.:il entilled to strategies are needed for nonagricultural displaced
compenisationrlelhabilitatlion1. people. or where the land that cani be made available

is not sufficient to accomiiiclate all the displaced
15. Some ylpes of loss, SuCIh as aCCess tO1 (a) public farmers. The resettlement pliaI ShOuIld, where feasible,
services; tb) cuslomers and suppliers: and (c) fishing, exploil nevw economic activities made possible by Ihe

gcrazing:. or forest areas, cannot easil)y be evaluated or ma in investment requiring, the displacement.
co mpensated for in monietary terms. Altteminpts mnLLst Voca3ioallI trainini. employmenit couniseliing.
thelrefore be made to establishi accesS to eqiuivtlenlt transportation to jobs. emplovymenit in the maill

3nd cuLlltur-ally acceptable resources and earning investment project or in resettlement aclivities,
opportunities. establisihienit of indulStries, incelltives for tirnns to

locate in the area, credit and extensioni for small

lI. Vulneruble groups at particular risk are businesses oreservoir aquaculture and preference il
indigen1ouLs people. the landless and semi-lalndless. pulblic sector employmllenll shoLld all be considered

and hoU2 h ot1lds headcedl by females i*tho, t hough idi erk appropnlate.
d.isplaced. may nol be protectedl througi national lalnd
compensation legislation. The reseltlemienilt plan ilitust

i1h! ,Lan 1 ;7 '; c.' ' :' :i .' w: {x{I s.; ' y *i,£-.{:l*;.~ '! .,:ts ŽkL i, 1 ,;1; j,1' . t ::I- .:d'^ ;..i .. J-) r.n s.l .,ma.*ci.,.rrdt ,''.. trc .ymcJ: clicstk,'JI . h!* ' lvrc-( I t..
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SbllelL[>llwrJnfrashii ttin 'cu jkes density per landi Ullit. In agnecutilturat projects
iinvolving, for examliple. relocation to the catchiient

19. To ensure tlhe economic Jnd S9ciil viability of suniotiundinicg a reservoir, or to a downstream

the relo:aled communities. adteqate resouives shouild command area), if the incoming resettled popula:ltion

be allocated to provide shelter, infrastructure (e.g. is large in relation to the host popullation. suci

wilter supply. feeder roads). and srcial services (e. environmental issues as deforestationi. overglrazing

schools heallth care cenlels .V2 Site development, soil erosioni, sanilation. and pollution are likely to

engwinleer'inu.! 1 anLt arcIlitectuLral designs should be become serious and plins slhouild either ilultide

prepaled for shelter. inlM.stitelure, and social appropriate mitigating measures, inclUding training of

services. Since comiiunlity or self-built houses are ousLees. or else siotild allow fIor alternative sites to be

oftell belter accepted and more lailored to the selected. UrbaLn resettlement raises other delisity-

resettlers' needs thlian contractor-built housing. related issues (e.g.. transportation calxlcity. access to

proviSioIn of a buildilng site Wihll suitable potable water, sanitation systems, health facilities,

int rastriuttiire, model plans. bti iling materials. etc.). Construictive enviro miental management.

eclihnical assistance. anid "conistr'Luctioin allowances" provided through tlhe E.Vs mitigation plan,'" may

'or inlcomlle foregone whlile resettlers build their provide good opportun.lities and benelits to resettlers

holuSeSi iS anl oplioln communl1.1ities shoUld be oftered. aid host popUlations alike (eg project-financed

Plaling for shelter, inf'las.tructure, and services conlmilsatory afforestationi not only replaces [lie

should take inlo account population grovth. forests submerged by reservoirs but also olters

gainill employlileit). If the likely consequenlces on

Lnxkoamenl«taLPrnteiinaaniLMauaan1;nt the enviroinmenit are uLnacceptable. alternalive and/or
additional relocation sites muitist be found.

20. Tlle screening process for ani environmental
assessment i. EAi normlt Ily c lassi ties prolects tmptomlnhlinn S'h,1Ail, doluhj_a

invoIlving involuntalry resettlement as Category A.'i Elti

TIhe FA of the maini investment requiringl the

resettlement should tiltis cover the potential 21. The timing of resettlemienit shoulld be

environmental impacts ol' the resettlement. The coordinated with the implemenitationi of the maLiln

resettlemennt philan mILst be developed il coordilnatioll investmient component of the project requiring Ihe

WitL the 1x and dietine the boundaries of the resettlement. All resettlemeit plians shouldl ineluide an

relocalion area. and calculate incremental plopul ationi imp.lementation schedule for each activity covering.
initial baseline and prepalrtion, actial relocation, aiid

post-relocation economiiic and social activities. The

ilil care services, particillarly Ir pregnant plan shc'uld include a larget date wlheni the expected

womell i infantis. a:nd the elderly. iniy be imporLtlnt benelits to resettleis and hosts would be achiieved.

during aiid after relocation to prevent inreases in

moibiclity and 11-tal 1ity dILe to irialnltrition. the 22. rranuenients for monitoring implementation of

stress of being tiprooted, Lid tie usiually iicreased resettlemilent and *;'liiIiITr' its impact should be

risk of water-borne diseases. developd by tile borrower during projet preprlation

'See OD 4.03 Alnnex A. tTnvirrnm.',r,l &Cc,'scI and used dUlring s,uperVisionl."' Monitoring provides

and Anilex 13. EnximmntauLflŽlicyfb alDnn both a wvarning system for project managers and a

Reservoir Projects. -lie environimenftal chann1lel for [lie resettlers to make known their needs

impliliCZ1onis ol' iluvol LtnIly resettlement will be
fumltlel discutssed Utnder pairm 6.0. "Special Issties
in Environmental Assessmenit." in Environmental ''See Annex Al. -pra. 2, in OD 4.03, Aniex A,

1.N."l¼m?I1i S'liwebcn : Washinglton. D.C.: The Evir las i ss.lnnt.
W'orld Bamik, to be issued. '"See OD 10.70. jL i l' ution

i't~ ;i"A'i'a ma.'- ;'rq~r'.Kx Mv .:t4/,m. c .oag', Th ;t 'it ,:.'.'k , l ;.a 'stnerTh r 'n:pa o r c'hd s a' ircl
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anld theil r1eactions to resettlemlent execLItion. should be iiclided in independent technical or

MonitoClni1gU and evalIuatioll Units should be adequately enviromililental review bzards.'6

f'uinided and staftied bv specialists in resettlement. In-
hiouse monitoring by tIhe implementing areiicy may 26. 13flnk finiancing, of resetilemenit can be prov-ided

needi to Lv supplemnented by iicnepenidenlt monitors to as follows: (a) As a comlipolnelnt of the maini

ensure com)lete Ii aid ob iectivye information. A111.niLi.1 invesitnenit proiWvt catUsillg displacement a nd

aLndc midlerm reviews are desirable for lange-scale requiring. resettlement. (b) If large enough, as a free-

resettlement. The btrrower shoul.d be reluired to stainding resettlemenit pol ect with appropriate cross-

con1tinlu,e ilmpact evalulation for a reasonable period conditionialities. processed anid implemilented in

aftlel all resettlelmient anid related development parallel with the investmieni project that causes the

activities lhave been completed. The borro.ver should displacement. The tatter may better rocis cotimitry and

also be required to iifoii the Blank about the alnlk attention on the effective resolution of

fidillngs. resettlemilenlt issues. (c) As a sector investnent loan 1."
Where tihe specific resettlement needs of eaca

Bank Role and Priojeci Opfions subproject are not iokown in advance. the borrower
NVould need to agree to resettlement policies, planining

23. Thle 1ank supports borrowers'elforts Iltroutl (a) priniciples, instituitionial armingenients. and design

assistance inl lesiullitu a1nd assessinu resettlemelit criteria that meet Bank policy and requirenlents as$a

policy, strategies, laws, reg1ulations, and specific conidition of the loani. An estimlate should be provided

platis: (bh financing techiicaLl assistance to strengthieni of tolal 1puOPlatioll to be displaced anid ovenall

the capacity of' agencies responsible for resettlement: resettlement costs. as well ais an evaluation of

and (c) direct fillnancill of the inveslimenit costs of proposxe resettlement sites. Sti cmecl.> in sxtor

resettlement. The Rank imaiy sornetilles finalice itvestillent loais should be screened by the

resettlemlelnt even thouutil it has tnot finlinced the 1ma in inplementingo agency to ensure consistenicy i -ith this

investment that m1ade displacemenlt anid resettlemient directive. and approved individually by the Ban;k. For

necessary (parU. 26). countries with a series of operationms requiring
resettlement. efforts to improve the policy.

24. T1-he lask manag-er (TNI) shouild inform the instittitional. and legal frumework for resettlement

borrower of the Bank's resettlement pol icy. Starting shouild fiorli part of the Bank's ongoing cotiilry and

early in the project cscle. the TM with the sLupport of sector dialogue With the government. These elforts

Bank operational. research, and legal stalff shoLild should tL appropriately reflected in economic and

assess government policies, experiences. instituitions. sectorwvorki and in coultry strategy papers and briefs.

and the legal framework covering resettlement. In
Partiicular. the Tml needs to ensuire that involtuntary P1rocessin and Documentalion

resetilement is avoided or minimii ized. that lawIo and
regulations concerninw displacedl poople provide 27. Thle Reuional Vice Presidient (RVP) shoLild be

compelnsatioll sufficielit to replace all lost assels, and kept inforimied ol major resettlemzenit issues, and his

that disPlaced peiNtomr; are assisted to improve, or at guidance scuight W;here necessary. The Regional

least restore. tileir former livinu standards. inconlv Environment Division (RED). the Legal Departilnent

earning, calmxity. aiid prodiction levels. ( LEG), and settlemenlt specialists in Sector Policy and

25. Thie aideqiuaicy of the resetlement plan shotild be
reviewed by appropriate ,ocial, techinical, and legal Sce OD 4.00. Annex B. LtUanul,nLittl lJ2w..Lh

experls. Resettlelent specialists shoUld visil the Daniauid Rerx,! ,1 P'lujeC6s.

possible resettlement sites and review their suitability. See OD I.00, Wink C, lr .i Inrinm'nil.t and OD

In the calse of lang-,e-scale relation. suchi expetLs 8.20. Sorlnrl_ il:cilet nd uin no,e I onns,
Lothi to Lv issued.

6
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1. II WOW 1n BANK Ot'ItlC% I Zl'NA MI.AN,Al. ,Junie 1 1990

Operational Directive
Resealrch WPRSj should ba consulted or included as source. The costs of resettlement siLould also be

necessary in peer reviews ion inVolUintary reseilemenit treated as a charrge against the econiomiiic benefits of

issues thmiuuhout Ihe project cycle. the investment project that causes the relocation. Any
net benefits to resettlers (as compared to the "without

Ilelitificationi project" circuMstances) shoLIld Ix added to the
benefit stream of the main investment. WlVile the

28. Tlhe possibilitV of inVOIlIunay resettlement resettlement componietll or free-standing project need

shoLild le determined aS early as possible and not be economilically tiable on1 its OW11, it shIould be

described in all project documents. The TMl shoLild the least cost approach consistent wilih the policies
(a) brietly summl111arize in the Initial Executive Project laid oUt above.
Sumlmil.ary (Initial EPS [l' Ihe magnilude, stt,leuy. alnd
timill of the resettlemilenit: 0b inforimi tLxri,vers of Apprils.tAnd.iNe tiaLioai
the l3nlkCs resettlemeilt policy: (ci review past
borrower experienice wilh similar operationis: (dA 30. Subimiissionl to Ihe Bank of a tine-bound

invite a,gencies responsible for resettlement to discuss resettlement plan and budget that conlbrmis to Bank
Iheir policies, plans, and institiutionlal, consultative, policy is a conditioni of initiating appraiLsal for

and legal arlranements for icctlicll. and (C) projects involving resettlement, except l'or sector

where appropriate, enstire tlhalt technical assistance is investlmenil loalls as discussed in para. 26. All final
provided early tlo norowers. Sucil assistaice should EPSs shotild conlfirimi that this requirenlent has been1

incIlIde tIle Use of project prepralioll ficibll tPI1lF met. The apIpraisal mission shotild ascertain (ai ihe

resoutres Ifor planning reseltlemn-ilt alid building- extent that involuntary resettlemenit and humain
insti uit ion a Icapa city. hardshi p will be itimi imiized and whether borrowers

can manage the prccess: (bW Ihe adequacy of the plan.

Ptrepiara inciltidin tIhe timetable and btdget f-or resettlemrent
and comi1peansaioll: (c) the sounldness ofthe economic

29. Durin- project prelaratlion, tlhe l-.,irbl i of and t-ianicial analysis: (d) the availability and

r 1esettlem1lent1 niu1st be established, a stratley agreed adequacy of sites and funding for all resettlem-ent
uponl, thie resettlement plan d1raled., and budget activilies: (e) the t:ast'ilit> of the implementation

estimates prepared. The lull costs of resetrlement aanrsenients: and IfT Ihe extent of involvemenLt of

shIould be identilied and inciltided in Ihe toLtl cost of beneficiaries. At neoliation1s. the borrower and the
Ihe m3aill investment project, regardless of lilinJcii- Bank shouild agree on the resettlement plit The

resettlement plan and ilia borrower's oblig'ation to
carry it ouLt shoIld [e ref'lected in tIhe legal

See Circtilar Op 87.03. 1I dcedur_tJrGtocass1ie documents. Olher necessary resettlement-related

tttvzil^;l L xtL 1 Ž t r±n hst filed as OhlS 2.03, actionls mltist be covenantied. The Staff .Appraisal
to be reissued as OD 9.00, lro:esvlin, arid Report and the Memorandum and Recomilmenldationl
Documenta0anjhr.1nxestI LLendini . oLf lhe President shouCld summlarize the plan and staLte

'See ONIS 2.15. wk tttti acLItj, to be that it meets Bank policy requiremi1enits.
eissuled as OD c. iT . t Pielpai.itin Facility

an,1SpediaLPr'*I Pp rdnnf 1111ielit w ILIIIn Lii1ii and S t1:1011

'Detailed uuidelines for preparing aLid apprnisincg
resettlement plans are provided in Involunlay 31. Resettlement componenits should be supervised

Rleltfle LilnT evetp naenLPrajŽts. World th1roughou0tiV implemlentaions-' Supervision tilat is

Bank Techniical Paper No. SO, Aniex I
oWashinglon. D.C.: Ihe World Banik. I988). Ilro
fomiii sl tables and uLideli nes for economic anld 'See OD 13.0, b tj1 ScLurv-ni.s i plrlicilarly
finalncial analysis are provided in Annex 2. pans. 44-47.

;fJ!i ;2^ln ' .; :. ,: .LA.r.:rcI :,W'gj&a,' r MEi, '..r, nereAsi,l, a i p/a traxi:em , mt'e'cs .vrcrcd.
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'liii: Wi 'RItBANKOl'tlc%TIOlNA[NIANL\l Julle 1 1991)

Operatioila Directive
srumr.dic or letl unit I late in implemilenitationi invariably
jeoIparizes tIle success of resettlemilenit. Banlk
sLpe I'sItin missiolis shouild be started with the
requiisile social. ecollon'lic, and kt'lnlical expertise.

Anhittzl: reviews of larue-scale resettlement and in-
depth BLank reviens ol midleniin progress are highly
desirable. These reviev.s should be planned fomi tIlhe
oulset to allow Ilte 1anl; and ilte borrower to malke
necessary atdj 1stillenits inI project iniiplelimenitatioo.
Complete recoverry firm resetllement can be
protracted and canl often mainke it necessarv to
contilue Bank supervision uIntil well after populationis
have been relccated. sometinies even aller a project
hals been closad.

32. The lrojecl comiipletionl report subiiLtted to Ihe
Operilionis -valialtiion Departrme nt sli oild evIl 1ate
resettlemient and its impaci on the standards of living
ofl he resettlers nd Ithe host populhtion.

See tIhe OIPNSV n1ie1ot.un0dMILi. Guidelinies, fr
Prapa.ring meje fCLnMPI1eliohLMR0eporS Alne 7.
1989. and OMS 3.58. C,enj Ldral tjde inej
1It :p.iJim PivdIV1 CL*IitPtehln RclPLiu. wichIS 11re

to ti comiibinied anid reissu.ed as OD 1355, MIaject
fCenitalelliWkjntls.

8
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I| T| l FTF -TRFT BPAffF; O,F3.i,TT.-J' AL _1VATZIJL, OP 4.04I II TH~ ~Tri~rT) T~1ThC cFE~J-~TT~J1AL MAIThkL Juini 2001

Open-itionial P olicies

Natural Habitats

] .le tl'tlSIIS` tiitt el flhttiltm 3l hahi tat,.L like othier ieaiSies that protect and ehiltance ttie
Cmn ivl util311. Is ecscI jal * fir 1knig-eri suslaiinalie thvclopnieI. TliC Banik' thereilbre

s1l)ll7l-OY I 111tileLlcIlli.ll . and reltlili711i kilttal lt]it;tts and teti ir
il, i li 011S III itS CCoi k1II(1iL Iiitnd sQciC r [v1work. proj etL ii nan cuin i. anld po licy duilttl l'te. Tlb

1P.aak M,1ippois. 11nd eNxpeCtS horrc0n1 CILS 10N appIl . a pirecailtionary approach it) nIltural
rC.1lSc iI sIlaitacc el I. l3 IEac 4C i1t ire c .ppii I7 .jaln it ae s tr C :l x nlent a>l; lvs ;tlroi a l ab1ltle

dcv iopni en t.

Economellic land 'Sectolsr Work'1

2 I'l Bl3ak CCtLIt1il ,nid -ecIor %\orks ilndltid, ideiitficaoitl -it ia) imaturL, hlablitat
ISSIIC, ;113.1 SIeCCI:ll needS 1; 1 atlialL 11;1Labitt .on1scr1vationll iiiCliCtiiII tieL diereL ot lia L' tI

ciden titi d miLrIa] Ihlil1tlS I i it CU liEl It b Cl a C a] 1atTtir habitats), aid I 1b luCIIIa'iSeS I'r

proteCtCIIIlU SIC]il areats i3 tle CtkI;t iCL t\ l o ieliC C ir\'is dQv\,lopinLrlt strate-y. As appropriate.
Cnilli- 's anSLAi [l.d 1lo'l0LS Incorporate: idi !, li'S'ii sutchi eco'ntiomic and
,sQ: Itor xxo11i'k

P'roject D)esign aintd Imnpleminent;ation

T itiQ .ian k promeE itc1 11i idsti rpillol'ts til'tia Ihl at C 5IISCrVIIi)I jOlttiI iiiroNA eId lanldi liLs

iN fina.liln pro[eits desinied to,) Li1iteuIatC illk) 11ntn111tnal andI Ir0ui11.l deVCeji lieIlt tile
C8olls:ratiol oft n11atIarIl habliltas 11ad the iltIaIitilmnCme olfeclouical tiiinclions. Furthermore.
ttlhe b11i. proiltl('iS the rehl;litatli1On - 1 r dciCitLde(1 Iatu1all hIabitts.

I . ThC ban JOCi 1aol Il.tppoi[t Ip0jeCtQs thliat, ill tIhe3 BnIk S oplllinion. nl vol the signifticant
COW \ eit il d1 ,i]a ti 3 0 I Ci] Cal n1 I; nri] Ii abiitiltS

\X t- ierlv leavibie3. :ink- Iiii:m-C plojeCts ale1 sitedl oil lailds alreadv con ertwd
XCJiltidilL a1n1V llIs 111lt 11n teL BanIIk's opllilliOll ltCIe Co1\.Qr1ed ill anlticipaltioll ofitle

pro!lCCt |. TIwe 13ak dit): not Slulpuil l)lMtpeets ililvill'ii thc Sia litlZili C0n t conveSrion of

iiaiiirill tl:Lhaitlll e I;lI<Ss 1i1CI-e are Ilk 1 i ISibIC aeintit1i3teV 1Fr the p3roleIt tLilIt its siting. anid
coaipiI leiisivc I iiJ;alv SiS deit"imostr-ilt]: thai overall eitlefits trni the priict siibsian ti:ul]
ot I Itvu ]the eII ironiiieial . :oSts. I1 tedl exrolninl al3SsSSm13t 1 Ill diC.ete that a11

project ;\ csold slnitidificai lv 11 co I erir olr de,lde natiult habitats, the prth et iliCllde,

9
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111111tii'litaiil IlltL'eittteS IC,epiihil to the Mlink. Suclh mienutioi nmcasurcs inciliule. ais

IpplrIate. iiltlill]/tl:tt'I , hab11;t loss 1 c.t ir iiicuic Ita1lill1 iiC1i1110i1 i t and

dc% cl.>t1tIhZili iCt1ii,iiOl I 'itti Silk Lt nuLkl 1iiaitllltllllill I. an eColoLtt::lkv sillultr

8i-outecied ;1ren;i. The Banik cLepts, otllilct fOrtilS l tiill tiltoIIt iL;IStLre:1s onlv xen flicv arc

1C111ti 1icl K .11ustIiItihd.

I IlI (ICLj111c ti l' %OhMIL' ttl I11 tI a Ip Ij cci O NitI piotEelntaLI :ad erse III U1LIS ii Ill ILtUl

IhaEita. t1e l3aiik tBanke k b Hd O 4 i the b1111 lh.bouiower's abli tp ililenC1ltit ili aplltpoprie'
collisQrxalinm alid itllitt:Ltlio1t 1l ;isl1reS. ll'lICI'C Itrer pOteiliOAl ItStltIii1i011:] Ca.p1ac3hitV

prlil'lits. tilC pro'lLect tIllchides cotiilli'eitt] that dcv Clol ille .apaciutv orlt i ollatiotil ld local
illSlitUtItOiS tri CltitL] e ci CuLVironiuitial plamminLn and 111.1in1aenILC1tl. Thi ullilialtonL
Illeasllre.s spefied ttlr tlhe prt1ledi inuv be useid to en1hc Ct hef plrclctic:Ll fiCltl cpityo

Inaitioal and loclA tilstiitlonls.

7. ID prtects withl natu1al habitlt Ltiltpoilelils. It>RjeCt )T0ep;iirfti0ll. 1t.i 1. and

Csup'n'N isir !I( litlluteiOlls idI a rt Vjrunitelal eilise toi etis'tire adeqniatc

8. lihis po>ilcy apptLe5l'' 1to >tuKpiicics tinderl Scewlota1;] lIo;:nS owr lwoans tol l;;inanial]

intcttlCii:'tcS.^ Re-ciollnll Cm irollietlllal sctoir intil oxmersee Coiplipanice twll this

Policv Dialloutle

i 1'liC HIank cirovte;o,''S Tt' 'W'rsli it mcorpoti-ale into the'r dcxc'v'o ipiL:n ;itid

eitx'inillellmit:il trale sayes miajor iltatiral huitat issles. 7It..tilitii.'

id entiica liil ailtilipo l't ilt it1 1at n] lab itiat SiteSll tie ecoi3cl. t1t<1oiitioluS tlsiL\ pe3rtibrin. ilie
diet:c o iltweat tot the sflCs. priortli,s lbl conlserv'at0ion. iid associated rcLUrreilt-tundinu

lcI lIe Bank c\pce;i. thlie Itoruo r to Iiake ititti aec3ouiti Ilic vtwws. roles. ind rightrs tI 

{ittul d vi. ute I,t.ditt" Cl1Al MiRo ti ox emi 1le al OFt*l iZtIaMtt it itsi d I0te tl cniLntinittCs. b altlic:clte

hx Bmtilk;ilttlccd proliCts imti olxvllg 11i11111ral liabilais. alld to titvolxeC Such PclliiL

plalltlltlu. de:sulllilt . implcimicuiiItnIl. 1110iiEti1. 311d CVind llituInLi sielt prol0'jects.

hImt xilv'c1nieit maN itlaliuede tiJe itu 'iR-i' app r prinp rc cOnllSCl`nI(at t nitusur sitres.itIiaells

prk1t,,te\ te areas and1 ot1er titLIrii ILu NIIS l i tl.ad molittibl111Lm :Ilnl I valliutillu SpCCl 'ic

p'o.ie'tS e Bantk tcu1oira-es teoxeilistt lt t to pitvxtlle SticIII jhLO0)pl c\ itai pl i ate

iiht;tiluirtiLot wid hiletlu ek to pi-oltect tatiLta11 rlabitats.

I Sec; deft' iilolS Ill A\milex -A -

2 amilk Inclldes IPs . Ai.ts nlad-cS critS. botil'roxxeCT illLcieCs. ti1 6MUzII'.iteC

0imCFl1,1i1Si "I p ]vlc t(-I' [51111t I p tc pLnsoilSlt rte:Cex m" tIotilil al1othexr titiancial3 tI-1it 11tttu 1

ala eti'i : {tiunte-cd hJx 1the' Bn1k11k. tlld lllltOtcLct Itl.]ludte'S aill opeat`.31inlS aillHcCCd I\ 13y tik
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IL':lI1N I jilrrIndJII9 pmIccts$I rIndIII ada hkLI]Ei1U l<1crrr1mz-aIhrL; bIIIJC [lngr41'r;u loti;[S [APLsI slndli

ICa1.ii1UL arlld ilm 1v\;ill lom s I II or giarahrl.L's oxLept pwreganis suippleitcd tiiiidcr

iCttWrsal aldIu3sllwill I lsl1Ij VN lih r\spL) t- Nflikhlt e mircunlmicL-[ cllsidLr,i onls -are set

olut ill I)D :.(i;.. A\dlljisum..'u1 eilclnldI mnd debt aild LdLet Scr:Lt o1eral;itIODs. TIe priliect
tinw:rnee] a 13.1w I Ink kmai is dec:Sribed ii Scihdule 2 lo ilie l0an De\elopluent Credit

AQrccrrrni' blr tlal puleet. s I' termll, c llellE CLt iclul ICil Rll coulpldll0 S ol' til'lei 1ject.

.1I.~ ofir srrr.: U t-liii~ LI ichen l 'i Ii allSO ci lIde5 project- anid
co]riaicn>llzlts tirirded. undlelr theL (jiohlen1l -nirnictllllll Faciil {((iliE . hullt Lioc, not nelrL*KL

j lY 1* 1c1 i execuited hN 0llalZ,1l1r s identitied hv the (Gr F COLIMll aIs ellrllbe oW

\\orI, -, ub thre GIT hrl1t0 expande.d oppoliuIriIus Ibr proecLt preparrltion arid
ill1icliel1iali(rll I SLc]1 Olll!ali]Zalrrs ilncluidle. iner ;Il1. Ir,itnla] dev, elopienm kaiiks and

IN LceiFsA0 sid Ii Ns I) a )0i.
i. j'll'13i11trUOtS. See .A Xnrr\ A.

6. See 0I .WhO:' 1`-10 )d L,0,'W) .POLAML INIC

Ntote: OP and HIP 4.114 replace the versitmi dated Sepltenmber 1995. Q(uestions sh1uldh
be addrl e-sed to the Dirvemtrw. Eini ironitientr Deplartimienit.
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Ti i Rll¼:u I)n ANK O01IRAIIOtN.\AI MANUAI September 1991
01) 4.20

Opeerational Directive Paot' 1 6

Iniroductiom. 5. Because of tIle vaniel and chalngin contexts in

xMiich indigenouLs peopl3es are founld, n1o single

I 1-Tis directive describes B13ink' policies anil definitioni can caplure their diversity. Indigenous

plrccessing prlceddures for prqiects that affect people are comimlonily amogl thle p0orest segments of a

il(digeIous peoples. It sets oult basic definitions, policy population. They enalge in econiomic activi-ties that
objectives guidelines for tle design and rangre from shillino auriculture in or neair forests to
implemenliaion of pro,ject provisions or conlipo-nlents x;iige labo3r or even sniall-scale market-oriented

for indigoenotis peoples. and processing, anid activities. Indigenlotis peoples can be identilied in
dlocumillenlallioll reqLlilnilents. particular geographical areas by the presince in varying

dlegrees ofthie following charaeteristics:

2. Thle directive provides policy guidance to
aielnsuire tlat indigenous people benelit ftom
development prloects. and (hiavoid or mitigate (a) a close altachimlenit to ancestral terri-tories

potentially adverse el'l'ects on nd indenous peol)le caLisec a nd to tbe natural resources in these areas:
by Rank-assisted activiies. Special action is required
x; here Rank investments altect intlige-lotis ptples. ib) self-identificalion and idenificaLtioii by

tribes, etliic minorilies. or othier vuroups 'Avllose social others as nivimbers of a distinct cLilItUrl
and econoiic statlus restricts thei Capacity to assert grolIp:

tlei- iteresits and rip its in lanid aiin. other produictive
vts,urces ic1) a n indigenois langLiage. olen di flerent from

tle nationlal language:

eFinlilionis id) presence of customary s¶xial and polit-ical
illStitithOliS: anid

3. -r e termis "indigenous INXI'AOples." "inldigen1ou.s
eltinic mninorities." "tribal JiOrps." and "SCcediLtled (ei primarily Suibsistence-oriented prodLuC-tiOn.

lribes" describe social groups witlh a social and culturat
idenlilv d.istinct from the dominant ciely that makes Task managers (ThIs)mstl exercise judgment inl

lheni vulnerable to bein disacWintaued in tbe deteriningiii> tlle population5s to which tlis directive

dievelopIllent prccess. For the ptiuwses of this applies and shotild maake use of specialized anthro-

directive, "indivenous teoples" is the term thalt will be pological anid sociolog-ical exlits throuhg_Lit the

used lo refer to these grtups. project cycle.

4. Within liheir national 0nsItitutioLs.S stautles, and Objective andl Policy
relevint. lecistation. man of the Eank's borrower
coULInlries incluide dcfilc i dletinilitional cIlIses andlegal 6. T1e Bank's broad objective louwars indifce-n1oCLs
tianteworks tlat provide a pieliminaiy txisis for people, as for all the people in its memiber
idenlifryii indige-nous peoples.

I " Bank" includes I DA. and "loans" inciludce crediLs.

;V! . :.,gA' i C. ; 'C. ''5 'a./ 5.`' :k WI!tw, .7 :4% saW 'I :k rt ,I ; Cl.! .". 52 ' 210rzjl,2I' 4.1 .1'M 4. tc': '21;t,'7ii, w.t'olvk.1:; .
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THL WOR I'ilD BANK OPl.RA1 It INAI. M1 \NL1AI September 1991
O 4.20

Operatiollal Directire Page2ut6

cOLliltiesI, is lo enSLire that the developmelit process anid reviewed by the Bank. In other cases, indigenkouIs
1btleris lii le•lpt for their dignity. hmtiian riihts, and people niLy ;xisli to be aLid cian t7e incorporaled into thlie
cultural uniquleniess Mlore specilically, tie objective at development process. In SlinIl, a full rangled of positive
the center of tIhis tiwive is to ensuIre Iltat indiuen1oLis actions by the borrower must enstire thal indigelloLus

peoples do not sutllr advese eflZxts dtiinLl the people beleit fllom development iivesitiments.
deVelopille in process. parti'Ltilarly fiom Banik-finanlced
prQjCts. and that Ihev receive c tiltirll'.y compatible Bank Role
social and economicic benefits.

10. The Bank addresses issues on indigVenous peoples
h. tlox to appro-ch indi,en1ou.s ope.ples allected by lhrouigh (a countrv economic and sector work,

develoipment project.s is a ontroversial issue. Debate (bj lechniicall assistance, and (c) invesitiment project
is oflen phrased as a choice between two opposed components or proxisions. Issues con-ceming
positions. One INle is to insIlate indigVe-1nou.s indigenous peoples can arise in a vrietyyoLfsectors tiat
populationJs rWhc& culIturl and econom01ic practices concemii the Batik: those involving. for examiiple.
mak-e it di hlicult lor thwin to deal wvith powerful oulside ag riculILUre, road construction, fbrestry. hydroposAxr,
groliup The advantages o tlhis approachre the iiiininu, tourism, education, aid the eniviroiiimerit
speciall piNlections that a3e provided and the shouIld be careltilly screened:2 Issues related to
preservation of cultural diisiiic-liveess: tlhe costs are inldigIenIouIs peoples are comiloiily identified through
thie benefils foreLone rroili development programs. lhe environ-mental assessment or social imnpac
Thle other pole argLues thatl indigenolIs ~Wple mulst be assessment prccesses, and appropriate measures sholild
accultUrated to dominant scietv v31lues an1d Conomnic be taken linder environilental mitication actions lsee
activities so that Ihey can parlicipate in national devel- OD 4.01. Dirno wktssrsaot-7.to be issuedi.
opnienl. Here the benetit; can include improved social
anid econollmic op0irtunities, but tile cost is ollen the 11 (1. C ouJjtvujt tailS SLcJr lVot*. Cotiwilry
g radlUIal lossot ofcult. Ul di Threnices. departmenls should mantainiltlill fo tion on trelids in

governinlent policies aid inslitiutions that deal with
S. The flank's policy is that the strategy hbr indig,enouis peoples. Issues con-cerining indigenous
addressin tllhe issues pelViaining to indigenous peoples peoples shouil.d be addressed explicitly in sector and
mutist e ba.eti on th1e !nThLne.fnvif lI/-jAJItlMls or the subsector work and brouClit into the Bank-countiTy
indiLen1oLIs P31,ple themselves. ThILs, ideletityiln local Ilialoue. National developmenit policy fiainreworks
pr etereniceI llRthlrou ttirect conl0tatIlion. incorlporationI aLid institutions for indigeniotis peoples otleni neta to tle
or indigenolIs knowl.dgle intO project approaches. and strength-ened in order to create a stronger basis for
appropriate erlyLI use of experienced specialists are designing and processing prcjects with cornpo-nlenls
core activ-ities tbr aniy prqject that aflects indicgenois dealiing with indigenotis peoples.
peoples and their rig hts to nalural and eco-
nolilic resour ces. 1 2. .hui/lx ;Is.J%swe. Techniical assistance to

develop the bon.nier's abilities to address issues on
co. Cases will occur, especially ftenl dealing wilh tlhe indigenous paoples can be provided by the Bank.
most isoluled grolilps. where adverse impacis are Techiical assistance is norimially given within tIhe
unavoidlable and adequate niitigation plians have not context otfproject preparation. but leclhnical assistance

been developed. In SlCIh silulations. the Bank wvill nlot may also be neaded to strengthen, tIhe relevan t
appraise projLcli ultlil suitable plans are developd by goVelimintll instititiolIs or
lhe harrower

2. Displacement ol indigenous lvxkple c.all Li particularliy da maging. alnd special etfforts should be niLde to avoid it.
See OD 4.30, Inwvnliart, J&'. F '?iornc,a for additional policy gluidance on resettlement issues involving indigenous
people.

i,! ' 2rA ; I;'; ISi't tz..'s PLIXUk.f ik..i v,!,/CA ',l t u t *ji T it 0fAta d,;U+i*is;:S ; If Id hr cM .2 ...', ' :rc ti. : .!1 ,Ji' u.'4
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Operatiolnal 1)irective Page

to suppaill dJe'elopivilt initiatives taken by idiigenous institillions, local COI .1IsI Iici. and
people Ithermselves. 1nonlgLove InillenLtal Orean imZations (NGOs)

wvith expertise in mat.tels relating to
13. iuvew:ronn Pbofl4-:. For an investlmientl proj-ecl indigenous peoples.
that aflxts indigenous peoples. the aorrowxer shouid
preliare Lia inltuenous leoples development plan that is (d) Local patterins of social oriallization,
consistent with lhe BRank's policy. An1y project that religious beliefsa and resource use sho.ld be
affctIs indigenIotis peoples is expected to icILIde takenl intoXaccoL1tinill lle plan's desiun.

components or provisions that incoiporute sLuch a plai.
When thie bulk of the direct project beneticiaries are (eJ Developmenit acti%ities shouild support
indiLeious [x'ple i the Bank's concelrns woulid be prOd11ction sSteIS tIlalt are well adapted to
addressed by ilie project itself anlt th ilprisions oflthis the needs and environment ol indive-nous
OD wo)uld Llitis apply to the project in its eniretr. peaoples, and shoLild help production

systems under stless to attain sustainiable
Indigelioaus P'eoples Development l'lau' levels.

Aroup; d NJiw (fj) The plan shouild avoid creating or
agr,ravati g Ilte dependency ovf indige-noLus

14. Prerequisiles ol a successful development plan3 lbr peozle oil project enlities. Planniln slhotild
indi ellous lpples are as follows: encourage early hanidover of projeet

managemnent to lo-al p0Naple. As nle;etie

fat The key stel) in project design is the tlhe planl should incIlude general education
preparation of a culturally appropliale and tmaining, in nmanagement skills for
developmoent plan bmsed on ftill con- indigeŽnous lpple fiom Ihe onset of
sidlerationi of the options preleeired by the the project.
indligenous pl *ll ii&u k .LI b Ilie project.

(g) Successtil planning lor indigenious peoples
b Sludies shouldl ma-lke all effoits to eitz:sd- frequently requires lone lead times, as well

:xne' i:/ver.w :rtIasl likely to be induiced by as arninuerninns for extended follow-up.
the plroje anil develop the meanis to avoid Remote or neglected areas nlAlere liltle
or mitiote harm.4 previouis experience is available often

reluire additional risearlh and pilot
(c) The instittiions reslxinsible for govern-ment prcouranws to fine-lune development

in tezuetion with d indigenous peol)les shiould proposals.
pcssess the social, tecinicl. and legal skills
neeced Ior carrying olut the prICposed :h) Wlhere eftective programis are already
development activities. Implementation Functioning. Bank supaort can1 take the fotn
arrangements should Le kepl simplle. They of incremilenLtl fundingli to srenpilten tlem
should1 normally involve appropriaLe raltlhel thatlhedevelop-miien tofrentirely newv
existinVy proutrarris.

3. Revionally specilic technical guidelines for preparing indig enouls peoples coimllnenits. anti caLse stidies of best
pratlices. are available tIxtin the Regional envitonmient divisions (REDsJ.

4. Fco, g(uid.ance on indigeilous peoples allnd envilronmental3 ass3ssn1r1t prWO ures. see OD 4.01, E:wronavicnul
.lxs.w.Ž.:cu¢ and Chapter 7 olf World Bank, Sl:vtronn'cn:aIf .isseo-c .9xvn;$in&k, Technlical Paper No. 139
AVashingiton. D.C.. 1091).

14
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imporaLint that baseline stuLfies captilre the
fuill range of production and mar-keting

15. The developmenllt plan should be preparedl in actities ill which indigenlolUs plsple are
Lndeil with tlhe prepalrjaion ol' the manin invest-nrent. engaged. Site visits by qUal-iriai social and

In mni1y cas1.eS. proper protection of tlie rights of1 techniical experts shouIld verify and update
indihelloLIs people Will rNXIlire the imple-mentatHioll of secondarl souIces.
speciail project components that nan lie outside Ihe
primlr.lly project'xject ectives. These compoponens cane Ici L I knv. VWhen local leahsattion needs
incldUe aclivilies related to health aLid nILItitioll, n Iiciul. the Bank shoLIld offer to
prdululive inlrastnictlure. linguistic aid cutitial advise and assist the borrower in
preserw.ation. entitlel1en1t to nattiral resourlces, and establishinig lezaul re,ognition1 of th1e
eductioll. Thle projvt colpaponent Ibr indig;eloUs customnary or traditionail land tenutre sys-
peoples development should include the boltowing tems of indigenotus peoples. Where tlhe
elements, aS needled: tradilion1al l ands of indigenlous peop'les ha;Ve

tven brought by law into the domaiin of the
state and w%here it is inapl-piopriate to

'a' Lcri:I JI-Yarneut Thleplan shlould contalin converlt trditionl arighlts into thoseor lega:l
an assessment oft i t [he legal statis of the oNvier-shiip. alter-native arrangements should
groups covered by Ithis ODR as reflelted in te imple-ienlted to grant long-term.
the coLutI-v's" consti -tLitiota. legislahon. and renewauble righ1ts of custod1ianiship and use to
sulbsidiary levis-klation reutaltiolls, indigenioLus peoples. These steps shouild be
a,dministrative orders. etc.): and (iii tle taken before the initiatioii of ottier plainilng
ability of' such1 grouips to obtainl access to steps that may be conting=ent on recogtaized
and et'toC4iVety use the lcU2al systelml to aniid tilies.
defenld tIleil riulhts. I'alnicular attention

shouldl be eiven1 to thle rihelts of indi"enlous (d) \:Ja.LI'.' Rnt DxrdA iBt::, j,&,yss'i
pCOle)1S to use and develop tlhe lands that Nlechanisis should be devised and
they occupy, to be prolected agailist illegal maintained for particitxition by indigenous
inti-uders. and to have aco_ss to naturlal people inl divisionl makinlg thrugou=olt

resouIres sUcIC as forests, wild-life, and p roject planninig, iniple-nrinitationl, and
wualeri vital to their subrsistence andl evaluatioLn. Many of Ihe larger groups of
repm.d tact ion. indig>enous people have their ow n

representIalive organizations that provide
bi i/li'ctai&' Lk&w. Baselille data. ShOUld effecti;ve chninels Rfo coim-ii1aun1icahing. cIcal

inclLide dii accLirate, Lap-to-date malps and preferenices. Tradi-tionial leaders OCCUPY
aerial ph0otograp3ls olf Ilte area of project pivolal pOsilionsl for mobilizing people anid
inlftlelnce and1 the areis inilalited by shoild be brotught into tlheplapinning process.
ind1igenlous peoples: tii' alnalysis oft' he wsith due concem1 for ensuingli uenuinle
social sItrcture aind income sources of the repre-senfution of the hidigernous
popLlltion: (iii) inventol-ies of lhe resotlrces papttlahoLn.' No foolproof mietliols exist.

that indigenlous people USe and technlical howxever, to guarantee futll loal-level
dat13 on thleir prodaictioIn systenis: and paitici-p:atiota Skciological and lclilhica
() tlihe relationsilip of' indigen1ou.s peoples advice provided ttarugh.1 tile ReVion31
to other lca1l an1dlnational LrOulPS. It iS en1vironm1ent divisions (REDs) iS Often
li nw iclal ily

. See also Community Involvement and the Role of NonLovermenta OrgannizatinS in Environnietata Assessment
in World I ank. Tu/' ;nnuw:a? &nar * . lechnicul Paper No. 139 (Washingtlon, D.C., 1991).
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nleeded Io deve1VIllp 11vliunis11s Uppro-priale can be nieasired at appropriate inter-vats.
Ior the projecl area. Pilot progIrams are oflen needed to provide

planning information1 loi plhin the project
e)i Ji M' i -al Alet idauk -ama; qtlJ) 1cgo"p.alo etv- compoanent for indienloLIs peoples with the

MUott,iaunm *lIesf%-wc. Technllical plopoasls inill investnment. Tlhe pilan Sh1ould pLUrsue
shoUld prcceed lfirm on-site researchl by the long-tern suslaiinability of project
qualilied profes`sioIals acceptable to tlhe activiies siLbsequenit to completion of
13an;k. Detailed descriptions shotild be disbursenvint.
prepared and appmuised for such proposed
ser -ices as edutcalion,. trainilng. lieshlh. (hi l. a',:E aln EJvilffilf(. Ilndepenli-dent
credit. and legal a3.SSNistance. Technical monitorin.g capacities are ustally needed
dlescniplionIs shotUld be icltidedl for tlie wlhen the instiltitionis responsible lor
planiled investnlvilts in produtctve inidigaenous populations have wseak
infrsinictlure. Plans that dr.aw upoln man11-1ageellt histories. Monitoring by
indigenous knowl-aMge are ollei niore representatives of indigenous psople? ow n
successiFLl tlha llIhose intrloucing entirely onv2nizationsecan beanleficient wayfor the
new plill-cilples and1 institluions. Fol project manlagelmient to absorb Ilte
e.xmple. tlie poteniialt contribution of perspectives of indigenous belieticiaries and
tradilioLial healtll providers shoLildl be is encouraged by the Batik. Monitoring
considered in planning ldelivery systemiis for ullits sholIld be statled by experienced
hetllti care. social science professionfals, and reporting

fbrmalts a1nd scelleles appropriate to Ihe
6X) SJn:.: GJ.JJSJJ.J n m. vnr. The government projects needs shoUld be established.

insltiltatiolns a ssi Liedl tespaInsibility for Nloni-toring and evaluation reports slio tl d
indigenous peoples are often weik. be revieNed joinitly by the senior
A1.ssessiu tlhe track record. calpabilities. and managcemenlll of the implelmenting aency
tieedS Of 1those inStilUtioInS iS a ftindanilenital and by tlhe Bank. The evaluation reports
reqtiremenillt. Organiza-tional issues Ihat should be made available o tile piblic.
neuial to be addres&.d through 13anlk
assistance are tile ii availabilitv of 'ticds for iiWj Cosi J{.rmmies and i a; a. .n:e HiJlmn. The
investments und lleld operations: plan should incilide detailed cost estiilates
dii adequalcy of experieicedl professiollal flo p1latin1ed activities and investments. TIhe
skiff: 'iii' abil-ity olf indivenous les estimales shouild Ixb broken dowvn iiltO Lillit

ouIi oryani-zalions. kccal adinistriAlion costs by ptoject year anid Iiked to a
athoriti. iies, and lcal NGOs lo intetact with financinig plan. Suchi prcnrams as revolving
special-izel g cvernmilelit inistitutions: credil falnds tlalt provide hidigenous people
hiv abilily of tIle e OtLtil agency to with investivent pccils shouild indicate Iheir
mobilize otlihe agencies involved inl tie accounting procedules and mechianlisms for
plati's inplelnlIlnaltion.: and 3 v) adequacy of financial transfer and replenishlimlelit. It is
field presence. usually helpflIl to have as higlh a share aS

p ossible ol-dire.t fina ncial partlicipationi by
L.) Ir;qsY;nen:tin St/dilule. Components tlie Bank in project

should ilncltiCde ani implementation shlled-tLle
with benchnmarks by which progress

L'. See OD1 10.70. Iw'r z Ms'nli:adn. ald. Jl.uhnaon.

J'X':% g,);: ;.i.; ¾,¾ . t:IAU s,r IS^.ttif sA; f vi.a.M' t'1 .'t* '': l: ;, .A:, c!. /!. n.aT.v :Ac'.' ;' it! b1a'.aAl .1:.! ,i*Z^: A:. aonird.
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comp1on1en1ts theaIil I, Ih indlentoAls Iliat are Contilvelit on proper land titles (see
peoples. pana. I5:cy

PIojec I Pirocessing anid Docuumentatioin .;pntwl

'lte!lzAM lx wt18. The plan lbr the development componielit for
indigenous lX'0ples should be subimiitted to the Bank

I). Duiring proiect idenitilication, the borrower sholild along witlih tle project's overall feasibility report, prior
be inorimLed of the Bank's policy for indigellouIs to project appr3isal. Appraisal shouild assess lhe
peoples. lhe approxinmalte itiiber or potentially adequacy of Ihe plan. the suit-abilily of policies anid
aff.xt,d people and tlheir locatioi shiouild be detenmined legal frameworks, the capabilities of the agencies
Llnd shown oni n0ups of the prqject area. The legal chatrel witli imple-ie?nting ihe plan, aid the adequacy

status ofLany af'fte,`d trOups shlouild Llaso be diSeLslsM. of the allo-cated techlical. financial, anid scial

TNIs shoLuld ascertllill the relevalnt govelelillnet rcsourles. Appraisal teams shoulld be satisfied that
aglencieS. aid tlheir policies, prOCedures. prograims, and1 intlige-nous people have Ri lici pated mean ingfully in

plans Ibl indienous peoples al'lected by the proposed the development of the plani as descritxW in pan. 14(ai
project ksee pan's. II and l5aw)). ThIs should also (also see para. 15d tl It is particti-larly important to
initiate anthtnopalouical stLtdies necesstnu lo identiN I Lp pnlise proposals for regular-izing land access and
local needs an1d preferences (see para. 15(b)). TNIs, in use.
consUlltioll nwith the REDs, shouild silial indigelloUs
peoples issues and the overall project simltegy in the Jlplerneania;lon anld S~.,ecdrmno
Initial Executive Proiect Sullinuir iIEPSi.

19. Suleivision plalning0, shoulld mike p1rovisions for
including the appropriate anthropological, legal, and
techiical skills in Bank supervisioni missionis during-

I 7. If it is agreed in the IEIPS meeting that spe-cial project implenivilLationi (see para. 1 5(g and (h), and
action is needed, the indligOelloLis RoAples deVelopillent OD 13.05i. Plrql Sseq'aa'Nw. Site visits by 1-Nls

plan or pioject conplailent shoUld be developedl lurilng and specialists are ess&ntial. Midterm and filial
prljecl prelprantion. As neces-sty. the RBank should ev0alluationis shouIld assess progress and recoiimend
assist the or0rower in pre-pantig lerls of reference and corrective actions wheln necessamrv
should provide specialized tecinical assistance (see
paraa 12). Early involvement of1 anthropologists andct Lk- n4ne:aikIIs
local NGOs wilit expertise in imtteis related to indiue-
nous peopAles is a useful wVay to identify mech1aIlisils tib 20. The borrower's cotmilriitnts for imple-menting
efi ective palticipatioti anid local development the idigeniouis peoples development plan shoLIld tb
Opportunities. In a proiect tha,t involves the lanId rigihts rellected in the loai doctielmen6s: legal provisions should
of IIl n1,.I IxA fples, the Banlk should work with the ptovidce Bank statl' with clear benchmarks that can be
bornv.wer to claril'y the steps needed tbr putting land mioniitored during super-vision. The Staff Appmisal
teilLire Onl a r1eglar footing. as early as possible, since Report and the Memonndutm and Recommeandation of
land. dispules frequeitly lead to delays in executingg lhe President should smtimiiarize the plani or
miea sU es project provisions.

?t!':2.1ro,';!. ',,:s;.r1zx,lyfE-, Av.M :.'to. I.iS,':.. .M.q Y-':.' it .0/i.f i/gAS cd ; / ,! ! .1 . ,tl.flt , ., -i) ' ;:n o: .V ;17/ i ola . n'd.
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OP 4.01
I | THE WORLD BANK OPERATIONAL MkNUAL January 1999

11I Operational Policies
These policies were preparedfor use by World Bank staff and are not necessarily a complete
treatment of the subject.

Environmental Assessment
Note: OP and BP 4.01 together replace OMS 2.36, EnvironmentalAspects of Bank Work; OD 4.00, Annex A,
iEnvironmentalAssessment; OD 4.00, Annex B, Environmental Policy for Dam and Reservoir Projects; OD 4.01,

lEnvironmenettalAssessment; and the following Operational Memoranda: EnvironmentalAssessments:
'Instructionis to Staff on the Handling of thle Borrower's Consultations witl Affected Groups and Relevant Local
INGOs, 4/10/90; EnvironmentalAssessments: Instructions to Staff on thle Release of Environmental Assessments

Ito Executive Directors, 11/21/90; and Release of Environmental Assessments to Executive Directors, 2/20/91.
Additional information related to these statements is provided in the EnvironmentalAssessment Sourcebook
(Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1991) and subsequent updates available from the Environment Sector
Board, and in the Pollution Prevention and Abatement Handbook. Other Bank statements that relate to the

renvironment include OP/BP 4.02, Environmental Action Plans; OP/BP 4.04, Natural Habitats; OP 4.07, Water
lResources Managenment; OP 4.09, Pest Management; OP 4.11, Safeguarding Cultural Property in Bank-
Financed Projects (forthcoming); OP/BP 4.12, Involuntary Resettlement (forthcoming); OP/GP 4.36, Forestry;
iOP/BP 10.04, Ecolzonoic Evaluation of Investment Operations; and OD 4.20, Indigenous Peoples. This OP and
BP apply to all projects for which a PID is first issued after March 1, 1999. Questions may be addressed to
the Chair, Environment Sector Board.

1. The Bankl requires environmental assessment (EA) of projects proposed for Bank financing
to help ensure that they are environmentally sound and sustainable, and thus to improve decision
making.

2. EA is a process whose breadth, depth, and type of analysis depend on the nature, scale, and
potential environmental impact of the proposed project. EA evaluates a project's potential
environmental risks and impacts in its area of influence;2 examines project alternatives;
identifies ways of improving project selection, siting, planning, design, and implementation by
preventing, minimizing, mitigating, or compensating for adverse environmental impacts and
enhancing positive impacts; and includes the process of mitigating and managing adverse
environmental impacts throughout project implementation. The Bank favors preventive measures
over mitigatory or compensatory measures, whenever feasible.

3. EA takes into account the natural environment (air, water, and land); human health and safety;
social aspects (involuntary resettlement, indigenous peoples, and cultural property);3 and
transboundary and global environmental aspects.4 EA considers natural and social aspects in an
integrated way. It also takes into account the variations in project and country conditions; the
findings of country environmental studies; national environmental action plans; the country's
overall policy framework, national legislation, and institutional capabilities related to the
environment and social aspects; and obligations of the country, pertaining to project activities,

18
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under relevant international environmental treaties and agreements. The Bank does not finance
project activities that would contravene such country obligations, as identified during the EA.
EA is initiated as early as possible in project processing and is integrated closely with the
economic, financial, institutional, social, and technical analyses of a proposed project.

4. The borrower is responsible for carrying out the EA. For Category A projects,5 the borrower
retains independent EA experts not affiliated with the project to carry out the EA.6 For Category
A projects that are highly risky or contentious or that involve serious and multidimensional
environmental concerns, the borrower should normally also engage an advisory panel of
independent, internationally recognized environmental specialists to advise on all aspects of the
project relevant to the EA.7 The role of the advisory panel depends on the degree to which
project preparation has progressed, and on the extent and quality of any EA work completed, at
the time the Bank begins to consider the project.

5. The Bank advises the borrower on the Bank's EA requirements. The Bank reviews the findings
and recommendations of the EA to determine whether they provide an adequate basis for
processing the project for Bank financing. When the borrower has completed or partially
completed EA work prior to the Bank's involvement in a project, the Bank reviews the EA to
ensure its consistency with this policy. The Bank may, if appropriate, require additional EA
work, including public consultation and disclosure.

6. The Pollution Prevention and Abatement Handbook describes pollution prevention and
abatement measures and emission levels that are normally acceptable to the Bank. However,
taking into account borrower country legislation and local conditions, the EA may recommend
alternative emission levels and approaches to pollution prevention and abatement for the project.
The EA report must provide full and detailed justification for the levels and approaches chosen
for the particular project or site.

EA Instruments

7. Depending on the project, a range of instruments can be used to satisfy the Bank's EA
requirement: environmental impact assessment (EIA), regional or sectoral EA, environmental
audit, hazard or risk assessment, and environmental management plan (EMP).8 EA applies one
or more of these instruments, or elements of them, as appropriate. When the project is likely to
have sectoral or regional impacts, sectoral or regional EA is required.9

Environmental Screening

8. The Bank undertakes environmental screening of each proposed project to determine the
appropriate extent and type of EA. The Bank classifies the proposed project into one of four
categories, depending on the type, location, sensitivity, and scale of the project and the nature
and magnitude of its potential environmental impacts.

(a) Category A: A proposed project is classified as Category A if it is likely to
have significant adverse environmental impacts that are sensitive, 0 diverse, or
unprecedented. These impacts may affect an area broader than the sites or
facilities subject to physical works. EA for a Category A project examines the
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project's potential negative and positive environmental impacts, compares them
with those of feasible alternatives (including the "without project" situation), and
recommends any measures needed to prevent, minimize, mitigate, or compensate
for adverse impacts and improve environmental performance. For a Category A
project, the borrower is responsible for preparing a report, normally an EIA (or a
suitably comprehensive regional or sectoral EA) that includes, as necessary,
elements of the other instruments referred to in para. 7.

(b) Category B: A proposed project is classified as Category B if its potential
adverse environmental impacts on human populations or environmentally
important areas-including wetlands, forests, grasslands, and other natural
habitats-are less adverse than those of Category A projects. These impacts are
site-specific; few if any of them are irreversible; and in most cases mitigatory
measures can be designed more readily than for Category A projects. The scope
of EA for a Category B project may vary from project to project, but it is
narrower than that of Category A EA. Like Category A EA, it examines the
project's potential negative and positive environmental impacts and recommends
any measures needed to prevent, minimize, mitigate, or compensate for adverse
impacts and improve environmental performance. The findings and results of
Category B EA are described in the project documentation (Project Appraisal
Document and Project Information Document).l l

(c) Category C: A proposed project is classified as Category C if it is likely to
have minimal or no adverse environmental impacts.
Beyond screening, no further EA action is required for a Category C project.
(d) Category FI: A proposed project is classified as Category Fl if it involves
investment of Bank funds through a financial intermediary, in subprojects that
may result in adverse environmental impacts.

EA for Special Project Types

Sector Investment Lending

9. For sector investment loans (SILs), 1 2 during the preparation of each proposed subproject, the
project coordinating entity or implementing institution carries out appropriate EA according to
country requirements and the requirements of this policy. 13 The Bank appraises and, if
necessary, includes in the SIL components to strengthen, the capabilities of the coordinating
entity or the implementing institution to (a) screen subprojects, (b) obtain the necessary expertise
to carry out EA, (c) review all findings and results of EA for individual subprojects, (d) ensure
implementation of mitigation measures (including, where applicable, an EMP), and (e) monitor
environmental conditions during project implementation.14 If the Bank is not satisfied that
adequate capacity exists for carrying out EA, all Category A subprojects and, as appropriate,
Category B subprojects-including any EA reports-are subject to prior review and approval by
the Bank.

Sector Adjustment Lending

10. Sector adjustment loans (SECALs) are subject to the requirements of this policy. EA for a
SECAL assesses the potential environmental impacts of planned policy, institutional, and
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regulatory actions under the loan. 15

Financial Intermediary Lending

11. For a financial intermediary (FI) operation, the Bank requires that each Fl screen proposed
subprojects and ensure that subborrowers carry out appropriate EA for each subproject. Before
approving a subproject, the Fl verifies (through its own staff, outside experts, or existing
environmental institutions) that the subproject meets the environmental requirements of
appropriate national and local authorities and is consistent with this OP and other applicable
environmental policies of the Bank.16

12. In appraising a proposed Fl operation, the Bank reviews the adequacy of country
environmental requirements relevant to the project and the proposed EA arrangements for
subprojects, including the mechanisms and responsibilities for environmental screening and
review of EA results. When necessary, the Bank ensures that the project includes components to
strengthen such EA arrangements. For Fl operations expected to have Category A subprojects,
prior to the Bank's appraisal each identified participating FI provides to the Bank a written
assessment of the institutional mechanisms (including, as necessary, identification of measures to
strengthen capacity) for its subproject EA work. 17 If the Bank is not satisfied that adequate
capacity exists for carrying out EA, all Category A subprojects and, as appropriate, Category B
subprojects-including EA reports-are subject to prior review and approval by the Bank.18

Emergency Recovery Projects

13. The policy set out in OP 4.01 normally applies to emergency recovery projects processed
under OP 8.50, Emergency Recovery Assistance. However, when compliance with any
requirement of this policy would prevent the effective and timely achievement of the objectives
of an emergency recovery project, the Bank may exempt the project from such a requirement.
The justification for any such exemption is recorded in the loan documents. In all cases,
however, the Bank requires at a minimum that (a) the extent to which the emergency was
precipitated or exacerbated by inappropriate environmental practices be determined as part of the
preparation of such projects, and (b) any necessary corrective measures be built into either the
emergency project or a future lending operation.

Institutional Capacity

14. When the borrower has inadequate legal or technical capacity to carry out key EA-related
functions (such as review of EA, environmental monitoring, inspections, or management of
mitigatory measures) for a proposed project, the project includes components to strengthen that
capacity.

Public Consultation

15. For all Category A and B projects proposed for IBRD or IDA financing, during the EA
process, the borrower consults project-affected groups and local nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) about the project's environmental aspects and takes their views into account.19 The
borrower initiates such consultations as early as possible. For Category A projects, the borrower
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consults these groups at least twice: (a) shortly after environmental screening and before the
terms of reference for the EA are finalized; and (b) once a draft EA report is prepared. In
addition, the borrower consults with such groups throughout project implementation as necessary
to address EA-related issues that affect them.20

Disclosure

16. For meaningful consultations between the borrower and project-affected groups and local
NGOs on all Category A and B projects proposed for IBRD or IDA financing, the borrower
provides relevant material in a timely manner prior to consultation and in a form and language
that are understandable and accessible to the groups being consulted.

17. For a Category A project, the borrower provides for the initial consultation a summary of the
proposed project's objectives, description, and potential impacts; for consultation after the draft
EA report is prepared, the borrower provides a summary of the EA's conclusions. In addition, for
a Category A project, the borrower makes the draft EA report available at a public place
accessible to project-affected groups and local NGOs. For SILs and Fl operations, the
borrower/Fl ensures that EA reports for Category A subprojects are made available in a public
place accessible to affected groups and local NGOs.

18. Any separate Category B report for a project proposed for IDA financing is made available to
project-affected groups and local NGOs. Public availability in the borrowing country and official
receipt by the Bank of Category A reports for projects proposed for IBRD or IDA financing, and
of any Category B EA report for projects proposed for IDA funding, are prerequisites to Bank
appraisal of these projects.

19. Once the borrower officially transmits the Category A EA report to the Bank, the Bank
distributes the summary (in English) to the executive directors (EDs) and makes the report
available through its InfoShop. Once the borrower officially transmits any separate Category B
EA report to the Bank, the Bank makes it available through its InfoShop.21 If the borrower
objects to the Bank's releasing an EA report through the World Bank InfoShop, Bank staff (a) do
not continue processing an IDA project, or (b) for an IBRD project, submit the issue of further
processing to the EDs.

Implementation

20. During project implementation, the borrower reports on (a) compliance with measures agreed
with the Bank on the basis of the findings and results of the EA, including implementation of any
EMP, as set out in the project documents; (b) the status of mitigatory measures; and (c) the
findings of monitoring programs. The Bank bases supervision of the project's environmental
aspects on the findings and recommendations of the EA, including measures set out in the legal
agreements, any EMP, and other project documents.22

1. "Bank" includes IDA; "EA" refers to the entire process set out in OP/BP 4.01; "loans" includes credits;
"borrower" includes, for guarantee operations, a private or public project sponsor receiving from another
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financial institution a loan guaranteed by the Bank; and "project" covers all operations financed by Bank
loans or guarantees except structural adjustment loans (for which the environmental provisions are set out
in OP/BP 8.60, Adjustment Lending, forthcoming) and debt and debt service operations, and also includes
projects under adaptable lending-adaptable program loans (APLs) and learning and innovation loans
(LILs)-and projects and components funded under the Global Environment Facility. The project is
described in Schedule 2 to the Loan/Credit Agreement. This policy applies to all components of the project,
regardless of the source of financing.
2. For definitions, see Annex A. The area of influence for any project is determined with the advice of
environmental specialists and set out in the EA terms of reference.
3. See OP/BP 4.12, Involuntary Resettlement (forthcoming); OD 4.20, Indigenous Peoples; and OP 4.11,
Safeguarding Cultural Property in Bank-Financed Projects (forthcoming).
4. Global environmental issues include climate change, ozone-depleting substances, pollution of
international waters, and adverse impacts on biodiversity.
5. For screening, see para. 8.
6. EA is closely integrated with the project's economic, financial, institutional, social, and technical
analyses to ensure that (a) environmental considerations are given adequate weight in project selection,
siting, and design decisions; and (b) EA does not delay project processing. However, the borrower ensures
that when individuals or entities are engaged to carry out EA activities, any conflict of interest is avoided.
For example, when an independent EA is required, it is not carried out by the consultants hired to prepare
the engineering design.
7. The panel (which is different from the dam safety panel required under OP/ BP 4.37, Safety of Dams)
advises the borrower specifically on the following aspects: (a) the terms of reference for the EA, (b) key
issues and methods for preparing the EA, (c) recommendations and findings of the EA, (d) implementation
of the EA's recommendations, and (e) development of environmental management capacity.
8. These terms are defined in Annex A. Annexes B and C discuss the content of EA reports and EMPs.

9. Guidance on the use of sectoral and regional EA is available in EA Sourcebook Updates 4 and 15.

10. A potential impact is considered "sensitive" if it may be irreversible (e.g., lead to loss of a major
natural habitat) or raise issues covered by OD 4.20, Indigenous Peoples; OP 4.04, Natural Habitats; OP
4.11, Safeguarding Cultural Property in Bank-Financed Projects (forthcoming); or OP 4.12, Involuntary
Resettlement (forthcoming).
1 1. When the screening process determines, or national legislation requires, that any of the environmental
issues identified warrant special attention, the findings and results of Category B EA may be set out in a
separate report. Depending on the type of project and the nature and magnitude of the impacts, this report
may include, for example, a limited environmental impact assessment, an environmental mitigation or
management plan, an environmental audit, or a hazard assessment. For Category B projects that are not in
environmentally sensitive areas and that present well-defined and well-understood issues of narrow scope,
the Bank may accept alternative approaches for meeting EA requirements: for example, environmentally
sound design criteria, siting criteria, or pollution standards for small-scale industrial plants or rural works;
environmentally sound siting criteria, construction standards, or inspection procedures for housing projects;
or environmentally sound operating procedures for road rehabilitation projects.
12. SILs normally involve the preparation and implementation of annual investment plans or subprojects
as time slice activities over the course of the project.
13. In addition, if there are sectorwide issues that cannot be addressed through individual subproject EAs
(and particularly if the SIL is likely to include Category A subprojects), the borrower may be required to
carry out sectoral EA before the Bank appraises the SIL.
14. Where, pursuant to regulatory requirements or contractual arrangements acceptable to the Bank, any of
these review functions are carried out by an entity other than the coordinating entity or implementing
institution, the Bank appraises such alternative arrangements; however, the borrower/coordinating
entity/implementing institution remains ultimately responsible for ensuring that subprojects meet Bank
requirements.
15. Actions that would require such assessment include, for example, privatization of environmentally
sensitive enterprises, changes in land tenure in areas with important natural habitats, and relative price
shifts in commodities such as pesticides, timber, and petroleum.
16. The requirements for Fl operations are derived from the EA process and are consistent with the
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provisions of para. 6 of this OP. The EA process takes into account the type of finance being considered,

the nature and scale of anticipated subprojects, and the environmental requirements of the jurisdiction in

which subprojects will be located.
17. Any Fl included in the project after appraisal complies with the same requirement as a condition of its

participation.
18. The criteria for prior review of Category B subprojects, which are based on such factors as type or size

of the subproject and the EA capacity of the financial intermediary, are set out in the legal agreements for

the project.
19. For the Bank's approach to NGOs, see GP 14.70, Involving Nongovernmental Organizations in Bank-

Supported Activities.
20. For projects with major social components, consultations are also required by other Bank policies-for

example, OD 4.20, Indigenous Peoples, and OP/BP 4.12, Involuntary Resettlement (forthcoming).

21. For a further discussion of the Bank's disclosure procedures, see The World Bank Policy on Disclosure

of Information (March 1994) and BP 17.50, Disclosure of Operational Information. Specific requirements
for disclosure of resettlement plans and indigenous peoples development plans are set out in OP/BP 4.12,

Involuntary Resettlement (forthcoming), and OP/BP 4. 10, forthcoming revision of OD 4.20, Indigenous

Peoples.
22. See OP/BP 13.05, Project Supervision, forthcoming.
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THE WORLD BANK OPERATIONAL MANUAL January 1999

I11_Operational Policies
These policies were preparedfor use by World Bank staff and are not necessarily a complete
|treatment of the subject.

Definitions
1. Environmental audit: An instrument to determine the nature and extent of all environmental
areas of concern at an existing facility. The audit identifies and justifies appropriate measures to
mitigate the areas of concern, estimates the cost of the measures, and recommends a schedule for
implementing them. For certain projects, the EA report may consist of an environmental audit
alone; in other cases, the audit is part of the EA documentation.

2. Environmental impact assessment (EIA): An instrument to identify and assess the potential
environmental impacts of a proposed project, evaluate alternatives, and design appropriate
mitigation, management, and monitoring measures. Projects and subprojects need EIA to address
important issues not covered by any applicable regional or sectoral EA.

3. Environmental management plan (EMP): An instrument that details (a) the measures to be
taken during the implementation and operation of a project to eliminate or offset adverse
environmental impacts, or to reduce them to acceptable levels; and (b) the actions needed to
implement these measures. The EMP is an integral part of Category A EAs (irrespective of other
instruments used). EAs for Category B projects may also result in an EMP.

4. Hazard assessment: An instrument for identifying, analyzing, and controlling hazards
associated with the presence of dangerous materials and conditions at a project site. The Bank
requires a hazard assessment for projects involving certain inflammable, explosive, reactive, and
toxic materials when they are present at a site in quantities above a specified threshold level. For
certain projects, the EA report may consist of the hazard assessment alone; in other cases, the
hazard assessment is part of the EA documentation.

5. Project area of influence: The area likely to be affected by the project, including all its
ancillary aspects, such as power transmission corridors, pipelines, canals, tunnels, relocation and
access roads, borrow and disposal areas, and construction camps, as well as unplanned
developments induced by the project (e.g., spontaneous settlement, logging, or shifting
agriculture along access roads). The area of influence may include, for example, (a) the
watershed within which the project is located; (b) any affected estuary and coastal zone; (c) off-
site areas required for resettlement or compensatory tracts; (d) the airshed (e.g., where airborne
pollution such as smoke or dust may enter or leave the area of influence; (e) migratory routes of
humans, wildlife, or fish, particularly where they relate to public health, economic activities, or
environmental conservation; and (f) areas used for livelihood activities (hunting, fishing, grazing,
gathering, agriculture, etc.) or religious or ceremonial purposes of a customary nature.
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6. Regional EA: An instrument that examines environmental issues and impacts associated with a

particular strategy, policy, plan, or program, or with a series of projects for a particular region

(e.g., an urban area, a watershed, or a coastal zone); evaluates and compares the impacts against

those of alternative options; assesses legal and institutional aspects relevant to the issues and
impacts; and recommends broad measures to strengthen environmental management in the

region. Regional EA pays particular attention to potential cumulative impacts of multiple
activities.

7. Risk assessment: An instrument for estimating the probability of harm occurring from the

presence of dangerous conditions or materials at a project site. Risk represents the likelihood and

significance of a potential hazard being realized; therefore, a hazard assessment often precedes a

risk assessment, or the two are conducted as one exercise. Risk assessment is a flexible method
of analysis, a systematic approach to organizing and analyzing scientific information about

potentially hazardous activities or about substances that might pose risks under specified
conditions. The Bank routinely requires risk assessment for projects involving handling, storage,

or disposal of hazardous materials and waste, the construction of dams, or major construction
works in locations vulnerable to seismic activity or other potentially damaging natural events.

For certain projects, the EA report may consist of the risk assessment alone; in other cases, the

risk assessment is part of the EA documentation.

8. Sectoral EA: An instrument that examines environmental issues and impacts associated with a

particular strategy, policy, plan, or program, or with a series of projects for a specific sector (e.g.,

power, transport, or agriculture); evaluates and compares the impacts against those of alternative

options; assesses legal and institutional aspects relevant to the issues and impacts; and
recommends broad measures to strengthen environmental management in the sector. Sectoral EA

pays particular attention to potential cumulative impacts of multiple activities.
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OP 4.01 -- Annex B
TEWORLD BALNK OPERATIONAL MANUAL January 1999

11i Operational Policies
These policies were preparedfor use by World Bank staff and are not necessarily a complete
|treatment of the subject.

Content of an Environmental Assessment
Report for a Category A Project

1. An environmental assessment (EA) report for a Category A projectl focuses on the significant
environmental issues of a project. The report's scope and level of detail should be commensurate
with the project's potential impacts. The report submitted to the Bank is prepared in English,
French, or Spanish, and the executive summary in English.

2. The EA report should include the following items (not necessarily in the order shown):

(a) Executive summary. Concisely discusses significant findings and recommended
actions.

(b) Policy, legal, and administrative framework. Discusses the policy, legal, and
administrative framework within which the EA is carried out. Explains the environmental
requirements of any cofinanciers. Identifies relevant international environmental
agreements to which the country is a party.

(c) Project description. Concisely describes the proposed project and its geographic,
ecological, social, and temporal context, including any offsite investments that may be
required (e.g., dedicated pipelines, access roads, power plants, water supply, housing, and
raw material and product storage facilities). Indicates the need for any resettlement plan
or indigenous peoples development plan2 (see also subpara. (h)(v) below). Normally
includes a map showing the project site and the project's area of influence.

(d) Baseline data. Assesses the dimensions of the study area and describes relevant
physical, biological, and socioeconomic conditions, including any changes anticipated
before the project commences. Also takes into account current and proposed development
activities within the project area but not directly connected to the project. Data should be
relevant to decisions about project location, design, operation, or mitigatory measures.
The section indicates the accuracy, reliability, and sources of the data.

(e) Environmental impacts. Predicts and assesses the project's likely positive and negative
impacts, in quantitative terms to the extent possible. Identifies mitigation measures and
any residual negative impacts that cannot be mitigated. Explores opportunities for
environmental enhancement. Identifies and estimates the extent and quality of available
data, key data gaps, and uncertainties associated with predictions, and specifies topics
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that do not require further attention.

(f) Analysis of alternatives.3 Systematically compares feasible alternatives to the
proposed project site, technology, design, and operation-including the "without project"
situation-in terms of their potential environmental impacts; the feasibility of mitigating
these impacts; their capital and recurrent costs; their suitability under local conditions;
and their institutional, training, and monitoring requirements. For each of the alternatives,
quantifies the environmental impacts to the extent possible, and attaches economic values
where feasible. States the basis for selecting the particular project design proposed and
justifies recommended emission levels and approaches to pollution prevention and
abatement.

(g) Environmental management plan (EMP). Covers mitigation measures, monitoring,
and institutional strengthening; see outline in OP 4.01, Annex C.

(h) Appendixes

(i) List of EA report preparers-individuals and organizations.

(ii) References-written materials both published and unpublished, used
in study preparation.
(iii) Record of interagency and consultation meetings, including
consultations for obtaining the informed views of the affected people and
local nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). The record specifies any
means other than consultations (e.g., surveys) that were used to obtain the
views of affected groups and local NGOs.
(iv) Tables presenting the relevant data referred to or summarized in the
main text.
(v) List of associated reports (e.g., resettlement plan or indigenous peoples
development plan).

1. The EA report for a Category A project is normally an environmental impact assessment, with elements
of other instruments included as appropriate. Any report for a Category A operation uses the components
described in this annex, but Category A sectoral and regional EA require a different perspective and
emphasis among the components. The Environment Sector Board can provide detailed guidance on the
focus and components of the various EA instruments.
2. See OP/BP 4.12, Involuntary Resettlement (forthcoming), and OD 4.20, Indigenous Peoples.

3. Environmental implications of broad development options for a sector (e.g., alternative ways of meeting
projected electric power demand) are best analyzed in least-cost planning or sectoral EA. Environmental
implications of broad development options for a region (e.g., alternative strategies for improving standards
of living an a rural area) are best addressed through a regional development plan or a regional EA. EIA is
normally best suited to the analysis of alternatives within a given project concept (e.g., a geothermal power
plant, or a project aimed at meeting local energy demand), including detailed site, technology, design, and
operational alternatives.
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OP 4.01 -- Annex C
Il || THE WORLD B.ANK OPERATIONAL MANUAL January 1999

11i_Operational Policies
These policies were preparedfor use by World Bank staff and are not necessarily a complete
ttreatment of the subject.__

Environmental Management Plan
1. A project's environmental management plan (EMP) consists of the set of mitigation,
monitoring, and institutional measures to be taken during implementation and operation to
eliminate adverse environmental and social impacts, offset them, or reduce them to acceptable
levels. The plan also includes the actions needed to implement these measures.1 Management
plans are essential elements of EA reports for Category A projects; for many Category B
projects, the EA may result in a management plan only. To prepare a management plan, the
borrower and its EA design team (a) identify the set of responses to potentially adverse impacts;
(b) determine requirements for ensuring that those responses are made effectively and in a timely
manner; and (c) describe the means for meeting those requirements.2 More specifically, the EMP
includes the following components.

Mitigation

2. The EMP identifies feasible and cost-effective measures that may reduce potentially
significant adverse environmental impacts to acceptable levels. The plan includes compensatory
measures if mitigation measures are not feasible, cost-effective, or sufficient. Specifically, the
EMP

(a) identifies and summarizes all anticipated significant adverse environmental impacts
(including those involving indigenous people or involuntary resettlement);

(b) describes-with technical details-each mitigation measure, including the type of
impact to which it relates and the conditions under which it is required (e.g., continuously
or in the event of contingencies), together with designs, equipment descriptions, and
operating procedures, as appropriate;

(c) estimates any potential environmental impacts of these measures; and

(d) provides linkage with any other mitigation plans (e.g., for involuntary resettlement,
indigenous peoples, or cultural property) required for the project.

Monitoring

3. Environmental monitoring during project implementation provides information about key
environmental aspects of the project, particularly the environmental impacts of the project and
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the effectiveness of mitigation measures. Such information enables the borrower and the Bank to
evaluate the success of mitigation as part of project supervision, and allows corrective action to
be taken when needed. Therefore, the EMP identifies monitoring objectives and specifies the
type of monitoring, with linkages to the impacts assessed in the EA report and the mitigation
measures described in the EMP. Specifically, the monitoring section of the EMP provides

(a) a specific description, and technical details, of monitoring measures, including the parameters
to be measured, methods to be used, sampling locations, frequency of measurements, detection
limits (where appropriate), and definition of thresholds that will signal the need for corrective
actions; and
(b) monitoring and reporting procedures to (i) ensure early detection of conditions that
necessitate particular mitigation measures, and (ii) furnish information on the progress and
results of mitigation.

Capacity Development and Training

4. To support timely and effective implementation of environmental project components and
mitigation measures, the EMP draws on the EA's assessment of the existence, role, and
capability of environmental units on site or at the agency and ministry level.3 If necessary, the
EMP recommends the establishment or expansion of such units, and the training of staff, to
allow implementation of EA recommendations. Specifically, the EMP provides a specific
description of institutional arrangements-who is responsible for carrying out the mitigatory and
monitoring measures (e.g., for operation, supervision, enforcement, monitoring of
implementation, remedial action, financing, reporting, and staff training). To strengthen
environmental management capability in the agencies responsible for implementation, most
EMPs cover one or more of the following additional topics: (a) technical assistance programs,
(b) procurement of equipment and supplies, and (c) organizational changes.

Implementation Schedule and Cost Estimates

5. For all three aspects (mitigation, monitoring, and capacity development), the EMP provides
(a) an implementation schedule for measures that must be carried out as part of the project,
showing phasing and coordination with overall project implementation plans; and (b) the capital
and recurrent cost estimates and sources of funds for implementing the EMP. These figures are
also integrated into the total project cost tables.

Integration of EMP with Project

6. The borrower's decision to proceed with a project, and the Bank's decision to support it, are
predicated in part on the expectation that the EMP will be executed effectively. Consequently,
the Bank expects the plan to be specific in its description of the individual mitigation and
monitoring measures and its assignment of institutional responsibilities, and it must be integrated
into the project's overall planning, design, budget, and implementation. Such integration is
achieved by establishing the EMP within the project so that the plan will receive funding and
supervision along with the other components.
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1. The management plan is sometimes known as an "action plan." The EMP may be presented as two or
three separate plans covering mitigation, monitoring, and institutional aspects, depending on borrowing
country requirements.
2. For projects involving rehabilitation, upgrading, expansion, or privatization of existing facilities,
remediation of existing environmental problems may be more important than mitigation and monitoring of
expected impacts. For such projects, the management plan focuses on cost-effective measures to remediate
and manage these problems.
3. For projects having significant environmental implications, it is particularly important that there be in
the implementing ministry or agency an in-house environmental unit with adequate budget and professional
staffing strong in expertise relevant to the project (for projects involving dams and reservoirs, see BP 4.01,
Annex B).
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WORI.D RANK OPERATIONA L P1OLICY NOTE NO. I 11.03
._ IN vCf.lI IN 01 (F 'C . FIR1ds1 . PROPERIT IN1 .INK-FINA.NCF:D PROJECTS

1,,,,. J,,. ,i -II

i. The UniLxt Nations lerim "cLUltiliaI property- iniltides sites having arcleolo.'i!al (prehistoricj.pa Ieontolo,ical. historical. reli gio:us and uniqule natual values. Cultural property. ttieretbre. encomiipassesboth remains lell by previous human inhabitants (tor example, middenis, shrines, and battlerLoLinds) andLililttue natlural environmentll feal ures such as Canyons and wxaterfal Is. The rapid loss of cultural property inm11an1y CoUntries is irreversible and oftlen unnecessary. Detailed background infonmation onl all aspects ofthis note are Contained in the techlici,al Iplper of the same title, available friom the Office of Environmentalani1d ScielntifitC A tibilS, Projecis Policy DepaitiXenti. mh ich is ready to providle assistance on1 requelt.

2. T'he World Bank's' general policy regarding cuilitral properties is lo assisl in their preservatioll, and tosxkR to avoid tleir elimin ation. Specifically:

a) Trle anik normally declines to finance projects that will !.i-nleia,ntll damiiage noni-replicable culturalproperty. and ;;ill assist only lhose projects that are sited or designal so as lo prevent such damage.
b) The Dank will assist in tlhe protection anid enhancement o1 culliLal properties encoLIntered in Bank-financed projects, r'alheri than leaving th1a protectioni to chlance. In sonic cases, the project is bestrelocate1 in order tIlt sites and struictILues Can ItV preserwd, studied, and restored intact in situ. In otliercaseS. stmctules caJb be relcatled. preserved, stidied, 3nd restored on alternate sites. Oflen, scientiticstudy. seleclive salvage. and1 museuml preservation befbre destruction is all that is necessary. MNlost suchplrojects sholild incitide the training, and strenilihening of institutionis entirusted with saefanarding anation3s cultural patrimiony. SucIh a,ctivities shouAld be directly inc luded in the scope of the project,rather thall bein, posipolled oIr some I:ossible Iliture action, and the costs are to be internalized incomputing overall project costs.
c', Deviations fiomil this policy may be juslified only wlhere expected project benefits are great, and the

IOSS Of Or dl.1am11ag17e to cultural property is judged by competent atllhorilies to be unavoidable. minor. orotherwise acceptable. Specific details of tlhe justification shotild be discussed in project dociLiuLenits.
dIJ This policy pertains to any project in Nhich ttie Batik is involved,. irrespective of whvethier the Bank isitself finanching the part of tlie project that may alfect culilLiral property.

' roced II ra I Cu l i daitII ce

. The management of cultural Ipropetly Of aY couLItry is the responsibility of tlhe govellmllelnt. Beforeproceeding, with a project, however. wlhicil primia facie enltails the risk of damiaging cultural property (e.g.,any project that includes large scale excavations, movement of earth, surficial environmental changes ordemiolitionl:. Banik staff mtist: (li determine whial is known about the culltuIal property aSpectS of tIheproposed project site. The poverntment's attention shouild be drawn specifically to that aspect andappIopriate ag.,encies. NGOs or uLniversity departments shotild Ie consulted; (2) If Ihere is anly questioni ofculturLal property in tlle area, a brief reconnaissance survey shotild ba underltakeni in the field by aspecialist.h Provdures to be 1o11oWed UIVan pcsitive surveys aLre detailed ill Chapter 6 of tIle technicalpa per.

TIhe W orhlt Baunk incIudes Ihe Internat io nalI Banuk for Reconustruction anud Development (ll 3RD, tileInerinational Developillent Associatiolln i(DA nd the International Finance Corporation (I FC).A survey form is ataelced to the technical paper.

Septlembher IQX&Y(3
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ANNEX 8: OVERVIEW OF THE ICEMA PROJECT

Background:
The project is providing incremental and targeted support to the National CBNRM
programme. The Namibia 's National CBNRM Programme is a joint venture between
Government and non-government institutions, communities, community-based organizations
and development partners. The programme aims to provide incentives to communities tomanage and use wildlife and other natural resources in sustainable and productive ways. Itdoes this by promoting three closely related approaches: (i) natural resource management
and conservation - it promotes wise and sustainable management of natural resources, and
encourages biodiversity conservation by creating the necessary conditions for sustainable use;(ii) rural development - it seeks to devolve rights and responsibilities over wildlife andtourism to rural communities, thereby creating opportunities for enterprise development andincome generation; and (iii) empowerment and capacity-building - it encourages and assists
communities and their local institutions to develop the skills and experience to sustainably
develop and pro-actively pilot their own futures. The initial objective of the programme was
"to promote pilot activities demonstrating that sustainably managed natural resources can
result in social development and economic growth, and in suitable partnership between local
communities and government".

This programme has its roots in conservation and development efforts back to the early
1980's when the effects of serious drought, heavy poaching, war and tenure systems that
dissociated rural people and the wildlife they lived with, led to the depletion of wildlife
populations on the state-owned, communal lands. First efforts towards addressing this
situation were initiated by visionary local traditional leaders, officials of the then Department
of Wildlife and local NGOs in North-West Namibia (the more wildlife rich areas of Kunene
(NW) and Caprivi (NE). Following independence in 1990, the movement gained political
support and further momentum. After the establishment of the policy framework for
conservancies, the donor- and government funded CBNRM programme began to spread
slowly to other areas in Namibia. Early devolution of custodial rights to commercial farmers
on private land was dramatically successful in enhancing investment in wildlife stocks.

The policy and legal framework grants rights over wildlife and tourism management and usesto communities on their lands once they are organized as communal "conservancies".'
Conservancies are multiple-use zones with legal status, registered with the authorities, where
residents continue farming but collectively manage wildlife in order to benefit both from
better natural resource management practice, and from capturing tourism revenues. Acommunal conservancy consists in setting aside part or all of the land of a given community
with the intention to conserve and valorise wildlife through its sustainable consumptive and
non-consumptive uses within nature-related activities. Registered conservancies will be given

1 (FN. A freehold conservancy consists in aggregating two or more adjacent private properties in a single wildlife
management unit without abandoning individual ownership of the land. They are managed and operated by members
through a committee. In most cases, intemal fences are removed while the perimeter fence is reinforced, and the classic
livestock industry is replaced by wildlife-related activities. Freehold conservancies have to be registered with the MET.
There are currently about 22 freehold conservancies established. In addition, privately owned nature reserves can play a
significant role in biodiversity protection in Namibia. Some are extremely rich in endemic species, unique landscape features
or both. All of these are registered with the Ministry of Environment and Tourism.)



ownership over huntable game and game birds, being bushpig, buffalo, oryx, kudu, springbok
and warthog. Applications can be made for permits to use protected and specially protected
game. A conservancy which also registers as a hunting farm will be able to allow trophy
hunting on its land.

The committees that run conservancies aim to be multifunctional, serving as management
structures for natural resources utilization and benefit distribution. The requirements for
registering a conservancy are based on a formal application to the Minister of
Environment and Tourism including:
a. a list of names of the people who are members of the conservancy committee;
b. a properly drawn-up constitution of the committee which outlines the goals and
objectives of the conservancy;
c. a statement setting out the boundaries of the conservancy;
d. other documents or information as required by the Minister.

For the conservancy to be accepted, the Minister must be satisfied that:
a. the committee represents the community living in the area;
b. the constitution provides for sustainable management and use of game in the area;
c. the committee is able to manage funds and has a method for equitable distribution
to the community;
d. the geographic area has been discussed with others in the area, such as neighbours
and the Regional Council;
e. the area is not part of a proclaimed game park.
Once the MET is satisfied that all requirements have been met, it will register the
conservancy and declare it in the Government Gazette.

Although the community will have the responsibility and rights over wildlife in the
conservancy, the MET has the legal responsibility for the nation's wildlife and must ensure
that it is managed and used sustainably. The MET will, as far as possible, provide some
logistical help in certain tasks, including advising on the drafting of a constitution or
agreements with the private sector. Non-governmental organizations operating in an area can
also be asked for assistance. In addition to the constitution, conservancies should have a set
of rules which spell out how the conservancy will operate. If there were no such rules, anyone
could go into the conservancy and do whatever they liked. This would interfere with the aims
of the conservancy. Conservancies can ask the MET to advise on developing its rules and
wildlife management plan. Not everyone in a communal area will belong to a conservancy.

The establishment of conservancies is seen as a fundamental step in improving management
capacity and linking it to benefits for communities in communal areas, promoting sustainable
environmental management and rural development. Namibia is leading this kind of enterprise
even though other neighboring countries have embarked in similar ventures (e.g. Zambia,
Botswana). Conservancies are aimed ultimately at ensuring common property management of
all wild natural resources, but the initial focus has been on wildlife. This is because
communities could not use wildlife before, and because wildlife-based tourism can generate
substantially cash income to communities. Since communities lack the skills and capital to
develop tourism, they generally have to do this by entering at the conservancy level into joint
ventures with the private sector. In the longer term it is envisaged that conservancies will
enable common property management of wood, grass, reeds, fish, range-land etc. resulting in
enhanced output and rents. The conservancies involve new, group-initiated tourism land
uses, superimposed on the traditional ones of livestock keeping, subsistence crop production
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(NE) and wild plant resources harvesting. The changes associated with the CBNRM program
are expected to impact differently on households deepening on factors like income levels,
livestock wealth, tourism income, wild resource income, cash income, conservancy
involvement, degree of common property management, employment, education.

The community living within the area of a registered communal conservancy does not own
the land or have clear ownership rights to the natural resources. All land in communal areas
remains the property of the State, and the communities only receive conditional use rights to
specified resources. Although the legislation provides for the recognition of the boundaries
of a Conservancy, it does not confer any special status on the land within a Conservancy as
some form of protected area, or as an area with locally defined controls on land use.

As conservancies are not the only resource management entities in a given key ecosystem and
consistent with the integrated approach to natural resources and ecosystem management,
ICEMA will support the inclusion of community forests and woodlands on communal lands.
Support is expected to be given to promote sustainable use and management of forest
ecosystems in association with other key resources such as wildlife and tourism. Selections
of locations for investment and activities on the ground will respond to this strategic
objectives. MET has initiated a community forestry programme to manage woodlands on
communal land implementing the Forest Strategic Plan of 1996 and the Forest Policy of
2001. It seeks to involve local communities in the management and conservation of forest
resources. The Forest Act of 2001 provides the legal basis for the community forest
programme and provides for the granting of ownership and tenure of forest resources to
communities. The process of declaration of a community forest involves the devolution of
responsibilities of managing forests and woodlands to the communities. The Directorate of
Forestry only plays an advisory role to the communities. Communities are assisted in
formulating management plans for the forests, building of community centers, electing
honorary foresters who control the use of forest resources and collecting royalties from the
use of forest resources by outsiders. All these activities are aimed ensuring that the
communities are empowered to manage their woodlands on a sustainable basis. In owning
and managing the resources, the communities will be more aware of the need to protect and
conserve the biodiversity for the long-term economic and other benefits.

In conclusion, CBNRM in Namibia represents a development strategy in its own right: a
means to achieve conservation and improved integrated resource management, providing
benefits and incentives for local community participation. Namibia's CBNRM initiatives
respond thereby to national development and environmental priorities by:
i) supporting sustainable use and conservation of Namibia's unique ecosystems and
related biodiversity (the majority of biodiversity is found outside the National Park network);
ii) promoting appropriate land management schemes in an environment where
availability of water and suitable rangeland as well as land degradation are the key limiting
factors to sustainable management of scarce resources;
iii) contributing to reduce poverty in rural areas by providing diversified livelihood
strategies through responsibility over local resources, thereby addressing the root causes of
threats to unsustainable ecosystem management; and
iv) promoting participatory, accountable and democratic systems of local and regional
governance.

Criteria for proiect intervention areas
The project will use GEF's catalytic role to support selected registered and emerging
conservancies:
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i with global environmentally important assets;
* with strong community-driven demand and ownership for the move from a community-

based wildlife management (present) to an IEM (long-term) approach thereby broadening
the options for sustainable use of natural resources;

* with strong perspective for sustainability (socio-economic, financial and institutional);
* where GEF catalytic role leads to additional leverage of resources addressing root causes

and other local development needs (partnering with other projects and programs adding
value to the National CBNRM Program) and where insufficient funds are available but
financial viability is expected over time;

* where contributing to the development of best practices; and
* where scaling-up and replication is facilitated within the National CBNRM Program.

A process of categorization of conservancies in order to enable effective and cost-efficient
support interventions to each type of conservancy (fast track, medium track and slow track
conservancies measuring progress towards financial viability) has already been carried out
during preparation through a tool called "Conservancy Development Guide (CDG)" (see also
annex 16 for more information). The CDG, a planning and self-assessment tool, developed
and tested in a few emerging conservancies during project preparation, is expected to be one
of the entry points for measuring project impacts relating to sustainability. The MET and its
partners, including conservancies, are in the process of further reviewing and refining this
tool and the project will support this process under component 2 and 3. The tool is potentially
meant to be used in and by each target conservancy, and subsequent monitoring at local and
central level during the course of the project will provide an ongoing basis for judging
progress towards sustainability. Key aspects of the impact measurement of the CDG tool and
subsequent M&E include aspects of ecological, social, economic and institutional
sustainability. The project preparation process led to an initial identification of special
characteristics of conservancies presented in so-called conservancy profiles. Based on these
assessments and the criteria identified and agreed during multiple consultations above,
priority for the first year has been given to 10 conservancies (see annex 17).

At present (2003), the three regions include a total of 29 registered conservancies, with 38
000 registered members but approximately a total of up to 100 0000 rural population and
covering an area of 74 000 km2. In addition, the regions also includes an approximate 35
prospective emerging conservancies. (the map and table in annex 17 shows the location of the
communal conservancies in Namibia, as well as of the initial 10 target sites of this project (30
000 km 2).
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Project obiectives and design:

The project development objective is to promote community-based integrated ecosystem
management that accrue socio-economic benefits, and prospect for benefits, to conservancies.

The project global objective is to restore, secure and enhance key ecosystem processes in
conservancies that increase the prospects to improve significantly the conservation of
globally important biodiversity and to reduce land degradation in the country as a whole.

Project components:
The project has 4 inter-related components that together serve to meet the project
development and global objectives. Replicability and scalability have been identified as key
criteria for sub-components and activities. Component 1 and 2 are supporting local
investments and activities and are therefore site-specific. ICEMA priority areas have been
identified based on MET's strategic criteria (see annex 17 for site description and maps).

By Component:

Project Component 1: Ecosystem-based Income-Generating Activities - US$2.49
million
Description: This component is concerned with sustainable use of natural resources and
ecosystem services through provision of funds to communities for barrier removal to
ecosystem-based income-generating activities that provide equitable benefits to
conservancies members.

The barriers at local level have been identified as lack of grant funding accessible to poor
emerging conservancies, lack of capacity, of knowledge, and of technical and financial
support. Broader conducive incentive and policy framework will be addressed under
component 3. The component will aim to target 15 to 20 registered conservancies who have
or are in the process of having a management plan (demand driven approach).

Overall objective: This component aims to foster ecosystem-based income-generating
activities to community members from the sustainable use of their rich and diverse
ecosystems.

Specific objectives: This component will support the demonstration, development,
implementation and monitoring of conservancy business frameworks and investments as part
of their overall conservancy management plans. It specifically aims to
(i) provide resources for direct financing of demand-driven ecosystem-based income-
generating activities,
(ii) increase the viability of activities through tailored business planning, feasibility support,
training and mentoring;
(iii) promote mechanisms for equitable sharing of costs and benefits;
(iv) develop and disseminate best practices for replication and up-scaling through monitoring
and evaluation processes; and
(v) contribute to improved participation in development planning processes at local and
regional level.

The two closely inter-related slib-components are the
a) Community-Funding Facility (CFF):
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The sub-component focuses on the delivery of small, medium and large size sub-projects to
eligible (see selection criteria in annex 20) registered conservancies. CFF funded activities
will target a diversity of aspects related to wildlife, eco-tourism, forestry, and multi-sector
with emphasis on community ownership. Example activities include the development of
income generating activities related to game products (tannery, game meat production, trophy
hunting), forestry products (e.g. commercialization of NTFP and agro-forestry activities such
as Marula, Quiver Tree and the Devil's Claw), value-added processing (craft), and eco-
tourism activities such as community-campsites, community-eco-lodges, eco-tourist guides
(see annex 20 for more details on the CFF). Overall, all of them will have to demonstrate a
long term positive impact on the management of the ecosystem and the resource base. They
will also respond to a specific positive and negative list of criteria. The CFF will operate as a
simple flow-through fund that permits direct support to the small-, medium- and large-scale
conservancy investments identified in eligible registered conservancies on communal lands.

Close to project closure, a further review of the Community Funding Facility operations will
be undertaken under component 3 to determine appropriate capitalization methods and
financing opportunities for longer-term operation of the Fund.

b) Capacity- Building and Technical Assistance:
This sub-component focuses on supporting the CFF through the following three activities:
(i) disseminating information to eligible communities, with a view to informing them of the
CFF and providing guidance on accessing the CFF.

(ii) technical support at the conservancy level for strategic business planning as part of the
conservancy ecosystem management planning process, including a mechanism for benefit
sharing at the conservancy level.
At present, only a few conservancies possess a conservancy management and an associated
business plan. As part of the project's support to the development of integrated community-
based ecosystem management (CBIEM) plans (under component 2), this sub-component will
assist with capacity-building for the strategic business planning covering all potential
ecosystem-based entrepreneurial activities in a given conservancy. One issue under the first
phase of the CBNRM Program was the lack of viable benefit sharing schemes for
conservancy members although as part of the mandatory requirements for conservancy
registration, conservancies are required to present general procedures for equitable benefit
distribution. However, most conservancies do not yet possess benefit sharing plans or
mechanisms and therefore revenue distribution may sometimes hindered. The sub-component
will provide TA to assess various approaches to develop generic guidelines for developing,
agreeing and adapting benefit schemes for conservancies. In conservancies with San
population, a particular attention will be paid to ensure that San people are included in the
development and implementation of benefit distribution plans.

(iii)facilitation support for sub-project development which will include:
o technical support for subproject development. For this purpose, funding is also made
available to non-conservancy entities (NGOs, private sector, individual consultants, etc.) in
such a support role. The MET/PO might also provide support through its network of CBNRM
officers or through relevant technical directorates , e.g. for certification of conservancy
business frameworks and sub-projects. Feasibility studies will identify and assess costs and
benefits for new income-generating opportunities as well as to provide guidance based on
marketing and management study results.
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o implementation support for subprojects consist of subproject in-built technical assistance
(TA) for training and mentoring to further strengthen capacity of local stakeholders, and to
ensure desired quality and standards of subprojects;
ofollow-up support for subproject management including management support and advice,
knowledge management and replication activities at local and national level. Lessons learned
have shown the importance of backstopping for income-generating activities at local level
depending on the scope and nature of the investment. It will monitor as well the impact on the
improvement in the management and conservation of the ecosystems.

Component I beneficiaries.' The primary beneficiaries of this component are the
conservancies in target registered conservancies.

Project Component 2: Sustainable Ecosystem Management - US$1.97 million
Description: This component is concerned with restoring, securing and enhancing the
biodiversity and ecosystem processes that support sustainable benefits to local communities
on communal lands. The component will adapt its support according to national conservation
priorities and the needs and current status of targeted conservancies. Some conservancies will
only require basic support for the community based integrated ecosystem management
planning and prioritization of activities, for developing methodological approaches for pilot
activities, for designing an appropriate knowledge management and replication strategy and
action plan. Whereas other conservancies, where there is a need and which have more
capacity to plan and implement their plan, will benefit from an enhanced and more detailed
approach. The project will aim to target 15 registered or emerging, soon to be registered,
conservancies (5 for detailed planning, 10 for lighter support) and will cover key
representative ecosystems in the country. The project activities under component I and 2 are
expected to be interlinked, but investments through the CFF will be possible in conservancies
which already have a management plan (or in the process of having one) not funded by this
project.

Overall objective.' The component aims to improve local and national level capacity for
integrated ecosystem planning, management & monitoring in targeted conservancies.

Specif c objective. The component provides funds and technical support to:
(i) establish approaches for CBIEM planning including inventory and baseline assessment as
needed in targeted sites;
(ii) restore, maintain and enhance ecosystem services as part of the implementation of the
management plans as needed in targeted sites;
(iii) develop capacity for local monitoring and evaluation functions related to ecosystem
management (including replication) as needed in targeted sites.

The three inter-related sub-components are the
(a) CBIEM Planning:
The sub-component will support the development of integrated conservancy management
plans in targeted registered and emerging conservancies that will guide resource based
management activities. These plans will focus on all-encompassing land-uses and activity
options within a specified area and link to the conservancy business framework (supported
under component 1) to ensure that maximum benefits are captured.
Importantly, at the level of a cluster of neighboring conservancies (e.g. in the North-West),
broader innovative landscape approaches will be considered through improved coordination
among conservancies planning and investment processes and between conservancies and
National Parks, in line with the recommendations of the NBSAP.
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Assistance support will be provided for:
(i) Planning: Targeted conservancies will be assisted with up-grading their existing thematic
wildlife utilization plans into CBIEM plans or with drafting new CBIEM plans. A CBIEM
plan should contain multi-sectoral information including the ecosystem status (e.g. vegetal
and animal habitat quality and status, livestock and game carrying capacity, wildlife
corridors), potential and planned resource uses, and existing and planned infrastructure
developments (e.g water points, accommodation, roads, fencing, tourism enterprises).
Targeted training of conservancies to improve the local level planning process with
involvement of MET, conservancies and NGOs will include the organization of participatory
stakeholder workshops and meetings. If project target sites include San populations, their
participation in the planning process will be enabled through culturally appropriate means.
Depending on the level of existing land-use planning information (e.g. zonation, inventory,
mapping) and on the indication of key biodiversity issues (e.g. existence of red list species
within a given conservancy) as well as on the results of a rapid survey of economically
valuable species of plants and wildlife resources, the need for a detailed baseline assessment
of the ecosystem status, its threats and roots causes will be defined. Support will be provided
to develop special expertise for planning and implementing ecosystem inventories as well as
baseline assessments carried out under the leadership of MET's Directorate of Scientific
Services. Aerial surveys as well as remote sensing GIS satellite resources will be used to
cover the areas of target sites. The sub-component will provide TA for training and
equipment to increase MET's capacity to conduct these aerial surveys and undertake GIS
analysis. Some work will also be outsourced under this activity. All baseline information
collected will be stored in MET's new central CBNRM database (supported under component
3).
(ii) Design: At present, limited experiences exist with the broad range of thematic options
for sustainable management of ecosystems such as wildlife and plant restoration, wildlife
relocation, and sustainable land management. Therefore, the sub-component will assist with
the designing of replicable approaches for specific priority activities based on feasibility
studies including cost-effectiveness assessment (e.g. for translocation schemes,
commercialization of game and wild plants and infrastructure needs); scientific and technical
reviews, on guidelines for criteria development for site selection for prioritized
implementation activities; and on generic guidelines for addressing safeguard policies. The
lessons learned will feed back into the local and central level m&e system as well as in the
knowledge management and replication strategy and action plan.

(b) CBIEM Implementation:
This sub-component focus on the implementation of key prioritized activities for ecosystem
restoration, maintenance and recovery as outlined in the CBIEM plan. Supported activities
will be site-specific.
Contribution to ecosystem restoration includes, for example, the restocking of conservancies
with wildlife (including rare, and high value species) with the aim of improving the
conservation status of such rare species, while also providing benefits to communities from
these high-value species. Other examples are: (i) game capture and translocation of common
as well as of more valuable species; (ii) direct conservation of threatened species such as the
black rhino through provision of adequate scientific and technical support; (iii) breeding
camps for high value added, keystone species (such as black-faced impala, roan antelope,
sable antelope); (iv) restoration and sustainable management of the biomass (wild plant
cultivation and nurseries of key species such as Marula, Quiver Trees); (v) improvement of
occurring land degradation through sustainable land management actions including erosion
control measures and improved grazing techniques.
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The sub-component provides further technical assistance for supervision during
implementation including further meetings and workshops with all stakeholders, including
San populations if living in project target sites, involved to assess and review the design of
the management plans as necessary.

(c) CBIEM Monitoring and Evaluation:
This sub-component focus on
(a) designing an adaptive and comprehensive CBIEM m&e methodology (socio-economic
and environmental) for local level users and uses;
(b) implementing m&e through support for data collection (tracker; aerial surveys, GIS);
(c) providing training for central and local level stakeholders on m&e development and use.

At local level, the sub-component deals with the establishment of a simple or detailed (as
needed) mechanism to monitor the impact of the activities supported under component 1 and
2 (socio-economic and environmental interventions). As conservancies are areas of
production, drawing on a diverse set of resources in ways that will return optimal sustained
benefits within productive ecosystems, monitoring must be specifically relevant to
conservancies objectives. Therefore, the conservancy members will be trained to select
adaptive ecosystem management indicators, to collect and up-date their own baseline
information on a regular basis and to develop and use a simple local m&e function. The
piloting of the so-called "Conservancy Development Guide", developed during project
preparation, has provided lessons for refining this and other participatory self-assessment
tools. In addition, few conservancies have been sensitized to the needs and benefits related to
m&e. They employ trained community members as "community game guards" or
"environmental shepherds" which use currently a simple m&e methodology based on an
"event-book". The sub-component will provide technical support to review and adapt these
local monitoring practices and tools as needed.

Component 2 beneficiaries: The primary beneficiaries of this component are the
conservancies in target conservancies and the MET Directorates that are involved in planning
and implementation of the specific interventions that support the CBIEM plans.

Project Component 3: Targeted Institutional Support - US$ 1.10 million
Description/Overall objective: The component aims to improve the MET's strategic planning,
implementation, monitoring and replication capacity to promote, develop and implement the
National CBNRM Program and policies in Namibia over the longer term. It will also provide
institutional and operational support to selected conservancies.

Specific objectives: The component is focusing on
(i) strengthening MET's organizational framework for CBNRM;
(ii) providing targeted training for MET's staff to support its leading role related to National
CBNRM Program in place;
(iii) reinforcing the MET to engage other sectoral ministries in the active support for
CBNRM policies and the CBNRM Program implementation;
(iv) facilitating the establishment of a sustainable financing framework for CBNRM;
(v) providing direct institutional (training) and operational support (small equipment) to
targeted conservancies; and,
(vi) developing and implementing a CBNRM knowledge management and communication
strategy and action plan.

The three sub-conmponents are:
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(a) Policy and Organizational Review and Development:
This sub-component includes the following closely interlinked issues:
(i) CBNRMpolicy dialogue (reviewing and enabling the priority legal framework; workshop
support for improved inter-sectoral CBNRM policy coordination with other ministries);
(ii) CBNRM policy research ( identifying and funding of targeted CBNRM research issues to
be undertaken or guided by a technical and scientific roster of experts);
(iii) CBNRM organizational review (assisting MET to review its current National CBNRM
strategy and institutional set-up with the aim to identify and implement a targeted training
plan for MET's centralized and decentralized staff; further providing support to MET to
formalize a CBNRM consultative forum to discuss policies issues, progress within the
National CBNRM Program and associated activities and to share experiences);
(iv) CBNRMfinancial sustainability (supporting the development of a sustainable financial
framework including options to integrate the protocols used under the CFF under the
Environment Investment Fund (EIF), assessments of the further use of the Game Product
Trust Fund (GPTF), mainstreaming further funding for CBNRM into Government's budget,
and development of a CBNRM cost-reduction strategy).

(b) Direct conservancy operational support (providing financial support for equipment and
running costs as well as limited training and workshop budget for conservancy management
needs).

(c) Knowledge Management:
The sub-component provides institutional support for
(i) Training and technical assistance to MET staff to improve relatively limited and
insufficiently connected CBNRM monitoring and evaluation activities and to further develop,
adapt and harmonize its central scientific m&e elements including GIS data to the expanding
needs of the CBNRM Program.
(ii) Designing and implementing of a CBNRM knowledge management program (including a
multi-media communication strategy and action plan outlining the communication tools,
recipients and timeframe of actions; a CBNRM replication plan) for conservancies, central
government and other stakeholders based on all National CBNRM Program and ICEMA
project activities and achievements and lessons learned.

Component 3 beneficiaries: The primary beneficiary of this component is MET through its
lead Directorates. Other GRN Ministries (especially MAWRD, MLRR, MLRGH ) will also
be beneficiaries to the extent that they are engaged by MET during the planning processes
through workshops and training.

Project Component 4: Project Management Support - US$1.54 million
Description/overall objective: The component aims to provide MET with the additional
increased operational ability to manage and supervise ICEMA activities. The Project Office
will be located in MET and attached to the office of the Permanent Secretary.

Specific objective. The components focus on delivering the necessary support (technical,
financial and coordination) for the project stakeholders, in particular the Ministry of
Environment and Tourism, to achieve the project's respective objectives and deliverables.
French ICEMA co-funding to this component will strengthen the Project Office expertise,
implementation and delivery capacity by adding at least 2 experts to the PO staff.

The two sub-components are:
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(i) Proiect Office and Management: The sub-component provides the necessary infrastructure
and training for the Project Office staff (4,5 positions: a coordinator, procurement officer,
accounts officer, a part-time monitoring and evaluation specialist and a support staff). The
PO provides technical support for all day to day activities of project implementation. This
includes coordination of all project planning (work plans, etc.), and execution of all
procurement and financial management and project reporting. The PO will also coordinate
project performance monitoring supported by a part-time m&e specialist. Support will be
made available to all implementing directorates to assist in implementation of M&E activities
as outlined in the project m&e manual (draft available). A project management information
system (MIS) will be developed and housed centrally within MET to provide the basis for
performance monitoring as well as contributing to the monitoring activities of the National
CBNRM program with a focus on the ICEMA project sites. The Project Office will be
directly responsible also for accepting, reviewing, and awarding sub-project proposals under
the CFF; and providing oversight of the sub-project funds awarded to individual
conservancies.

(ii) Review and Reporting. Semi-annual report; full-annual report; annual external review and
reporting (including external audit and safeguards reporting), Mid-term Review, and Final
Review (ICR) according to the project implementation manual.

Component 4 beneficiaries: The primary beneficiary of this component is MET and its newly
constituted Project Office.
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1. BACKGROUND

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The North-West of Namibia has experienced considerable tourism growth over the
last decade. This growth has been effectively harnessed by the formal tourism
products in the main centres and commercial farming areas of Namibia. Although
the communal areas have experienced similar tourism growth the residents have
realised little return from wildlife and tourism over the same period. This, combined
with the particularly sensitive environment of the North-West, resulted in the
Kunene and Erongo Regions being identified by the Ministry of Environment and
Tourism (MET) as a priority area for effective tourism development planning.

The fragile environment and currently uncontrolled tourism in the study area
necessitates that a comprehensive and usable tourism master plan be formulated.
This plan aims to prevent negative impacts of unplanned and unmanaged tourism
and at the same time meet the goals and objectives of communities living in the
focus area. The tourism planning has been divided into two phases:

* Phase I - The North West Tourism Master Plan (NWTMP) - developed a vision
and provides a "big-picture" overview of tourism development in the region

* Phase 11 - The North West Tourism Options Plan (NWTOP) - identifies key
product development opportunities and management requirements at a
conservancy level together with key issues that need to be addressed for
successful implementation.

However together, these two phases shall be referred to as the North West
Tourism Plan (NWTP)

It is important to recognise that the NWTP is a spatial and temporal tourism
development plan. This means that the plan has attempted to identify the
maximum number of realistic product options given the resources of each
conservancy. The development of the different options will depend to a large
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extent on the interests and demand of the tourism market. Product development
will also take place over time. Some products may be developed and others may
become less viable as a result and hence fall away as potential options. However,
the NWTP asserts that given the appropriate conditions, all the options identified
are viable in the longer term (15-20 years).

It is also worth noting that the NWTP approach has focussed to a large degree on
accommodation as a priority tourism product for development and has not given
priority to attraction development as would be the norm in tourism planning. This
approach recognises the reality on the ground in the NW. It recognises that the
attractions in the NW are already well known (although further development should
be encouraged).

Wildlife and natural resources are the base on which tourism in the NW relies -
without these there will be no tourism. Hence it makes sense to concentrate efforts
on ensuring that this resource base is sustainably managed - this can only happen
if local people are directly involved and benefiting from tourism (their resource
base). This is nothing new but it is a fundamental principle for all tourism planning
and development in the NW and other communal areas of Namibia. Further,
experience from within Namibia and the region shows that the most effective and
lucrative tourism developments from a community perspective are joint venture
lodge developments. In nearly every case, these developments bring significant
financial returns to both the community (in Namibia's case - mostly through a
conservancy) and individuals through employment, skills development etc. These
JVs usually come at minimal risk to the community as capital is largely externally
sourced and markets accessed directly by the JV partners through their own
marketing efforts. This assertion supports a similar proposal in the NWTMP report
- up-market and mid-market lodges have the greatest potential to contribute not
only to local communities but also to the national economy through taxation.
Further explanation of the approach can be found in Appendix 7.

Good planning should ensure sustainable tourism development that is in line with
the policies and strategies of the Ministry of Environment and Tourism which;
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• Respects and actively involves local communities in planning and
management;

* Creates social and economic incentives for sustainable natural resource
management;

* Maintains and/ or improves the natural environment;
* Delivers and continues to deliver a quality visitor experience

1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES

The three main objectives of the NWTP are:

* To provide a physical, institutional, policy and management framework to guide
the development of tourism in the North-West, for the primary benefit of
communities, decision and policy makers operating in the area.

* To establish Community Based Tourism (CBT) as a key strategy for the
conservation and protection of the sensitive environment which characterises
the region, particularly its fragile ecology and cultural diversity.

* To establish CBT as a key strategy for increased investment, control of
resources and income generation by local communities in the development of
tourism in their area.

1.3 STUDY AREA

The North-West Region, comprising the Kunene and Erongo Regions, has a
combined surface area of about 208 000 km2. These two regions are located in
the North-Western corner of Namibia. (see Map 101). The Kunene and Erongo
Regions consist of communal and commercial land as well as National Parks. The
focus area of this study, the communal areas, is mostly marginal for agricultural
activities. The mining potential in the area is medium, whilst manufacturing
potential is low. Distance to markets and the inaccessibility of parts of the focus
areas reduces the profitability of these activities further.

Tourism, however, is not necessarily limited by inaccessibility. Potential therefore
exists to compliment local economies with income from tourism. The study area
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forms part of an important Namibian tourism destination and is supported by world-
renowned destinations including Etosha National Park, The Skeleton Coast and
Swakopmund. The focus area itself has equally well known attractions including
the Brandberg Mountain, Twyfelfontein Rock Art, the Petrified Forest, Himba
Culture, Epupa Falls, the desert-adapted elephant, rhino and other wildlife as well
as the unspoilt appeal (wilderness value) of the area. Well established and
expanding wildlife populations, historic sites, diverse culture, wilderness,
spectacular scenery, ephemeral rivers and geological formations add value to the
tourist experience. Map 1004 is a simple illustration of the above tourism zones.
Other activities, such as fishing along the coastline and hunting are also
supplementary to these tourism resources.

Whilst Phase I covered the entire communal area of the NW, Phase II has
focussed on 10 individual conservancies as follows (from South to North):

* Tsiseb

* Sorris Sorris

* Uibasen

* Doro !Nawas

* Torra

* Khoadi Hoas

* Ehirovipuka

* Omatendeka

* Purros

* Marienfluss

The lower Hoanib basin, a major tourism attraction, including the Sesfontein,
Warmquelle and Khowarib villages was excluded from this phase of the study.
This was done due to concerns over community disputes and the difficulty of
achieving proper consultation. However, in the context of the NWTP, consideration
was given to the attractions in this area together with the potential for tourism
development. This cannot be presented in this report due to lack of proper
community involvement. It is expected that once the community has resolved
these disputes, this area will also undertake tourism option planning.
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In addition, the area around Epupa, another major tourist attraction, was omitted as
conservancy formation is still in it's early stages and no clear community
representation is yet available. This area will also receive support for tourism
option planning in due course (Phase l1l)

Whilst initial tourism planning did take place with Purros Conservancy as a result of
recent community conflict, the planning here was suspended but will be finalised as
soon as possible.

The Concessions of Palmwag, Entendeka and Hobatere, whilst important from a
regional tourism perspective have also been excluded pending direction from the
MET with regards to the future policy for concessions in Namibia.

The Communal Area Conservancy Legislation gazetted in 1996 has been well
received by communities in the Kunene and Erongo Regions. Thirty-one percent
or 22,928 km2 of the Kunene Region has been registered as conservancies.

Several more communities have agreed on boundaries with their neighbours but
are still in the process of meeting the requirements as laid out by the MET. In the
Kunene Region this is a further 25 000 kM2, and in the Erongo a further 8 083 km2.
This means that at present more than 50% of the communal areas of the Kunene
and Erongo Regions are registered as conservancies or have met the most difficult
requirement of conservancies, which is boundary formation.

Tourism accommodation facilities already established in the focus area and
adjacent commercial land are indicated in map 1.

The focus of this study is the communal lands but adjacent privately owned
farmlands and registered parks will also be taken into account during the course of
the study. Tourism development in a Regional and National context has also been
considered to provide perspective to developments within the communal areas.

This report will draw together the findings of both Phase I, the North-West Tourism
Master Plan and Phase II, the North-West Tourism Option Plan
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1.4 VISION

In order to move forward, a vision for the development of tourism is required. The
vision for the North-West and particularly the focus area, should be to maximise
(low-volume where possible), high-quality low-impact tourism potential in the North-
West in a sustainable manner that allows:

* Local communities to work in partnership with government and the private
sector through conservancy structures.

• The promotion of environmentally and socially sustainable tourism that retains
the character and wilderness quality of the area.

* The promotion of the maximum economic benefits and entrepreneurial
opportunities for local residents and Namibians as a whole and that these
benefits are dealt with in an equitable fashion.

* The development of a quality destination that Namibians can be proud of.
* The social and economic empowerment of local communities.
* Participatory tourism planning that integrates demand from the tourism industry

with the needs and desires of the local communities.
* Regional, National and International tourism links to be maintained or

improved.

The purpose of the North-West Tourism Plan (NWTP) is to provide a framework for
decision-makers at a local, regional and national level to realise this vision. Tourism
development must take place in a way and in areas that are acceptable to local
people. This requires that planning be done in a consultative way, which promotes a
high level of active community participation. Further to this, the NWTP has adopted a
process which is every bit as important as the final plan. This participatory process
has ensured that the level of awareness regarding tourism and tourism options has
been raised in the NW and that the final plan is rooted in the conservancies who have
been involved along with other stakeholders at every step of the way.
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1.5 STRATEGY

The strategy to achieve this vision is to pursue the present approach of the MET in
promoting (low volume), high-quality, low-impact destinations offered at a range of
prices to meet different markets ( Note: this has been changed from Phase I and
reflects the need to offer a range of products to different customers and not to be
confined to only highly priced products - this strategy has therefore been changed to
"high-quality" not "high-price") . It is important to note that the increase in self-drive
tourists needs to be catered for within this approach as they offer important
opportunities for local entrepreneurs to engage in the tourism industry. However, in
adopting this strategy, appropriate environmental assessment will be undertaken to
ensure acceptable "limits of change" (environmental impact) of all tourism
developments.

This plan adopts a multi-phased strategy:

The First Phase (North West Tourism Master Plan - NWTMP) involved the
development of regional level tourism related decision-making parameters to guide
tourism development and activities. This phase is complete and has been accepted by
the MET. The first phase is summarised in this document and serves to provide a
framework for decision-makers to approach tourism development in the future.

The Second Phase, (North West Tourism Options Plan - NWTOP) the main focus of
this study, involves taking the planning process from a regional to a sub-regional and
local level. This phase utilises conservancies as planning units for tourism. By doing so
it ensures that communities are able to participate in the planning process, income is
maximised per conservancy over the long term through sustainable developments and
the distribution of income locally is equitable. This phase involves the assessment of
tourism potential within identified conservancies in the North-West Region. It further
considers restraints and opportunities from various stakeholders to realise this
potential and suggests appropriate ways of dealing with this in the Third Phase.

Third Phase - (North-West Tourism Implementation Project - NWTIP) Involves
implementation of plans outlined in Phase 11 and the development of standard
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operating procedures regarding main issues identified in Phase 11. Additional

investigations will also be undertaken to address issues identified during the first

phase and further conservancy level tourism option plans developed where necessary.
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2. PHASE I - MAIN FINDINGS OF NWTMP

2.1 NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations from several consultation meetings related to legislative
requirements are largely directed to the MET, MLRR and links between line ministries
involved in resource management. Regarding tourism, the main recommendations to
the MET are; to bring about effective management of tourism by conservancies on
communal land and to allow for exclusive group tenure over selected resources and
tourism.

2.2 TOURISM DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT

The regional framework consists of four main components to assist decision- makers
in evaluating tourism developments in the communal areas of the Kunene and Erongo
Regions:

* Environmental considerations and recommended tourist activities per zone
* The identification of appropriate institutions to lead tourism development
* A decision making and planning process

* Tourism Planning in non-conservancy areas

Three main environmental zones were identified in the study area. The most sensitive
zone is in the west and the least environmentally sensitive in the east. The impact of
various tourist activities in each zone was considered and recommendations made as
to what activities and developments should be promoted and which avoided (See Map
1003). These recommendations are guidelines for decision-makers and may not be
appropriate for all proposed tourism ventures. For example, if an application for a
campsite is received for Zone 1, next to a proclaimed road with a clear demand and
limited effect on increasing traffic into exclusive access areas, then there is no reason
that it should not go ahead. However, if a conservancy or developer suggests an
activity not recommended in that Zone, then the decision-makers (EA Unit in the DEA)
must be convinced that sufficient steps are proposed by the developing parties to
ensure that the possible long term impact on the environment has been adequately
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addressed. This should be achievable given the strengthened EA policy and pending
Environmental Management Act of the MET. The "Environmental Toolbox" presented
in Appendix 5 of this report also assists in improving the overall process of
environmental assessment of tourism developments.

Zone 1: High Sensitivitv

Zone 1 contains the very sensitive gravel plains, important tourist destinations and

areas of high endemic species. It is at present the least developed zone and it is

felt that above all the wilderness appeal of this zone must be maintained over the
long term. It is the view of this study that a limited amount of development should
be promoted in the Zone 1, and access is limited in places.

In Zone 1 the following should be promoted:

* Upmarket small (< 20 beds) to medium sized tented camps and lodges

* Over Landers and motorbikes should be limited to proclaimed roads only

* No off-road driving should be permitted

* Campsites are not promoted since they require relatively high volumes of
traffic to sustain them

* Self-drive tours should be allowed on designated routes only and guided
tours should be promoted

* Dry camps with no facilities should be erected where necessary for the use

of overnight campers. These may provide tents and basic equipment

* Walking and pack animal trails should be promoted but attention must be

given to the impact of backup vehicles supporting these activities

* Fixed-wing aircraft should be limited to direct flights to and from camps and

micro lights and choppers should be avoided

Zone 2: Medium Sensitivity

Zone two is less sensitive than Zone 1 and contains the main infrastructure of the
two regions. It also includes the main settlement areas and more livestock. This
zone is considered to be suitable for further development and to provide the bulk of
services required for Zone 1.
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For Zone 2, the following is recommended:

* In addition to the small and medium sized lodges mentioned in Zone 1,
campsites should also be promoted here

* Overlanders and motorbikes should be allowed on designated routes only
* Fewer restrictions are placed on self-drive tourists and yet guided tours

should still be promoted

* Fewer restrictions are placed on aircraft and walking and pack-animal trails
are to be promoted

Zone 3: Low Sensitivity

Zone 3 is the least environmentally sensitive area and tourism should be promoted
with as few restrictions as possible. Considerations regarding sustainability must
however still be examined prior to development. There are several areas occurring
in Zone 3, which are of high tourism value and are more sensitive and relate mostly
to the large ephemeral rivers.

2.3 MONITORING TOURISM IMPACTS

An integrated monitoring programme is vital to the successful management of tourism in
the North-West regions of Namibia. This programme should identify where visitor
pressure is compromising the quality of the environment or visitor experience.

It was recommended that the technique of Limits of Acceptable Change ("LAC") be
used to monitor tourism impacts on the environment. LAC should define management
actions that would be triggered in response to defined signs of visitor pressure or wear.
A proposal regarding how a system of LAC should be implemented is made in the
Phase I report (pg 35). A strategic environmental assessment of the NWTP has been
undertaken together with the development of guidelines for carrying out environmental
impact assessments. These guidelines will be adopted by the Directorate of
Environmental Affairs within the MET and should be used by all tourism developers.
See appendix 5 for further information.

It is the intention of the NWTP to provide broad zoning (Phase I) and more detailed
tourism product-related zones with more specific "sites" (Phase II). However, the
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exact location of tourism products in terms of "sites" will need to be determined at a
very local level and where appropriate should be subject to an EIA. The approach is
therefore to identify likely sites that have potential for development but not to preclude
any sites on the basis of "possible" environmental or wildlife sensitivity. Rather,
implementors should refer to the zoning (NWTMP, Conservancy Land Use Plans,
NWTOP Exclusive Access Areas etc) in terms of acceptable developments or usage
and then rely on a rigorous environmental assessment through the EIA process to
determine whether or not a site is appropriate for a particular type of development.

2.4 APPROPRIATE TOURISM INSTITUTIONS IN THE FOCUS AREA

The main institutions responsible for planning and implementing this plan were
discussed at public meetings. It was agreed at the final consultation workshop in
Uis that Traditional Authorities are taken as the custodians of communal land and
that management and equitable distribution of benefits from natural resources will
be dealt with under sectoral legislation of the line ministries (i.e. conservancy
legislation).

The MET is the responsible ministry for tourism and conservancies are taken as
the appropriate local community institution for managing wildlife and tourism on
communal land. Conservancies should be the principle body in which rights to
tourism are vested. This will enable them to plan tourism activities within the
regional framework of this NWTP. Conservancy activities will ultimately be
overseen by the MET as they are the responsible ministry. Partnerships between
conservancies, government, private sector and NGO's will be required to
implement these plans effectively.

The MET will be primarily responsible for ensuring that the NWTP plan is
implemented and that monitoring and compliance issues are adhered to.

Appropriate linkages with the Land Boards (once operational), the Traditional
Authority and the Regional Council should ensure that an accommodating
environment is provided regionally and locally for conservancies to meet the
requirements of the NWTP. These institutions will also be responsible for
monitoring the implementation of the NWTP at the local and regional level.
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Tourism planning should be conducted simultaneously with the land use planning

process, or may include the tourism land use-planning component only.

Tourism planning should be conducted for all registered conservancies, together

with consultants and co-ordinated by tourism-related NGOs such as NACOBTA

under the supervision of the MET.

Tourism product implementation will commence in the third phase or North-West

Tourism Implementation Project (NWTIP). Enterprises identified in the tourism

plan, which has been adopted by the MET, should be allowed to develop with few
additional requirements, with the exception of site-specific ElAs undertaken by

developers, where appropriate. Local developers should be encouraged to develop

provided that the quality of the product is maintained. Selected sites should be put

out on tender, bids evaluated and negotiations entered into with potential

investors/entrepreneurs. This should culminate in agreements being signed

between the conservancy and the entrepreneur after legal and financial advice has

been sought to protect both the investor and conservancy.

In response to this and with the backing of the national CBNRM program,

NACOBTA has established a Joint Venture Support Unit, which will focus it's

efforts in this sector of development.

Implementation of all tourism products should be a joint effort between the

Directorate of Tourism and NGOs, particularly NACOBTA. However, it is
suggested that whoever is working in support of implementation should co-ordinate

their activities with other partners.

Under the present system, PTOs should be issued in the name of the community

(usually in the name of the conservancy where it exists) rather than in the name of
prospective developers. The security of the investor and community can then be
better protected by a contract negotiated between the parties concerned. The
establishment of this contract should be consultative, based on informed decisions
and involve emerging conservancy committees where they exist.
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Non-Conservancy Areas

There are few areas in the focus area where conservancy formation has not
started. However where this is not the case every attempt should be made to work
through representative community institutions. Provision should be made in any
agreements to "hand-over" responsibility to the conservancy once properly
registered or to a legally constituted body such as a residents trust.

2.5 RECOMMENDATIONS OF PHASE I

Consultation in Phase I produced several recommendations. These are presented in
Appendix 1
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3. NWTOP - PHASE II

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The first phase of the NWTP (the NWTMP) identified the need for legislative changes to
be made to enable conservancies to manage tourism effectively in partnership with other
stakeholders. It also dealt with regional level planning and recommended tourism
developments and activities. However, in order to achieve the purpose of the overall
project, it is important to plan at the appropriate level. This level was identified as being
communal conservancies. Conservancy tourism option plans were identified as the most
appropriate mechanism of achieving this. This section of the document focuses on the
production of these option plans and makes recommendations for their implementation. As
in the first phase, the planning process was managed by NACOBTA under the supervision
of the MET (Directorate of Tourism). The work was undertaken by consultants and guided
by a working group as well as a steering committee.

North West Tourism Option Plan - Phase II

Purpose

"To maximise the tourism potential of the North-West, whilst at
the same time ensuring that the current wilderness appeal is not
lost. Particular emphasis is being given to ensure local residents

become involved and benefit from new and existing tourism
developments"

Obiective

"To give ten conservancies an understandable and practical
document, which will help them to decide on tourism

development in their area and which will become part of their
overall conservancy management plan"
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3.2 GENERAL TOURISM OVERVIEW AND MARKET TRENDS

Whilst the NWTMP report gave statistics for visitors to the NW including bed nights in the
region, these do not give an accurate reflection of what the NWTP believes is the true
potential for product development, particularly accommodation, in the region. The statistics
that are available from Home Affairs, the MET, NGOs, Associations or even to a degree
from individual operators are limited and do not disaggregate data sufficiently to be of
much use when it comes to determining demand. This review is therefore more
"qualitative" than "quantitative" and based largely on interviews with a range of tourism
"players" including:

* Hospitality Association of Namibia (HAN) representing the major
accommodation establishments

* Large Tour Operators (Wilderness, Oryx, SWASAF, et al)
* Small Tour Operators (Sandy Acres, Wild Dog, Crazy Kudu et al)
* Bed & Breakfast Operations

* Charter Flight Operators

3.2.1 BACKGROUND

Generally there is an opinion that tourism in Namibia declined sharply after the 1999
murders of members of a French family on a self-drive holiday in the Caprivi Strip, and the
subsequent low-key war situation that existed in that area.

The North-East bore the brunt of the downturn, with average occupancies dropping from
the 50 to 60% mark down, in some cases, to zero. Some lodges went into bankruptcy and
closed down. Others mothballed or went into a "hibernation" mode, just caretaking
sufficiently to maintain infrastructure. The rest of Namibia did not suffer as much as the
Caprivi, but there was a definite impact on the then growing self-drive market, and many
holidays were cancelled (or never booked - the unknown loss factor). Larger operators
with direct links to their markets were able to allay the fears of many of their loyal agents
and clients, and most of them spent more energy on selling Namibia during this period.

The accommodation industry generally recorded declines from mid sixties to forty-six
percent occupancies during the period late 1999 to 2000, but in a patchy manner, with
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some actually recording increases. This was put down to stronger marketing and planning
strategies by the larger or financially stronger units.

The deteriorating political and civil peace situation in Zimbabwe had both negative and
positive impacts on Namibian tourism. Operators with links across the sub-region were
able to "resell" a percentage of tours into Namibia, but many prospective foreign tourists
opted to stay away from the region altogether, or took up cheaper options in South Africa.

Our national airline contributed to the downturn through inefficiencies, delays and changes
in schedules. Other airlines started dropping off the route in the face of declining markets.

The explosive growth of the "B&B" market had a negative impact on the registered hotel
industry, and made statistics even more hazy, with the early entrants into the business not
providing good information regarding occupancies.

Namibia was affected, along with the rest of the world , by September 11 and the
subsequent fear of flying by first-world travellers. However, South Africa, and specifically
the Eastern Cape, recorded a massive increase in tourism over the period November to
January 2001/2002, confounding the above statement.

Namibian tourism had a very poor last quarter 2001, but the feeling now is that the first
quarter 2002 was not as bad as expected, and that there are signs that we will recover
reasonable ground. The Caprivi is set for a revival after the apparent collapse of UNITA
and the possibility of peace in Angola.

An illustration and barometer of the recent downward trend is the Safari Hotel Group -
normally well settled in the mid +60% occupation and now struggling in the low 40's
despite aggressive advertising and marketing, modern approaches to hospitality and a
worldwide network of faithful suppliers.

The decline in standards at our national park resorts has had a negative effect on that
sector, and a positive drift to private sector establishments in the same areas that do
deliver. In addition, the newly-formed Namibia Tourism Board has many challenges to
meet, not the least being to effectively market Namibia globally.
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3.2.2 TRENDS

There has been a trend for some years towards a desire for a more "wilderness" and
exclusive style experience by certain sectors of the travel market, an area that Namibia is
well poised to exploit. This assertion is supported by information on all the key travel and
tourism websites, for example World Tourism Organisation (WTO) and the World Travel
Association (WTA) and does not require further justification here.

With our wide-open spaces, unique flora and fauna, incredible geological formations and
great cultural diversity, there is much to offer the traveller seeking an experience that is
somewhat out of the ordinary, even for Africa. The growth in the self-drive market indicates
a desire for some couples to be alone on their journey whilst still enjoying interface with
local people, and a willingness to have an "adventure" within parameters of reasonable
personal safety.

Likewise, the tour operators are seeing growth in smaller group tours and many have
invested in smaller vehicles, moving from a 50 odd passenger capacity to 10 or less.
There has been a move to "fly-in safaris" by higher-paying clients who are normally
stressed for time and do not wish to spend a large portion of their holiday on the road.
Many tourists in the middle-upper bracket now seek "responsible" or "green" tourism
experiences, where people, wildlife and environment share in the benefits of the money
earned in their own areas. Exploitation and unworthy practices can have highly negative
impacts on tourist perceptions. Most tourists, at whatever level or category are more
discerning than they have been in the past, and demand value for money, safe travelling
and accommodation factors, and expect to have their expectations or preconceptions met
with little compromise.

Namibia lags in many service-oriented areas of business, but enjoys a well- developed
infrastructure, with generally excellent roads, telecommunications, banking, health and
trauma services and air networks. We also have a relatively crime-free environment, but
cases that do occur often receive more media coverage than is proportional to the event.

The overall impression gained from the private sector is one of cautious optimism, that
tourism does work in cycles, and that the industry will recover over the next two to three
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years. In addition, there is a great deal of enthusiasm with regards to tourism
opportunities in the NW, with operators and investors wishing to capitalise on the trend
towards wilderness, exclusivity and "responsible" tourism experiences. There is
widespread recognition of the need to work closely together with conservancies or
community institutions to create a "win-win" situation.

3.2.3 FURTHER DEMAND ANALYSIS

As a result of the NWTP, NACOBTA is currently supporting 4 conservancies in their efforts
to attract investors and partners to develop tourism accommodation in the upmarket and
mid-market sectors in the NW. This is being done by conducting a joint venture tender
process (see Appendix 6a). Part of this process has included a demand analysis (see
Appendix 6b for summary) looking at the four sites (identified through the NWTP). This
demand analysis also asserts that merely extrapolating figures using current available
statistics does not give a true reflection of the likely potential for accommodation
development in the NW. It suggests two possible scenarios for growth in the NW.
Scenario 1, which indicates status quo with a modest increase in tourism of 5% pa and
Scenario 2, which indicates a more substantial growth based on 10% pa. It is Scenario 2
that the NWTP believes is possible and it is this that can potentially lead to a substantial
increase in "bed-night" demand in the NW. However, this requires a highly progressive
and supportive environment with some or all of the following criteria being met;

* The procurement of investors with a captive market;
* Opening of the western gate of Etosha;
* Opening of the Skeleton Coast for tour and trip operators;
• Effective overall marketing of the region;
* Overall growth of the tourism industry in Namibia and Southern Africa;
* Identifying and attracting new markets to the region;
* Adherence to the North West Tourism Master Plan;
* Implementation of additional strategies and initiatives outside JV efforts to

diversify products and markets; and
* Improvement and upgrading of roads.

The analysis suggests that many of the criteria that need to be met in order to achieve the
higher growth scenario are in fact within the control of the Namibian government, the
private sector and other partners.
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3.3 PROCESS FOLLOWED FOR THE NWTOP (Phase II)

As indicated previously, the development of a participatory and transparent planning
process has contributed to the high level of awareness and ownership that the NWTP
enjoys, particularly amongst residents of the NW. The process followed included the
following steps:
1) At a meeting involving representatives of all registered and emerging

conservancies in the Kunene and Erongo Regions full support was given to the
second phase of the NWTMP (the NWTOP), provided it was done in a consultative
manner.

2) The regional MET were provided with information on the process and encouraged
to provide input at a meeting in Outjo.

3) A first consultative trip was conducted with conservancy committees to plan the
process and obtain clarity on roles and how to include local leadership. This
culminated in a meeting with the Governor (Kunene) together with representatives
of conservancy committees to discuss the proposed process and obtain support for
the NWTOP. The launch of the NWTOP was planned.

4) The participation of key stakeholders in the planning process was sought. This
included local and national implementing agencies (RISE, IRDNC, NACOBTA and
NNF) as well as the designated representatives from the regional MET offices,
Traditional Authorities and Regional Councils (Kunene and Erongo).

5) Meetings were held with regional MET staff to introduce the project and build co-
operation.

6) The NWTOP was launched by the Permanent Secretary of the MET at
Twyfelfontein Country Lodge.

7) Consultation meetings to determine initial ideas for conservancy tourism option
plans were conducted.

8) Specialist assessment of conservancy tourism potential with conservancy
representatives and the MET was undertaken.

9) Based on the field-work and analysis, conservancy tourism option plans were
compiled.

10) The plans were presented to the private sector for input.
11) Necessary changes were made.
12) Draft tourism option plan posters were then presented to the MET senior staff for

their input.
13) Presentations of draft posters were made to Kunene and Erongo Regional Council

representatives
14) Tourism option plan posters were finalised.
15) These draft posters were then fed back to the conservancies for final approval .
16) Final changes were incorporated.
17) The Environmental component of the project was addressed through an overall

environmental assessment of the tourism option plans and more specific terms of
reference developed for environmental impact assessments of individual tourism
product sites.

18)Two studies were commissioned - one to deal with the involvement of local
entrepreneurs and the other to establish present and potential benefits from the
tourism industry in the North-West.

19) Final consultation meetings with key stakeholders were conducted
20) Finalise report (this document)
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3.4 IDENTIFICATION OF KEY ISSUES

During the planning process a number of key issues were identified by conservancy
committees (with input from Traditional Authorities), MET, Regional Councils, private
sector and NGOs,.

During key stakeholder meetings full support was given to the process followed and the
findings of the second phase. Conservancies requested that the tourism planning be
undertaken and most had put additional tourism developments on hold until these plans
were finalised. The private sector supported conservancies as tourism planning units,
recognised the need for equity and wanted to be a part of planning and implementation.
Meetings with the MET senior staff supported the findings and processes were discussed
to incorporate existing non-consultative initiatives such as the "Peoples Park" project into
the NWTOP. The Regional Councils of the Kunene and Erongo Regions also supported
the planning process and findings.

Key issues raised during consultation meetings are noted here (Appendix 2 provides a
comprehensive detailed account of consultation):

* All parties highlighted the core issue of improving management of tourism in the
communal areas. All agreed that improved management should be devolved to
conservancy level and implementation of improved management achieved through
partnerships between the conservancy committees, private sector and MET.
Conservancies requested that additional rights be afforded to them to manage
tourism in partnership with other stakeholders. The issue of a " NW Peoples Park"
was discussed at all levels as a means of achieving improved management. Most
parties were positive towards this concept with the important proviso that it added
rights to manage tourism to conservancies whilst not affecting existing rights of
members.

* Minimum tourism standards were raised as a concern by the private sector. This
applies particularly to those enterprises run by local entrepreneurs, which the
private sector was willing to use but could not at this stage, due to poor standards.

* The private sector emphasised the need for exclusive access to certain areas, in
order to provide the environment required for high-paying guests. The private
sector also emphasised the need to plan consumptive (hunting) and non-
consumptive tourism very carefully to avoid conflict.

* Many stakeholders mentioned the importance of involving local entrepreneurs as
crucial to the long-term success of the plan.

* All parties agreed that PTO's should be issued in the name of the conservancy and
equitable deals worked out with local and/or external business partners. Security of
operation will be obtained through these legally binding contracts. If lending
institutions are not happy with this arrangement then it should be taken
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up with them.
* Many stakeholders raised concerns related to the equitable distribution of benefits

and that this must be done to ensure the success of tourism in these communal
areas.

* The existing communal area tourism concessions need to be resolved equitably as
the MET has 'promised' these areas to various stakeholders at different times and
as a result confusion and competition between key stakeholders currently exists .

* All parties requested that the "Park and Neighbour" relations policy needed to be
finalised to secure national parks (especially Etosha and the Skeleton Coast) over
the long-term by creating an environment for communal neighbours to benefit from
the parks in a meaningful way. This would improve relations with the MET, improve
resource management both within and outside of the park and create opportunities
for private sector involvement. It was proposed that concessions within the park be
allocated to a neighbouring conservancy and equitable deals be established
between the parties - including clear guidelines of operation. The investigation of
buffer zones outside of the Park could be considered together with this.

* Road maintenance of the existing 4x2 roads needed to be improved and
maintenance of tracks in sensitive areas needed to be done to prevent further
environmental degradation.

* The provision of information to tourists would go a long way to dealing with
uncontrolled behaviour - even in the absence of legal enforcement.

* Tourism plans should be integrated into Regional Plans and other ministries and
activities should take cognisance of this plan.

* A growth market needing to be considered is the desire of particularly over seas
tourists to experience the way of life of local communities (cultural tourism).

* The need for tourism training was identified by several stakeholders. This applies
to improving tourism awareness and skills locally but also educating the private
sector on how tourism should be conducted in the communal areas.

3.5 SPECIALIST STUDIES

As a result of concerns raised during the planning process two studies were
commissioned to run parallel with the NWTP. These are:

1) How to promote local entrepreneurial involvement in the tourism sector of the
North-West in a responsible and sustainable manner.

2) To undertake a tourism value study of the North-West, to establish what the
present and future contributions of tourism really are.

The results of these studies will be available at the end of 2002.
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4. CONSERVANCY TOURISM OPTION PLANS

4.1 PLANNING - PRACTICAL ASPECTS

The vision, strategy, purpose and objectives outlined previously, guided the planning
process.

The tourism option plans that have been developed, cover areas that have the potential for
tourism development over the long term. These products will therefore be developed over
time. It is expected that after ten years these plans will need reviewing. This should be
done by a broad group of stakeholders (based on those groups consulted during Phases I
and 11 of this project) and lead by the Directorate of Tourism. The rate of development
does however depend on a number of factors, including; the rate at which the tourism
market expands, successful management and mitigation measures as well as
environmental constraints. (see also criteria in section 3.2.3)

The tourism option plans will form the basis of the tourism management component of the
conservancy management plans. The main outcome of this project has been the
production of a detailed tourism option poster for each conservancy under discussion.
These posters indicate the type of tourism product development options that exist, tourism
zoning and identify sites and areas for development. The tourism product
recommendations highlighted on the posters have been prioritised by the conservancies
and provide a visual yet informative overview of the conservancy for various stakeholders
including potential investors. In addition to this, general proposals regarding the upgrading
of routes and development of new routes were also considered (see map 2). The
provision of information is a key component of the project strategy and recommendations
have also been made for the construction of information offices. These will be sited at key
North-West entry points, towns and conservancy offices (see map 2). The intention is to
utilise existing structures where possible, including existing tourism establishments and
conservancy offices.
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4.2 INTERPRETING THE POSTER

It was agreed by the planning team that Conservancy Tourism Option Plans should be
presented in poster format. This has been done to ensure that the plans are widely read
and understood and that the posters become "management tools" used by all
stakeholders for implementation. The posters are summarised in fold out sheets in
Appendix 3 and will also be made available to the key stakeholders (conservancies,
government, NGOs, Tourism Associations etc) in full AO poster format.

This section provides information on how to use the poster with specific definitions:

a) Maps
Four maps are included on each conservancy tourism option plan poster:

* A digital terrain model, gives a good overview of the main features of the
conservancy (mountains, valleys, rivers, roads).

* A small map gives the location of the conservancy in relation to the most
important tourism routes in the country (thick red line) as well as important
tourism routes within the region (thinner red line).

* It also has a small conservancy level map indicating the existing tourism
establishments and products within the conservancy.

* The fourth and main map of the conservancy, places the conservancy in its
context regionally, identifies exclusive access areas for tourism, tourism
routes and prioritised tourism plans for the conservancy. Text boxes
highlight relevant information regarding various options. This is the focus of
the study and the following information explains these maps more fully.

b) Photographs
A few characteristic photographs have been presented on the poster to give an
indication of the scenery and in some cases the wildlife and other attractions.

c) Definitions of key concepts/words contained in the posters

1. Conservancy
In this document this refers to communal conservancies which are registered
legal entities or emerging conservancies in the case of Omatendeka
Conservancy. Registered conservancies have met the requirements set out by
the legislation, have been approved by the MET and have been gazetted.
Rights gained by communal conservancies are the same as those given to
private farmers (on commercial land) over huntable game and the rights to non-
consumptive use of wildlife (i.e. tourism).

The requirements of registration include - reaching mutual agreement
regarding boundaries with neighbouring communities/conservancies,
development and approval of a constitution by registered members and the
election of a representative committee . Powers vested in the committee
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include the ability to enter into legally binding contracts on behalf of and with
the consent of its members and the responsibility to develop and implement
management plans and equitable distribution plans.

2. Exclusive Access Areas (EAA)
These are areas that conservancies have agreed to allocate for exclusive use
of a tourism operator or group of operators. It does not mean that other types of
land use are necessarily excluded - e.g. grazing or settlement - This, if at all
possible or desirable will require separate negotiations with the conservancy
committee. The legal status of these areas needs to be addressed to ensure
effective enforcement. However, the option of being able to create an EAA
allows the private sector operator to develop a higher quality product and
greatly increases the chances of success for the joint venture and wildlife
management and hence benefit to the community

3. Joint venture
In this document a joint venture is an agreement signed by an entrepreneur
with the conservancy committee (or other legal community entity) for tourism
related business purposes. This applies to both local entrepreneurs; Namibian
based entrepreneurs as well as international investors. Much research has
been done within the region to establish what constitutes an equitable deal. A
study is being conducted within the North-West (section 3.5) to establish similar
criteria to promote local entrepreneurial involvement in the tourism industry
without compromising the product offered.

4. Joint Management Areas
These are areas, where two or more conservancies have not been able to
resolve boundary disputes and as a result have agreed to manage the areas
jointly.

5. Concessions
Concessions in communal areas pre-date independence but continue to be
renewed by government. These concessions represent areas of high tourism
potential, where the MET has allocated exclusive tourism rights to individual
entrepreneurs. This does not in any way affect communal residents rights of
access to these areas, although residents have agreed not to settle
permanently, with the expectation of receiving benefits from tourism. They are
used for emergency grazing during droughts.

The MET is responsible for these concessions but the future of these areas is
unclear.

6. Monuments Council areas
These are areas of national importance and have been proclaimed National
Monument Sites under the supervision of the National Monuments Council
(NMC), Ministry of Basic Education and Culture. In reality this does not mean
much, as the NMC has no field staff and limited resources. Maintenance at
NMC sites in the NW is in general poor and negotiations are underway to
improve this by allowing conservancies and the private sector (possibly
community enterprises) to manage these sites on behalf of the Ministry.
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7. World Heritage Sites
No world heritage sites exist within the planning area but initiatives are
underway to form such sites - The Brandberg being the main option.
Residents are in support of higher conservation status being allocated to
certain sites provided that income generating opportunities and access are not
unnecessarily limited, but that joint management by conservancies and
government is improved and regulations are enforceable.

8. Definition of Accommodation Facilities
Planned facilities have been categorised into three main types:

a) Upmarket lodge - Generally a small development (max 24 beds and/or
12 units), offering an exclusive, all inclusive package, personalised
experience and generally highly priced (>US $ 100 per person per night).
b) Mid-market lodge - These could be a larger development (max 40 beds
and /or 20 units, not requiring exclusivity, often taking clients off main
routes. Priced to cater for those not willing to camp, but providing fixed
structures and basic facilities (about US $ 30-50 per person per night).
c) Camp sites - Fixed structures include ablutions, administration and
recreation but not accommodation. These sites should be arranged
wherever possible to provide exclusivity within the confines of the
development area. Campsites may also consist of 'dry camps', with guided,
or self-drive access.

9. Primary tourism route
Primary tourism routes are those routes within Namibia as a whole, which link
tourism destinations of national importance. (For example the majority of
tourists travel from Swakopmund to Etosha National Park via Twyfelfontein -
this makes this route a primary tourism route. These are proclaimed routes and
maintained by the Ministry of Works. Borrow pits for the resurfacing of these
roads need to be carefully located so as not to detract from the tourism value of
the area.

10. Secondary tourism route
Secondary tourism routes are important tourism routes within a region but do
not necessarily link major destinations. These routes do not carry the bulk of
tourists but rather a more select group of tourists who venture off the primary
routes to see other attractions within the country. An example of a secondary
route is the one from Kamanjab to Opuwo and Epupa Falls. Secondary routes
can become primary routes and visa-versa if conditions change and markets
shift. These are proclaimed routes and maintained by the Ministry of Works.
Borrow pits for the resurfacing of these roads need to be carefully located so as
not to detract from the tourism value of the area.

11. Self-Drive Access - 4x4 route areas
4x4 vehicle access will be restricted by and within Exclusive Access Areas.
Areas designated for self-drive 4x4 access will provide 4x4 trail options, which
will be planned during the next phase in more detail. The intention is to provide
sufficient options for the important self-drive 4x4 market but at the same time
limit the number of routes. This should minimize negative environmental
impacts, avoid wildlife disturbance in key areas, make maintenance of roads
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more feasible and encourage routes that coincide with tourist accommodation,
including campsites.

12. Guided Access Areas 4x4
Some areas of high sensitivity may be zoned for guided access only. These
should be as small as necessary so as not to exclude people from experiences
the North-West has to offer. These zones will be finalised following
consultation in the next phase. Other areas will lend themselves to the
provision of 4x4 trails for 4x2 tourists who can extend their stay for several
days by utilising guided 4x4 tours to more remote areas.

13. Trophy Hunting and photographic tourism
Both these activities are considered as tourism (consumptive and non-
consumptive). Conflict between them is still very much a reality and careful
planning must be undertaken to ensure that this is minimised. Although broad
zoning exists, specific areas have not been allocated for photographic and
hunting during the planning process. This will be determined by the
conservancy committee and will be influenced by the current joint-venture
tender process and the ongoing level of interest in lodge development.
Conservancies are increasingly aware of the need to look carefully at the
relative value of hunting and tourism and plan accordingly. A proper
examination of the opportunity costs of both forms of tourism needs to be
undertaken in a transparent and consultative manner. This may result in
photographic tourism securing the high potential sites and trophy hunting lower
value areas or in the longer term hunting may fall away all together in certain
high-potential (photographic) tourism conservancies.

14. Park and Neighbour Relations
The maps also depict the potential for Park and Neighbour relations. In the
case where conservancies border on Parks, much is to be gained from an
innovative, responsible approach to potential joint management or benefit
agreements. The intention of these initiatives is to create win-win situations
between government, conservancies and the private sector, whilst maintaining
the wilderness appeal of the area. In most cases this will assist in securing
these areas over the long term for wildlife conservation.

d) Information centres
These are placed at key strategic positions to improve information to tourists. In
some cases they will also be able to provide booking services and the provision of
4x4 permits where applicable (Phase Ill to determine this). It is expected that
these should be developed in collaboration with conservancy offices to create
opportunities for additional income generating activities (crafts, postcards, T-Shirts,
tyre repairs etc).
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4.3 DISCLAIMER

Disclaimer. The boundaries indicated on all maps produced were the best available at
the time and efforts have been made to make these as accurate as possible. However,
the accuracy of the maps should be verified by ground truthing where appropriate.
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5. PHASE 11- TOURISM OPTION PLANS

5.1 CONSERVANCY TOURISM OPTION PLANS ARE ATTACHED IN
APPENDIX 3.

The following conservancy tourism option plans are included:

1. Tsiseb

2. Sorri-Sorris

3. Uibasen/Twyfelfontein

4. Doro Nawas

5. Khoadi Hoas

6. Torra

7. Ehirovipuka

8. Omatendeka

9. Marienfluss

As indicated previously, Purros Conservancy tourism option plan is currently suspended
pending the resolution of a community dispute

5.2 CONSERVANCY TOURISM OPTION PLAN SUMMARY

The ten conservancies considered are summarised in table 1. This table gives an overall
impression of tourism potential, accessibility, existing and planned tourism facilities, types
of tourism classification and environmental issues.
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TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF TOURISM PRODUCT OPTIONS
TOURISM POTENTIAL ACCESSIBILITY EXISTING PLANNED LAND USE ENVIRONMENTAL

FACILITIES FACILITIES
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9) Marienfluss

Y -Yes H - High quantity or need

N -No M - Medium quantity or need

P - Potential L - Low quantity or need
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All conservancies considered in this phase have high tourism potential based on cultural,
wildlife and scenic attractions. Tourism has considerable potential to contribute to the
improvement of local livelihoods through the conservancy approach. This approach is most
likely to ensure responsible development, improved management of the area and sustained
local support for wildlife - the mainstay of the tourism industry in this area.

Wildlife numbers continue to rise in all areas - testimony to the success of the conservancy
approach. The devolution of responsibility to any level above the conservancy level will result
in resistance from producer communities, conflict and once again decline in wildlife numbers.
Recent game counts reflect that this trend is true for all conservancies dealt with in this
phase. "Natural" wildlife corridors have been established between Etosha National Park and
the Skeleton Coast Park through community support and the conservancy formation. The
willingness of conservancies to allocate "exclusive access" tourism areas, will further secure
wildlife in these communal areas as well as providing an appropriate environment for high
value tourism operators.

Accessibility by 4x2 vehicles is in general adequate to service the North-West for tourism. All
these roads do however need to be maintained in better order than at present. Only one
additional 4x2 road is recommended. This is the route from Sesfontein through Omuramba
and Ehi-Rovipuka to the western part of Etosha National Park. This would also require the
opening of this gate to general tourist traffic. In addition, the current road between Opuwa via
Uukwalhuudi to Tsandi should be upgraded to a 4x2 road. This would enhance the options
open to tourists for circular routes including the North-West, Etosha and the North Central
regions. It is not recommended that additional 4x2 routes be developed west of existing
secondary tourism routes. This would negatively affect the wilderness value of the area, and
these areas are best suited to 4x4 access. There are also too many 4x4 tracks being used
and opened up at present. No planning guides the establishment of these routes and they are
not maintained - leading in places to seven parallel tracks being formed on sensitive gravel
plains. Free access to the North-West needs to be managed in order to halt environmental
damage. This will also ensure that income remains within the conservancy area for improved
resource management at a local level and that 'profits' are equitable distributed amongst
members.
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Guided tours will in all probability become more important with time, without limiting the self-
drive market unnecessarily. As conservancies become established the potential for taking
guided 4x4 trails from existing 4x2 routes will increase. Some areas of high sensitivity may
require guided access in parts to limit disturbance.

As indicated previously, a comprehensive study resulting in a NW vehicle management plan
will be undertaken in Phase 111.

The plan identifies a number of up-market and mid-market lodge opportunities for investors.
These could be Namibian, foreign or local affirmative action initiatives. The two most
important factors required when dealing with upmarket lodges are quality of experience and
the ability to market effectively. Local involvement has however been addressed in this
planning process by focussing on the establishment of mid market lodges, campsites and bed
and breakfast facilities to provide entry points for local entrepreneurs, who once experienced
can move into upmarket facilities. This is however not an either / or situation and it may be
preferable over time that local entrepreneurs still have strategic linkages with outside
marketers as most developers do. The establishment of upmarket lodges must take this
transition into account.

From the summary table it is clear that seven of the ten conservancies border on National
Parks. A major opportunity is currently being lost by Namibia in failing to address this "parks
and neighbours" issue in a responsible and creative manner. This opportunity needs to be
grasped in order to develop linkages between partners (conservancies/communities,
government and private sector) that entrench conservation by ensuring that benefits are
maximised from these national assets and distributed equitably. It is important that National
Parks are not viewed by communities as the preserve of the elite. An example of this is the
prospecting for diamonds at Kunene Mouth in the Skeleton Coast Park. Had there been
strong partnerships already in place - between conservancies, private sector and government
- the potentially, highly destructive mining activities in this pristine area could possibly have
been mitigated and replaced by high value tourism. Another example is evident on the
northern border of Etosha National Park (ENP), where settlements are moving southwards
onto the park boundary (see appendix 4). Resources in this area are clearly becoming limited
and the ENP is currently of no value to those local residents outside it as they receive no
tangible benefits from it. However, there is the potential to positively impact on people's
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livelihoods without detrimentally affecting the park - in fact if parks and neighbour initiatives
are developed properly the park will be considerably enhanced. Partnerships between
organised local residents outside of the Park should result in securing the ENP in the long
term, engaging people in the northern regions in tourism, diversifying economies and
improving resource management inside as well as outside of the park.

Existing tourism concessions on communal land are cause for considerable concern. The
proposed future existence and/or ownership of these areas remains unclear. This situation
needs to be resolved through co-operation for the mutual benefit of all key stakeholders. The
concession areas are presently highly under-utilised and in most cases the facilities provided
to tourists are not in keeping with the high potential of the area. Investor security is poor,
community involvement is very limited and surrounding communities have seen little benefit
from these areas. The "NW Peoples Park" initiative has the potential to further aggravate this
situation if residents and conservancy committees are not full participants in finding an
equitable solution.

Cultural sites have not been identified in detail, during this planning phase. However, access
to and management of these sites needs to be planned at a local level and where appropriate
in collaboration with the National Monuments Council (NMC).

Gravel plains and road maintenance

Of the conservancies selected, half have sensitive gravel plains, four of these conservancies
have 4x4 tracks needing repair followed by routine maintenance. Conservancies and the
Road Authorities should work together to ensure better and more regular maintenance of
remote gravel and sand roads. As indicated previously, a management plan for vehicle
access (particularly 4x4) will be developed as part of Phase 111.

Major Ephemeral rivers

All the conservancies considered have major ephemeral rivers passing through them. These
are important corridors for wildlife and as such, tourist activities needs to be carefully planned
and monitored to identify and mitigate against negative impacts.
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Other Issues

Gates at key entry points

Various parties suggested the construction of gates at key entrance points. In principle, gates

should be kept to a minimum to maintain the wilderness appeal of the area. If gates are to be
set up these must be done in consultation with the conservancy, private sector the MLRR
and MET. Careful consideration should be given to the sustainability of such entry points
before going ahead and this will be linked to the vehicle management plan, Phase IlIl

Road tax

The maintenance of 4x4 tracks, particularly in the far-west was cause for concern to all
parties. Several solutions were offered involving the collection of a road tax or permit -
purchased on entry to the NW or an individual conservancy or linked to overnight
accommodation payments. This issue requires considerable investigation and will be linked
to the vehicle management plan, Phase Ill.

Detailed planning meetings

Several areas had interlinked issues that require more detailed investigation, negotiation and
consultation. In general the exact routing of 4x4 self-drive routes should be decided at these
meetings. Two areas in particular were singled out for meetings of all stakeholders. These

are:

1) Marienfluss Conservancy

2) All conservancies in the Ugab - Huab common use area. This area needs to be
carefully planned as this high value area can foresee considerable increases in traffic.

5.3 SPECIFIC ISSUES NOT COVERED IN SECTIONS 5.1 AND 5.2

Regional Council and Traditional Authority Roles
Various stakeholders including conservancies were concerned about clarifying the roles of the
Traditional Authority and Regional Council. A conducive environment needs to be established
for development to proceed. There was broad acceptance that these stakeholders should
establish a mutually beneficial working relationship, which should be formalised via, for
example an MOU, to avoid misunderstanding regarding roles and responsibilities.
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Local Entrepreneur Study

A study has been commissioned to promote the integration of local entrepreneurs into the

conservancy framework in an equitable and responsible manner.

EIA Process

The number and type of tourism developments proposed are significant and as a result the

potential social, environmental and economic implications need to be considered carefully

before proceeding. In the light of Namibia's EIA policy and pending legislation (Environmental

Management Bill) this study has developed an approach compatible with the National

Strategy. It should be noted that under this policy, certain projects must have an
environmental assessment. However, in addition to those projects where an EIA is

mandatory, a screening tool has been developed to assess whether a tourism development

justifies a full EIA process or whether certain mitigating activities are sufficient. Attached in

Appendix 5a is an Environmental Screening Questionnaire for Tourism Projects, which should

be completed by potential developers to determine whether an Environmental Impact

Assessment (EIA) is required.

If an EIA is required, then general Guidelines for ElAs of Tourism Projects (in the North-West)

indicating how the EIA process should be conducted are attached in Appendix 5b. In

addition, a Pro-Forma Environmental Contract for Tourism Projects is attached in Appendix

5c - this will be linked to the EIA Report and will contract developers to adhere to a set of

recommendations for limiting negative environmental impacts of any tourism development.

All these documents will become part of the DEA's package of environmental information

available to developers to assist them with this important component of tourism product
development.

The whole plan has also been subjected to a Strategic Environmental Assessment, which

comments on possible oversights on behalf of the project and identifies issues in relation to

the potential cumulative impacts of the tourism developments proposed. (Appendix 5d).

Integrating the NWTOP recommendations into other ministries.
In order for a plan of this nature to succeed it must be recognised and supported by other
relevant line ministries. The Directorate of Tourism has responsibility for ensuring this takes
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place and it is expected that this will be achieved in the six-month period following completion

of Phase 11 of this project.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS -PHASE II

6.1 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Many of the recommendations that were identified in Phase I and documented here in
Appendix 1 are still valid and require attention.

Here, only the main recommendations from Phase 11 will be highlighted. These
recommendations, if supported will lead to more effective implementation of tourism
development in the NW. Some of them were also identified in Phase 1, which suggests the
importance with which stakeholders view them.

Issue Recommendation

1. Management of Tourism * Additional legal rights should be afforded
to conservancies to manage tourism in
partnership with the MET and the private
sector - this should include the ability to
designate "exclusive access areas" and
limit tourist access to certain zones in
keeping with the tourism plan.

* As part of these legal rights, a vehicle
Management Plan should be developed
for the NW generally and each
conservancy specifically, that identifies
zones where limited access may be
required, zones for guided tours and
mechanisms for enforcing these
measures.

* Initiatives such as the "NW Contractual or
Peoples Park" should be integrated with
the implementation of the NWTP.

2. Implementation of NWTOP * GRN should indicate clear support for the
implementation of the NWTOP and
ensure investor and developer
compliance.

* Partners should work collaboratively to
assist conservancies or communities to
develop the recommended tourism
product options - this should include an
implementation plan that looks at the
"opportunity costs" of the different
options, followed by a conservancy
management plan.

3. Parks and Neighbours * The Parks and Neighbours policy should
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be finalised after participatory
consultation with all stakeholders - this
should then lead to more progressive
negotiated agreements between the MET,
private sector and adjacent communities.

4.Strengthening of Environmental * The EIA process should be strengthened
Assessment by ensuring the MET adopts the EIA

guidelines, clarifies the process of
screening and approval (roles and
responsibilities) and ensures speedy
appraisal of ElAs when submitted

5. PTO Process * The PTO process should be finalised and
clarified by the MET together with the
MLRR. The response time for
applications should be reduced to no
more than 2 months.

6. Concessions * The MET Concession policy should be
finalised whereby conservancies must be
involved in the ownership, management
and benefit from all natural resource
based activities e.g tourism

7. Information * Information centres ( as identified in the
NWTP) should be developed together
with consistent information brochures
regarding the NW geography, geology,
history, culture and a tourist code of
conduct

8. Marketing * In order to maximise tourism development
potential a comprehensive destination
marketing campaign needs to be
undertaken. This should be done
collaboratively with the NTB as lead
agency.
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| 7. PHASE III - IMPLEMENTATION OF TOURISM OPTION PLANS

7.1 TOWARD THE DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

The aim of this section is to provide a framework for the third phase of the project -

implementation. The plans presented in this document have broad-based support from

communal residents, private sector and government. In order for these plans to succeed, a

favourable environment must be created to facilitate implementation. This section outlines

the need to produce standard operating procedures that are developed in a clear, transparent

and equitable manner. Many solutions currently being proposed will result in a "win-lose"

arrangement. This is clearly not necessary in the North-West and if developed properly, "win-

win" solutions can be obtained. There are a number of instances where opportunities have

been lost by communal residents due to their disadvantaged negotiating position. These are

issues which, if tourism is to revert from the current preserve of the elite to an industry in

which communal residents have an equitable stake, must be addressed sooner rather than

later.

It is suggested here that each of the following topics need resolution in a manner that

respects the integrity, perspectives and concerns of all directly affected parties. The

resolution of these is possible through the development of an open, transparent process that

leads to closure. Anything less than this will result in all parties losing over the long term.

Existing establishments

Equitable deals need to be negotiated between parties in cases where tourism

establishments started before conservancy formation, but where they now fall within the

boundaries of conservancies. In addition, in cases where no formal agreement between the

parties exists, or the contract was not based on an informed decision, then negotiations

should be re-opened.

Planned establishments

A clear transparent process needs to be developed for the establishment of new enterprises

within the communal areas. A process for joint venture development will be followed during

Phase III of the project and this is outlined in Appendix 6.
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Concessions

Communal tourism concession areas are the basis for a current heated debate, which has the

potential to undo many years of work and hamper development of the region in general.
These concession areas represent significant development opportunities for local residents

and clearly the sustainability of some conservancies depends on equitable arrangements

regarding their management . If these areas are excluded from conservancies (or benefits

from them not shared equitably), hostility and reduced commitment at a local level will result.
The MET will also have lost the trust that has been established over the years.

Parks and Neighbours Draft Policy

This draft policy, if implemented could potentially result in one of the greatest lost

development opportunities since independence. Many communities were dispossessed of
land and opportunities lost due to the establishment of Parks within Namibia. The Parks and
Neighbours concept however, allows these injustices to be addressed. In fact this policy has

the potential to significantly impact on the livelihoods of residents from almost every region of
the country. A carefully planned process can result in improved management inside and
outside of parks, improved livelihoods outside of parks and improved relations with people

living on the borders of parks and will therefore contribute significantly to the securing of parks
by integrating them into the fabric of the lives of neighbouring Namibians.

PTO application process

The PTO application process is cumbersome, inefficient and inconsistent. Its revision

particularly in relation to the NWTOP would be of great assistance. Once EIA conditions have

been met and conservancies apply for developments that have been identified within the

NWTOP it is expected that these be "fast tracked".

Management of Tourism in the North-West

The first phase dealt with this issue and provided clear recommendations. The second phase

identified the same issues and mechanisms were sought to address this.

1) Conservancies once again clearly stated the need for legislation to be developed that
allows conservancies to manage tourism in partnership with other key stakeholders.

2) The formation of a "Contractual/NW Peoples Park" was proposed by the MET.

Conservancies have not given support to this initiative as yet as they have not been
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consulted and are therefore suspicious of the intent of this move. They have however

clearly stated that they would potentially support such an initiative if it affords

conservancies the necessary rights to manage tourism together with government and

the private sector. Any such developments would clearly need to spell out the roles
and responsibilities of all parties. The NW Peoples Park initiative could therefore be

an option to assist in the management of tourism in the NW.

3) A further suggestion from stakeholders is that a Park is not necessarily required to

enable regulation, but merely the establishment of by-laws under the Ministry of

Regional and Local Government would suffice. These should afford the
conservancies (in collaboration with Traditional Authorities) the rights to manage and

regulate tourism development and tourism access.

All these options need to be considered and openly discussed. Conservancies are still under

the distinct impression that the rights to manage tourism will be afforded to them.

Tourism Standards

The private sector has clearly stated the need to establish tourism standards for development

in the North-West. This should be done collaboratively with the Namibia Tourism Board

(NTB) whose responsibility it is to develop and monitor tourism standards in Namibia. These
should however not detract from the local touches or "branding" that are prevalent in the area.
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8. APPENDICES - PHASE 2

8.1 APPENDIX I - MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS FROM PHASE I

RECOMMENDATIONS - Phase I

The NWTMP is a framework within which sub-regional tourism planning will take
place. The process involves a high level of participation of local communities through
conservancy structures, whilst maintaining accountability, transparency and a
commitment to sustainable development. The involvement of community structures
allows considerable transfer of skills and understanding of the tourism industry as well
as empowering communities to negotiate on an even footing with the private sector. It
also makes provision for tourism to be planned and managed locally and to ensure a
fair distribution of income amongst stakeholders, particularly local residents.

Tourism if planned and controlled over the long term has the ability to contribute
considerably to the livelihoods as well as development in these two regions. If
however the present situation of limited management and poor planning is pursued
then these two regions will destroy their tourism potential.

To ensure the successful implementation and long term sustainability of tourism
development in the Region the following basic recommendations results from the
study and community participating process and should be adhered to.

CONTROL * Additional legislation to allow the control of tourism and
freedom of movement by tourists should be addressed and
implemented as a matter of urgency. (Section 3)

* A Brochure explaining tourism ethical code should be
compiled and distributed at information centres and main
access routes.

* Co-operation between line-ministries (MET and MLRR)
and support agencies must be improved, especially in
resource management. (Section 3)

* Tourism development and activities in the North-West
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Region must be subject to guidelines and criteria as
determined for each environmental zone. (Section 3.4)

* That the NWRTMP be included as a policy document in
the NDP 11

* Provision should be made in the upcoming Tourism Policy
for the inclusion and implementation of Integrated Regional
Tourism Strategies/Plans.

MANAGEMENT * The proposed structure and process outlined in this study
for managing tourism development in the region should be
implemented by the Regional Councils, ministries and
NGO's as a matter of urgency. (Section 3.4)

* Integrated tourism development and management plans on
conservancy level (sub-regional) should be prepared as a
matter of urgency. (Section 3.4.3)

* Conservancies and the local communities should be
empowered to manage tourism at a local level.

* The MET, Regional- and Local Councils and other
stakeholders must not consider the North-west Tourism
Master Plan as a final product but as a management tool to
guide tourism development in the Region.

MONITORING * An Environmental Monitoring Committee should be
established who will be responsible for managing and
monitoring environmental pressure and visitor satisfaction
levels. Existing bodies such as the CBNRM Association of
Namibia could be approached to fulfil or co-ordinate this
function. (Paragraph 3.4.2)

* Local persons or institutions (such as Conservancy
members) should be trained and mobilised to report
indications of environmental pressure. (Section 3.4.2)

* The MET should initiate the process of Limits of
Acceptable Change and regular meetings should be held
between stakeholders to streamline the process. (Section
3.4.2)

* Limits of Acceptable Change should define management
actions that would be triggered in responds to defined
signs of visitor pressure or wear for each tourism
management zone. (Section 3.4.2.1)

WATER & * The MET should emphasise that an integrated approach
GEOLOGY be followed by the Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Rural
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Development where planning the development of water
resources, especially when within the westward flowing
rivers.

* The Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Rural Development
must be requested to urgently investigate the construction
of illegal surface water dams on the commercial farming
areas.

a Descriptions of the geology should be prepared and placed
at places of geological interest.

* The geology, flora and fauna should be described in a
route or trail booklet in order to increase interest and
awareness.

* All future mining projects in the North-west Region must be
subject to full ElA's and Environmental Management Plans
and the regular compliance with auditing and updating
thereof.

ECONOMIC * That the establishment of up-market and mid-marked
IMPACT AND lodges be promoted since these are providing significantly
COST BENEFIT greater economic returns to the community and regional

economy.

* That community campsites not be disregarded as a
development option and that the benefits to the
communities and tourism market be explored.

* All stakeholders in the tourism sector should be made
aware that, although very beneficial in the short term,
unplanned tourism will be detrimental to the long term
sustainability of tourism in the North-west.

* That planned tourism development be promoted in order to
ensure long term sustainability.

* In order to maximise the benefits and minimise the costs of
tourism development it is recommended that community
members be encouraged to develop industries which
support the local tourism industry and;

* That tourist be educated and informed about the region's
environmental and social fragility. This may be achieved
through a visitor code-of-conduct displayed on signboards
and or by distributing brochures at information centres.

MARKETING * A detailed tourism marketing plan supplemented by an
action plan should be developed for the North-West
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Region.

* A marketing strategy should consider the marketing
objectives and guiding principles for marketing as
highlighted in the report.

* It is recommended that a brand name and values should
flow from the region's unique selling points and should be
used on all marketing collateral produced for the region.

* Regional marketing should be the responsibility of a
marketing entity guided by a multi-representative forum or
committee specially constituted to handle the marketing
aspect.

* That a marketing strategy include all tourism sectors since
community owned facilities, in general, do not have
sufficient funds to market their establishment and region
single-handedly.

* Community campsites should, at a minimum prepare
brochures which are distributed through all tourism
information centres in the region and key centres
nationally, provide directional and locational signage,
establish relationships with tour operations and ensure that
information is provided in all regional collateral.

FINANCIAL * To create an enabling, sustainable environment while
tourism planning would be a shared responsibility. Tourism
Planning at conservancy level is of utmost importance and
should be implemented urgently. (Section 3.8)

* Government should play a major role in tourism
monitoring, however, the private sector (including
Conservancies) should have an interest. (Section 3.8)

* Marketing should be handled in partnership between the
Government, private sector and local
communities/stakeholders.

* Bulk infrastructure development and maintenance should
be the responsibility of the government.

* Enterprise infrastructure should be developed by the
private sector (which include community members and
conservancies) but the government/donors should initiate
financial incentives that assist in securing funding or
improving viability.

* Although the private sector should be responsible to train
their own staff the government/donor agencies should
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assist the private sector.

* Central, Regional and Local Authorities should provide
facilitation and investment assistance to potential
investors. Subsidised feasibility studies and environmental
impact studies for tourism development with strong
empowerment should be considered.

JNFRASTRUCTURE * The MET should play a leading role in requesting all other
line ministries that infrastructural planning should follow an
integrated approach.

* Existing proclaimed roads in environmental zone I should
be maintained, however, the proclamation of new roads
should be discouraged.

* A circle route, for 2 x 4 cars linking Swakopmund,
Khorixas, Sesfontein, Opuwo, Epupa Falls, Ruacana and
the rest of the northern regions should be promoted.

* Communication in the North-west should be improved.
This may result in better marketing and planning of tourism
routes

CAPACITY * Capacity Building Programmes should be initiated,
BUILDING formulated and implemented and Government funds

should be made available for this exercise.

* The involvement of woman in training and all other tourism
projects and management structures should be promoted.

INSTITUTIONS * Smart partnership creation. Tourism promotion
development and management is best achieved through
smart partnership approach involving local communities,
government, non-governmental organisations and private
sector. First partnership should be promoted and
supported.
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8.2 APPENDIX 2- KEY ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN PHASE 2

Conservancy Commiffees

1) All conservancies again requested additional status that would allow them to manage
tourism effectively together with other partners, particularly the private sector and
monitored by the MET. All conservancies were positive concerning the development of
co-operative agreements with the MET to manage tourism. For example the formation
of 'Peoples Parks' were not opposed in principle, provided additional rights were
afforded to conservancies to manage tourism, and that existing rights were not taken
away. The need for management of tourism was emphasised in all areas and is not
limited to the high potential, highly sensitive areas but will apply to all registered and
emerging conservancies. These negotiations would however need to proceed
carefully as conservancies are suspicious of the motives of such initiatives and
suspect that it is an attempt to dis-empower them,which would have disastrous effects
from a wildlife perspective.

2) All conservancies were committed to sustainable development and the formation of
partnerships. Local entrepreneurial opportunities should be maximised without
compromising on product. Joint ventures between the private sector and
conservancies were also supported to ensure good standards, training of local people
in tourism and the eventual taking over of the tourism enterprises by local initiatives.

3) All conservancies were committed to the establishment of exclusive use tourism
areas, which would satisfy private needs, secure wildlife in the broader area and allow
better deals to be negotiated.

4) All conservancies are developing land use and wildlife management plans,
which involves setting aside areas for exclusive wildlife and tourism activities.

5) All conservancies are actively managing wildlife or have plans to become more
involved in wildlife management in the near future. Wildlife numbers are expanding to
many new areas - testament to the effectiveness of the conservancy policy and
legislation.

6) All conservancies had already given considerable thought to the equitable distribution
(benefit sharing) of conservancy revenue (cash and kind) to members as well as to
regional government.

7) All conservancies which border on Parks (Skeleton Coast Park and Etosha National
Park) saw great potential for win-win partnerships between conservancies
neighbouring parks, MET and private sector. Park and neighbour relations - offer
great potential for development, improved relations between Gov, community and
private sector as well as improved resource management outside of the park and in
some cases within the park. At the same time securing the parks long term future in
the area and improving management within the park

8) All conservancies were willing to establish linkages with neighbouring conservancies
covering a range of issues including, joint patrolling, joint revenue sharing, joint control
of access points and the provision of services including accommodation and equity.

9) Conservancies with activities based in their area but moving through or over another
were prepared to negotiate rights of use and compensation.

10) The joint marketing of conservancies was mentioned as being advisable (marketing
the area as a package).

11) Some conservancies requested that no fixed development should be built in certain
sensitive areas. Infrastructure here could be limited to dry camps; guided day drives
and selected self-drive routes.
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12) All conservancies highlighted the need for controlled movement of tourists in and
around the riverine areas. All were opposed to hunting in these areas.

13) Road maintenance and repair was mentioned as being particularly vital in the west.
14) Information to tourists was also mentioned as being lacking, particularly in terms of

what was available and what could or should not be done in the area. Even without
adequate enforcement ability, the use of signs for a variety of purposes including
general awareness raising and the closure of roads would make a big difference to
improved tourism.

15) All conservancies suggested that PTO applications should be in the name of the
conservancy. PTOs could then be sub - leased by the conservancy with contracts
signed by entrepreneurs detailing rental amounts, standards, minimum occupancy
rates, environmental responsibilities etc.

16) It was agreed in all places that camp sites should be individually run and benefits
should accrue to the entrepreneur only until such time as the camp generates an
excess of a pre set amount or the camp is upgraded to some type of closed - in
accommodation.

17) Other issues - training other less experienced conservancies in tourism, provide
alternative watering points exclusively for wildlife (elephant -human conflict).

18) Guides and 4x4 routes were seen as a long - term option for the control of the
western part of the focus area as well as a possible means to obtain controlled access
to the far west. Self drive tours should be allowed in places. It was felt that motorbikes
should be limited to the eastern areas and only on proclaimed roads.

19) Two conservancies planned to investigate the potential of ostrich farming, one
conservancy wanted to establish a Rhino sanctuary.

20) Zones for Trophy Hunting were poorly demarcated and some conservancies felt that
as photographic tourism became more important so trophy hunting would decline.
Management of photographic tourism vs consumptive use needs to be considered
very carefully.

21) Information centres at Khorixas, Uis, Kamanjab, Palmwag Vet Gate (Torra),
Kaendescha gate and Verda Gate should be considered.

22) Craft centres were discussed at Palmwag gate, Uis and in Sorri- Sorris conservancy.
23) Fuel stations were discussed at Uis and Bergsig. Both linked to other services and

supplies.
24) Several PTO issues were mentioned as being problematic.
25) It was felt that existing tour operators should become a focus. These operators need

to be investigated first since conservancies are looking after the resources while these
tour operators are making money from paid tourists. Opportunities for the
development of exclusive sites for larger tour operators in second best sites has value
to pursue.

26) Concession holder negotiations have stalled to the point where conservancies are
loosing faith in the intention of the MET. This issue requires urgent attention.

27) Tsiseb - To get photo concession rights - Shebby Mate would follow up with various
ministries.

Private Sector

The conservancy issues were presented to the private sector and there was agreement that
these issues should be addressed. The private sector supported all the recommendations
made by the conservancy groups. More specifically the following comments were obtained:
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Planning Process - The consultative process adopted by the North-West Tourism Options
Planning project was supported by the private sector.

Conservancies - There is universal recognition and acceptance of Conservancy Management
Committees as the local management units that the private sector should work with for
tourism development (and resource management) in the North west.

Equitable shares - There is strong support for the concept that local residents must be
involved in the planning, development, management and ownership of tourism products in the
NW.

Management - Strong support exists for introducing measures that will bring about better
management of tourists and limiting access in some areas. The concept of introducing
"exclusive rights areas" around joint venture lodges was supported providing access for
mobile operators is still possible through agreements with the lodge operator. The concept of
restricting access to sensitive areas in the far-west was supported; here self-drive tourists
would get no access but certain tour operators would be able to operate "guided 4x4 trails". A
road permit / levy system should be introduced to assist in controlling tourist access in the
NW. It is acknowledged that the government should work together with conservancies and
the private sector to introduce appropriate legislation to support tourism control measures in
the NW.

Environment - There is universal recognition of the need to introduce measures that will halt
and reverse the negative impact of tourism on the environment in the NW. These should
include control as mentioned above, but there is also strong support for strict implementation
of environmental impact assessments for larger tourism developments (lodges etc) and
guidelines for smaller community tourism enterprises. Information on NW environmental
issues should also be widely available to tourists.

Parks and Neighbours - Strong support exists for the implementation of parks and
neighbours initiatives. These should secure the future of national parks by ensuring that their
immediate neighbours benefits from them and have a stake in their continued existence.

Joint Ventures - There is a positive and open-minded approach to joint venture tourism
developments with conservancies. Although support is strong it is contingent on having
sufficient security of tenure (PTOs tied in through contract) and exclusive rights areas to
ensure the product can be developed to its potential.

Culture - There is recognition of the need to avoid exploitation of local cultures, but at the
same time ensure "cultural tourism" opportunities are available and bring benefit to NW
communities.

Standards - These are to be encouraged, but should emphasise issues of behaviour and
attitude towards tourists together with hygienic facilities and should not impose unnecessary
eurocentric standards (e.g. building codes, perfect finishes etc).

Information - There is universal agreement that information for tourists needs to be improved.
This should have the effect of raising levels of awareness regarding the NW environment and
culture and also indicating why controls and limited access to some areas is necessary and
how this will be implemented.
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8.3 APPENDIX 3 - TOURISM OPTION PLAN POSTERS (A3)
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8.4 APPENDIX 4 - SETTLEMENT IN THE NORTHERN REGIONS
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8.5 APPENDIX 5 - Environment "Toolbox " for Tourism Projects

Environmental Screening Questionnaire for Tourism Projects (5a), Guidelines

for ElAs of Tourism Projects (5b), Pro-Forma Environmental Contract for

Tourism projects (5c), and a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the NWTP

(5d).

Annex 5a - Draft Environmental Screening Questionnaire for Tourism Projects

An Environmental Screening Questionnaire for Tourism Projects is to be completed prior to
the development of a lodge or campsite in the North-West Region. This questionnaire will be
used by the DEA to determine whether or not there is a need for a full EIA.

Purpose of the questionnaire
The purpose of this questionnaire is to give the project developer an opportunity to provide the
authorities with important information about the proposed project. This will enable them to take
decisions that will make the planning process more efficient. The questionnaire is short and simple to
complete. The benefit to the developer, is that the authorities will quickly get an idea of what is intended
in the project. If it is decided that the project is unlikely to result in major environmental impacts, then
the authorities will probably give permission to go ahead, using the information provided in this
questionnaire to set the conditions of approval. This is why the information provided in this
questionnaire MUST be accurate and truthful. If the authorities decide that this questionnaire has not
been properly and honestly completed, they could reject the project.

If the questionnaire shows that more careful planning is needed for the project, the authorities have the
right to request that an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) must be done. An EIA takes time and
costs money, but experience shows that the development will benefit in the long run. The authorities
(and probably even lending institutions like banks) are more likely to view the project favourably after
an EIA has given it the green light.

Instructions:
1. Complete the questionnaire honestly, providing all the necessary information. Please be aware that

the answers you provide must be as accurate as possible - if you are found to have been
deliberately untruthful, this could count against you in the approval of the project

2. Where you are given the option to tick a box, do so
3. Where you are asked to write something, please do so legibly
4. If you do not know the answer to a question, say so rather than guessing the answer
5. Even if one authority approves your project, you might still need to get other permits from other

departments in government (e.g. Water, Lands, Environment and Tourism, etc.)
6. Please sign and return the questionnaire to the Environmental Assessment Unit of the Directorate

of Environmental Affairs, Ministry of Environment and Tourism once completed.
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For the following questions, please write your answer in the space provided:

Personal/business Questions:

No. Question

1 Your surname and name:....................................................................................

2 Your HOME postal address:................................................................................

3 Your HOME physical address:.............................................................................

4 Your ID number: ........ ...... Your nationality:.

Tel Fax Email
5 Your WORK contact details I I l

6 Your company/business name................................

7 Your business address......................................................................................

8 Your position in the company/business .................................................................

General Questions:

No. Question

9 Does the development site fall within a registered or emerging conservancy ?

If yes, what is the name of the conservancy ?....................................................

If no, which legal body (community group or institution) will you be working with /

partnering? ................................................................................................

10 Is there a Permission To Occupy (PTO) certificate for the site ?.

If yes, in whose name is the PTO issued ?.......................................................

11 If a conservancy or legal body exists, is there a Joint Venture Management

Committee? ..............................................................................................

12 Does the conservancy or legal body have an equitable benefit distribution

plan ?...................................................................................................
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Product Questions:

No Question lodge campsite both other

13 What type of project do you intend starting I I I l

14 If a lodge, how many beds/rooms: . ......................../

15 If a campsite, how many sites: ....................................................

16 If other - please explain what you mean by "other": .......................................................

17 Approximately how many people will be needed (on-site) to construct the project:.................

18 Where will the workforce live during construction...........................................................

19 Where will the construction people come from:.............................................................

20 Approximately how long do you think it will take to construct the project:.............................

21 Approximately how many people will be needed on-site to manage the project:...................

22 Approximately how much money is needed to build your project: N$.................................

23 Approximately how much money is needed to run your project every year: N$....................

24 Do you already have an investor or enough money to start the project: ............................

25 If not, where do you expect to get the money:.........................................................

For questions 26 - 42: Please tick ONE box only after each question

No Question yes no unsure

26 Will the project be located within 500 metres of a natural spring.

27 Will the project be located within 500 metres of a river-bed ............

28 Will the project be located within 500 metres of a local village ........

29 Will the project be located within 1 Km of a rock art site ................

30 Will the project be within 1 Km of a site of special scientific interest

31 Will the project require making a road longer than 200 metres .......

32 Will the project require making or regularly using an airfield ..........

33 Will the project require the construction of a powerline ................

34 Will the project require the construction of a fence .....................
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35 Will the project require laying a pipeline more than 50 metres long ... |

36 Will the project require the construction of a radio mast .................

37 Will the project require the construction of permanent buildings ......

38 Will the project require running a petrol / diesel-driven power ____________________|ll

generator.....

39 Will the project require running a petrol/diesel-driven water pump ...

40 Will the project require the use of a bull-dozer, grader or front-end _____________________lll

loader during construction or any other phase ...........................

41 Will the project require a well or the drilling of a borehole for water ...

42 Will the project require the servicing of vehicles on-site ................

For questions 43 until the end, please provide a written answer.

43 Where will you obtain water for construction and management phases....................................

44 How much water do you intend using per day during construction..........................................

45 How much water do you intend using per day during operations............................................

46 What kinds of toilets will be provided at the lodge/campsite .................................................

47 What other kinds of waste will be generated and where and how will they be disposed..............

48 Where will you obtain building materials...........................................................................

49 What activities will the guests participate in whilst at the lodge/campsite.................................
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50 Whom have you spoken to in the local community, the conservancy, regional and local
government, and any government ministries, and what are their opinions about the project
(please attach copies of any correspondence, Memorandum of Understanding, letters of intent or
interest, contracts, etc.)

51 In your opinion, what are the main negative environmental, social and economic impacts that are
likely to be caused by the project and how do you think they can be avoided or reduced

52 In your opinion, what are the main positive environmental, social and economic impacts that are
likely to be caused by the project and how can they be enhanced

I hereby declare that the information provided in this questionnaire is, to the best of my
knowledge, correct and that I have, to the best of my knowledge, answered the questions
truthfully.

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... ... .... ..................................... .........

Signature Name Date
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DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR (THE PLANNING OF) EIA's FOR TOURISM PROJECTS
IN NORTH-WESTERN NAMIBIA

1. Introduction
The purpose of this document is to help improve the planning and implementation of tourism
projects in North-West Namibia1.

North-western Namibia includes the Kunene and Erongo communal areas
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A Tourism Master Plan has already been drawn up for this region2, in which a vision for
tourism is offered. This vision was developed after a long process of consultation within the
region, and with people involved in the tourism industry and conservation. The Master plan
provides the "big picture" perspective. It describes the way that tourism should develop in the
North-West and sets broad guidelines for the industry. It also suggests which areas are
suitable for development, and gives ideas of the kind of development that would be regarded
as appropriate. Conversely, it cautions against the implementation of projects that will harm
the environment unnecessarily, and it points out that some areas of the region are extremely
sensitive to human impacts. The second phase of the NW Tourism Planning project has
been the North-West Options Plan. This has focussed on the development of conservancy
level tourism plans, which are much more detailed and make recommendations regarding
specific tourism product opportunities.

The Master Plan is a strategic-level document that does not go into detail about specific
projects and the Tourism Options Plan, although more detailed, does not provide individual
project specifications. Consequently, a more detailed level of planning is still necessary -
through an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). One of the best ways of planning
projects in sensitive areas is to do an EIA as part of the planning process. The EIA tries to
improve the project by enhancing its positive aspects, whilst minimising potentially negative
impacts. The results of the EIA should be built into the design and implementation of a project
so that it contributes positively to the sustainable development of North-West Namibia.

This document is the Guidelines to instruct Environmental Consultants in conducting an EIA
for tourism projects in Namibia's North-West. The Guidelines also provide a flexible
framework for decision making, so that small low-impact projects can be "fast tracked" with
minimal expenditure and time wastage, while those with greater potential to cause impacts,
are properly guided by a full EIA. These Guidelines provide the foundation for the writing of
more detailed TOR for a specific EIA, since each project will be located on its own site, and
each site or area has its own unique characteristics and sensitivities.

These Guidelines should be used by:
* Project developers intending to build a lodge, campsite or some other kind of tourism

project in the area
* Community representatives who may be developers themselves, or who may be entering

into some kind of partnership with a private-sector operator
* Local, regional or central government officials who are responsible for issuing licenses or

setting conditions for developments
* Consultants who might be hired to carry out the EIA
* NGOs and donors who are supporting community tourism development initiatives.

The EIA Report for each tourism project should be discussed and presented to:
* The conservancy committee or other legally constituted community body (e.g. Trust)
* The regional offices of the Ministry of Environment and Tourism (MET)

2 Prepared by Urban Dynamics on behalf of NACOBTA for the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, March
2000
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* The Environmental Assessment Unit within the Directorate of Environmental Affairs (DEA)
in the MET

Note; emphasis should be given to community and public consultation when undertaking an
EIA.

Note; At the end of the EIA process, the "Environmental Contract" with the DEA (see
Appendix 5c) will form the basis for ongoing monitoring and mitigation measures.

2. The purpose of these Guidelines
All tourism projects should comply with Namibia's National Environmental Assessment
Policy3, the emerging Environmental Management Bill4 and the North-West Tourism Master
Plan and Tourism Options Plan. All of these documents have their roots in Namibia's National
Constitution, which strives to ensure that development is sustainable and equitable. Since
poorly planned tourism has the potential to cause significant negative impacts on the
environment, new projects should only be implemented after careful consideration. This might
require that an EIA be conducted. In some cases however, the project might be small scale
and unlikely to cause significant impacts on the environment, and an EIA might not be
necessary (see figure 1).
Figure 1: EIA and decision making - the steps in the process

t) |Environmental questionnaire|

Is a full EIA necessary or not?

No Yes

Environmental
Impact Assessment l

50 Letter of conditions or
Environmental Contract

i)| Management plan

7D3 | Start construction and | - (3
implementation

08 0 Monitoring ----

! 101 | Closure of Facilities

Whether an EIA is done or not, the authorities (be they the community, local or national
government) will set conditions which must be adhered to in the construction, operation and

3 National Environmental Assessment Policy, Ministry of Environment and Tourism, 1995
4 Draft Environmental Management Bill (undated), obtainable from the Directorate of Environmental Affairs,
MET
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possible decommissioning of the project. An important aspect of implementation, ismonitoring both compliance with meeting the conditions, as well as the effectiveness of themeasures put in place to minimise impacts.

These Guidelines include an Environmental Screening Questionnaire for Tourism Projects(see Appendix 5a), which helps the authorities to decide on whether a full EIA is necessary ornot. Figure 2 illustrates the steps in the full EIA process.

Namibia's EIA framework considers the term "environment" in its broadest sense,incorporating the "complex of natural and anthropogenic factors and elements that aremutually interrelated and affect the ecological equilibrium and the quality of life". Theenvironment thus includes the natural (environmental), social (human), cultural, historical,
aesthetic and economic components. Good planning considers all the components of theenvironment in an integrated way, and the EIA must thus be conducted from this perspective.

In addition to guiding the EIA process, this document promotes the idea of careful planningand development in North-West Namibia - an area of great beauty, unique biodiversity andsocio-cultural characteristics, and extreme sensitivity to disturbance. The North-WestRegional Tourism plan recognises the areas' considerable tourism potential but is concernedthat the response from government, communities and entrepreneurs has largely beenuncoordinated, haphazard and in some cases, has resulted in high-impact, low qualitytourism. This conclusion has been reached after extensive consultation with key stakeholders
in the region and with concerned members of the tourism industry.

There appears to be consensus that the area is headed towards "a tourism disaster" unlessplanning is more systematic, based on community participation and a common vision, withdevelopers and visitors following laid down procedures and adhering to minimum standards.

3. The vision for tourism development in the North-West
Namibia's second National Development Plan (NDP 11) emphasises the need for promotingquality tourism whilst at the same time conserving the country's natural attractions. NDPIIspecifically warns against the uncontrolled development of sensitive areas such as Kunene,citing the over-utilisation of the westward-flowing rivers as an area of concern. Namibia'sVision 2030 urges for the development of nature-centred tourism products in the remoteareas, where "solitude, silence and natural beauty" are valued as assets that will underpinNamibia's growing niche- market tourism industry.

TOURISM VISION FOR THE NORTH-WEST

To maximise tourism potential in the North-West in a sustainable manner that allows:

* Local communities to work in partnership with government and the private sectorthrough conservancy structures, which should form the basis for tourism planning,development and management.
* The promotion of environmentally and socially sustainable tourism
• The promotion of the maximum economic benefits and entrepreneurial

opportunities for local residents and Namibians as a whole and that these benefitsbe dealt with in an equitable fashion
* The development of a quality destination, which Namibians can be proud of* The social and economic empowerment of local communities
* Regional, National and International tourism links to be maintained or improved
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The North-West in general should be developed as a "remote destination", offering (low
volume) high-quality, low-impact tourism products.

High quality, however, does not necessarily mean high cost. Indeed, the North-West shouldbe accessible to a wide range of tourists, including self-drive locals and fly-in foreigners.Maintaining quality requires careful planning, so that lodges, campsites and access routes arelocated in such a way that the wilderness character of the area is not undermined. Moreover,a simple but effective system of "vehicle management" must be implemented so that the areadoes not remain a "free-for-all". This issue will be addressed in the third phase of the North-West Tourism Planning Project.

It is important that tourism be developed in such a way that it is not perceived as an "elite"activity that caters only for the rich and that is owned and managed by the privileged few. Thesector needs to broaden its base and include far more local ownership and involvement thanhas been the case thus far.

4. The impacts of tourism (with emphasis on the NW)
Whilst tourism is regarded by many as a "green industry" and thus without the need forenvironmental safeguards, recent experience suggests otherwise. There are many examplesin Africa and throughout the rest of the world, where poorly planned tourism has "killed thegoose that lays the golden egg".

In order to conduct an EIA, a number of key questions or issues need to be addressed and
impacts assessed.

a) Institutional Issues;

Does a conservancy exist (or other legally constituted community body e.g. Trust? = (*))
Is the conservancy (*) registered or emerging?
Does the conservancy (*) have a tourism option plan?
Is the proposed site recommended in the NW Tourism Option Plan?
Is the planned development a joint venture?
Has a joint management committee been formed?
Does the conservancy (*) have an equitable benefit distribution plan?
Will both parties to the JV have access to legal and economic advice?

b) Environmental Issues;

Table 1: A generic checklist of negative impacts that need to be mitigated, and positiveimpacts that should be enhanced, for a typical tourism project in the NW (these are indicative
issues - the main issues relevant to each project will be identified and prioritised during thespecific EIA):

Project Negative social impacts Negative natural Positive impactsPhase (including health and culture) impacts (natural, social,
economic)Planning and . Raising of unrealistic expectations * Vehicle tracks in . Facilitation of adesign * Power struggles as communities unspoilt areas common(Note: joint and/or persons compete for the project development

planning or influence with the proponent vision in the light
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should take of new options
place)
Construction . Influx of workers (HIV/AIDS, social * Resource extraction . Direct

disruption, crime) (sand, rock, wood) employment
. Noise and dust * Water use opportunities
* Disturbance to livestock . Disturbance to wildlife . Service
* Violation of culturally important sites . Deterioration of roads opportunities

and proliferation of * Training
vehicle tracks * Improved

. Human and other supplies
waste . Improved

* Vegetation clearing transport
* Landscape scarring

through road and
airfield construction

Management * Influx of workers (HIV/AIDS, social * Water use * Direct
(of the lodge) disruption) . Disturbance to wildlife employment

. Noise and dust (power generator, (because of human opportunities
vehicles) activity, lights, * Service

. Exclusion of livestock from the area vehicles, etc.) opportunities
* Negative local attitudes towards . Deterioration of roads * Increased

tourists as locals resent the contrasting (heavy vehicles community
incomes and standards (luxury lodge driving in supplies) income & skills
vs. poverty village) * Disposal of human * Training

. Lodge operator adopts arrogant and other waste * Improved
attitude of "de facto ownership" (aquifers could supplies
towards community. become polluted and * Improved

. Waste dumps attract humans, causing dumps can attract transport and
disease scavengers) access to

* Power balance disrupted due to * Noise (generator) medical services
perceived favouritism of certain * Wood use (if collected
villages, chiefs, etc. by operator locally)

. Exclusion of non-lodge clientele from
the area, causing resentment amongst
other tourists

Off-site . Unauthorised visitation of important * Disturbance to wildlife * Selling of goods
activities cultural sites, villages, springs, etc. through uncontrolled and services
(i.e. tourists * Damage to rock-art tourism (fuel, supplies,
travelling to * Insensitive/unfair bartering and * Deterioration of roads curio's, guiding)
and from the inappropriate social interactions and proliferation oflodg, and in * Aculturalisation vehicle trackslodge, and In * Local resentment over contrasting . Depletion of woodthe general incomes and standards (luxury 4x4 vs. and unsustainable
area) no transport) tree felling

. Disturbance by vehicles and low-flying * Littering and human
aircraft waste

* Loss of privacy and dignity * Deterioration of
"sense of place" by
proliferation of
vehicles, informal
camping, etc.
especially in the
riverbeds

* Noise (vehicles and
aircraft) and dust

Project . Disillusionment (and scepticism * Un-rehabilitated
failure towards government, NGOs, infrastructure thatdevelopment agencies, etc.) poses a danger to

. Resentment towards conservancy or wildlife and an eye-
other local structures that facilitated the sore
project . A management

. Loss of jobs vacuum that
* Loss of income encourages
. Danger to people and livestock uncontrolled tourism

(abandoned waste dumps, sewerage
infrastructure, etc.)
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This list is indicative and brief and, together with the following section, serves merely toorientate the developer, authorities and consultants as to the issues that need to beaddressed when planning tourism projects in the North-West. The key issues are discussedbelow and in more detail in Annex 1.

4.1 Environmental impacts
Some of the environmental impacts (or impacts on the natural environment) are physical anddirect, can be seen, and can often be measured. These include the depletion of a waterresource, the removal of vegetation, scars on the landscape, waste accumulation, etc. Manyothers, however, are indirect, and are caused by tourists not actually at the lodge, butperhaps in transit to and from the lodge, or out on a game drive away from the lodge. It isimportant for an EIA to consider these indirect (off site) impacts, because they are still part ofthe tourism operation and they must be considered during planning. If not, then they will fallthrough the proverbial "cracks" and no one will take responsibility for their mitigation.

Similarly, the EIA should consider the proposed project in the context of other projects
(existing or planned), because while the impacts of one lodge might be small, the combinedimpacts of a number of lodges in the same area, could be serious. This is known ascumulative impacts, and is very relevant in the North-West Region. The reasons for this are
threefold:
* Firstly, a limited number of attractions (e.g. a riverbed, mountain, valley, rock-art site orlocal village) might draw people from various lodges in the area to the same spot.
* Secondly, more than one lodge might be tapping the same water aquifer or discharging

waste into the same water body, and
* thirdly, the more lodges and campsites in the area, the more vehicles there will be on theroads, in the riverbeds, etc. The arid nature of Kunene and its open landscapes, makes itdifficult to accommodate large numbers of vehicles and people, and impacts such asnoise and dust are difficult to "hide". Furthermore, the linear oasis phenomenon of thewestward flowing rivers, means that vehicles and animals tend to concentrate in these"pressure point" areas, which will be the first to respond negatively to tourism pressure.

Another kind of impact on the natural environment is the spoiling of "sense of place". This is arather difficult impact to measure, because it relates to how we feel about the issue. Forexample, we might regard a view as being spoilt because of the existence of a microwave
tower, or the atmosphere of an area compromised because of a signboard or lights. However,
some people might draw comfort from these signs of civilisation, whilst others see them assigns of progress and development. Thus, the feeling of sense of place is subjective, butthese TOR argue that an EIA must address this as a fundamental issue, because the lure ofthe North-West is as much because of "sense of place" as the wildlife and culture attractions.In this case, the stakeholders who need to be consulted are not just those living in the area(affected parties), but perhaps those further afield who have a great affinity for the area andwho probably have strong views about the way it should be developed (interested parties). Arule-of-thumb with regards to this issue is to design any establishment with aestheticsensitivity, trying as far as possible to blend into the environment and avoid (or hide) visualdistractions such as radio masts, water tanks, excessively large or bright signboards, etc.

4.2 Social impacts
While tourism can bring social and economic benefits to local residents, it can also causenegative impacts. These negative impacts need to be identified and considered against thebenefits when assessing the potential impact of tourism developments in the North-West.
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This aspect is particularly important with regard to tourism developments in the North-West
for a number of reasons. Perhaps the most significant reason is the high dependence of local
residents on renewable natural resources in a highly unpredictable environment. Due to low
rainfall that is variable from year to year and from place to place, access to land and a variety
of natural resources is crucial for residents to be able to sustain their livelihoods. In northern
Kunene, many people have developed a highly mobile strategy for managing livestock
through tracking the availability of water and grazing. A system of reciprocal rights of use of
land and resources has developed between various sub-groups.

The system of mobility for range and livestock management needs extensive areas of land
that are available and accessible. The amount of land available to pastoralists in the north
west has already been diminished by the proclamation of the Skeleton Coast Park (removing
important emergency grazing in times of drought), the establishment of various mines,
existing tourism developments, quarantine camps, the fencing of land by individuals etc. The
"tracking" system of pastoralists also requires the availability of water. Usually the presence of
permanent water sources determines whether land can be used for grazing or not.

Another factor that makes social impact so important in North-West Namibia, is that of culture.
Different ethnic groups have developed their own specific culture, which in some cases is
perceived to be under threat. Culture is, however, dynamic and capable of adjusting to
changing circumstances, and people such as the Himba should not be denied development
opportunities available to the rest of Namibian society. It is important, however, that in the
face of external factors that they cannot control, some space should be left for people to
determine the rate and type of change that takes place within their own culture. They should
also be able to determine the terms on which they wish to interact with visitors from other
cultures. Thus, the local people must remain in control of the changes that are taking place.

Thirdly, throughout the North-West, residents have begun to take charge of their own land
and resources through the formation of a number of community-based natural resource
management institutions such as conservancies and water point committees. Government
has put in place legislation that gives communities rights over resources such as wildlife,
tourism and water and it is important that new developments do not undermine these rights,
the community institutions that are responsible for managing the resources, or the land use
and tourism plans that these institutions are developing. It is important that various levels of
authority at community level are included in the tourism development processes.

A fourth consideration is one from the perspective of the tourism industry. Quite simply, if a
tourism development is not compatible with the interests of local residents, they have the
power to ensure that the development cannot succeed. Poaching, grazing cattle around the
lodge, and being rude to tourists are but a few of the strategies open to residents who are not
happy with a particular lodge or its operations.

Any land-use that could potentially limit access by residents to land and resources, compete
with the requirements of residents, or interfere with their culture and livelihood strategies,
needs to be carefully considered. Tourism is clearly one of these land-uses. It requires land
(sometimes demanding land devoid of people to sell a 'wilderness' product), requires water,
and interacts with local residents in many different ways including economically and culturally.

With regards to community social impacts, it is the community themselves who must
ultimately decide to what degree the impact is negative or positive and therefore acceptable
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or not. Developers should be careful not to make decisions or assumptions on behalf of
communities.

4.2.1 Specific social issues to be considered
The main socio-economic issues that need consideration are:
* Impact on culture

o Possible changes in lifestyle
* Shift of cultural identity
* Loss of Heritage
* Loss of ability to control impact on culture.

* Impact on community land and resources
* Access to land and resources

* Impacts on social life
* Health and safety

These issues are discussed more thoroughly in Annex 1to these guidelines

4.3 Economic impacts
Impacts on other livelihood activities of residents using their time for labour at the lodge.
* Assessment of the potential income (direct & indirect), employment and other benefits that

will come from the tourism development - these need to be qualified and quantified.
* Assessment of the potential "spin-off' business opportunities.
* Do other activities suffer because labour is no longer available for other activities (e.g.

livestock herding, homestead maintenance, fuel collection, etc.)?
* Does the lodge compete with any existing local enterprises such as community

campsites?
* Can it help spawn the development of local enterprises?
* Impacts of insensitive/unfair bartering by the lodge, its tourists or self-drive tourists

travelling to the lodge. An example, is giving people mealie meal in exchange for work or
services, without finding out whether they use or want mealie meal.

5. EIA - a front line tool in promoting sustainable tourism
As noted earlier, EIA is a logical planning system that integrates all components of the
environment into the planning process. EIA is most effective when it is applied early in the
planning cycle (at the strategic level). The existence of the North West Tourism Master Plan
(which is a strategic document) and North-West Tourism Options Plan, provides the
contextual framework within which the project-specific ElAs should be done. There are a
number of steps in the process of doing an EIA (see figure 2).
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Figure 2: Important steps in conducting the EA

Description of the project and its key
components (planning & design, construction,
management, decommissioning)

Description of the environment
(institutional, social, cultural, ecological, economic)

Scoping - which issues to consider

Identification of key impacts
(direct, indirect, cumulative)

Evaluation & assessment of
significance of impacts

Identification of mitigating measures Z

Presentation of findings in an EA report
* Executive summary _
* Policy, legat and administrative framework
* Analysis of how the project corresponds with the NW Masterplan Z
* Analysis of how the project complimenu or contradicts other sector

projects in the same area
* Description of project and its alternatives
* Description of all relevant components of the environment
* Analysis of expected direct and indirect positive and negative impacts
* Analysis of expected positive and negative cumulative impacts
* Recommendations for mitigating negative impacts in all phases of

the project, including on-site and off-site activities
* Recommendations for enhancing positive impacts in all phases of

the project
* Description of process and methodology used in the EA and key

limitations and uncerainties
* Record of consultations and summary of slakeholder opinions
* References

Review and decision-making

Source: Adapted from Glasson et al. 1994.

5.1 Pre-feasibility study and screening
Before an EIA is done, the developer usually does his/her "homework" through conducting astudy to see whether the project is viable from a financial point of view. In the case of tourism,
the study will determine whether there is a good enough tourism product in the area, whether
s/he will be able to compete in the market and realize a profit and return on investment. Atthis early stage, it is important to see whether the project is in line with the vision in the NWTourism Master Plan and NW Tourism Option Plan. S/he will then complete theenvironmental questionnaire so that a decision can be taken on whether an EIA is needed ornot. This stage is generally known as screening. The questionnaire should be completed bythe developer early in the planning process (steps one and two in figure 1). This decision todo an EIA or not must be taken carefully and the size of the project may not be the bestcriteria. For example, the construction of a small campsite will probably not require an EIA,but if it is to be placed near an important spring, at a village or close to game migration paths,then an EIA should be done. Ideally, the screening process should involve consultation
between all affected stakeholders so that the final decision is collective rather than unilateral.

If the initial analysis is positive and the impacts seem likely to be minimal, the authorities willprobably issue an Environmental Clearance and set conditions for the implementation of theproject without an EIA being done. Alternatively, a full EIA might be triggered
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5.2 Scoping
The next step is scoping, which proceeds after a decision has been taken that an EIA isrequired. Scoping is the process of identifying from a broad range of potential problems, anumber of priority issues to be addressed by an EIA. Scoping is extremely important, because
an EIA study can easily become disoriented in trying to find out a little about everythinginstead of as much as possible about the most important impacts likely to result from theproposed development. Furthermore, most ElAs are conducted under time pressure, sincethe developers inevitably want to proceed as soon as possible with their projects. It is thusvital to focus the study from the start. There are many ways to conduct a scoping exercise,but recent experience suggests that one of the best ways is to consult stakeholders,
especially people living in the project area. Locals are more likely than anyone else tocorrectly identify potential impacts and their perspective is essential in assessing thesignificance of these impacts.

Thus, a successful scoping exercise results in a prioritised list of potential impacts, aninventory of stakeholders, sources of information and a clearer idea of what to study, why andhow. Many practitioners summarise this information in a matrix , where a list of project relatedactivities, the receiving environment and a preliminary assessment of impact severity andsignificance, are presented in tabular format for ease of reference.

5.3 The EIA study
The actual EIA study only commences once screening and scoping have been completed.The study is usually carried out by a "team of experts" who are competent in all the relevant
fields. These typically include sociology, ecology and other natural sciences. More recently,anthropologists, landscape architects, lawyers, health experts and economists have played amore prominent role as EIA has become a more integrated process. Ideally, the EIA teamshould work in tandem with other components of the planning process, such as design andeconomic modelling, so that the disciplines can influence each other in an iterative fashion. Itis recommended that the EA Unit of the Directorate of Environmental Affairs is contacted andinvolved from the beginning of the EIA process. This should assist in streamlining the EIAfrom the earliest stages through to the completion and (if accepted) approval of the EIAreport. A best-case scenario is achieved when an EIA and the other studies jointly explorealternatives and collectively design a "least cost" project. Least cost in this case includesmaximum economic returns and minimal environmental impacts and opportunity costs. Thecomplexity, length and detail of each EIA depends on the subject being studied and theinterrelationships between the issues.

Usually, the EIA study results in the compilation of a report, which is delivered to theproponent (referred to as an EIA report or Environmental Impact Statement). Manyjurisdictions specify a minimum standard for the form and content of the report, which shouldat least provide an executive summary of the findings and key recommendations, the processthat was followed, the stakeholders consulted, the main issues and findings, and detailedrecommendations for impact mitigation. Modern EIA systems also require consultants toadvise on how project benefits can be enhanced, thereby addressing the concern that EIA isa fault-finding exercise.

5.4 Specific tasks to be undertaken in conducting the EIA study

Task 1: Description of the proposed project and its sub-components.
Describe the relevant parts of each phase of the project (i.e. those that are likely to causesignificant environmental impacts) - see table 1.
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The EIA should also analyse the alternatives to the project, and explain why the proposed
project is superior to the alternatives, including the no-project alternative.

Task 2: Description of the environment.
Provide a brief but concise description and analysis of the following components of the
affected environment.

a. Institutional environment: Characteristics of the relevant sectors in local government
(including capacity to offer support), NACSO and the CBNRM support network.

b. Natural environment: an overview (not a comprehensive biodiversity inventory) of the
current status of the natural capital within the focus area (especially water and wildlife),
planned development activities versus current use to see if there will be considerably
more requirements for land and natural resources in the future; conflicts between
wildlife and humans, suitability of the areas for other forms of land use, etc. A statement
on the current "state of the environment" will be useful, especially as a benchmark for
future monitoring. Any particularly sensitive areas or areas of important biodiversity
should be highlighted.

c. Socio-cultural environment in the focus area: population and demographics;
community structure; employment; public health (including sexually transmitted
diseases); aspirations and attitudes (regarding the project), decision making and
management structures within the focus area, administrative systems, and relations with
neighbours. Highlight the known (or expected) occurrence of sites of cultural importance
in the focus area.

d. Economic environment: general overview of the current land use and livelihood profile
in the focus area, the investments to date (through other projects and by the
communities themselves) and the returns on these. The assessment should consider
the plans of other sectors in the area (e.g. mining and agriculture) and note plans for
infrastructure development (e.g. roads).

Task 3: Legislative and regulatory considerations.
Briefly describe and analyse the pertinent national, regional and local authority policies and
legislation regarding land use and natural resource management (and planning). This needs
to be linked to the anticipated activities of the project and CBNRM in general. It is not
necessary to provide a summary of all the relevant laws and policies - rather analyse their
relevance to the project and assess the extent to which the project will need to comply with
these and what licensing permits will be needed.

Task 4: Determination of the potential impacts of the proposed project.
In this analysis, distinguish between significant positive and negative impacts, direct and
indirect impacts, and immediate and long-term impacts. Identify impacts which are
unavoidable or irreversible. Characterise the extent and quality of available data, explaining
significant information deficiencies and any uncertainties associated with predictions of
impact. It is strongly urged that the EIA focus on the 5 most important issues so that time,
money and paper are not wasted on insignificant issues. As noted earlier, the main issues
should be selected after a process of literature review and consultation with key resource
persons and interested and affected parties.
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Once the consultant has a list of key issues, s/he should meet with the client and theappropriate communities and authorities to agree on the priorities.

An important issue for the EIA to consider, is who will use the data that is generated
concerning potential social and cultural impacts. When considering the potential impacts of a
development on the physical environment, the issue of whether an impact is negative orpositive is fairly straightforward. If a development removes the last remaining habitat of an
endemic species, then it can be predicted that the species will become extinct. It is a valid
conclusion that the loss of this species will have a negative impact on biodiversity,

However, when considering social and cultural issues, the determination of what is a negative
or positive impact is more difficult. If those carrying out an EIA do not belong to the culture of
the people affected, they are not in a position to determine whether a specific impact ispositive or negative. Some outsiders might consider that impacts leading to significant
changes in Himba culture, such as the adoption of western dress, are negative. However,
Himba people themselves might believe such impacts are positive. Or, a part of Himba
society such as the youth, might view such impacts to be positive, while the elders think them
negative.

Given such potential differences in perception of culture and cultural change, the issue of who
interprets the nature of potential impacts becomes crucial. The EIA process needs to ensure
that the residents of an area where lodge development takes place are the people who decide
whether potential impacts will be of a positive nature or a negative nature. In order for this to
happen, a process of consultation and discussion with residents needs to be undertaken by
the assessment team once potential impacts have been identified. The potential impacts need
to be presented to residents for discussion. Residents can then decide whether the impacts
are desirable or undesirable. It will be necessary for the assessment team to note varying
attitudes between different social groupings and the residents should be encouraged to find
consensus if differences emerge. If consensus cannot be found, this should be noted in thereport and the different attitudes recorded. Only once residents have stated their views onthe nature of specific impacts, will it be possible to decide which impacts should be
completely avoided from a social and cultural perspective and which require mitigating action.
The process of identifying mitigating actions should also be carried out through the strong
participation of local residents. It should be recognised that what might be acceptable to
residents of one area, might not be acceptable to their immediate neighbours.

Generally many of the potential social impacts that might be considered negative, might be
acceptable to residents, if there has been a process of consultation with residents in the
development of the plans for the lodge. Also many of the potential negative impacts could be
avoided, if there has been a process of joint planning. For example, resentment about the
import of outside labour for construction or operation of the lodge can be pre-empted if there
are agreements in place that the lodge will hire local labour except where skills are notavailable locally. Further the agreement could stipulate that where skills are not available
locally, residents will be trained to develop these skills. Much depends upon the process
through which lodge development has been agreed upon and the extent to which residents ortheir representatives have been involved in lodge planning.

In assessing the impacts of the project, the EIA should consider whether alternative designs
or ways of implementing the project could reduce negative impacts whilst enhancing thebenefits. This analysis should result in a series of practical and feasible mitigation measures,
which can later be used to develop an Environmental Management Plan (EMP). The
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development of the EMP might be included in the project specific TOR as work to be done bythe consultant, but in some cases the EMP might be a separate consultancy. The EA Unit ofthe DEA will want to review the EMP and make comments, which should be incorporated intothe final document. Once satisfied with the EMP, the DEA will issue an "environmental
clearance" document and this then gives the permission required to commence constructionand development of the facility.

5.5 EIA Report
The EIA report should be concise and shall focus on the significant environmental, social andeconomic issues. The main text should highlight the findings, conclusions and recommended
mitigation actions. Organise the EIA report according to the outline provided in figure 2. Thereport should be easy to read and easily understood by a layperson, but at the same time itshould contain data (where available) and it must be scientifically sound. The text should be
complimented by graphs, tables, illustrations and maps that help the reader to betterunderstand the message that is being conveyed.

5.6 Review and decision making
In Namibia, the authority for reviewing an EIA report is the Environmental Assessment (EA)
Unit within the Directorate of Environmental Affairs (DEA) in the Ministry of Environment andTourism (MET). As indicated previously in 5.3, it is recommended that the EA Unit of the
DEA is involved at an early stage and throughout the process. It would be wise to firstly
present the findings of the EIA to the conservancy (or other community structure) fordiscussion (and possible changes). The local MET office should then review the EIA, before
it is sent to the EA Unit at the DEA in Windhoek.

After the review, the authorities (be they local, regional or national) will either authorise ordeny the proposed activity. Authorisation is usually conditional on compliance with a set ofconditions, which are generally based on the recommendations of the EIA and the review.
These conditions should be incorporated into an Environmental Management Plan (EMP).
The EMP should consist of a strategy for reducing negative impacts, enhancing benefits andmonitoring progress. It must thus include a monitoring programme and indicators by which to
measure both changes within the environment and progress towards achieving objectives. Itis this that will be used to develop the Letter of conditions and form the basis for theEnvironmental Contract between the developer and the government.

5.7 Monitoring and auditing
It is important that we learn from experience gained during implementation and there is thus aneed to include a feedback mechanism in the EIA system (figure 1 and 2). This is usuallyachieved through regular monitoring and audits. As noted earlier, the monitoring system is
sometimes published as a separate EMP or Environmental Management System (EMS).Ideally, the lessons learnt through implementation should provide the basis for reviewing the
conditions of approval, and the authorities and proponent should constantly be updating these
crucial documents.

6. Conclusion
Since the ultimate objective of an EIA is to improve the way that a project is implemented, it isin the interests of all parties, be they community, developer or government, to ensure atransparent, participatory process that takes advantage of local knowledge and expert
opinions. The product must be focussed and scientifically sound, providing practicalmeasures of how the developer can enhance the project so that tourism plays a significantrole in promoting sustainable development in North-West Namibia.
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Annex 1

Possible Socio-economic Issues for consideration

1. Impact on culture
The development of tourism lodges in the North-West can potentially impact local culture in a
number of ways. Some of these impacts are more direct than others, and some more obvious
than others. In order to adequately assess impact on culture, local residents will need to be
consulted. The assessment team need to identify key aspects of local culture that could
potentially be affected. An EIA should consider the following:

1. 1 Possible changes in lifestyle. Such changes are most likely to come about from economic
influences These could include at one end of the scale, people resorting to begging from
tourists, or at the other, those with cash from tourism jobs becoming more mobile and being
exposed to urban and other influences. It is likely that many lifestyle changes associated with
increased jobs and wages would be perceived by residents to be positive.

1.2 Loss of cultural identity. Loss of cultural identity could happen to a whole group over a
long period of time or to individuals over a much shorter period. An individual might move to
an urban area and become part of an amorphous group of urban dwellers with few ties totheir cultural background. However, loss of identity as a group is less likely if the group has
some control over interactions with outsiders and over the pace of change.

1.3 Loss of heritage. There are many forms through which this could take place. It might be in
concrete form through the loss of a sacred site to a lodge development. It might take place
through the devaluing of cultural ceremonies by exposing them to the constant glare of
tourists, or it might simply be a feeling that the cultural links to the past have been broken
through too much change too quickly. Will the lodge want to take tourists to sacred sites or to
attend cultural ceremonies? Will self-drive tourists be passing sacred sites on their way to the
lodge?

1.4 Ability to control impact on culture. It will be important to assess what mechanisms exist
for residents to control the likely impacts on their culture. The degree to which they believe
certain impacts to be acceptable could well depend on the extent to which they can set the
terms on which certain activities take place. In order to exercise some control, appropriate
community institutions such as a conservancy or traditional authority need to be in place.
Appropriate procedures also need to be in place for these institutions to receive information
about potential impacts and to be consulted with regard to their acceptability. Residents need
to be able to set the terms or conditions by which tourists may visit sacred sites (including a
ban on any visits) or may attend cultural ceremonies.

2. Impact on community land and resources
Tourism is a form of land use and its impacts on land and resources that people depend upon
will be a result of the type of tourism being carried out. The EIA should consider impacts onthe community's land and resources against the specific activities being planned by the lodge.
The following aspects should be assessed:

2. 1 Impact on access to land and resources. Does the lodge development restrict access to
land and specific resources by residents? A key issue with the land is whether an appropriate
authority has, on behalf of the community, given its consent for the land to be used by the
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lodge. Such an authority might be a conservancy or in the absence of a conservancy, thetraditional authority. Even if such authority has been given, what are the opportunity costs
(e.g. economic losses) for residents of the land being used for lodge development? The EIAshould identify the resources on the land claimed by the lodge that are being used, or couldbe used in the future, by local residents. It should determine whether such resources areavailable in sufficient abundance elsewhere, and whether these alternative sites are readilyaccessible. Particular attention should be given to whether the lodge plans to use apermanent source of water such as a spring that is required for human needs or the wateringof livestock. Attention should also be given to whether the lodge will draw water from anaquifer shared with residents and the impact on abstraction of water by the lodge on theavailability of water for residents. Other resources of importance could include grazing,firewood, medicinal plants, and veld food.

3. Impacts on social life
The assessment should consider the likely impacts that the lodge development will have onthe social life of residents. The following should be assessed:

* Impacts of visits by tourists to villages to see village life, buy curios, take photographs etc.
How much of an unwanted disturbance factor will be caused? How much will a loss ofdignity and privacy be caused.

* Impacts of availability of transport provided by the lodge. Will this result in constant
requests for transport by villagers and friction with the lodge management?

* Impacts of income and employment at the lodge on social status of individuals employed
and social harmony with the other villagers. Will competition for benefits from tourism such
as jobs, curio sales, etc. lead to social tension?

* If the lodge plans to fly in its tourists, how will the intended flight path affect residents?
Does the flight path go over the area used as the village latrine?

* Impacts of influx of outside workers during construction phase and operation phase.
* Impacts of self-drive tourists on social life. What type of disturbance can they cause?

There are recorded cases of tourists finding an apparently abandoned Himba settlement
and removing pots and other artefacts. The settlement was in fact only temporarily
vacated while the residents moved in search of water and grazing.

3.1 Impact on health and safety. The assessment should consider whether the lodge would
impact on resident's health and safety. Will waste be disposed of in a way that attractshumans and wild animals, or in a way that leaves it exposed to children playing? Will litter becreated that can collect water and be a breeding ground for malarial mosquitoes? Willlabourers be hired from outside the locality and import diseases such as HIV AIDS? If thelodge closes, will toilet pits be left open?
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Appendix 5c

DRAFT PRO-FORMA ENVIRONMENTAL CONTRACT FOR TOURISM
PROJECTS

WHEREAS the Applicant/ Company referred to below, has been notified that the Minister of
Environment and Tourism, in consultation with the Minister of Lands, Resettlement and
Rehabilitation and the appropriate local authorities, is prepared to provide Environmental
Clearance for the tourism project entitled

............................................................. I..... subjec t to certain terms and conditions and;

WHEREAS such terms and conditions include the condition precedent that the applicant
enters into an Environmental Contract with the Government of Namibia;

IT is hereby agreed as follows:

1. PARTIES.

The parties to this contract are: ..................................................................................

(hereinafter referred to as the "Holder") being the holder of a Permission to Occupy

no ................................................................................

on the one hand, and THE GOVERNMENT OF NAMIBIA
(hereinafter referred to as "the Government")

duly represented by:
THE MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT & TOURISM (MET)

and THE MINISTRY OF LANDS, RESETTLEMENT AND
REHABILITATION (MLRR)

on the other.

2. GENERAL OBLIGATIONS.

2.1 The provisions contained in this contract are in addition to and do not detract from any
obligations which the Holder may have under other legislation governing land use,
natural resource use, accommodation facilities, labour, health and safety, transport,
liquor, aviation, communications and immigration.

2.2 The Holder recognises that its tourism operations may have significant impacts on the
environment. Accordingly the Holder undertakes that during the course of its
operations it will take every practicable step necessary to ensure the mitigation of
such impacts. In doing so it will liaise with the MET as provided for in 3.3 and 4 below.

2.3 In particular the Holder will undertake necessary and adequate steps to ensure that
environmental damage is reduced to a minimum and prevented insofar as is
practicable.
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2.4 Should the Holder not carry out its environmental obligations it shall be liable for the
environmental damage which may result. In this regard the Government reserves the
right to:

2.4.1 demand at any time financial or other guarantees to restore the environment or
mitigate environmental damage which has, or which may occur, as a result of
the Holder's activities;

2.4.2 itself undertake such mitigatory or restorative measures and to recover the
costs thereof from the Holder;

2.4.3 claim compensation for environmental damage, which may have been brought
about by the Holder's activities.

2.5 The Holder shall on completion or suspension of its operations, ensure that the impact
on the environment is minimised and that every reasonable and practicable step is
undertaken to ensure that the environment is left in a reasonable state. The
provisions of clause 2.4 apply mutatis mutandis to environmental damage evident
after operations have been suspended or completed.

2.6 The Holder acknowledges that in consequence of its operations, it will have to comply
with Namibia's National Environmental Assessment Policy (Directorate of
Environmental Affairs, Jan, 1995) and that this may entail the carrying out of an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).

3. THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

3.1 In accordance with the EA Policy, which provides that an application for a tourism
operation shall contain particulars of the existing condition of the environment, an
estimate of the effect which the proposed operations may have, and the proposed
steps to be taken to prevent or minimise such effect, the Holder has attached a
completed Environmental Screening Questionnaire for Tourism Projects.

3.2 The Holder acknowledges that once the MET has determined that the information
furnished in the Environmental Screening Questionnaire is satisfactory, its contents
will be used to draw up a Letter of Conditions that will form part of this contract.
Alternatively, MET might decide that an EIA must be conducted. In cases where an
EIA is required, the Letter of Conditions will be linked with the recommendations of the
EIA Report and Environmental Management Plan.

3.3 The Holder warrants that the information contained in the Environmental
Questionnaire is to the best of its knowledge and belief true and correct and that it will
notify the Government of any material changes therein. Should there be such material
changes, the Government reserves the right to re-negotiate the terms and conditions
of this agreement.

4. COMPLIANCE AND NOTIFICATION

4.1 The Holder acknowledges that the reports which it is obliged to furnish to the MET will
include an annual Environmental Report ( Based on the Environmental Management
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Plan and Letter of conditions).

4.2 The Holder acknowledges that officials from the MET may at any time conduct a
compliance and/or performance inspection of its operations.

4.3 The Holder will keep records of its environmental performance and make these
available to the officials referred to in 4.2.

SIGNED AT ....... on this ... day of .. 200...

For the Holder:
(duly authorised thereto)

For the Government of Namibia .................................................................

Ministry of Environment and Tourism
Permanent Secretary

.................................................................

Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and
Rehabilitation
Permanent Secretary
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Appendix 5d

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the North-West Tourism Plan by
the Southern African Institute for Environmental Assessment (SAIEA)

The Terms of Reference for this SEA were as follows

1. Comment on the overall number and location of tourism developments.
2. Comment on any specific concerns related to individual tourism or infrastructure

developments.
3. Comment on any concerns related to resource utilisation (particularly water and waste

management).
4. Comment on any concerns related to the impact of tourists on wildlife populations or

movements.
5. Comment on any perceived negative social issues.
6. Identify any "critical" areas or sites where detailed tourism management plans may be

required.
7. Comment on the underlying assumption of CBNRM as the basis for resource

management and hence tourism development.
8. Summarise the key "environmental" issues that need to be addressed when assessing

tourism development (this should be linked to the generic TOR)
9. Make recommendations regarding any mitigating measures that should be introduced.

In addition to the specific requirements of the TOR, some general comments are offered on
the master plan.

Note: This Strategic Environmental Assessment was undertaken independently and has not
been changed (except in the case of factual error). The NWTP team has in some case
provided responses to comments in the SEA to assist in providing a balanced overall picture.

General comments on volume I and 2
The reports are generally well structured and readable. The message regarding the issues
and options are clearly spelt out and the reader easily understands the purpose of the
exercise.

The rationale for the plan is well articulated in vol 1 (1.5), where the current trend is predicted
to lead to a "tourism disaster" in north-western Namibia. On the basis of the extensive and
broad-based consultation that has taken place, it can be safely assumed that this problem
statement is as close to a consensus as one can possibly achieve in this area given the range
of stakeholders involved. In spite of this, there remains uncertainty as to the commitment of
the key stakeholders to the implementation of the plan. The success of the plan hinges on a
triumvirate partnership - between government (as the legislator), communities (as the land
custodians) and the private sector (as the tourism professionals). If any one of these partners
veers away from the plan, then the vision will not be achieved. To date, it has mainly been
outside funded NGO's who have provided the leadership and facilitation and in some cases,
arbitration. Whilst this has been essential in maintaining forward momentum in North-West
Namibia, one hopes that reliance on NGO's will decrease over time. Moreover, it is essential
that some form of legislation is passed that will enable the enforcement of the most critical
aspect of the plan - controlling tourist numbers and activities.
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Notwithstanding these major assumptions, the plan is relatively straightforward. It proposeszones according to environmental sensitivity and then provides guidelines as to what shouldbe allowed in each zone and what should not be allowed. It also makes suggestions on howmany lodges or campsites should be established in each zone (often referring to specificsites).

A query is the statement in 10.8 (pg153 of volume 11) that zone 1 should have low volume,high priced tourism. Is this correct, or is the intention rather to have low-impact, high-qualitytourism?

Response: Phase 11 has adopted a slightly modified statement to promote "(low-volume) high-quality, low-impact tourism"

The master plan refers to carrying capacity (CC) and limits of acceptable change (LAC), anddiscusses both concepts at length in both volumes. However, the master plan does notactually set LAC or CC, leaving this for the conservancies to sort out. Whilst one canunderstand this reluctance to be prescriptive, one could argue equally that more directionshould have been provided in the master plan. Furthermore, the master plan seems toconsider CC and LAC as different concepts. It is the opinion of the reviewer that, in thecontext if Kunene Region, these could be considered as one concept.

Opinion on CC and LAC
Tourism carrying capacity could be defined as the maximum number of people that can visit asite or area without causing a significant deterioration to the natural environment, the qualityof the tourism experience or the quality of life of the local inhabitants. Interpreting thisdefinition is problematic, since the term "significant" is hard to quantify, placing considerableresponsibility on those who are tasked with monitoring and applying corrective action.

For this and other reasons, some scientists prefer the term Limits of Acceptable Change(LAC), where the upper and lower limits of an issue are defined, and technicians simplymonitor trends and alert decision makers when the LAC is being reached. Limits ofAcceptable Change thus describes the range within which tourism loads (and impacts) areacceptable and thus within carrying capacity. Just like a pendulum, the impacts swing fromone point to another, changing according to circumstances. Thus, the upper limit is surely thecarrying capacity. If this is correct, then the first step is to set the CC, decide upon the keyissues that will be monitored (and monitoring methodology) and define the indicators that alertdecision makers as to whether CC is being reached or exceeded. This is mentioned on pg.158 of volume 11.

Social LAC
From the social point of view, CC depends on the extent that locals are prepared to acceptthe presence and influence of tourists, the willingness of tourists to tolerate other tourists andthe adequacy of infrastructure to cope with their numbers. If locals are fed-up with tourists,people feel crowded and the camp or roads cannot cope with the numbers of people, then CChas been reached. However, by improving management and service, it may be possible tokeep the same number of people happy. Through good planning and diversifying the activitiesavailable to tourists, one could theoretically increase the numbers of tourists in the northwestwithout negative social impacts.
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Ecological LAC
From an ecological perspective, CC depend on the extent that the natural environment (e.g.
water resources, substrate, habitats, wildlife, scenery) can "sustainably supply products" or
"sustainably absorb" utilisation or direct and indirect pressure. Some of these impacts can be
measured (e.g. the amount of water in an aquifer), but in other cases, the impact is rather
difficult to quantify. LAC becomes a useful concept when monitoring the state of an aquifer,
which fluctuates all the time depending on abstraction, leakage and recharge. Monitoring
records the change, but a critically low water level represents the CC (under the climatic
conditions). Thus, one can pump a borehole more during a wet year than during a drought.

It is the opinion of the reviewer that the master plan should have set upper limits for the
various zones, or "special sensitive areas" within these zones. These limits should have
related to the number and type of vehicles and to the number of people. The vehicles impact
on roads, cause dust and noise, whilst people require water and energy, generate waste and
interact with locals and wildlife. These in essence, are the key impacts caused by tourism in
the North-West. For example, the Hoanib river west of Sesfontein should not carry more than
x number of cars per day, facilities at Epupa Falls should not offer more than x number of
beds, etc.

Response: The Steering Committee of the NWTP has at this stage decided to adopt an
approach that strengthens and enforces quality environmental impact assessments on a "site
by site" basis. However, it is acknowledged that careful monitoring of cumulative impacts
needs to be implemented and mitigating measures included at a conservancy management
plan level.

Instead, the master plan has provided (very good) guidelines for the use of each zone, but
these are rather general. Furthermore, it argues that CC should be flexible, since more people
can be accommodated in some seasons or under certain conditions (i.e. good rainfall years),
whilst at other times (e.g. droughts), fewer people should be allowed in. This is generally true,
especially in well-vegetated areas where tourists can be "hidden" from each other, or where
seasonal activities (e.g. trails or rafting) can spread people over a greater area and thus
reduce congestion. Whilst the contrasts between drought years and rainfall years in Kunene
are significant, the reviewer is not convinced that seasonal variations can justify keeping CC
as flexible as is proposed in the master plan. Whether a rainy or dry year (or season), the
Hoanib (for example) is not that different and I believe that an upper limit must be set in some
cases and a mechanism found to enforce it.

To some extent, the usual strategy of opening more roads and tracks in order to spread
tourists more thinly across the area (or to accommodate more tourists in the area) can extend
CC. However, most people want to visit "prime spots", and some of these (e.g. the Hoanib,
Epupa, Twyfelfontein, Hartmann valley and Marienfluss) simply do not have the capacity to
absorb large numbers of people. Other areas (e.g. Brandberg and Spitzkoppe) can
accommodate more people because of their size and the variety of activities on offer.

Finally, how do you convince a lodge (or all the lodges) to only operate at a maximum of 60%
capacity because it is winter, the leaves have fallen off the trees and the grass has died down
so that tourists will be more visible?
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Other

Response: The information given on conservancy map

* Whilst the notes relating to existing and planned lodges and campsites are useful, they
should have included some bullet points on key sensitivities for that site, as well as alerted
planning as to the issues likely to arise as a result of tourism activities associated with that
site (i.e. on and off-site impacts). As things stand now, the conservancy maps mainly
indicate tourism potential without noting potential impacts

Response: Impacts and key sensitivities will be addressed through ElAs

* Pg 36 of volume 11 refers to the Kunene mouth as an estuary - this is incorrect as it is a
river mouth (permanent fresh water outflow and no salt water intrusion). The Uniab delta
is also not an estuary.

* Pg 40 of volume 11 states that the ICZM programme falls under the Ministry of Mines and
Energy. This is incorrect as it technically falls under the MRLGH, with main input coming
from MET and MFMR.

1. Comment on the overall number and location of tourism developments.
* The zones as suggested are based mainly on rainfall isohyets, which is probably the most

practical way of doing this. I would have liked a category for "specially protected site",
which could be inserted (even as an enclave) into any of the zones. This could be useful
for the future, if, for example, an archaeological discovery is made in zone 3 or if the
community identifies sacred areas that they wish to declare no-go areas.

* An issue of great concern is the inclusion of overlanders and motorbikes as being allowed
on proclaimed roads in zone 1 (map 1003 in volume 1). It would be acceptable to allow
these forms of transport on the proclaimed roads in sections B and C of zone 1, but surely
not section A. Pg. 157 and 158 of volume 11 proposes overlanders and bikes in area A.
The reviewer is of the opinion that overlanders, motorbikes and quad bikes (a category of
vehicle not mentioned in the master plan) should be banned from area A of zone 1.

The individual conservancies are assessed as follows:

* Marienfluss
Number and locations seems appropriate

* Ehi-rovipuka
Number and locations seems appropriate

* Omatendeka
Number and locations seems appropriate, though it is not known what the key
elements are likely to be for the southernmost upmarket lodge.

* #Khoadi//H6as
Number and locations seems appropriate

* Doro !Nawas
Number and locations seems appropriate

* Uibasen Twyfelfontein
Number and locations seems appropriate

* Torra
Number and locations seems appropriate

* Sorris Sorris
Number and locations seems appropriate
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Tsiseb
Number and locations seems appropriate

Non-specified conservancy
It is a pity that the Epupa area receives inadequate attention in the master plan, given that it is
in such demand as a destination. Granted, the area has an uncertain future because of the
possibility of a dam being built near the falls. However, if ever a site needed proper planning,
then it is Epupa, which is currently (in the opinion of the reviewer) a "tourism disaster".

Another area of concern is the Sesfontein-Purros area, which has been excluded from the
detailed maps because of a conflict within the community. This is a mistake, since the conflict
is a different issue from spatial planning. The planning still needs to be done and assessed,
so that development can take place once the conflict is resolved. This is one of the key areas
in the north-west and its exclusion is regarded as a serious omission.

Response: Both these areas were specifically excluded due to a lack of community structure /
conservancy formation. The nature of this type of tourism planning is highly consultative and
therefore to undertake it in the absence of these structures would be counter-productive.
However, it is acknowledged, that once community structures are in place tourism planning
for these areas is crutial.

2. Comment on any specific concerns related to individual tourism or infrastructure
developments.

As indicated above, the reviewer is of the opinion that the quantity and spacing of lodges and
camps throughout the conservancies seems appropriate. However, establishing
accommodation facilities is the tip of the iceberg. Far more important, are the impacts that will
arise from off-site activities. In this regard, the master plan should inform the conservancies,
MET and operators, that it is not good enough just to build a lodge, sell bed-nights, and then
wave tourists on their way as they set off to explore the wilderness. The lodge or campsite
needs to be planned in conjunction with the range of activities that tourists are likely to
partake in, and the impacts they are likely to cause in the process. Whilst this is perceived as
the weakest aspect of the master plan, it is acknowledged that this detailed level of planning
should maybe not be done in a strategic document such as a master plan. It follows then that
this level of planning must be done at the conservancy level, which is where CC MUST be
set.

Response: The environmental guidelines for tourism projects ( appendix 5b) identifies off-site
activities as having potential impacts on the environment and therefore requiring attention. It
is agreed that Phase I should address this issue by including limits of acceptable change in
the conservancy tourism management plans.

If this is not done, cumulative impacts will occur, even though individual lodges will
themselves have low impacts.

It is suggested that this task be tackled at the conservancy level by first listing the attractions
that are available, assessing natural limitations (e.g. water), calculating the length of roads
that are available, assessing the possibilities for diversifying tourist activities (e.g. walking,
horse-trails), predicting likely tourist behaviour, and then identifying critical "pressure point"
areas that are most likely to become congested. From this, it should be possible to calculate
the conservancies carrying capacity. Then, one should work backwards, and propose the
ideal number of beds per lodge/campsite and the activities that should be allowed in each
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area. Furthermore, strategies can be put in place to reduce impacts on pressure points
through management interventions (e.g. control gates where this is feasible), and simple
monitoring can be planned to track visitor satisfaction (for example).
This is the level of planning that is still required.

3. Comment on any concerns related to resource utilisation (particularly water and
waste management).

Although tourism is regarded as an efficient way of using water (compared to agriculture andmany other industries), water is likely to be a limiting factor in many of the proposed lodge
sites. This is recognised in the master plan, which calls for an EIA for ALL lodges and
campsites (pg. 153 of volume 11). The EIA guidelines for tourism projects make provision forsome flexibility in this regard, as some projects may not require a full EIA.

Attention is drawn to the recent work completed by Claudia Schnachtshneider (DWA) wherewater management in various tourism establishments throughout Namibia, was assessed,
and practical measures suggested as to how water consumption could be reduced.

Waste is an issue of major concern, since most accommodation establishments will belocated far away from municipal dumps (the dumps at Khorixas, Opuwo and Uis areinadequate anyway). It is thus likely that operators will create their own dumps. These mustbe carefully sited, well designed and very strictly managed. In arid areas, decomposition of
biodegradable materials is slow (or non-existent) and waste is highly visible. It is suggested
that MET and NACOBTA commission a consultant to produce a manual of how to site,construct, manage and decommission a general waste dump in Kunene. This will help to
promote best practice and will help streamline the EIA process. Nevertheless, hazardous
wastes should be removed from the area as far as possible.

4, 5 and 8. Comment on any concerns related to the impact of tourists on wildlife
populations or movements, as well as social issues

The main impacts on the natural and social environments were listed in the Environmental
Guidelines for Tourism Projects. The table listing these is repeated here for ease of reference.

Project Negative social impacts Negative natural Positive impactsPhase (including health and culture) impacts (natural, social,
economic)

Planning and . Raising of unrealistic expectations . Vehicle tracks in . Facilitation of adesign . Power struggles as communities unspoilt areas common
(Note: joint and/or persons compete for the project development
planning or influence with the proponent vision in the light
should take of new options
place)
Construction * Influx of workers (HIV/AIDS, social . Resource extraction . Direct

disruption, crime) (sand, rock, wood) employment
. Noise and dust * Water use opportunities
. Disturbance to livestock . Disturbance to wildlife . Service
* Violation of culturally important sites . Deterioration of roads opportunities

and proliferation of . Training
vehicle tracks . Improved

. Human and other supplies
waste . Improved

* Vegetation clearing transport
. Landscape scarring

through road and
airfield construction

Management * Influx of workers (HIV/AIDS, social * Water use I Direct
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(of the lodge) disruption) * Disturbance to wildlife employment
. Noise and dust (power generator, (because of human opportunities

vehicles) activity, lights, . Service
. Exclusion of livestock from the area vehicles, etc.) opportunities
a Negative local attitudes towards * Deterioration of roads * Increased

tourists as locals resent the contrasting (heavy vehicles community
incomes and standards (luxury lodge driving in supplies) income & skills
vs. poverty village) * Disposal of human . Training

* Lodge operator adopts arrogant and other waste * Improved
attitude of "de facto ownership" (aquifers could supplies
towards community. become polluted and * Improved

* Waste dumps attract humans, causing dumps can attract transport and
disease scavengers) access to

. Power balance disrupted due to . Noise (generator) medical services
perceived favouritism of certain . Wood use (if collected
villages, chiefs, etc. by operator locally)

. Exclusion of non-lodge clientele from
the area, causing resentment amongst
other tourists

Off-site . Unauthorised visitation of important . Disturbance to wildlife * Selling of goods
activities cultural sites, villages, springs, etc. through uncontrolled and services
(i.e. tourists . Damage to rock-art tourism (fuel, supplies,
travelling to . Insensitive/unfair bartering and * Deterioration of roads curio's, guiding)
and from the inappropriate social interactions and proliferation ofand from.the 0 Aculturalisation vehicle tracks
lodge, and In . Local resentment over contrasting . Depletion of woodthe general incomes and standards (luxury 4x4 vs. and unsustainable
area) no transport) tree felling

* Disturbance by vehicles and low-flying * Littering and human
aircraft waste

. Loss of privacy and dignity * Deterioration of
"sense of place" by
proliferation of
vehicles, informal
camping, etc.
especially in the
riverbeds

* Noise (vehicles and
aircraft) and dust

Project . Disillusionment (and scepticism * Un-rehabilitated
failure towards government, NGOs, infrastructure thatdevelopment agencies, etc.) poses a danger to

. Resentment towards conservancy or wildlife and an eye-
other local structures that facilitated the sore
project . A management

. Loss of jobs vacuum that
* Loss of income encourages
* Danger to people and livestock uncontrolled tourism

(abandoned waste dumps, sewerage
infrastructure, etc.)

6. Identify any "critical" areas or sites where detailed tourism management
plans may be required.

As noted earlier, the reviewer is of the opinion that a simple tourism management plan should
be drawn up for each conservancy (some might exist already). The plan should identify the
critical areas and ensure that mechanisms are in place to avoid placing unnecessary pressure
on them. In some cases, two or more conservancies might need to collaborate to carry out
this level of planning and management, since some critical areas (e.g. Hoanib, Cunene,
Brandberg) might be shared. In other cases, a major attraction (e.g. Twyfelfontein) might lie in
one conservancy but it also visited by people (day-visitors) who are accommodated in a lodge
in another conservancy.
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If this kind of collaboration is not achieved, then cumulative impacts occur and conflicts canarise between conservancies. It should be noted that section 10.7.1 (pg 147 volume 11) of the
master plan proposes detailed SEA's of each zone. What is perhaps meant, is that each zone
should have a land-use plan that recognises the sensitivities of the zone and that proposes
parameters for the development of the individual conservancy management and development
plans. This section of the master plan emphasises the importance of careful development inthe ephemeral rivers, as these are critical areas.

Response: The NWTP supports the need to develop conservancy management plans.
Following the completion of conservancy tourism option plans, it is expected that the priorities
for tourism development will be developed through an implementation plan. This will be
supported by a tourism management plan, which will become an additional component in the
overall conservancy management plan.

7. Comment on the underlying assumption of CBNRM as the basis for resource
management and hence tourism development.

The reviewer agrees with the master plan that CBNRM and, more specifically, the
conservancies, are the key to resource management and tourism development in north-
western Namibia. Furthermore, the recommendations (pg 142 volume 11 - section 10.5.2) are
regarded as sound. The principle of assigning responsibility for resource management to
those people living closest to the resource, is a fundamental component of Agenda 21. In
reality, there are few examples in the world where this has happened. This is not because
local communities are incapable of managing their resources, but rather because
central governments are reluctant to delegate power out of fear of losing control.

The master plan expressed concern that the communities currently do not have the capacityto implement the plan, and it is clear that MET and NGOs will have to provide support for
some time in the future. However, skills should improve and there is no reason why
conservancies should not have the required competencies in the future. However, to do the
job, they need to be empowered.

It is the opinion of the reviewer that the key assumptions in the implementation of this plan are
as follows:
* Government will empower conservancies so that they can control tourism numbers
* Government will not undermine the status of conservancies by assuming central control

over the area
* Conservancies will be strong enough to deal with political interference (at the local level)
* Tour operators will negotiate in good faith
* Resources will continue to be available so that NGOs can continue to support capacity

building efforts

The suggested institutional structure (Environmental Monitoring Committee) - pg 36 volume 1
- is supported.

9. Make recommendations regarding any mitigating measures that should be
introduced.

In addition to the comments made under 1, 2, 3 and 6, it is recommended that project-specific
EIA's be conducted where necessary. Thus, this strategic assessment should be read in
conjunction with the Environmental Guidelines for Tourism Projects (Appendix 5b).
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The specific ElA's are the correct mechanism for proposing mitigation measures.

Conclusion
The draft Phase 2 report (dated May 2002) refers to the third phase, which is the
implementation of the master plan. This document correctly points out that roles andresponsibilities now need to be clarified, so that each stakeholder knows what they are
supposed to do. This is critical, and it is recommended that MOU's be developed between
these stakeholders so that the problem of jurisdictional overlap can be eliminated.

In conclusion, the reviewer is of the opinion that the North-West Tourism Plan has laid an
excellent foundation upon which to develop a sustainable tourism industry in the area. Whilst
there are many challenges to overcome and many potential impacts that need to be
mitigated, the plan has no fundamental flaws.

The next steps must, however be fulfilled, so that the "big picture" thinking can be translated
consistently into the zones, conservancies and individual projects. As long as this happens
and stakeholders adhere to the system and conditions that will be placed upon theirdevelopments, then tourism will likely succeed in providing significant livelihood options forcommunities in the area.
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8.6 APPENDIX 6a - JOINT VENTURE PROCESS -

PROPOSED STEPS & TIMEFRAME IN JOINT VENTURE TENDER PROCESS
PREPARATION PHASE
TASK ACTIVITIES OUTPUTS PROGRESS SUPPORT ACCOUNT. PROGRAMME
1 CAPACITY BUILDING Inception Report 24 May - 8

Project Plan August
Approved Tender
Documcnts

1.1 Planning Prepare an integrated project plan with programming and 24 - 29 May
TOR for entire process and incorporate into inception
report

1.2 Sensitising Conservancies Inform conservancies re process, obtain understanding 3 - 14 June
and obtain permanent representatives for Evaluation
Committee

1.3 Planning Session Present Project Plan with detail logistical arrangements 15 June
for final approval

1.4 Workshop RFP Process with Prepare for and conduct a two-day workshop to finalise 9 -10 + 21 June
Evaluation Committees details of required documentation and their structure &

content (including standard concession agreement), the
evaluation criteria, adjudication & applicable formulae,
tendering process, contents & formats of tender
documents & required attachments, scheduling, required
mandates, support capacities, roles and responsibilities,
etc.

1.5 Draft Process & Lease Incorporate all data from workshop (1.4) and from project 22 - 24 July
Agreement concepts (2) into final set of draft documents
1.6 Apply for PTO's Submit applications for PTO's and fast-track process 24 July- 16 Dec
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TASK ACTIVITIES |OUTPUTS PROGRESS SUPPORT ACCOUNT. PROGRAMME
1.7 Distribute documents Provide documents to all stake holders, including 25 July - 2 Aug

evaluation committees, NGOs & MET and allow them to
comment

1.8 Prepare final documents Based on feedback from all stake holders (1.6) produce 5 - 7 Aug
final documents

1.9 Approve documents Present and approve final documents 8 Aug

2 PROJECT CONCEPTS Site Selection 31 May- 15 July
Site Scoping
Project Concepts

2.1 Site Selection & Scoping Sites selected (3 per conservancy) & agreed with 31 May - 11 June
conservancies. Site scoping to be done for each agreed
site.

2.2 Site Approval Obtain final approval for sites from conservancies and all 12 -15 June
other stake holders

2.3 Site Orientation Visit selected sites as orientation and discuss each site 17 - 20 June
with conservancies, evaluate possible products and do
basic market surveys amongst established products
owners in immediate region.

2.4 Workshop Product Concept Workshop product concepts after having obtained demand 10 July
analysis information

2.5 Project Concepts Draft final product concepts by incorporating the results lI - 15 July
from site selection & scoping (2. 1), market demand
analysis (3.x) and workshop on Product Concept (2.4)
explaining proposed products, capacities, physical
constraints & market potentials - integrate into a Product
Concepts Report & run financial model and make
recommendations re feasibility & minimum returns.

3. DEMAND ANALYSIS I Demand Analysis Report 4 June - 9 July
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TASK ACTIVITIES lOUTPUTS PROGRESS SUPPORT ACCOUNT. PROGRAMME
3.1 Market Analysis Analyse Namibian & regional tourism surveys & stats, for 4 - 7 June

supply, demand, market mix, trends, current levels &
standards, seasonality, interview operators & role players,
identify existing & potential markets

3.2 Site Orientation Visit selected sites as orientation and discuss each site 17 - 20 June
with conservancies, evaluate possible products and do
basic market surveys amongst established products
owners in immediate region.

3.3 Surveys Survey regional activities and establishments amongst 21 - 24 June
tour operators and product owners

3.4 Data Analysis & Analyse collected data and interpret with the intention of 25 June - 4 July
Interpretation projecting short-term and long-term demand for the

region and for each site
3.5 Proposed Products Based on original site and product profiles and the market 5 - 9 July

potentials, recommend final product concepts for each
site.

4. SUPPORT | RFP Documentation 16 July - 9 Aug
4.1 Planning Support Systems Analyse requirements and have a planning session with 16 - 17 July

WWF to finalise support systems and programmes
necessary to run tender process

4.2 Develop support system Prepare project management and secretarial & admin 18- 19 July
support systems for the distribution of material, the
receiving of tenders and the evaluation and adjudication
support mechanisms & models, including the receiving
and processing of tenders

4.3 Data for Website Prepare and provide data for website to marketing 9 Aug
consultant

4. MARKETING & ||Marketing Plan & Proposed 11 July- 14 Aug
PROCUREMENT I designs
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TASK ACTIVITIES lOUTPUTS PROGRESS SUPPORT ACCOUNT. PROGRAMME
4.1 Marketing plan Prepare a marketing strategy with a detailed marketing 1I July

plan
4.2 Database of industry Identify industry role players that may be interested and 12 July

prepare a database
4.3 Website & advertising Design a set of marketing materials & -tools for purposes 15 - 18 July
proposals of presentation to the client, including brochures and

website
4.4 Present Design After receipt of finally approved project concepts, present 8 Aug

promotional material for approval
4.5 Launch Place adverts, website opened and industry informed 12 - 14 Aug

I through direct contact
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PROPOSED STEPS & TIMEFRAME IN JOINT VENTURE TENDER PROCESS
TENDERING PHASE
TASK ACTIVITIES |OUTPUTS PROGRESS SUPPORT ACCOUNT. PROGRAMME

5. TENDERING I Investors informed 15 Aug- 17 Oct
5.1 Data Packs Prepare and collate data packs with all necessary 15 -16 Aug

documents for distribution
5.2 Distribute Data Distribute data to interested parties on request 19 - 21 Aug
5.3 Register interested parties Receive confinnation of interest & register all interested 29 - 30 Aug

parties R500 per conference attendant + R1000 per site
visit (accomm & t'port included)

5.4 Investors conference Arrange, prepare for and conduct conference 6 - 7 Sep
5.5 Site visits Arrange, prepare for and conduct site visits 10- 13 Sep
5.6 Partnering Assist tenderers with negotiating partnerships 16 - 27 Sep

5.7 Q & A's Respond to any enquiries and provide enquiries & 16-17 Oct
answers to all interested parties

6. AWARD TENDERS Tenders allocated 28 Oct - 20 Nov
6.1 Receive & open tenders Receive, open & announce tenders on 23 Sep 28 Oct
6.2 Select 3 Bidders per site Run financial & evaluation models, present to, advise and 29 Oct- I Nov

support evaluation committee with selecting 3 top bidders
6.3 Community Consent Evaluation committees consult with conservancies to 4 - 7 Nov

obtain their consent
6.4 Announce top Bidders Announce top 3 bidders per site 8 Nov
6.5 Presentations Presentations by Top Bidders -14 -15 Nov
6.6 Final Adjudication Adjudicate presentations by top 3 bidders per site 18 - 19 Nov
6.7 Announcement Announce and advertise final awarding of tenders 20 Nov

8. AGREEMENTS Financial Closure 1 Nov- 15 Dec
8.1 Negotiations Assist committee with individual negotiations 4 - 10 Dec
8.2 Draft agreements Incorporate negotiated terms into final agreements 11 - 13 Dec
8.3 Financial closure Signing of agreements and receipt of guarantees 16 - 19 Dec
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Annex 6b - Excerpt from Demand Analysis Report for JV Tender Process

4. Projected Demand for Tourism Products

4.1 Background

The aim of this section is to project the potential future demand for the tourism focus
area which encompass the four conservancies namely Tsiseb, Sorris Sorris, Doro
!Nawas and # Khoadi//H6as and develop concepts for tourism products which would be
suitable and viable in the market place.

In developing these concepts, research of tour operators, potential investors and other

relevant role-players was conducted and used in the calculations. The calculations are

not scientifically proven, however, by applying objective logic to the given data, it offers a

realistic indication of the likely future demand for the sites under study. The sites

analysed for potential tourism development includes:

Tsiseb:

a Tsiseb Granite Site

o Ugab Wilderness Site

Sorris Sorris:

o Fossil Forest

o Granite Ugab River

Doro !Nawas

o Rendezvous Terrace

# Khoadi//H6as

o Klip River Valley
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The demand calculations for the area and each site are available on demand from the
NACOBTA JV Unit.

In order to project the potential future demand and develop concepts for the identified
sites in the 4 conservancies in the focus area, the main sources of overnight demand to
the region will be analysed as well as the potential to attract new markets.

4.2 Tour Operator and Investor Surveys

Surveys of 8 potential investors, lodge and tour operators were conducted to test the
potential of the selected sites in the market. The main traits of each site were identified
during interviews with operators, and can be summarised in Table 4.1:

Table 4.1: Main Traits of Identified Sites

* Traits

Tsiseb Granite Site White Lady - culture

Ugab Wilderness Site Ugab River - wildlife & scenery

Fossil Forest Ugab Valley Scenery

Granite Ugab River Brandberg scenery & Ugab wildlife

Rendezvous Terrace Huab River scenery & Twyfelfontein - culture and wildlife

Klip River Valley Klip River wildlife & scenery

During the surveys the two most important factors for selecting a potential site for
investment or accommodation for overnight stay was identified:

1. Location; and

2. Market requirements.
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Location:

For lodge operators and investors, a good location depends on the following factors:

o Close to main stream of tourism flows

o Accessibility & basic infrastructure

o Proximity to main attractions

o Exclusivity in respect of wildlife and scenery

o Proximity and level of competition.

For tour operators a good location depends on the following factors:

o Comfortable midway stop between main tourist attractions such as

Swakopmund and Etosha, Skeleton Coast and Etosha, Etosha and

Kaokoland, etc.

o Accessibility

o Proximity of other attractions near the overnight stop.

Market Requirements:

For investors, tour and lodge operators the requirements of the market depend on

market focus of the particular operator. An analysis of the interviews and the

requirements of their markets revealed that the three main reasons for guests visiting the

focus area are:

1. Scenery (open space and wilderness areas)

2. Wildlife

3. Cultural/historical attractions

Table 4.2 Summarises the main requirements of the market when visiting the region and

making use of accommodation facilities.
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Table 4.2: Main Focus & Requirements of the Market to the Region and

Accommodation Products

Budget Mid-market Upmarket

% Share of the market 20% 60% 20%
Tour Operators 1 Adventure activities Scenery Wildlife (exclusive)

2 Wildlife (general)

3 Cultures/History

Investors/product owners 1 Fun time Scenery Wildlife (exclusive)

2 Exploring Wildlife (general) Relaxation/Wellness

3 Cultures Luxury Treatment

Ranking of Sites

Based on the criteria discussed above, each of the selected sites was ranked according
its potential in the market. A weighted factor analysis method was used for selecting
sites with the highest potential. In addition to the criteria above, the " preferred choice"
of investors and tour operators was also used as a selection criterion. A score between
0 and 5 was awarded to each site in respect of each criterion and then multiplied by the
weights given to criteria according to order of importance. The criteria, weights and
scores were based on the tour operator and investor research. The selection criteria,
weights, scores and results of the weighted factor analysis are summarised in Table 4.3.
The method of scoring is subjective, but assists with the initial selection of sites with
potential.

According to the weighted score analysis the sites are ranked in order of market
potential:

Site: Score

1. Klip River Valley: 126

2/3 Ugab Wilderness Site & Granite Ugab River: 107

4. Rendezvous Terrace: 102

5. Tsiseb Granite: 77

6. Fossil Forrest: 51
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According to the assessment, the Klip River Valley site has the highest potential in the

market. This site achieved good scores for all the most important criteria such as

accessibility, exclusivity, lack of direct competition, fulfil market requirements and can

provide midway overnight facilities to operators between Skeleton Coast, Etosha and

Kaokoland, especially when Skeleton Coast and the western gate of Estosha is opened

for visitors. When tour operators and potential investors were asked to select a potential

site for investment, 4 of the interviewees selected the Klip River Valley site, while 3

selected sites in the Ugab river. One respondent selected the Rendezvous site near

Twyfelfontein.



Table 4.3: Results of the Weighted Score Analysis

Rendezvous Tsiseb Granite Ugab Wilderness
Terrace Klip River Mountain Site Site Fossil Forest e z

Weighted Weighted Weighted Weighted Weighted Weighted
Weight Score score Score score Score score Score score Score score Score score

Accessibility & basic infrastnrcture 5 5 25 3 15 4 20 5 25 2 10 4 20
Exclusivity & hlgh value in respect of wildlife and scenery 5 4 20 4 20 2 10 3 15 2 10 4 20
Midway ovemlght stop between Swakopmund & Etosha 4 4 16 1 4 3 12 4 16 1 4 4 16
Satisfy market requirements of Scenery, Wildlife and Cultures 4 5 20 5 20 2 8 3 12 2 8 4 16
Proximity to main attractions, Etosha, Kaokoland, Twyfelfontein 4 3 12 5 20 4 16 4 16 2 8 3 12
Proximity and level of competition. 4 0 0 5 20 2 8 2 8 2 8 2 8
Midway ovemight stop between Skeleton Coast/Kaokoland & Etosha 3 3 9 5 15 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3
Selected as favourite sites during interviews 3 0 0 4 12 0 0 4 12 0 0 4 12
Total score 102 126 77 107 51 107
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4.3 Projected Overnight Demand in the Focus Area

Considering the current roomnight demand for the region, it is highly unlikely that more than 4
products could be sustained in the short to medium term. Therefore only the top 4 sites in
respect of tourism potential as discussed in Section 4.2, were further analyse to determine the
type and size of facilities that could be developed on each site. The sites and photographs of
each are provided below:

o Klip River Valley;

El Ugab Wilderness Site;
_.~~d-
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a Granite Ugab River, and

o Rendezvous Terrace.

iie- i V 

An analysis was conducted to determine the potential growth in roomnight demand and the
number of rooms that could be sustained in the short, medium and long term. Two scenarios
of growth projections for the region were conducted namely:
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o Scenario 1: Medium growth - 5% average compound growth over 15 years;

and

o Scenario 2: High growth - 10% and 15% (depending on growth potential of the

particular tourism area) average compound growth over 15 years.

Scenario 1 is based on the growth in visitor numbers that the area is currently experiencing,

while scenario 2 is based on the following assumptions:

o The procurement of investors with a captive market;

o Opening of the western gate of Etosha;

o Opening of the Skeleton Coast for tour and trip operators;

o Effective overall marketing of the region;

o Overall growth of the tourism industry in Namibia and Southern Africa;

o Identifying and attracting new markets to the region;

o Adherence to the North West Tourism Master Plan;

o Implementation of additional strategies and initiatives outside JV efforts

to diversify products and markets; and

o Improvement and upgrading of roads.

The demand projections for each site are based on operating ratios in the identified tourism

regions in the focus area as discussed in Section 3. The 4 sites have each been allocated to

the relevant tourism region in which it will operate. The sites have been allocated as follows:

Twyfelfontein/Brandberg/Khorixas area:

Lo Ugab Wilderness Site;

o Granite Ugab River, and

o Rendezvous Terrace.

Sesfontein/Otjovazandu/Kamanjab area:

o Klip River Valley.
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The current overnight demand to each of the above regions (see calculations in Section 3)
has been used as a base to calculate future demand. The projected short, medium and long-
term overnight demand for each area and each scenario is summarised in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Projected Short, Medium and Long Term Overnight Demand for the Focus Area

2002 2007 2015
Scenario 1 20928 26968 33790
Scenario 2 21681 31843 47494

2002 2007 2015
Scenario 1 13,651 17,471 23,774
Scenario 2 14,143 22,365 40,253

Higher growth percentages were allocated to the Sesfontein, Otjovazandu , Kamanjab area,
(15% compared to 10% in the Twyfelfontein, Brandberg, Khorixas area) because of the higher
growth expected in this region when the western gate of Etosha opens up for tourism.

The total number of additional rooms that could be sustained can be calculated from the
additional roomnight demand generated from the project' s growth in tourism. The
occupancies achieved in the area are very low, and therefore it was assumed that some of
the growing demand would be taken up by other existing establishments in the area. The
average occupancy achieved by establishments in the Twyfelfontein, Brandberg, Khorixas
area was grown from 45% in 2001 to 60% in 2015 and the average occupancy achieved by
establishments in the Twyfelfontein, Brandberg, Khorixas area was grown from 50% in 2001
to 65% in 2015. The total additional rooms that could be supported by the market in each
scenario and in each area is summarised in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Projected Additional Short, Medium and Long Term Rooms Required in the Focus
Area

2001-2005 2006-2010 2010-2015 Total
Scenario 1 18 8 22 48
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Scenario 2 38 36 59 132

-tii l ii i ; -i ' S -'i -is ii

2001-2005 2006-2010 2010-2015 Total
Scenario 1 9 10 18 37
Scenario 2 25 40 60 124

In scenario 1 it was assumed that 80% of the additional rooms required would be on mid-

market level, while 20% would be on up-market level. No allocations were made for the

budget market as those could be filled by existing inferior products and camping facilities. In

scenario 2 it was assumed that 65% of the additional rooms required would be on mid-market

level, while 35% would be on up-market level, because of new markets that would potentially

be drawn to the region. The rooms that could be sustained in the short term are limited and if

the rooms are divided by 4 different investors, the individual operations could be financially

unviable. The proposed products should also be reasonably sized to be able to

accommodate tour groups of between 8 and 20 people at once.

As indicated in Section 3, there are at least 6 additional accommodation facilities that might

be developed in the next 2 years. These additional rooms will have a direct effect on the

number of rooms that could be sustained in the region in the short to medium term.

4.4 Recommended Tourism Products

The detailed calculations with regards to projected occupancies for each site, by area and

scenario are available on request ( from the NACOBTA JV Unit). The recommended size,

level, rates and projected occupancies are provided for each selected site.
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Scenario 1:

Twyfelfontein, Brandberg, Khorixas area:
Tsiseb 2002 2005 2008
Site Ugab Wilderness Site

Recommended number of rooms 8

Target market Mid-market

Expected occupancies 33% 41% 42%
Expected average rate to be achieved N$450

Recommended year of implementation 2003

Doro !Nawas 2002 2005 2008
Site Rendezvous Terrace

Recommended number of rooms 12

Target market Mid-market

Expected occupancies 12% 27% 42%
Expected average rate to be achieved N$600

Recommended year of implementation 2004

Sorris Sorris 2002 2005 2008
Site Granite Ugab River

Recommended number of rooms 10

Target market Upmarket

Expected occupancies 7% 16% 21%
Expected average rate to be achieved N$1200

Recommended year of implementation 2008

Sesfontein, Otjovazandu , Kamanjab area:

#Khoadi//H6as 2002 2005 2008
Site Klip River Valley

Recommended number of rooms 16

Target market Mid-to upmarket

Expected occupancies 13% 29% 47%
Expected average rate to be achieved N$750

Recommended year of implementation 2008

All four products coming onto the stream between 2002 and 2005 will dilute the market. The

only proposed development currently viable is the 8 mid-market rooms at Ugab Wilderness
Site. It is advisable that the four developments be phased 3 to 4 years from each other.

Strategic intervention in the region such as the opening of the western Gate of Etosha will
make a major difference in the implementation timeframe for the Klip River Valley site.
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Alternatively investors with a captive market should be chosen to develop and run the

Rendezvous terrace and Granite Ugab River sites.

Scenario 2:

Twyfelfontein, Brandberg, Khorixas area:
Tsiseb 2002 2005 2008
Site Ugab wildemess Site

Recommended number of rooms 10

Target market Mid-market

Expected occupancies 43% 68% 85%
Expected average rate to be achieved N$450

Recommended year of implementation 2002

Doro !Nawas 2002 2005 2008
Site Rendezvous Terrace

Recommended number of rooms 20

Target market Mid-market

Expected occupancies 18% 34% 64%
Expected average rate to be achieved NS600

Recommended year of implementation 2003

Sorris Sorris 2002 2005 2008
Site Granite Ugab River
Recommended number of rooms 15

Target market Upmarket

Expected occupancies 7% 23% 35%
Expected average rate to be achieved N$1200

Recommended year of implementation 2007
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Sesfontein, Otjovazandu , Kamanjab area:

tKhoadi//Hoas 2002 2005 2008

Site Klip River Mountain

Recommended number of rooms 30

Target market Mid-to upmarket

Expected occupancies 11% 41% 79%
Expected average rate to be acliieved N$750

Recommended year of implementation 2005

Even with high growth projections the majority of the proposed developments will only

become feasible from year 2005 onwards. The total number of additional rooms added to the

market in scenario 2 is 75. The sizing of the developments in phase 2 is more operationally

feasible and therefore it is recommended that the proposed strategic planning and marketing

of the region be implemented to ensure growth in the region in order to sustain the proposed

number of rooms. Even if high growth in tourism is achieved in the region it is still advisable

that strong operators and investors with a captive market be sourced to invest and operate

the Rendezvous Terrace and the Granite Ugab River Site.

4.5 Tourism Development Concepts

o-I The Ugab Wilderness Site

It is recommended that the Ugab Wilderness Site should mainly be aimed at independent

travellers who require good standard facilities at a reasonable price, but can also work for

small tour groups at mid-market level. At an average room rate of $450, rack rates should be

charged at around $275 per person per night sharing, which is very competitive in comparison

to other 3-star products in the region. It is anticipated that regional travellers would also make

use of facilities at these rates instead of using the camping facilities. It is recommended that

attractive lodge type building styles be used to build unit type rooms overlooking the Ugab

river. Units on stilts could also work well and will contribute to the overall architectural

aesthetics of the camp.

cl The Rendezvous Terrace Site

The majority of the visitors requiring overnight accommodation in this area are mid-market

tourists and it is therefore recommended that a proper 3-star facility be provided. The

architectural design of this development should make full use of the 3600 views of the Huab
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valley plains from the mountain. It is recommended that this lodge be aimed at mid-market

overseas tourists as well as upmarket regional travellers as part of a " fly-in" package. The

rooms should be built in hotel style (grouped together), to suit the overseas market travelling

as part of tour groups. It is recommended that an investor and or operator with a captive

market be procured for this site. An estimated rack rate of around $380 per person per night

share could be achieved.

0 The Granite Ugab River Site

The proximity of this site to the Ugab Wilderness Site, necessitates a total different market

focus to prevent cannibalism between the two products. Because the budget and mid-level

markets to this particular area are already diluted, an upmarket facility is recommended for

this site. Although the upper end of the market is very small, an investor and/or operator with

a captive market could be procured to grow this component of the market to the region. It is

further recommended that this facility should provide a wider range of services and products

other than just scenery and wildlife to attract its relevant market. As health and relaxation is a

growing requirement of upmarket tourists, the inclusion of these facilities will make the

product more attractive for this end of the market. An estimated rack rate of $750 per person

per night sharing could be achieved. The architectural design of the lodge should be very

unique and make full use of the Ugab River views and the granite boulders on site. Water

features should also be used to emphases the health and relaxation theme of the lodge.

o The Klip River Valley Site

The Klip River Valley Site will be used by a mixture of markets ranging from tour operators,

independent mid-market and upmarket travellers and special interest tourists to the region.

The lodge will be seen as a mid-way overnight stop or a base from where major attractions in

the region can be explored. It is recommended that an upper-mid-market facility be built in

natural safari lodge style with a combination of separate and grouped rooms to suit the

various markets. The rooms should have views of the river valley complimenting the

strengths of the site. An estimated rack rate of $450 per person per night sharing could be

achieved.
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4.6 Tourism Support Infrastructure

Besides investor strength and marketing, growth of tourism to the focus region is also reliant

on sufficient tourism infrastructure to serve visitors travelling through the region. The

identification and introduction of existing and new activities and facilities will encourage

visitors to stay in the region for longer, which will in turn create higher tourism expenditure and

contribute towards the feasibility of tourism products. General orientation and interpretation of

the Damaraland region for the self-drive tourist is almost non-existent. Ablution facilities at

main attractions and throughout the region are also very poor. The following

recommendations are made with regards to the provision of regional orientation and support

infrastructure.

Attractions:

The identification, integration and development of tourist attractions in the focus area such as:

o The white lady

o Rock art at the Brandberg

o Adventure activities around the Brandberg (abseiling, hot-air ballooning,

paragliding, hiking, microlight flights)

o The Petrified Forest

o The Organ Pipes

o Twyfelfontein Rock engravings

o Rock art at Erongo Mountains

Development of these-sites would include inter alia:

o Indication and description on tourist maps for the region;

o Proper signage from the road;

o Marketing of attractions;

o Official entrance points and fees charged;

o Public facilities of acceptable standard; and

o Upgrading of roads to allow all-weather access.
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It is recommended tourist maps should show the level of accessibility (2X4 and 4X4) of roads,

designated camp sites, all attractions, travelling times and a " what you need check list" to

manage tourists travelling through the region. These " quick reference guides" should be

made available for marketing purposes in major travel magazines.

Camping Facilities:

Strategically located campsites with European standard ablution facilities should be provided.

Tour operators and self-drive visitors to the region should be encouraged to use designated

camping areas for conservation and economic purposes. As the pristine wilderness area is

the major attraction of the area, the value of conserving this asset is invaluable.

4.7 Zoning

The remote wilderness aspect of the area is one of the area' s biggest attractions and should

be well conserved. Although the Skeleton Coast is established as a wilderness area, it is

recommended that the area west from Twyfelfontein and the Brandberg also be included in

this wilderness zone. No high-density tourism developments or infrastructure is to be

provided in this area. It also should not be accessible to 2x4 vehicles to ensure that the

remoteness of the area is preserved. This area should be marketed to the 4x4 adventure

tourist. The area north of Twyfelfontein, between Sesfontein and the west of Etosha and the

area between the Brandberg, Twyfelfontein and the main road between Uis and Khorixas

should be zoned for medium density, low impact tourism developments to attract the

explorers and should be accessible to both 2x4 and 4x4.

4.8 Final Recommendations

Resulting from the tourism industry in Damaraland being heavily reliant on the overseas

market and its location in the African environment, it is considered a high-risk investment.

The following recommendations are pointers for potential investors which would assist in

making the proposed developments more viable:

o Increase high season rates by at least 40% up;

o Market low season specials that are affordable to the regional market to

encourage better occupancies in low season;
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o Negotiate packaged deals with charter operators to encourage longer stays

and/or weekend getaways;

o Keep capital expenditure on the buildings as low as possible (without

compromising the market potential), but ensure that furniture, fittings and

equipment are up the required level for the target market; and

o Structuring of staff employment contracts to suit seasonality in the region.

5. Marketing & Branding

5.1 Marketing Objectives

Marketing is one of the prerequisites for assuring growth in tourism markets to the North

West. The Erongo and Kunene regions require the correct overall approach to sell the area

effectively to the broader spectrum as well as to specialised markets. Marketing objectives for

the area were developed, arising from issues discussed throughout the report. The overriding

objectives of marketing the region should be to:

o Create an awareness of the area;

o Create a desire to visit and experience the area;

o Increase the number of tourists visiting the area;

o Increase the average length of stay in the region;

o Increase the average expenditure per tourist;

o Attract the identified target markets; and

o Ensure that visitors are aware of the environmental and cultural sensitivity of the area.

5.2 Target Markets

In order to develop an effective marketing strategy and brand for the region, it is necessary to

understand who the target market is. Europeans currently represent the majority of existing

tourism markets to the region, followed by South Africans. The biggest proportion of visitors

to the region fall within the mid-market and budget level, with only half of the visitors making

use of accommodation facilities, while the rest are travelling fully contained. Special interest

travellers such as bird watchers, cultural enthusiasts, etc are few, while general interest and
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adventure tourists share the biggest portion of the market. The following potential new

markets were identified in an attempt to meet the marketing objectives listed in Section 5.1.:

o The European health & wellness market especially from Germany, France and

the UK. These holiday packages must be very competitive in comparison to

Europe and other destinations;

o The high income South African weekend getaway market. Competitive " fly-in-

packages" must be promoted to this market, especially during Easter holidays;

o Artists viz photographers, painters, poets, songwriters, writers, etc. from all over

the globe, but South Africa in particular. Inspiration should be the main selling

message to this market. Specialised packages to encourage longer stays

should be developed for this market.

E The Nordic countries such as the Netherlands, Denmark, Finland, Sweden and

Norway and the UK, Ireland and Scotland. Beach and scenic holidays are the

most popular holidays with this market. The marketing focus should therefore

be on providing packages, which include both coastal and desert regions in the

north west. Messages such as " ultimate desert and dunes" and

" unparalleled contrasts and scenery" can be used to attract this market;

o The upper income North American market. Fly-in-packages in combination with

other wildlife and cultural products in northern Namibia should be sold to this

market. Research shows that Americans travelling outbound become more

discerning and are seeking a wider range of travel experiences. Specifically the

aging " baby boomer" generation is driving growth and demand in educational,

adventure and special interest travel. The focus should be on providing a luxury,

but still adventurous experience to this market.

5.3 Positioning & Branding Concepts

The positioning of the region is shaped by identifying the unique selling points or highlights of

the region (USP's). The area's USP's have been identified as follows:

o Wilderness appeal of undeveloped and remote desert areas;
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o Unparalleled contrasting scenery, for example the "Burnt Mountain";

o Never-ending sunshine;

o Fascinating cultures, such as the Himba tribe;

o Mysterious desert animals, i.e. the desert elephant and rhino;

o Remarkable rock engravings and art;
o Panoramas of vast open expanses;
o People and wildlife co-exist in a remote rural setting;

o Unique mountain scenery and rock formations, i.e. granite outcrops and the

Petrified Forest.

The above could also be used as branding values for the region coupled with specific
experiences that could be offered. Examples of these are inter alia;

o Stargazing;

o Health & relaxation;

o Serenity: Finding your soul

o River bed safari's and animal tracking;

o Geology;

o Culture and archaeology;

o Photography;

o Adventure activities such as Hot Air Ballooning, hiking, 4x4, Microlight flights,

etc.

As indicated throughout the report, information on the market requirements show that the

branding of the region should firstly include the contrasting scenery, followed by the wildlife

and thirdly the culture. It is therefore appropriate to recommend that the most prominent

landmark of the region. (i.e. the Brandberg) should feature in the branding coupled with the

famous and mysterious desert elephant and an element of culture. The cultural component or

icon used in the logo should, preferably be an icon which is identifiable with the region' s

most prominent cultural attraction, such as the Twyfelfontein rock engravings. This icon could
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be used as a " sub-logo" to promote cultural tourism and merchandise in the Twyfelfontein

area or the " White Lady" rock paintings.

The brand name for the area requires further discussion with all interested and affected
parties, but it is advisable that the name generally known in the market place be kept. The
market place is generally unfamiliar with the underlying politics in a region and responds to
words that it finds familiar and interesting such as Damara. It is believed that the name
"Damara" will be easily marketable and therefore the recommended option.

Slogans for the area should be adjustable to capture the minds of the particular target market.
Examples of slogans that could be used are:

o Land of contrasts

o Ultimate desert experience

o Untouched wilderness experience

o Soul serenity

o Luxurious health in the desert sun

o Uncover the explorer in you

o Discover your soul

5.4 Branding themes for Proposed Tourism Developments

As discussed in Section 4, based on the composition of the existing and potential future

market there are distinct themes arising for each of the proposed sites. The new

developments in the area will be instrumental in establishing the theme and brand for the

region, therefore brand names for these developments should be carefully chosen. The

proposed theme and market focus for each site are discussed in further detail.

The focus of selected sites in the Twyfelfontein/Brandberg/Khorixas mainly evolves around

scenery, wildlife and culture (paintings and engravings). As a result of the limited market and

somewhat oversupply of rooms in this area, potential new markets for specific sites were

identified, which should be brought into the branding.

Theme for the Ugab Wilderness Site: Wildlife and Scenery (mid-market)

Proposed branding concepts:
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o Ugab Valley Safari Camp

o Ugab Desert Safari Lodge

Theme for the Granite Ugab River Site: Scenery, Health & Relaxation (upmarket)

Potential operators for this site such as Namib Sun or the Health Hydro group in South Africa

could be approached to operate this facility.

Proposed branding concepts:

o Brandberg Sun & Spa

o Brandberg Health Hydro

o Brandberg Mountain Lodge

o Brandberg Wellness & Safari Lodge

Theme for the Rendezvous Terrace site: Scenery, Wildlife and Culture (mid-market)

Proposed branding concepts:

o Elephant Plains Safari Lodge

o African Plains Safari Lodge

Theme for the Klip River Valley site: Gateway, Scenery and Wildlife (upper mid-market)

Proposed branding concepts:

o Wilderness Gateway

o Frontiers Base Camp

o Explorers Gateway

The site selected in the Sesfontein/Otjovazandu/Kamanjab region, is strategically located

between the Skeleton Coast, the western Gate of Etosha, Damaraland and Kaokoland.

When the western gate of Etosha and the Skeleton Coast Park is opened for tourism, the

development on this site will be seen as a gateway to 4 major attractions in the region. The

essence of this advantage should be communicated through the branding.

5.5 Conclusion
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The importance of effective marketing and branding of the region and the proposed tourism

products cannot be overemphasised. To ensure the successful establishment of the region in

the marketplace it is advisable that marketing collateral should preferably be the responsibility

of a marketing entity guided by a multi-representative forum or committee constituted to

handle the marketing aspect. The successful and professional implementation of strategic

planning and marketing of the region will create investor confidence and ensure good growth

opportunities in tourism, which can in turn, provide benefits to the community.
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8.7 APPENDIX 7 - Accommodation v Attractions

Normal tourism planning would place emphasis on attraction development. This has not been
the case in the NWTP. There are several influencing factors that have lead the planning team
to rather focus on accommodation development (particularly up-market joint ventures). A
brief explanation of this approach follows;

1. The NW of Namibia is communal land, where for more than a decade communities have
sought to increase their management rights over wildlife. This has been a hard fought
battle, but through the development of conservancies, it has been proven to be
successful, particularly from a wildlife conservation and resource management point of
view. Wildlife numbers have increased dramatically and local people's attitude to wildlife
has also become much more positive. This is only possible when local people can see a
direct benefit from these increasing wildlife numbers, are charged with the
responsibility of managing their resources and are given the appropriate
mechanisms to do this effectively.

2. Wildlife and natural resources are the base on which tourism in the NW relies - without
these there will be no tourism. Hence it makes sense to concentrate efforts on ensuring
that this resource base is sustainably managed - this can only happen, as stated above, if
local people are directly involved and benefiting from tourism (their resource base). This
is nothing new but it is a fundamental principle for all tourism planning and development in
the NW and other communal areas of Namibia.

3. Experience from within Namibia and the region shows that the most effective and lucrative
tourism developments from a community perspective are joint venture lodge
developments. In nearly every case, these developments bring significant financial returns
to both the community (in Namibia's case - conservancy) and individuals through
employment, skills development etc. These JVs usually come at minimal risk to the
community as capital is largely externally sourced and markets accessed directly by the
JV partners through their own marketing efforts. Of equal and sometimes greater
importance in some conservancies is hunting, however, this needs to be managed
carefully, as it is not always compatible with photographic tourism.

4. In terms of the North-West attractions - they are there already. Tourists come to the
NW to experience the wilderness, wildlife, open spaces, fantastic scenery and local
culture. This exists now. Tourists will still continue to come to the NW the way it is now,
with no further attraction development (unless there are some amazing attractions
currently unknown that are still to be revealed). However, the NWTOP has always
supported the idea of attraction development as a complimentary activity that will add
value but not as the priority for tourism planning and development. Yes, there is
undoubtedly a need for management plans at all the National Monument sites; yes there
is also a need for improved guiding skills and infrastructure development at these sites;
yes it would be great to have better interpretative information in the NW; yes it would be
great to identify other (lesser known) attractions along the routes that could be developed;
yes it would be great to further promote, develop and market routes etc.... All these
developments are important and welcome (some are even in progress - Petrified Forest,
Brandberg) but in our opinion, they add additional value and improve tourist experience,
but they are not the priority and they are not on their own going to generate sufficient
benefits to convince local residents that tourism (and hence sustainable management of
the resources, particularly wildlife on which tourism is based) is worthwhile. It is further
expected that much of the attraction development and in particular development of
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activities will be done by investors themselves who are attracted to the region by
opportunities for JV lodge development.

5. Through discussions with the more progressive tour operators, there is clearly demand for
further accommodation development in the NW, particularly at the top-end and mid-
market. An extrapolation of current bed-night statistics in the NW does not reveal the true
picture, as it does not accurately capture the additional demand that investors who
already have a captive market can bring to the region. Nor do the current statistics
indicate what would happen if a more aggressive and progressive destination marketing
campaign is implemented with a particular focus on the NW and Caprivi. In addition,
statistics can not always tell all - the more progressive operators and developers rely more
on their own understanding of the market and their perception of how the future will unfold
and it is these "partners" that the NWTOP has sought to consult with and who are
enthusiastic about further accommodation opportunities, particularly in partnership with
conservancies.

6. The NWTOP has therefore attempted to develop a framework within which tourism
development should take place. It has focussed a great deal on participation and
obtaining support from all stakeholders and on process - how should development take
place and what mechanisms need to be in place to enable this. Hence there are strong
recommendations regarding issues such as policy, legislation, concessions, exclusive
access areas, parks and neighbours, ElAs, PTOs etc - these are all fundamental and
need to be finalised before really effective tourism development can take place,
particularly in the communal areas. The NWTOP has therefore identified a number of
opportunities for accommodation development that fit the conservancies land-use plans
(e.g. do not interfere with current economic activities such as livestock). Although this has
been the focus, the plan also recommends alternative route development, new circuits
(West gate of Etosha), information centres, tour guide centres etc..

7. No, the NWTOP is not a definitive document. It can be improved and attraction
development is one way in which this can take place. It should always be seen as a
dynamic document and open to new ideas and additions. What the NWTOP does
represent is a process that has involved the communities and has come from the bottom
up. It has been an informative and educational process that has now produced tourism
plans that the conservancies themselves support and are aware of and that other
stakeholders (MET, Regional Council, private sector, NGOs) have had input into. The
NWTOP therefore represents a framework, good starting point or reference point from
which tourism development can take place.

The justification for the approach to the NWTOP is therefore:

1. Conservancies should be the management unit through which tourism development takes
place.
2. Conservancies and hence wildlife / resource management can only succeed if local people
are involved in and directly benefit from tourism development.
3. In the absence of other alternative proposals for significant income generation and/or
common property management systems, upper and midmarket JV initiatives with
conservancies can bring the greatest benefit to communities.
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PREAMBLE

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA
RECOGNIZES THAT:

1. "The State shall actively promote and maintain the welfare of the people by adopting
policies aimed at ...

The maintenance of ecosystems, essential ecological processes and biological
diversity of Namibia and utilization of living natural resources on a sustainable basis
for the benefit of all Namibians, both present and future..." [Constitution of the
Republic of Namibia - Art 95 (1)].

2. There is an urgent and fundamental need for economic development, foreign
investment and the alleviation of poverty [Namibia's Green Plan - chapter 11 (j)].

3. Namibia has inherited a colonial legacy of institutionalised segregation which has led
to economic disenfranchisement and contributed to general environmental
degradation and habitat destruction in certain areas [Namibia's Green Plan - chapter
11 ()].

4. Namibia is dependent on natural resources and certain biophysical components are
vulnerable to environmental degradation. It is specifically acknowledged that
Namibia is an arid country and that the scarcity of water and the country's limited
human and animal carrying capacity need to be taken into account prior to policy
formulation and during all stages of planning.

5. Environmental Assessments are a key tool, amongst others, to further the
implementation of a sound environmental policy which strives to achieve Integrated
Environmental Management (IEM).



REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND TOURISM

Our Ref.N 1 B Private Bag 13346
WINDHOEK

Tel.(061) 2842185
Fax.(061) 229936 1 December 1994

NAMIBIA'S ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT POLICY

Like its well known Constitution, Namibia's Environmental Assessment policy
has been acclaimed both within the country and internationally. It was
approved in August 1994 by Cabinet Resolution 16.8.94/002.

The Environmental Assessment (EA) policy was developed and refined through
a lengthy process of cross sectoral and multi-disciplinary consultation and
negotiation. The final product reflects a broad consensus on the need for
EAs in Namibia, and general agreement has been reached on how these should
be conducted. .

Recent EA's in Namibia have concentrated on individual projects. However,
the EA policy also stresses the need for the assessment of programmes and
policies. This policy aims to promote sustainable development and economic
growth while protecting the environment in the long, term. without clean
air, water and soil, and without a full and healthy stock of natural
resources, there will be little prospect for future generations of
Namibians. Therefore, Sector Ministries, the Private.Sector, NGOs, and
prospective investors and donors are urged to comply with this policy for
all future development projects, programmes and policies.

The next phase in this process is to decide on the institutional structures
and procedures needed for its effective implementation, and the
establishment of appropriate legislation.

The Ministry of Environment and Tourism intends initiating discussions on
these issues within the next few months, and will be involving as many
Interested and Affected Parties as possible in this process.

V,

Fr.}iko IBessinqer U

All official correspondence must be addressed to the Permanent Secretary



THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLUC OF NAMIBIA

further DECLARES the following as relevant to its

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT POLICY:

1. The principle of achieving and maintaining sustainable development must underpin
all policies, programmes and projects underlakcn within Namibia. In particular, the
wise utilisation of the country's natural re- sources, together with the responsible
management of the biophysical environment, must be for the benefit of both present
and future generations.

2. Namibia shall place a high priority on:

(i) maintaining ecosystems and related ecological processes, in particular those
important for water supply, food production, health, tourism and sustainable
development;

(ii) observing the principle of optimum sustainable yield in the exploitation of
living natural resources and ecosystems, and the wise utilisation of non-
renewable resources;

(iii) maintaining representative examples of natural habitats;

(iv) maintaining maximum biological diversity by ensuring the survival and
promoting the conservation in their natural habitat of all species of fauna and
flora, in particular those which are endemic, threatened, endangered, and of
high economic, cultural, educational, scientific and conservation interest.

3. Namibia shall pursue an active administrative and legislative programme to achieve
Integrated Environmental Management through, inter alia, the execution of
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS in accordance with the ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT policy which follows:



NAMIBIA'S ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT POLICY

The Government of Namibia:

RECOGNIZING that Environmental Assessments (EA's) seek to ensure that the
environmental consequences of development projects and policies are considered, understood
and incorporated into the planning process, and that the term ENVIRONMENT (in the
context of IEM and EA's) is broadly interpreted to include biophysical, social, economic,
cultural, historical and political components;

DECLARES the following ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT policy for Namibia:

1. All listed policies, programmes and projects, whether initiated by the government or the
private sector, should be subjected to the established EA procedure as set out in Appendix A.
A list of policies, programmes and projects requiring an EA is set out in Appendix B.

2. The EA procedure will, as far as is practicable, set out to:

(i) better infonn decision makers and promote accountability for decisions taken,

(ii) consider broad range of options and alternatives when addressing specific
policies, programmes and projects,

(iii) strive for a high degree of public participation and involvement by all sectors
of the Namibian community in the EA process,

(iv) take into account the environmental costs and benefits of proposed policies,
programmes and projects,

(v) incorporate internationally accepted norms and standards where appropriate to
Namibia,

(vi) take into account the secondary and cumulative environmental impacts of
policies, programmes and projects,

(vii) ensure that the EA procedure is paid for by the proponent. In certain cases,
such as programmes initiated by the State, it is recognised that the
Govermment is the proponent and will meet the costs of an independent EA,

(viii) promote sustainable development in Namibia, and especially ensure that a
reasonable attempt is made to minimise anticipated negative impacts and
maximise the benefits of all developments,

(ix) be flexible and dynamic, thereby adapting as new issues, information and
techniques become available.

3. This policy recognises the inherent need to incorporate adequate provisions to achieve
"reduction-at-source" in the areas of pollution control and waste management.

4. The costs of EAs shall be borne by the proponent who is also responsible for ensuring that
the quality of the EA and the EA Report are of an acceptable standard.



5. The proponent (both Government and Private Enterprise) shall enter into a binding
agreement based on the procedures and recommendations contained in the EA report. This
will help ensure that the mitigatory and other measures recommended in the EA, and
accepted by all parties, are complied with. This agreement should address the construction,
operational and decommissioning phases as applicable, as well as monitoring and auditing.

6. In terms of the ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT ACT, an Environmental
Commissioner shall be appointed by the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, and housed
in the office of the National Planning Commission.

6.1 The Environmental Commissioner shall be responsible for administering the EA process
as described in Appendix A This will include registration, establishing the procedural
framework for the process in consultation with the proponent, screening, evaluation and
review procedures as appropriate. -

6.2 The Environmental Commissioner shall report to an Environmental Board which shall be
constituted in terms of the Environmental Assessment Act, and shall consist of senior
representatives from various Ministries and other organisations as appropriate. The Board
shall be vested with powers to co-opt individuals and specialists where required. In addition
to initial screening, the Board shall be responsible for reviews so as to ensure that EA's are of
a consistently high standard.

7. Decisions taken by the Commissioner and/or the Board shall be subjected to appeals
according to the normal legal principles and appeal procedures in Namibia.

8. A record of all decisions by the Board shall be kept. Such records, as well as EA reports,
shall be registered, accessible and available for public enquiry. The proponent will however,
have the right to request confidentiality on specific information as appropriate.

9. The EA procedure will, at the cost of the proponent, include the ongoing monitoring of
policies, programmes and projects after they have been implemented, to ensure that they
conform with the recommendations in the EA report as well as the agreement between the
proponent and the Environmental Board.



APPENDIX A

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE
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APPENDIXA CONTINUED...

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE

1. SUBMISSION OF POLICY, PROGRAMME OR PROJECT
This is the start of the process, when the proponent (be it government or private enterprise),
submits a proposal to the Environmental Commissioner, located in the National Planning
Commission.

2. REGISTRAI1ON
The Environmental Commissioner officially registers the policy, programme or project
proposal, and ensures that the proponent fully understands the EA procedure which needs to
be followed. The Commissioner supplies the proponent with the necessary documentation,
general guidance, contacts, and any other support which will facilitate a smooth EA process.

3. DEVELOP PROPOSAL
Because Environmental Assessments are designed to, inter alia, (a) facilitate integrated and
improved planning during all stages and (b) ensure that the decision making process is
informed and streamlined, the following steps are required at the earliest stage:

* notify neighbours and other interested and affected parties,
* establish policy, legal and administrative requirements and procedural framework,
* establish the need for the development, and evaluate this against local, national and

international needs on various time scale-s,
* notify and consult with interested and affected ministries,

identify and consider alternatives,
identify and consider issues, opportunities and constraints of alternatives,

* consider mitigatory options,
* consider management plan options,
* consider fatal flaw & risk analyses, and worst case scenarios, - consider secondary

and cumulative effects within the region.

The above activities are the responsibility of the proponent, but are planned jointly by the
proponent, the Commissioner and the Board, who engage in a consultative process at this
early stage. Through these initial discussions, alternatives, affected panics, potential impacts
and benefits, issues, mitigatory and optimisation possibilities, etc., can be identified.
Furthermore, a specific framework which clearly spells out roles, responsibilities and
procedures should be established.

4. CLASSIFICATION OF PROPOSAL
In consultation with the proponent and his/her consultants, the Board decides on whether this
policy; programme or project requires an EA or not. The list of Activities in APPENDIX B
should be used to guide this decision. If it is felt that the policy, programme or project is not
likely to result in significant impacts and/or that sufficient plans to maximize benefits have
already been included, there will be no need for a formal assessment. Alternatively, the
Commissioner and/or Board may decide that an EA is required, and they will then discuss the
Terms of Reference for the study with the proponent. During this stage, provision is made for
individuals and organisations to voice their objections or reservations to the proposal.

For large projects, a pre-feasibility study is usually undertaken. Based on the findings of this,
a more detailed feasibility study may be conducted. The Terms of Reference for the detailed
feasibility study should be established during the pre-feasibility study.



5. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
It should become clear during the registration or classification of proposal stages whether
there will be significant impacts and if an EA is necessary or not. There are three main
components to all EA.



(i) Scoping
This determines the extent of and approach to the investigation and should endorse
the Terms of Reference established earlier. The proponent (and his/her consultant), in
consultation with the Environmental Commissioner, relevant authorities, interested
and affected parties, detennine which alternatives and issues should be investigated
the procedural framework that should be followed, and report requirements. It is the
responsibility of the proponent to ensure that all the above are given adequate
opportunity to participate in this process.

The Scoping process should indicate the following:
* the authorities and public that are likely to be concerned and affected,
* methods to be used in informing and involving concerned and affected parties,
* opportunities for public input.
* specific reference to disadvantaged communities regarding the aboVe.
* the use of advisory groups and specialists.
* the composition of the EA team and their Terms of Reference,
* the degree of confidentiality required.

If the proposal is likely to affect people, the proponent should consider the following
guidelines in Scoping:

* the location of the development in relation to interested and affected parties,
communities or individuals,

* the Dumber of people likely to be involved,
* the reliance of such people on the resources likely to be affected, -the

resources, time and expertise available for scoping,
* the level of education and literacy of parties to be consulted,
* the socio-economic status of affected communities,
* the level of organisation of affected communities,
* the degree of homogeneity of the public involved,
* history of any precious conflict or lack of consultation,
* social, cultural or traditional norms within the community,
* the preferred language used within the community.

(ii) Investigation
The investigation includes literature research and field work, and is guided by the scoping
decisions. It is intended to provide the Board with enough information on the positive and
negative aspects of the proposal, and feasible alternatives, with which to make a decision.

(iii) Report
The report should consist of the following:

* Executive summary
* Contents page
* Introduction
* Terms of Reference
* Approach to study
* Assumptions and limitations
* Administrative, legal and policy requirements
* Project proposal
* The affected environment
* Assessment
* Evaluation



* Incomplete or unavailable information
* Conclusions and recommendations
* Definitions of technical terms
* List of compilers
* Acknowledgements
* References
* Personal communications
* Appendices

It should also include:
* Management plan
* Monitoring programme
* Environmental Agreement
* Audit proposal

6. NO FORMAL ASSESSMENT
If a policy, programme or project is unlikely to result in significant impacts, and plans for
maximizing benefits are adequate, then the proposal can proceed without an EA. In the
unlikely event of strong opposition to the development at this late stage, the Commissioner
could solicit further opinions from specific ministries, specialists, interested and affected
parties and the general public. Based on the response, the proposal is either sent back for
more information (especially if there is serious uncertainty or significant information gaps),
or approval to proceed is confirmed.

7. REVIEW
Once completed, an Environmental Assessment report is submitted to the Environmental
Commissioner for review. The Commissioner will review the document with the assistance
of local and/or outside experts, sector Ministries, and any other organisations/individuals as
considered necessary. The cost of external review shall be bome by the proponent. The
recommendations of the Commissioner shall be presented to the Environmental Board which
will make a decision or recommendation as appropriate. Such decision shall be recorded and
made known to the proponent.

8. CONDITIONS OFAPPROVAL
Once a policy, programme or project has been approved, the Board, in consultation with the
proponent, may set a number of conditions. Such conditions may provide for the
establishment of a management plan, which specifies tasks to be undertaken in the
construction, operational and decommissioning phases of the development. By mutual
agreement, a monitoring strategy and audit procedure will be determined a t this early stage
so that the proponent can make the necessary budgetary provisions well in advance. Provision
is also made for an Environmental Agreement, whereby penalties for not adhering to the
Conditions of Approval arc agreed upon.

9. RECORD OF DECISION
Whether or not a proposal is approved, there should be a record of decision, which should
include reasons for the decision. This Record of Decision should be made available by the
Commissioner to any interested party, including the public. Any Conditions of Approval
must be reflected in the Record of Decision.

10. APPEAL
The decision making process provides an opportunity for appeal through the Commissioner
and/or the Board. Besides appealing to the decision-making authority, appellants should be
allowed access to a court of law if malpractice is suspected.



11. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSAL
Once approved, the policy, programme or project may be implemented in accordance with
the Environmental Agreement.

12. MONITORING
An appropriate monitoring programme should be required for all approved proposals.
Aspects to be covered in Monitoring include verification of impact predictions, evaluation of
mitigatory measures, adherence to approved plans, and general compliance with the
Environmental Agreement. The responsibility for ensuring that appropriate monitoring takes
place lies with the Commissioner, while the proponent shall be responsible for meeting the
costs.

13. AUDITS
Periodic assessments of the positive and negative impacts of proposals should be undertaken.
These will serve to provide feedback on the adequacy of planning during the Develop
Proposal stage, the accuracy of investigations in the Environmental Assessment stage, the
wisdom of the decisions taken during the Review stage, and the effectiveness of the
Conditions of Approval and Monitoring Programme during the Implementation stage.
An audit is thus an independent reassessment of the policy, programme or project after a
given period of time.



APPENDIX B

LIST OF ACTIVITIES

NB: The following list shall act as a guide for the Environmental Commissioner and Board.

Where the scale of activities indicate their relative importance and consequent inclusion in
this list, but where specific quantification is not provided, it is up to the Commissioner and/or
the Board to use their discretion.

POLICIES, PROGRAMMES and PROJECTS requiring an ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT

1. Structure plans (eg. Land-use plans and policies).
2. Rezoning applications.
3. Land acquisition for national parks, nature reserves, marine reserves, protected natural

environments or wilderness areas.
4. Establishment of settlements.
5. Declaration of limited development areas.
6. Any government policy, programme or project on the use of natural resources.
7. Pest control programmes.
8. Human population growth/management programmes.
9. Nuclear installations.
10. Transportation of hazardous substances & radioactive waste.
11. Mining, mineral extraction & mineral benefication.
12. Power generation facilities with an output of I megawatt or more.
13. Electricalsubstations and transmission lines having equipment with an operating

voltage in excess of 30 000 volts rms phase-to-phase.
14. Storage facilities for chemical products.
15. Industrial installation for bulk storage of fuels.
16. Bulk distribution facilities.
17. Manufacture of explosives.
18. Introduction and/or propagation of invasive alien plant and animal species.
19. Afforestation projects.
20. Genetic modification of organisms & releases of such organisms.
21. Major roads.
22. Railways.
23. Commercial aerodromes.
24. Ports and harbours.
25. Major pipelines.
26. Cableways and cableway stations.
27. Television and radio transmission masts.
28. Major canals, aqueducts, river diversions and water transfers.
29. Permanent flood control schemes.
30. Major dams, reservoirs, levees and weirs.
31. Establishment of armaments testing areas.
32. Reclamation of land from sea.
33. Major agricultural activities (e.g. livestock and cultivation projects in previously

undeveloped/unused areas).
34. Small scale (formal) water supply schemes.
35. Human resettlement.
36. Water intensive industries.



37. Deforestation projects.
38. Desalination plants.
39. Effluent plants.
40. Salt works.
41. Marine petroleum exploration.
42. Major groundwater abstraction schemes.
43. Aquaculture and mariculture.
44. Oil exploration.
45. Multinational projects.
46. Chemical production industries.
47. Veterinary fencing.
48. Tanneries.
49. Military exercises in sensitive areas.
50. Waste disposal sites.
51. Alternate energy programmes.
52. Commercial tourism and recreation facilities (e.g. rest camps). 53. Significant use of

pesticides, herbicides & defoliants.
54. Drought relief schemes.
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GENERIC TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE PLANNING OF
TOURISM PROJECTS IN NORTH-WESTERN NAMIBIA

1. Introduction
The purpose of this document is to help improve the planning and implementation of
tourism projects in northwestern Namibia'.

A tourism Master plan has already been drawn up for this region2, in which a vision
for tourism is offered. This vision was developed after a long process of consultation
within the region, and with people involved in the tourism industry and conservation.
The Master plan provides the "big picture" perspective. It describes the way that
tourism should develop in the northwest and sets broad guidelines for the industry. It
also suggests which areas are suitable for development, and gives ideas of the kind of
development that would be regarded as appropriate. Conversely, it cautions against
the implementation of projects that will harm the environment unnecessarily, and it
points out that some areas of the region are extremely sensitive to human impacts.

Since the Master plan is a strategic-level document that does not go into detail about
specific projects, a more detailed level of planning is still necessary - through an EIA.
One of the best ways of planning projects in sensitive areas, is to do an Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) as part of the planning process. The EIA tries to improve
the project by enhancing its positive aspects, whilst minimising potentially negative
impacts. The results of the EIA should be built into the design and implementation of
a project so that it contributes positively to the sustainable development of
northwestern Namibia.

This document is the Generic Terms-of-Reference (TOR) to instruct Environmental
Consultants in conducting an EIA for tourism projects in Namibia's Kunene Region.
The TOR also provide a flexible framework for decision making, so that small low-
impact projects can be 'fast tracked" with minimal expenditure and time wastage,
while those with greater potential to cause impacts, are properly guided by a full EIA.
These generic TOR provide the foundation for the writing of more detailed TOR for a
specific EIA, since each project will be located on its own site, and each site or area
has its own unique characteristics and sensitivities.

These TOR should be used by:
* Project developers intending to build a lodge, campsite or some other kind of

tourism project in the area
* Community representatives who may be developers themselves, or who may be

entering into some kind of partnership with a private-sector operator
* Local, regional or central government officials who are responsible for issuing

licenses or setting conditions for developments
* Consultants who might be hired to carry out the EIA

' North-western Namibia falls within the Kunene Region
2 Prepared by Urban Dynamics for the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, March 2000
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* NGO's and donors who are supporting community tourism development
initiatives.

2. The purpose of these TOR
All tourism projects should comply with Namibia's National Environmental
Assessment Policy3, the emerging Environmental Management Bill4 and the North
West Tourism Master plan. All of these documents have their roots in Namibia's
National Constitution, which strives to ensure that development is sustainable and
equitable. Since poorly planned tourism has the potential to cause significant negative
impacts on the environment, new projects should only be implemented after careful
consideration. This might require that an EIA be conducted. In some cases however,
the project might be small scale and unlikely to cause significant impacts on the
environment, and an EIA might not be necessary (see figure 1).

Figure 1: EIA and decision making - the steps in the process

l Environmental questionnaire

v2, Is a full EIA necessary or not?

No Yes

Environmental
Impact Assessment

Review |43

.! Letter of conditions

6; Implementation plan --------

'-. |Start construction and | J- t;9j
implementation

8 ) | Monitoring ----------

_-0) F -Abandonment

Whether an EIA is done or not, the authorities (be they the community, local or
national government) will set conditions which must be adhered to in the construction,
operation and possible decommissioning of the project. An important aspect of
implementation, is monitoring both compliance with meeting the conditions, as well
as the effectiveness of the measures put in place to minimise impacts.

3National Environmental Assessment Policy, Ministry of Environment and Tourism, 1995
4 Draft Environmental Management Bill (undated), obtainable from the Directorate of Environmental
Affairs, MET
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These TOR include an Environmental Questionnaire (see Annex 1), which helps the
authorities to decide on whether a full EIA is necessary or not. Figure 2 illustrates the
steps in the full EIA process.
Namibia's EIA framework considers the term "environment" in its broadest sense,
incorporating the "complex of natural and anthropogenic factors and elements that are
mutually interrelated and affect the ecological equilibrium and the quality of life".
The environment thus includes the natural (environmental), social (human), cultural,
historical, aesthetic, economic components. Good planning considers all the
components of the environment in an integrated way, and the EIA must thus be
conducted from this perspective.

In addition to guiding the EIA process, this document promotes the idea of careful
planning and development in northwestern Namibia - an area of great beauty, unique
biodiversity and socio-cultural characteristics, and extreme sensitivity to disturbance.
The North-West Regional Tourism Master plan recognises the areas' considerable
tourism potential but is concerned that the response from government, communities
and entrepreneurs has largely been uncoordinated, haphazard and in some cases, has
resulted in high-impact, low quality tourism. This conclusion has been reached after
extensive consultation with key stakeholders in the region and with concerned
members of the tourism industry.

There appears to be consensus that the area is headed towards "a tourism disaster"
unless planning is more systematic, based on a common vision, with developers and
visitors following laid down procedures and adhering to minimum standards.

3. The vision for tourism development in Kunene
Namibia's second National Development Plan (NDP 11) emphasises the need for
promoting quality tourism whilst at the same time conserving the country's natural
attractions. NDPII specifically warns against the uncontrolled development of
sensitive areas such as Kunene, citing the over-utilisation of the westward-flowing
rivers as an area of concern. Namibia's Vision 2030 urges for the development of
nature-centred tourism products in the remote areas, where "solitude, silence and
natural beauty" are valued as assets that will underpin Namibia's growing niche-
market tourism industry.

The Kunene region in general should be developed as a "remote destination", offering
high-quality, low-impact tourism products.

High quality, however, does not necessarily mean high cost. Indeed, Kunene should
be accessible to a wide range of tourists, including self-drive locals and fly-in
foreigners. Maintaining quality requires careful planning, so that lodges, campsites
and access routes are located in such a way that the wilderness character of the area is
not undermined. Moreover, a simple but effective system of "traffic control" must be
implemented so that the area does not remain a "free-for-all".

It is important that tourism be developed in such a way that it is not perceived as an
"elite" activity that caters only for the rich and that is owned and managed by the
privileged few. The sector needs to broaden its base and include far more local
ownership and involvement than has been the case thus far.
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4. The impacts of tourism (with emphasis on Kunene)
Whilst tourism is regarded by many as a "green industry" and thus without the need
for environmental safeguards, recent experience suggests otherwise. There are many
examples in Africa and throughout the rest of the world, where poorly planned
tourism has "killed the goose that lays the golden egg".

Table 1: A generic checklist of negative impacts that need to be mitigated, and
positive impacts that should be enhanced, for a typical tourism project in
Kunene (these are indicative issues - the main issues relevant to each project will be identified and prioritised
during the specific EIA):

Project Negative social impacts (including Negative Positive impacts
phase health and culture) environmental and

physical impacts
Planning and * Raising of unrealistic expectations * Vehicle tracks in * Facilitation of a
design * Power struggles as communities and/or unspoilt areas common

persons compete for the project or influence development
with the proponent vision in the light

of new options
Construction * Influx of workers (HIV/AIDS, social * Resource extraction * Direct

disruption, crime) (sand, rock, wood) employment
* Noise and dust * Water use opportunities
* Disturbance to livestock * Disturbance to wildlife * Service
* Violation of culturally important sites * Deterioration of roads opportunities

and proliferation of * Training
vehicle tracks * Improved supplies

* Human and other waste * Improved
* Vegetation clearing transport
* Landscape scarring

through road and
airfield construction

Ntanagement * Influx of workers (HIV/AIDS, social * Water use * Direct
(of the lodge) disruption) * Disturbance to wildlife employment

* Noise and dust (power generator, vehicles) (because of human opportunities
* Exclusion of livestock from the area activity, lights, vehicles, * Service
* Reduced labour for other livelihood etc.) opportunities

activities (e.g. herders become labourers) * Deterioration of roads * Training
* Negative local attitudes towards tourists as (heavy vehicles driving * Improved supplies

locals resent the contrasting incomes and in supplies) * Improved
standards (luxury lodge vs. poverty village) * Disposal of human and transport and

* Waste dumps attract human scavengers, other waste (aquifers access to medical
causing disease could become polluted services

* Power balance disrupted due to perceived and dumps can attract
favouritism of certain villages, chiefs, etc. by scavengers)
operator * Noise (generator)

* Exclusion of non-lodge clientele from the * Wood use (if collected
area, causing resentment amongst other locally)
tourists

Off-site * Unauthorised visitation of important cultural * Disturbance to wildlife * Selling of goods
activities sites, villages, springs, etc. through uncontrolled and services (fuel,
(Ie. tourists * Damage to rock-art tourism supplies, curio's,
travelling to * Insensitive/unfair bartering and inappropriate * Deterioration of roads guiding)
and from the social interactions and proliferation of

lodge,andin Aculturalisation vehicle trackslodge, and i * Local resentment over contrasting incomes * Depletion of wood and
the general and standards (luxury 4x4 vs. no transport) unsustainable tree
area) * Disturbance by vehicles and low-flying felling

aircraft * Littering and human
* Loss of privacy and dignity waste

* Deterioration of "sense
of place" by
proliferation of vehicles,
informal camping, etc.
especially in the
riverbeds

. Noise (vehicles and
aircraft) and dust
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Project . Disillusionment (and scepticism towards * Un-rehabilitated
failure government, NGO's, development agencies, infrastructure that posesetc.) a danger to wildlife and

* Resentment towards conservancy or other an eye-sore
local structires that facilitated the project * A management vacuum

* Loss of jobs that encourages
* Loss of income uncontrolled tourism
* Danger to people and livestock (abandoned

_waste dumps, sewersge infrastructure, etc.) _

This list is indicative and brief and, together with the following section, serves merely
to orientate the developer, authorities and consultants as to the issues that need to be
addressed when planning tourism projects in Kunene. The key issues are discussed
further below.

4.1 Environmental impacts
Some of the environmental impacts (or impacts on the natural environment) are
physical and direct, can be seen, and can often be measured. These include the
depletion of a water resource, the removal of vegetation, scars on the landscape, waste
accumulation, etc. Many others, however, are indirect, and are caused by tourists not
actually at the lodge, but perhaps in transit to and from the lodge, or out on a game
drive away from the lodge. It is important for an EIA to consider these indirect (off
site) impacts, because they are still part of the tourism operation and they must be
considered during planning. If not, then they will fall through the proverbial "cracks"
and no one will take responsibility for their mitigation.

Similarly, the EIA should consider the proposed project in the context of other
projects (existing or planned), because while the impacts of one lodge might be small,
the combined impacts of a number of lodges in the same area, could be serious. This
is known as cumuilative impacts, and is very relevant in the Kunene Region. The
reasons for this are threefold:
* Firstly, a limited number of attractions (e.g. a riverbed, mountain, valley, rock-art

site or local village) might draw people from various lodges in the area to the
same spot.

* Secondly, more than one lodge might be tapping the same water aquifer or
discharging waste into the same water body, and

* thirdly, the more lodges and campsites in the area, the more vehicles there will be
on the roads, in the riverbeds, etc. The arid nature of Kunene and its open
landscapes, makes it difficult to accommodate large numbers of vehicles and
people, and impacts such as noise and dust are difficult to "hide". Furthermore,
the linear oasis phenomenon of the westward flowing rivers, means that vehicles
and animals tend to concentrate in these "pressure point" areas, which will be the
first to respond negatively to tourism pressure.

Another kind of impact on the natural environment is the spoiling of "sense of place".
This is a rather difficult impact to measure, because it relates to how we feel about the
issue. For example, we might regard a view as being spoilt because of the existence of
a microwave tower, or the atmosphere of an area compromised because of a signboard
or lights. However, some people might draw comfort from these signs of civilization,
whilst others see them as signs of progress and development. Thus, the feeling of
sense of place is subjective, but these TOR argue that an EIA must address this as a
fundamental issue, because the lure of Kunene is as much because of "sense of place"
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as the wildlife and culture attractions. In this case, the stakeholders who need to be
consulted are not just those living in the area (affected parties), but perhaps those
further afield who have a great affinity for the area and who probably have strong
views about the way it should be developed (interested parties). A rule-of-thumb with
regards to this issue is to design any establishment with aesthetic sensitivity, trying as
far as possible to blend into the environment and avoid (or hide) visual distractions
such as radio masts, water tanks, signboards, etc.

4.2 Social and economic impacts
While tourism can bring social and economic benefits to local residents, it can also
cause negative impacts. These negative impacts need to be identified and considered
against the benefits when assessing the potential impact of tourism developments in
the northwest.

This aspect is particularly important with regard to tourism developments in Kunene
Region for a number of reasons. Perhaps the most significant reason is the high
dependence of local residents on renewable natural resources in a highly
unpredictable environment. Due to low rainfall that is variable from year to year and
from place to place, access to land and a variety of natural resources is crucial for
residents to be able to sustain their livelihoods. In northern Kunene, many people have
developed a highly mobile strategy for managing livestock through tracking the
availability of water and grazing. A system of reciprocal rights of use of land and
resources has developed between various sub-groups.

The system of mobility for range and livestock management needs extensive areas of
land that are available and accessible. The amount of land available to pastoralists in
the north west has already been diminished by the proclamation of the Skeleton Coast
Park (removing important emergency grazing in times of drought), the establishment
of various mines, existing tourism developments, quarantine camps, the fencing of
land by individuals etc. The "tracking" system of pastoralists also requires the
availability of water. Usually the presence of permanent water sources determines
whether land can be used for grazing or not.

Another factor that makes social impact so important in northwest Namibia, is that of
culture. Different ethnic groups have developed their own specific culture, which in
some cases is perceived to be under threat. This is particularly true of the Himba
culture, which has been affected by a number of factors over the past 30 years.
Culture is, however, dynamic and capable of adjusting to changing circumstances, and
people such as the Himba should not be denied development opportunities available
to the rest of Namibian society. It is important, however, that in the face of external
factors that they cannot control, some space should be left for people to determine the
rate and type of change that takes place within their own culture. They should also be
able to determine the terms on which they wish to interact with visitors from other
cultures. Thus, the local people must remain in control of the changes that are taking
place.

Thirdly, throughout the northwest, residents have begun to take charge of their own
land and resources through the formation of a number of community-based natural
resource management institutions such as conservancies and water point committees.
Government has put in place legislation that gives communities rights over resources
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such as wildlife, tourism and water and it is important that new developments do not
undermine these rights, the community institutions that are responsible for managing
the resources, or the land use plans that these institutions are developing. It is
important that various levels of authority at community level are included in tourism
development processes.

A fourth consideration is one from the perspective of the tourism industry. Quite
simply, if a tourism development is not compatible with the interests of local
residents, they have the power to ensure that the development cannot succeed.
Poaching, grazing cattle around the lodge, and being rude to tourists are but a few of
the strategies open to residents who are not happy with a particular lodge or its
operations.

Any land-use that could potentially limit access by residents to land and resources,
compete with the requirements of residents, or interfere with their culture and
livelihood strategies, needs to be carefully considered. Tourism is clearly one of these
land-uses. It requires land (sometimes demanding land devoid of people to sell a
'wilderness' product), requires water, and interacts with local residents in many
different ways including economically and culturally.

4.2.1 Specific socio-economic issues to be considered

4.2.1.1 Impact on culture
The development of tourism lodges in the northwest can potentially impact local
culture in a number of ways. Some of these impacts are more direct than others, and
some more obvious than others. In order to adequately assess impact on culture, local
residents will need to be consulted. The assessment team need to identify key aspects
of local culture that could potentially be affected. An EIA should consider the
following:

Possible changes in lifestyle. Such changes are most likely to come about from
economic influences These could include at one end of the scale, people resorting to
begging from tourists, or at the other, those with cash from tourism jobs becoming
more mobile and being exposed to urban and other influences. It is likely that many
lifestyle changes associated with increased jobs and wages would be perceived by
residents to be positive.

Loss of cultural identity. Loss of cultural identity could happen to a whole group over
a long period of time or to individuals over a much shorter period. An individual
might move to an urban area and become part of an amorphous group of urban
dwellers with few ties to their cultural background. However, loss of identity as a
group is less likely if the group has some control over interactions with outsiders and
over the pace of change.

Loss of heritage. There are many forms through which this could take place. It might
be in concrete form through the loss of a sacred site to a lodge development. It might
take place through the devaluing of cultural ceremonies by exposing them to the
constant glare of tourists, or it might simply be a feeling that the cultural links to the
past have been broken through too much change too quickly. Will the lodge want to
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take tourists to sacred sites or to attend cultural ceremonies? Will self-drive tourists be
passing sacred sites on their way to the lodge?

Ability to control impact on culture. It will be important to assess what mechanisms
exist for residents to control the likely impacts on their culture. The degree to which
they believe certain impacts to be acceptable could well depend on the extent to which
they can set the terms on which certain activities take place. In order to exercise some
control, appropriate community institutions such as a conservancy or traditional
authority need to be in place. Appropriate procedures also need to be in place for
these institutions to receive information about potential impacts and to be consulted
with regard to their acceptability. Residents need to be able to set the terms or
conditions by which tourists may visit sacred sites (including a ban on any visits) or
may attend cultural ceremonies.

4.2.1.2 Impact on community land and resources
Tourism is a form of land use, and its impacts on land and resources that people
depend upon will be a result of the type of tourism being carried out. The EIA should
consider impacts on the community's land and resources against the specific activities
being planned by the lodge. The following aspects should be assessed:

Impact on access to land and resources. Does the lodge development restrict access to
land and specific resources by residents? A key issue with the land is whether an
appropriate authority has, on behalf of the community, given its consent for the land
to be used by the lodge. Such an authority might be a conservancy or in the absence of
a conservancy, the traditional authority. Even if such authority has been given, what
are the opportunity costs (e.g. economic losses) for residents of the land being used
for lodge development? The EIA should identify the resources on the land claimed by
the lodge that are being used, or could be used in the future, by local residents. It
should determine whether such resources are available in sufficient abundance
elsewhere, and whether these alternative sites are readily accessible. Particular
attention should be given to whether the lodge plans to use a permanent source of
water such as a spring that is required for human needs or the watering of livestock.
Attention should also be given to whether the lodge will draw water from an aquifer
shared with residents and the impact on abstraction of water by the lodge on the
availability of water for residents. Other resources of importance could include
grazing, firewood, medicinal plants, and veld food.

4.2.1.3 Impacts on social life
The assessment should consider the likely impacts that the lodge development will
have on the social life of residents. The following should be assessed:

* Impacts of visits by tourists to villages to see village life, buy curios, take
photographs etc. How much of an unwanted disturbance factor will be caused?
How much will a loss of dignity and privacy be caused.

* Impacts of availability of transport provided by the lodge. Will this result in
constant requests for transport by villagers and friction with the lodge
management?
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* Impacts of income and employment at the lodge on social status of individuals
employed and social harmony with the other villagers. Will competition for
benefits from tourism such as jobs, curio sales, etc. lead to social tension?

* If the lodge plans to fly in its tourists, how will the intended flight path affect
residents? Does the flight path go over the area used as the village latrine?

* Impacts of influx of outside workers during construction phase and operation
phase.

* Impacts of self-drive tourists on social life. What type of disturbance can they
cause? There are recorded cases of tourists finding an apparently abandoned
Himba settlement and removing pots and other artefacts. The settlement was in
fact only temporarily vacated while the residents moved in search of water and
grazing.

Impact on health and safety. The assessment should consider whether the lodge will
impact on resident's health and safety. Will waste be disposed of in a way that attracts
human scavengers and wild animals, or in a way that leaves it exposed to playing
children playing? Will litter be created that can collect water and be a breeding
ground for malarial mosquitoes? Will labourers be hired from outside the locality and
import diseases such as HIV AIDS? If the lodge closes, will toilet pits be left open?

4.2.1.4 Impacts on livelihoods
Impacts on other livelihood activities of residents using their time for labour at the
lodge.
* Do other activities suffer because labour is no longer available for other activities

(e.g. livestock herding, homestead maintenance, fuel collection, etc.)?
* Does the lodge compete with any existing local enterprises such as community

campsites?
* Can it help spawn the development of local enterprises?
* Impacts of insensitive/unfair bartering by the lodge, its tourists or self-drive

tourists travelling to the lodge. An example, is giving people mealie meal in
exchange for work or services, without finding out whether they use or want
mealie meal.

5. EIA - a front line tool in promoting sustainable tourism
As noted earlier, EIA is a logical planning system that integrates all components of
the environment into the planning process. EIA is most effective when it is applied
early in the planning cycle (at the strategic level). The existence of the North West
Tourism Master Plan (which is a strategic document), provides the contextual
framework within which the project-specific EIAs should be done. There are a
number of steps in the process of doing an EIA (see figure 2).
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Figure 2: Important steps in conducting the EA

Description of the project and its key
components (platning & design, construction,
management, decommissioning)

Description of the environment
(institutional, social, cultural, ecological, economic)

Scoping - which issues to consider

Identification of key impacts
(direct, indirect, cumulative)

C
Evaluation & assessment of
significance of impacts

C
Identification of mitigating measures Z

Presentation of findings in an EA report

* Executive summary H
* Policy, legal and adminstrative liamework 5
* Analysis orhow the project corresponds with the NW Masterplan Z
* Analysis of hoa the project compliments or contradicts other sectar

projects in the same area
* Description of project and Its alternatives
* Descriplion of all relevant components of the environment
* Analysis of expected direct and indirect positive md negative impacts
* Analysis of expected positive and negative cumulative impacts
* Recommendattons for mitigating negative impacts In all phases of

the project, including on-site and off-site activities
* Recommendations for enhancing possive impacts In all phases of

the project
* Description of process and methodology used in the EA ad key

limitations and ancertainties
* Record of consultatiom and summary of siakeholder opiniom
. References

Review and decision-making

Source: Adapted from Glasson et al. 1994.

5.1 Pre-feasibility study and screening
Before an EIA is done, the developer usually does his/her "homework" through
conducting a study to see whether the project is viable from a financial point of view.
In the case of tourism, the study will determine whether there is a good enough
tourism product in the area, whether s/he will be able to compete in the market and
realize a profit and return on investment. At this early stage, it is important to see
whether the project is in line with the vision in the tourism Master plan. S/he will then
complete the environmental questionnaire so that a decision can be taken on whether
an EIA is needed or not. This stage is generally known as screening. The
questionnaire should be completed by the developer early in the planning process
(steps one and two in figure 1). This decision to do and EIA or not must be taken
carefully, and the size of the project may not be the best criteria. For example, the
construction of a small campsite will probably not require an EIA, but if it is to be

placed near an important spring, at a village or close to game migration paths, then an

EIA should be done. Ideally, the screening process should involve consultation
between all affected stakeholders so that the final decision is collective rather than

unilateral.
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If the initial analysis is positive and the impacts seem likely to be minimal, the
authorities will probably issue an Environmental Clearance and set conditions for the
implementation of the projectwithout an EIA being done. Alternatively, a full EIA
might be triggered

5.2 Scoping
The next step is scoping, which proceeds after a decision has been taken that an EIA
is required. Scoping is the process of identifying from a broad range of potential
problems, a number of priority issues to be addressed by an EIA. Scoping is
extremely important, because an EIA study can easily become disoriented in trying to
find out a little about everything instead of as much as possible about the most
important impacts likely to result from the proposed development. Furthermore, most
EIAs are conducted under time pressure, since the developers inevitably want to
proceed as soon as possible with their projects. It is thus vital to focus the study from
the start. There are many ways to conduct a scoping exercise, but recent experience
suggests that one of the best ways is to consult stakeholders, especially people living
in the project area. Locals are more likely than anyone else to correctly identify
potential impacts and their perspective is essential in assessing the significance of
these impacts.

Thus, a successful scoping exercise results in a prioritised list of potential impacts, an
inventory of stakeholders, sources of information and a clearer idea of what to study,
why and how. Many practitioners summarise this information in a matrix, where a list
of project related activities, the receiving environment and a preliminary assessment
of impact severity and significance, are presented in tabular format for ease of
reference.

5.3 The EA study

The actual EIA study only commences once screening and scoping have been
completed. The study is usually carried out by a "team of experts" who are competent
in all the relevant fields. These typically include sociology, ecology and other natural
sciences. More recently, anthropologists, landscape architects, lawyers, health experts
and economists have played a more prominent role as EIA has become a more
integrated process. Ideally, the EIA team should work in tandem with other
components of the planning process, such as design and economic modelling, so that
the disciplines can influence each other in an iterative fashion. A best-case scenario is
achieved when an EIA and the other studies jointly explore alternatives and
collectively design a "least cost" project. Least cost in this case includes maximum
economic returns and minimal environmental impacts and opportunity costs. The
complexity, length and detail of each EIA depends on the subject being studied and
the interrelationships between the issues.

Usually, the EIA study results in the compilation of a report which is delivered to the
proponent (referred to as an EIA report or Environmental Impact Statement). Many
jurisdictions specify a minimum standard for the form and content of the report,
which should at least provide an executive summary of the findings and key
recommendations, the process that was followed, the stakeholders consulted, the main
issues and findings, and detailed recommendations for impact mitigation. Modern
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EIA systems also require consultants to advise on how project benefits can be
enhanced, thereby addressing the concern that EIA is a fault-finding exercise.

5.4 Specific tasks to be undertaken in conducting the EIA study

Taskl: Description of the proposed project and its sub-components.
Describe the relevant parts of each phase of the project (i.e. those that are likely to
cause significant environmental impacts) - see table 1.

The EIA should also analyse the alternatives to the project, and explain why the
proposed project is superior to the alternatives, including the no-project alternative.

Task 2: Description of the environment.
Provide a brief but concise description and analysis of the following components of
the affected environment.

a. Institutional environment: Characteristics of the relevant sectors in local
government (including capacity to offer support), NACSO and the CBNRM
support network.

b. Natural environment: an overview (not a comprehensive biodiversity
inventory) of the current status of the natural capital within the focus area
(especially water and wildlife), planned development activities versus current
use to see if there will be considerably more requirements for land and natural
resources in the future; conflicts between wildlife and humans, suitability of the
areas for other forms of land use, etc. A statement on the current "state of the
environment" will be useful, especially as a benchmark for future monitoring.
Any particularly sensitive areas or areas of important biodiversity should be
highlighted.

c. Socio-cultural environment in the focus area: population and demographics;
community structure; employment; public health (including sexually transmitted
diseases); aspirations and attitudes (regarding the project), decision making and
management structures within the focus area, administrative systems, and
relations with neighbours. Highlight the known (or expected) occurrence of sites
of cultural importance in the focus area.

d. Economic environment: general overview of the current land use and
livelihood profile in the focus area, the investments to date (through other
projects and by the communities themselves) and the returns on these. The
assessment should consider the plans of other sectors in the area (e.g. mining
and agriculture) and note plans for infrastructure development (e.g. roads).

Task 3: Legislative and regulatory considerations.
Briefly describe and analyse the pertinent national, regional and local authority
policies and legislation regarding land use and natural resource management (and
planning). This needs to be linked to the anticipated activities of the project and
CBNRM in general. It is not necessary to provide a summary of all the relevant laws
and policies - rather analyse their relevance to the project and assess the extent to
which the project will need to comply with these and what licensing permits will be
needed.
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Task 4: Determination of the potential impacts of the proposed project.
In this analysis, distinguish between significant positive and negative impacts, direct
and indirect impacts, and immediate and long-term impacts. Identify impacts which
are unavoidable or irreversible. Characterize the extent and quality of available data,
explaining significant information deficiencies and any uncertainties associated with
predictions of impact. It is strongly urged that the EIA focus on the 5 most important
issues so that time, money and paper are not wasted on insignificant issues. As noted
earlier, the main issues should be selected after a process of literature review and
consultation with key resource persons and Interested and Affected Parties.

Once the consultant has a list of key issues, s/he should meet with the client and the
appropriate communities and authorities to agree on the priorities.

An important issue for the EIA to consider, is who will use the data that is generated
concerning potential social and cultural impacts. When considering the potential
impacts of a development on the physical environment, the issue of whether an impact
is negative or positive is fairly straightforward. If a development removes the last
remaining habitat of an endemic species, then it can be predicted that the species will
become extinct. It is a valid conclusion that the loss of this species will have a
negative impact on biodiversity,

However, when considering social and cultural issues, the determination of what is a
negative or positive impact is more difficult. If those carrying out an EIA do not
belong to the culture of the people affected, they are not in a position to determine
whether a specific impact is positive or negative. Some outsiders might consider that
impacts leading to significant changes in Himba culture, such as the adoption of
western dress, are negative. However, Himba people themselves might believe such
impacts are positive. Or, a part of Himba society such as the youth, might view such
impacts to be positive, while the elders think them negative.

Given such potential differences in perception of culture and cultural change, the issue
of who interprets the nature of potential impacts becomes crucial. The EIA process
needs to ensure that the residents of an area where lodge development takes place are
the people who decide whether potential impacts will be of a positive nature or a
negative nature. In order for this to happen, a process of consultation and discussion
with residents needs to be undertaken by the assessment team once potential impacts
have been identified. The potential impacts need to be presented to residents for
discussion. Residents can then decide whether the impacts are desirable or
undesirable. It will be necessary for the assessment team to note varying attitudes
between different social groupings and the residents should be encouraged to find
consensus if differences emerge. If consensus cannot be found, this should be noted
in the report and the different attitudes recorded. Only once residents have stated
their views on the nature of specific impacts, will it be possible to decide which
impacts should be completely avoided from a social and cultural perspective and
which require mitigating action. The process of identifying mitigating actions should
also be carried out through the strong participation of local residents. It should be
recognised that what might be acceptable to residents of one area, might not be
acceptable to their immediate neighbours.
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Generally many of the potential social impacts that might be considered negative,
might be acceptable to residents, if there has been a process of consultation with
residents in the development of the plans for the lodge. Also many of the potential
negative impacts could be avoided, if there has been a process of joint planning. For
example, resentment about the import of outside labour for construction or operation
of the lodge can be pre-empted if there are agreements in place that the lodge will hire
local labour except where skills are not available locally. Further the agreement could
stipulate that where skills are not available locally, residents will be trained to develop
these skills. Much depends upon the process through which lodge development has
been agreed upon and the extent to which residents or their representatives have been
involved in lodge planning.

In assessing the impacts of the project, the EIA should consider whether altemative
designs or ways of implementing the project could reduce negative impacts whilst
enhancing the benefits. This analysis should result in a series of practical and feasible
mitigation measures, which can later be used to develop an Environmental
Management Plan (EMP). The development of the EMP might be included in the
project specific TOR as work to be done by the consultant, but in some cases the EMP
might be a separate consultancy.

5.5 EIA Report
The EIA report should be concise (no more than 50 pages - excluding appendices)
and shall focus on the significant environmental, social and economic issues. The
main text should highlight the findings, conclusions and recommended mitigation
actions. Organize the EIA report according to the outline provided in figure 2. The
report should be easy to read and easily understood by a layperson, but at the same
time it should contain data (where available) and it must be scientifically sound. The
text should be complimented by graphs, tables, illustrations and maps that help the
reader to better understand the message that is being conveyed.

5.6 Review and decision making
In Namibia, the authority for reviewing an EIA report is the Directorate of
Environmental Affairs (DEA) in the Ministry of Environment and Tourism (MET).
However, it would be good practice if the conservancy (or other community structure)
and the local MET office reviews the EIA first, before it is sent to Windhoek.

After the review, the authorities (be they local, regional or national) either authorise or
deny the proposed activity. Authorisation is usually conditional on compliance with a
set of conditions, which are generally based on the recommendations of the EIA and
the review. These conditions should be incorporated into an Environmental
Management Plan (EMP). The EMP should consist of a strategy for reducing negative
impacts, enhancing benefits and monitoring progress. It must thus include a
monitoring programme and indicators by which to measure both changes within the
environment and progress towards achieving objectives.

5.7 Monitoring and auditing
It is important that we learn from experience gained during implementation and there
is thus a need to include a feedback mechanism in the EIA system (figure 1 and 2).
This is usually achieved through regular monitoring and audits. As noted earlier, the
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monitoring system is sometimes published as a separate EMP or Environmental
Management System (EMS). Ideally, the lessons learnt through implementation
should provide the basis for reviewing the conditions of approval, and the authorities
and proponent should constantly be updating these crucial documents.

6. Conclusion
Since the ultimate objective of an EIA is to improve the way that a project is
implemented, it is in the interests of all parties, be they community, developer or
government, to ensure a transparent, participatory process that takes advantage of
local knowledge and expert opinions. The product must be focussed and scientifically
sound, providing practical measures of how the developer can enhance the project so
that tourism plays a significant role in promoting sustainable development in north-
western Namibia.
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